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Manyindividuals have contributed greatly to the improvement of edu-

cation for intellectually gifted students, but perhaps the most important

are those teachers who seek out and nourish such talent. This volumeis

dedicated to three such teachers with whom SMPY had the good fortune

to work during its initial phases: Paul R. Binder, Doris K. Lidtke, and

Joseph R. Wolfson.
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Preface

Following a two-volumehiatus, the Blumberg series returns with this volume

to the topic of intellectual talent. The current volume is based on the Sixth

Annual Hyman Blumberg Symposium on Research in Early Childhood Edu-

cation, which was held on October 4, 1974 at the Evergreen House of The

Johns Hopkins University. Brief abstracts of fifteen papers were presented

in the morning session, along with the two longer critiques by Ellis B. Page

and Carl E. Bereiter. These comprise chapters 1 through 17 in this volume.

The afternoon session was devoted to a general discussion, which is reported

in full in chapter 18.

As noted above, the preceding volume in this series on the topic of in-

tellectual talent was a result of the Third Annual Hyman Blumberg Sympo-

sium, which was published in 1974 as Mathematical Talent: Discovery,

Description, and Development. That was also the first volume of Studies of

Intellectual Precocity (Julian C. Stanley, Daniel P. Keating, and Lynn H.

Fox, general editors); the current volume is the second in that series. Most

of the reports in this volume again are from the Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth (SMPY), which is directed by Julian C. Stanley and

funded by the Spencer Foundation of Chicago. The Spencer Foundation has

also funded the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (SVGY), directed by

Robert T. Hogan and Catherine Garvey. In chapter 8 Peter V. McGinn re-

ports on the results from that project. A National Science Foundation grant

to the editor provided support for the research reported in chapter5.

The four major sections of this volume help to organize the topics con-

sidered. Sections I-III are composed of five chapters each; the final section

has three chapters. The first section concerns identification and measure-

ment problems; the second section deals with educational research pro-

grams; the third section describes the psychological characteristics of these

highly gifted youths; and the fourth section contains the critiques and the

general discussion.

The editor of this volume wishes to thank Julian C. Stanley, not only for

the opportunity to arrange and conduct this symposium butalso for his pro-
fessional and personal generosity. I thank also the authors of the various
chapters, whose enthusiasm and willingness to work through several drafts
is greatly appreciated.

XVli



XVill PREFACE

As the acting director of SMPY during the first eight months of 1974, I

wish to thank again the following groups and individuals: the educational

institutions and teachers in the state of Maryland—elementary, secondary,

and collegiate—without whose cooperation much of the research reported

here would not have been possible; the College Entrance Examination Board
and its Trial Administration Program, especially Sam A. McCandless and

Michele Mayo Battermann, for their continuing assistance; The Johns Hop-
kins University, especially Vice President George S. Benton, University

Registrar Robert E. Cyphers, and the Office of Admissions, whose generous

support is much appreciated; and, far from least, the students with whom

we have worked, whose enthusiasm and dedication makeit all worthwhile.

A special note of thanks goes once again to the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers of America for the $110,000 endowment that it funded at The

Johns Hopkins University in 1969. Income from the endowment supports

the Annual Hyman Blumberg Symposium, but the union has no responsi-

bility for the contents of the symposia or the volumesresulting therefrom.

William B. Michael again provided a careful critique of an earlier draft

of the manuscript, and the volume was much improved byhis suggestions.

The critiques by Ellis B. Page and Carl E. Bereiter, both formal and in-

formal, were also of considerable assistance. None are of course responsible

for any errors which remain.

The staff of SMPY has received much helpful advice about the teaching

and learning of mathematics from many mathematicians, especially the fol-

lowing: Professors Frank Grosshaus, Roger A. Horn, Susan D. Horn, Jean-

Pierre Meyer, and Joseph Shalika of The Johns Hopkins University; Professor

Richard F. McCoart, Chairman of the Department of Mathematics at Loyola

College in Baltimore; Professor Ann L. Wagner of Towson State College in

Baltimore; and Professor George W. Booth of Brooklyn College, New York.

Virginia S. Grim, Joan A. Pierce, and Lois S. Sandhofer showed great

patience and expertise in typing the various drafts of the manuscript.

I especially wish to thank William C. George, who helped greatly in the

organization and planning of the symposium and in the assembling of the

manuscript.

DANIEL P. KEATING

Institute of Child Development

University of Minnesota
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|

USE OF TESTS TO DISCOVER
TALENT!

Julian C. Stanley

ABSTRACT

Aptitude and achievement tests designed for much older students are invalu-

ableforfinding extremely high ability at younger ages. Results ofthefirst three

years of the Study ofMathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) at The Johns

Hopkins University are examined to show that considerable educational

acceleration is not only feasible but also desirablefor those young people who

are eager to move ahead. Skipping school grades, taking college courses part-

time, studying in special courses, and entering college early are inexpensive and

supplemental to regular school practices. We do not advocate the usualin-

grade, nonaccelerative “enrichment” procedures often recommendedforintel-

lectually gifted children. An heuristic overview is presented of the main

assumptions andfindings of the study thus far.

 

Once a year the Division of Evaluation and Measurementof the American

Psychological Association allows an elder of its tribe to pontificate for fifty

minutes on whatevertopic he or she chooses. These presidential addresses tend

to be hortatory, heuristic, summarizing, philosophical, or polemic, rather than

primarily substantive and empirical. My first impulse was to overwhelm you

with data from the five-year Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

(SMPY), funded by the Spencer Foundation, which my associates and I at

Johns Hopkins have been conducting since September 1971. That would be

'Revised version of presidential address to Division 5 (Evaluation and Measurement) of the

American Psychological Association on 27 August 1973 at its annual meeting in Montreal,

Canada. I thank the Spencer Foundation for financial support that made this work possible and
my associates Susanne A. Denham, Lynn H.Fox, William C. George, Linda K. Greenstein, Daniel

P. Keating, and Cecilia H. Solano for their contributions to the study. Dr. Keating made numerous

helpful suggestions concerningearlier drafts of this paper. Professor Ellis B. Page made important

contributions to it. An earlier version appeared in the Educational Psychologist (see Stanley 1973).

We thank APA Division 15 for permission to reproduce it in updated form.



4 IDENTIFICATION AND MEASUREMENT

redundant, however, because in 1974 The Johns Hopkins University Press
published our Mathematical talent: Discovery, description, and development
(Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974), which reports on the first year or so.It is
volume I of our Studies of Intellectual Precocity.?

Instead, I shall pursue a theme that, in my opinion, has been badly
neglected: how tests can be valuable for quick, tentative identification of
intellectually promising persons. High scores on standardized aptitude and
achievementtests are probably the best single clue to high potential, often more
valid than school grades or teachers’ recommendations. Of course, identifica-
tion in this way must be preliminary and supplemented by other evidence.
There will be false positives, because not all high-scorers succeed in areas for
which they seem to havetalent. In my experience, however,the percentoffalse
negatives on the basis of nontest information is usually greater; nontest
procedures tend to miss many intellectually gifted persons. This is not an
“either-or” matter; no wise measurementspecialist would base judgmentssolely
on test scores.

A corollary seems to be that the more onetests an intially highscoring
individual, the greater the dependence one can put on thetest-score data when
planning radically accelerated educational programs,andtheless direct use one
needs to makeof prior school information. By testing the promising examinees
further for several full days with aptitude and achievementtests of appropriate

difficulty, as well as personality and interest inventories, one can predict rather

well which personswill succeed in courses and curricula far above the onesin

which they are now placed.

The matter of “appropriate difficulty” of tests has also received less emphasis

from measurementspecialists than it merits. Recently, for instance, I was told

of a sixth-grader who had a grade equivalent of eleven years zero months on a

vocabulary test. This is remarkable, but it becomes more so when thefact that

this student made a perfect score on the test is revealed. Because of lack of

“ceiling” she was not adequately tested, and therefore should be examined

further with a more appropriately difficult test, such as the verbal part of the

Scholastic Aptitude Test (after she studies the practice booklet carefully).

For further treatment of this topic see Keating (chapter 2 of this volume).

A third, closely related, point is that the higher the score the greater the

potential of the scorer. Hollingworth and Cobb (1928) demonstrated this

experimentally, and we have added much newevidence. Youngsters whoscore

at the 99.0th percentile are extremely able of course, but not nearly as excellent

learners as those who score much higher,e.g., the 99.9th percentile. Keating

(see chapter 2 of this volume) and Fox (1974c) have treated the difficulty and

validity points in considerable detail.

2In addition to the regular references, citations of chapters in that previous volume will be
abbreviated throughout this book in the following manner:[1:1]. The I indicates the first volume of

Studies of Intellectual Precocity; the 1 indicates chapter 1 of the volume [Editor].



TESTS TO DISCOVER TALENT 5

Too often we have allowed both ourselves and the opponents of tests to

believe that after a certain high score is reached more points do not make an

appreciable difference in validity. This is an empirically testable assumption,of

course. I do not know of any general evidence that it is true, and I do have

considerable specific evidence that it is false. Very likely, the problem is that

under the status quo of schools and similar organizations the extra validity is

not used. If one already knowsnearly everything in a course whenit begins, or

can learn almost instantaneously whatever little is new, ability beyond that is

superfluous. What differences does it make in an eighth-grade general science

class for a pupil to score at the 90th vs. the 99th percentile of college seniors on

a college-level achievementtest in general science? Ateither level, he or she will

probably find practically no academic challenge in the class. But if the 90th |

percentile student is put into an appropriately taught class with those who

scored at the 99th percentile, he may havedifficulty keeping up. Thefault is not

in the validity of the test, but in the utter inadequacy of the general science

course for both of these pupils. Such students need to be freed from their

academic incarceration and given moresuitably difficult subject matter.

In this preamble I have madethree related assertions. To recapitulate, they

are as follows:

1. Tests are a prime way—probably the prime way—for the preliminary

identification of high-level developed aptitude or achievement.

2. It is even more important than generally realized for tests to have enough

“ceiling” (and “floor,” too) for each individual tested. This means bold use of

tests designed for much older persons, as Hollingworth (1942) illustrated long

ago.

3. The higher an examinee’sscoresare, the greaterhis or her potential tends

to be. For appropriate criteria, validity does not drop at the upperpartof the

score range of a test that is difficult enough for the personstested.

Out of these three points grows emphasis on the validity of the tests designed

for older students when they are administered to brilliant younger ones. For

example, highly precocious children can be tested well by tests designed for

average and superior adolescents, and extremely able adolescents can be tested

well by tests designed for average or superior adults. With all the fashionable

speaking out against tests, against intelligence as a concept, and with all the

efforts to distort the use of normative assumptions and to pretend (truthfully

but misleadingly) that “everyone is an individual”—notwithstanding these

trends, the fact remains: mental ability seems to be linear and additive, and the

generalized concept of “mental age” is still an extraordinarily useful one.

SMPY’s programsare based on the recognition that, cognitively, the brilliant

early adolescent is the match of a superior adult, and that the child continues

growing mentally surely as long as he keeps growing physically. This means

that high mental abilities, well beyond one’s chronological age, imply higher

final levels of ability—higher, not just earlier. High test scores at an early age
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do not, then, merely indicate “developmental” differences of rate or sequence.
They presage long-range,lasting differences in ultimate ability.

EARLY BACKGROUND

Asking your indulgence for some reminiscing, I shall go back to my
psychometric beginnings andillustrate how high test scores have alerted me to
previously undiscovered talent—not always usable, of course. I was born
shortly before World War I ended. That wasthirteen yearsafter the first form
of the Binet-Simon intelligence test was published, two years after the
appearance of Terman’s original Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, and one
year after the Army Alphatest wasfirst employed. I entered the first grade in
1924 (there were few kindergartens then) and by skipping the fourth grade got
into the first year of senior high school (grades 8-11) in 1930. Whilein the sixth
or seventh grade I was told rather casually one spring day, by the special
teacher for mathematics, that on what I would now call a standardized
achievement-test battery my score in arithmetic wasat the eleventh-gradelevel.
This puzzled me a bit, because obviously I was not in that higher grade, but my
curiosity wasn’t great enough to impel me to ask the teacher about this
phenomenon. I suspect that she, a fine mathematics teacher but probably
completely untrained in testing, would not have been able to inform mefurther.

That seems to have been the only standardized test I took during those ten
years of public school. In fact, because high school students who hadgradesof
90 percent or more in a subject during a given quarter were not required to take

the final examination that quarter, I took few examinations of any kind other

than weekly or mid-quarter quizzes. This pleased me then, but the inexorable

examinations at college made the wisdom of those exemptionslessclearlater.

Standardized examinations were administered to all of us who entered the

residential state junior colleges, but we received no information concerning the

scores. Soon after graduation I tried to find out something about them, but

apparently the answersheets and score records had been discarded during the

two-year period—unfortunately, not an uncommon way totreat test results, as

if the mere taking of the tests conferred the benefits.

By August of the year that the Revised Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scales

(Forms L and M) appeared (1937), I was through college and a barely nineteen-

year-old senior high school teacher of science and mathematics in Atlanta. The

next summerI attended a six-weekssession at the University of Georgia and

took a standard course in tests and measurements, using Tiegs’s (1931) book.

The professor who taught that course administered to us quite a number of

tests under standard conditions, among them the Otis Self-Administering Tests
of Mental Ability, the Ohio State University Psychological Examination, and
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the Miller Group Mental Test. This experience whetted myinterest in tests. For

a year or two I went around administering the Otis to my students, membersof

my family, variousgirl friends, and someof mysister’s boy friends. Also, I used

a standardized chemistry test in the chemistry course I was teaching, butfirstI

made sure that I had taught my class the specific point underlying every item!

The ensuing scores were,to say the least, extremely high. One student scored 30

points above the 99th percentile. He wasn’t that good, but the nextfall he was

the no. | student in chemistry at the Georgia Institute of Technology, so by

inadvertently coaching for the test I had merely made an excellent examinee

into a superb one.

During World War II, I saw many personnel records and informally

compared Army General Classification Test (AGCT) scores with soldiers’
educational and occupational backgrounds. It became obvious to me that some

of the top scorers had missed the educational and vocational boats badly. For

example, the highest-scoring enlisted man in our Corsican bomber command
headquarters was a thirty-year-old high school graduate whoin civilian life had

been a postal clerk. On the AGCThe scored far above a Yale University Ph.D.

and a New York lawyer in the group. It occurred to me vaguely that, to update

Thomas Gray’s immortal words, “Full many a brilliant person will not havehis

or her abilities recognized and nurtured.” What if these persons’ high scores

had been knownearlier and formed a basis for maximizingthe utilization of

their abilities? I resolved—rather dimly at the time, to be sure—to do some-

thing about this presumed wastage oftalent.

LATER ILLUSTRATIONS

Four years of graduate study and teaching at Harvard University underthe

G.I. Bill brought contacts with Truman Kelley, Phillip Rulon, Walter Dear-

born, Frederick Davis, and others that professionalized my interests in

intellectual giftedness as revealed by tests. I left Harvard in 1949 to be the

specialist in psychological statistics, measurement, experimental design, and

research methodology at the George Peabody College for Teachers and part-

time at Vanderbilt University across the street. As if this variegated assignment

wasn’t enough, I wasalso in charge of all testing at every level at Peabody:

American Council on Education Psychological Examination and other instru-
ments for incoming freshmen, Miller Analogies Test for graduate students, etc.

In addition, I was in charge of an IBMelectric (not electronic) test-scoring

machine that was used to score objective tests and examinations for any

professors who requested that service. It was this temperamental, balky, clumsy

machine that led to myfirst major postdoctoral discovery of academic talent,

serendipitous rather than planned. A professor who tended to attract the most
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mediocre students to his classes had tested them with the American Council on
Education Psychological Examination. As my two scorers expected, most of
the scores ran quite low, but one student’s stood out glaringly because hers were
so much higher than the others’, and practically perfect. The scorers suspected
that this aberrant examinee may have had a scoring key.I glanced at her name

and realized that she was a student in my large, very elementarystatistics

course. Apparently, she was exceptionally able, and bored. Having been
graduated from college with high honors in English and mathematics at age
eighteen and having taughtfor five years in high school, she was now working

for a general master’s degree in education with no definite goal in mind. The

two scoresalerted us to her potential, however. By the end of the year she had a

master’s degree in psychology and went on to obtain the Ph.D. degree in

experimental psychology with top honorsat a large university. Today sheis an

outstanding educational psychologist.

Over the years I continued this process, both serendipitously and deliber-

ately. For example, in the summer of 1956 I tried out the recently published

Terman Concept Mastery Test (CMT) of the Psychological Corporation on the

eighty-three students in a large graduate educational psychology courseat the

University of Wisconsin. Total scores ranged from a shocking low of 11 points

out of the possible 190 to a high of 169. Terman’s “geniuses” who had earned

Ph.D. degrees averaged 159 at age forty, so 169 was indeed very impressive.I

talked with the young man and discovered that he had been graduated from a

major university with high honors andelection to Phi Beta Kappa. Then he had

taken a master’s degree in comparativeliterature but did not impress his hard-

to-please major professor favorably enough to go on toward the doctorate. He

was “retreading” to become a junior high school teacher of English. We helped

him get university fellowships for three years and earn a Ph.D. degree in

measurement. Nine years after taking the CMTtest he wasa full professor at a

top-level university.

Though most of the high test-scorers went on to become quite successful, a

few did not. One of the brightest I’ve found was an underachiever as an

undergraduate and continuedto beso in the doctoral program and thereafter,

though in his first graduate year he did someastonishingly brilliant research.

He has great mental ability, but seems chronically unable to use much ofit

effectively in a sustained manner.
Test scores can serve as useful antidotes to personality characteristics that

make a person appearless bright than heorshereally is. For example, a young

man whoscored 94 out of 100 points on the Miller Analogies Test and 49 out of

50 points on the Doppelt Mathematical Reasoning Test, even though he had

little background in mathematics, was thought by a famed quantitative

specialist to be rather mediocre intellectually because he was somewhatrigid

and contentious. When encouraged to pursue a doctoral program, however, he

quickly did important, original research that made his name widely known even
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before he received the Ph.D. degree. Nothing in his academic background or

recommendations indicated how able he was. The test scores furnished the

neededclue.

OUR FIRST “RADICAL ACCELERANT”

It would be possible to continue in this vein for the rest of this chapter, but

instead I shall move on to more systematic use of test information in our Study

of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY). We have leaned heavily on test

scores and with results so good they surprised even me. Leading upto the

funding of the Study by the Spencer Foundation was mytesting experience in

early 1969 with Joseph Louis Bates,? a thirteen-year-old eighth-grader who

during the preceding summer had taken a special computer course at Johns

Hopkins. He wasso startlingly precocious that the instructor of this course

called him to myattention.

Joseph’s scores on college-level and graduate-level tests, including College

Board ones and the Doppelt Mathematical Reasoning Test, were so strikingly

high that finally, for want of a better alternative, I had him admitted to Johns

Hopkinsin the fall of 1969, while he wasstill thirteen years old, to take honors

calculus, sophomore general physics, and introduction to computerscience. On

that thirteen-semester-hour load of difficult courses he made a grade of A in

both physics and computerscience, ranking near the top of the large class in the

latter, and a high B in honorscalculus. His gradepoint average was 3.69, where

4.00 is straight A. Joseph went on to earn the B.A. degree in quantitative

studies in May 1973 and the M.S.Engr. degree in computer science three

months later. In the fall of 1973, while not yet eighteen years old, he began

work toward the Ph.D. degree in computer science at Cornell University on a

university fellowship.4 Without that testing four years earlier he would proba-

bly have been a college freshman then. The thought of that stultifying

possibility makes him, and his parents, pale.

ANOTHER SKIPS FOUR YEARS, A THIRD “ONLY” TWO

But one radical-accelerant swallow does not make an academic spring. For

all we knew, Joseph was the only person in the country who could skip four

years of high schoolprofitably. The finding needed replication. By an improb-

3This is his real name, used by permission so that interested persons can follow his progress if
they wish.

4Joseph has progressed excellently at Cornell. During his first year he passed all four written
comprehensive examinations for the doctorate and twoofthe four oral ones. Also, he has served as
a teaching assistant.
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able coincidence this was obtained the next year (while Joseph was a sopho-
more) because the parents of another precocious eighth-grader, Jonathan
Middleton Edwards, happenedto hear of Joseph. They urged me to admit their
son in the fall of 1970, and eventually I did, after ascertaining that on test scores
he was virtually Joseph’s twin. (They were quite different in personality,
however.) This young man was thirteen years old until November of his
freshman year. His first-semester GPA was 3.75 and he has done well since
then.

Then we skipped a year andin the fall of 1972 admitted, at the end of tenth
grade, Jeffrey Nathan Rottman, who had written me about his academic
dilemma. Jeff completed the freshman year with high As onall his 40credits.
He proved to be vastly overqualified even for Johns Hopkins. Clearly, he had
been academically ready to enter college at least a year earlier. In the fall of
1973 he transfered to Princeton University, made a splendid record therein his
sophomore year, and continued into his junior year as an eighteen-year-old
mathematics major.

In the fall of 1973 two fourteen-year-olds entered Johns Hopkins, each with
four or five college courses already completed while in high school. In
September 1974, fourteen more students began several years early at Johns
Hopkinsor elsewhere. Each fall thereafter for several years we expect a dozen
or more early entrants. Most of them will live at home, at least during the
freshman year, and take, initially, whatever courses they can probably do
best—typically, during the first semester, honors or advancedcalculus, physics,

and chemistry or computerscience.

SMPY BEGINS

The experiences with the two thirteen-year-old boys emboldened me to
apply to the newly created Spencer Foundationfor, andget, a five-year grant,

beginning 1 September 1971, to study extreme mathematical precocity syste-

matically. We began with a nominationssystem, butit yielded too few seventh-,

eighth-, and under-age ninth-graders at the high level we desired, roughly the

upper one-half of one percent of the age group. Therefore, in March 1972 we

launched a talent-search test competition, and conducted it again in January

1973 and 1974.

The first year we administered the College Entrance Examination Board’s

Scholastic Aptitude Test—Mathematical (SAT-M), and Mathematics I (i.e.,

lower level) Achievement Test to all mathematics competitors, and the

Educational Testing Service’s Sequential Test of Educational Progress (STEP)

Science, Level I, Forms A andB,to all science competitors. Examinees were in

the seventh or eighth grade,or, if in a higher grade, not yet fourteen yearsold.

Two hundred fifty-eight boys and girls took the two mathematicstests only, 54

took the two science tests only, and 138 took both. They were meant to be
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drawn from the upper 5 percent of the age group, and probably most of those

who cameafter seeing the practice materials were in the upper 2 or 3 percent.

Manyof the scores were gratifyingly high. For example,of the 396 who took

the mathematics tests, 22 scored at least 660 on SAT-M,whichis higher than

the average Johns Hopkins University freshman scored when he was a high

school junior or senior; one thirteen-year-old boy scored 790. In fact, 10

percentof all the 223 male mathematics entrants scored 660 or more. There was

an unexpected sex difference: none of the 173 girls scored more than 600 on

SAT-M,and 43 of the boys (19 percent) scored higher on that test than anygirl

did.

The results for science were similarly high. One seventh-grade boy scored

137 points out of a possible 150, which is the 99th percentile of college

sophomores tested in the spring. Twenty-two of the 129 boys (17 percent)

exceeded the top-scoring one of the 63 girls. We do not know why the top-

scoring boys exceeded the top-scoring girls so greatly on both tests. Descrip-

tively, this seems to mean that, while twelve thirteen-year-old girls are often

extremely good mathematics or science students in their school grade (com-

peting well with boys there), they are not learning outside of class enough of

these subjects to score high on college-level tests. In a sense, they are as

“smart” as the boys, but not as precocious in mathematics or science as the

best boys. Astin (1974 [I:4]) and Fox (chapter 9 of this volume) have investi-

gated sex differences in these subjects and tried systematically to eliminate

or minimize them.

A LARGER COMPETITION THE SECOND YEAR

The competition in 1972 attracted entrants mainly from the greater Balti-

more area. In 1973 we went fartherafield, to the whole state, and especially to

talent-rich Montgomery County north of the District of Columbia. Only the

Scholastic Aptitude Test was used, but both parts (mathematical and verbal)

were administered. We had decided from thefirst year’s experience that it was

better to locate the excellent mathematics reasoners in the general competition

and to test them later for knowledgeof general science. Scores ranged from 210

to 740 on verbal and 210 to 800 on mathematical. Thirty-seven of the 537 boys

(7 percent) scored at least 660 on SAT-M,and 2 (oneof them a seventh-grader)

earned 800s. The reduction from 10 percent above 660 on SAT-M in 1972 to 7

percent in 1973 probably resulted partly from the fact that two competitions

(verbal and mathematical) were run in 1973, but not in the preceding year. Five

of the high-scorers on SAT-M came from the verbal competition.°

S5The Study of Verbally Gifted Youth, funded by the Spencer Foundation for the period 1

September 1972-31 August 1977, is conducted at The Johns Hopkins University by Robert T.
Hogan and Catherine J. Garvey. On 3 February 1973, 287 students were tested in the verbal
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One of the 416 girls earned a score of 650 on SAT-M,so only 7 percent of
the boys exceeded the top girl, vs. 19 percent in 1972. Better publicity, wider
searching, and increased confidencein the testing situation seemed to produce
more female mathematical talent, but even then 37 boys exceeded the top-
scoring girl on this difficult test. In 1974 the percentage of nonoverlap dropped
farther, to 1.7 percent. One girl scored 700, vs. 760 for the top boy.®

As might be expected, we have found our mathematics competition groups
somewhat more precocious on the mathematical part of the SAT than onits
verbal sections, but the difference is not dramatic. Few whoscore high on SAT-
M fail to score high on SAT-Valso, though usually not quite as high in terms of
percentile rank of high school seniors. There is no idiot savant amongthe high
SAT-M scorers. For example, the 35 top boys in 1972 averaged 660 (95th
percentile of male high school seniors) on SAT-M and 546 (87th percentile of

male high school seniors) on SAT-V when administered to them a monthlater.

Only one verbal score was below 400, whereas 390 is the median of high school

seniors. One was 740, compared with Johns Hopkins’ average of about 610.

This brief background of material reported more fully elsewhere (Stanley,

Keating, & Fox 1972; Keating & Stanley 1972; Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974) is

meant as further evidence concerning the first two of the three themes

previously set forth. We discovered youths with great mathematical reasoning

ability, studied them much morefully via several additional days of testing with

high-level instruments, and then facilitated their educational development.

Some of them skipped one or more grades in school, some entered college

early, many took college courses for credit on a part-time basis, and quite a few

had their mathematical development markedly accelerated in six special classes

that we set up. Of course, a few chose not to do anything unusualat the time,

but all of the highest-scorers received considerable educational counseling

personally, by telephone, and via a monthly newsletter.

competition. Most of those who came on January 27 were more interested in mathematics than in

the verbal area, whereas the opposite wastrue of the February 3 group. Nevertheless, of the 37 boys

whoscored at least 660 on SAT-M,5 weretested in the so-called verbal competition. Similarly, the
two highest verbal scores (710 and 740, earned by boys) occurred on January 27. But in every sex

and grade category the January group scored higher on SAT-M thandid the February group, and
the opposite was true for SAT-V. The overall means were 516 vs. 442 for SAT-M,and 417 vs. 445

for SAT-V. The 74-point difference for M greatly exceeds the 28-point difference for V, so,

apparently, the mathematically oriented youngsters knew their abilities rather well and were not
handicapped verbally. A possible source of confounding should be noted, however: for

motivational reasons, in January SAT-M was administered first, whereas in February SAT-V came
first. See chapter 8 of this volumefor a report on the verbal study.

6The 700 was not an extreme deviation from the rest of the girls. Two girls scored 690, two
scored 680, two scored 660, and four scored 650, whereasthe previous year only one girl had scored
as high as 650.
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SKIPPING GRADES

Wejudged that any of the high-scoring students were academically ready to

skip one or more school grades. Much depends on howstrongly the boyorgirl

wants to move ahead. Thus far, many of the boys—but few of the girls—have

chosen this route. Two boys skipped from sixth to eighth to tenth grades. At

age fourteen, the older of these entered Johns Hopkinsasa full-time student at

the end of the tenth grade. He had already taken six college courses: computer

science in the Johns Hopkins day school at age thirteen, earning an A;set

theory, economics, and political science at a local state college; and two

semesters of chemistry. Also, he had earned four semester-hour credits in

calculus and ten in physics by scoring well on Advanced Placement Program

Examinations.
Another boy, the top scorer in the first mathematics competition, skipped

the eighth and tenth grades. Several boys skipped the ninth grade ofjunior high

school in order to get into a senior high school where courses are more

appropriately difficult—often, to take twelfth-grade calculus. Two students

discovered independently of the mathematics competitions went from the

fourth to the seventh to the ninth grades. All who have skipped report good

personal adjustment and noappreciable academic difficulties. At least three

have won the mathematics contest in their high school while still ninth- or

tenth-graders. Most of them plan to enter college early by completing high

school in two years or simply leaving at the end of the tenth or eleventh grade.

BECOMING FULL-TIME FRESHMEN EARLY

Early entrance to college has already been discussed. As our high-scorers

approachthe tenth grade, we expect many of them to makeplansto cutatleast

one year, and quite often two or more years, off their high school programs.

Already a numberof them are planning this with us and with school personnel.

Most of the boys will come to Johns Hopkinsforthe first year, at least, because

the university is prepared to admit them and provide financial aid, if needed.

Someof the girls will probably attend nearby Goucher College, which has a

long history of admitting some girls at the end of the eleventh grade. Our

working hypothesis is that a youngster is ready to enter Johns Hopkinsearly

when his College Board scores are in the upper fourth of its distribution,

provided that he or she is eager to come. Parental zeal is not sufficient.

Several departments at Johns Hopkins offer master’s degree programsthat

are concurrent with the bachelor’s degree. That is, without taking an extra

numberof courses, but by including half a dozen graduate-level coursesin the

schedule, a student may receive the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Engineer-
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ing Science degrees along with the Master of Arts or Master of Science degrees
in four years at no extra cost. These are not easy programs, of course, but our
first radical accelerant, Joseph Bates, found the B.A.—M.S.route feasible. We
expect that many of the other early entrants, particularly those who have
financial problems, will also save another year or two in this manner.7

COLLEGE COURSESON A PART-TIMEBASIS

One of our most interesting innovations has been college courses for credit

at a wide variety of institutions for these mathematically able youths while they

were still in junior or senior high school. About fifty students thus far have

taken from one to ten courses each, most of them with grades of A or B.

Their favorite course is introduction to computerscience. Also popular are

college algebra and trigonometry (a ten-year-old boy just out of the fourth

grade made a B on it in The Johns Hopkins Evening College) and analytic

geometry. Other courses taken include astronomy, chemistry, Russian, set

theory, economics, political science, psychology, and calculus. As the study

continues, the variety will increase.

OUR FIRST SATURDAY MORNING CLASS

In the summer of 1972, Lynn Fox, Daniel Keating, and I rather hastily set

up a special course in mathematics, chiefly for students who had completed the

sixth grade. We did this to check our notion that test scores are powerful

indicants of readiness to move ahead fast in algebra, plane geometry,trigo-

nometry, and analytic geometry. We had rather suddenly discovered a “re-

formed physicist” with zeal to produce mathematical prodigies. (This remark-

able man, Joseph Wolfson, also worked well with difficult learners.) Our

population consisted of thirty boys and girls who while in the sixth grade had

scored at the 99th percentile on the Academic Promise Test Numbersubtest

(APT-N) and also at the 99th percentile on either the APT Verbal (V) subtest or

the APT Abstract Reasoning (AR) (nonverbal) subtest. We fudged a bit by

inviting a boy whoscored sixteen points above the minimum 99thpercentile on

’The most radically accelerated person in our study is a boy residing in Brooklyn, New York,

whoin the fall of 1973 entered Brooklyn College as a full-time student (with advanced standing in

mathematics) after the sixth grade, at age eleven and one-half years. During his first year he took

29 1/2 academic credits, including several advanced mathematics courses and madethe grade of A
on each of them. (He also made B in a 1|-credit bowling course!) The next semester he madeall A’s.
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N, even though he wasa couple of points short of the 99th percentile on both V

and AR. Also, we took into the group a boy who had completed the eighth

grade and algebra I and was skipping to the tenth grade, because the college

mathematics course he had planned to take was canceled. A third exception

wasa brilliant nine-year-old boy who had completed only the third grade.

Of the thirty who were invited to begin fast-paced study two hours each

Saturday morning, starting in June 1972, twenty-one accepted. Nineteen of

these freed themselves from summervacationssufficiently to complete the first

nine weeks, though not without absences; one attended only ten hours,i.e., just

56 percent of the class time. Then we administered Form A of the Educational

Testing Service’s Cooperative Test of Mathematics, algebraI, to these nineteen

persons, eighteen of whom hadstudied algebra for a maximum of eighteen

hours. All but four scored at the 60th-99th percentile of ninth-graders nation-

ally who have studied algebra five days per week for a schoolyear. A girl who

had attended only twelve hours scored at the 97th percentile, as did the boy

with the high APT-N score who had not quite qualified on V and NR. The

nine-year-old boy scored at the 93rd percentile.

This seems a truly remarkable result for 18 or fewer hours of instruction,

versus the 135-150 hours that are devoted to algebra I in the typical high school

class. What had we known aboutthese students in order to pick them so well?

1. The APT testing was done with the “ten top students” in each of forty

Baltimore County elementary schools. Teachers had been asked to consult their

test files and nominate the highest-scorers, but of course classroom excellence

probably played a considerable part in the selection. Some “slippage” occurred

because testing was conducted throughoutthe school year and no adjustment

in scores was madeforthis.

2. We knew each student’s sex and school attended, but made no use of

these in deciding whomto invite.

3. We knew nothing at all about the invitee’s school success, parents’

education, socioeconomic status, or interest in mathematics, other than what

wasreflected in the teachers’ nominationsfor testing and the students’ choosing

to enroll for the summer course. Most whodid not enroll, however, seemed to

have vacation or transportation problems, rather than motivational ones. The

students and their parents knewlittle about us, except that we were basedat the

prestigious Johns Hopkins University in a department of psychology and at

that time were operating underthe title of “Study of Mathematically and

Scientifically Precocious Youth.”

Wewererelying largely on the APT scores, obtained by four undergraduates

as a testing-course project. Later we noted that the APT-N is a composite of

arithmetical reasoning and arithmetical fundamentals, whereas we desired

mostly the former. This weakened our selection somewhat, so for choosing

later special groups we have used the SAT-M instead.
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RATE OF LEARNING

Thus we demonstrated anew the well-known but seldom-used fact that
mathematically bright youngsters can learn algebraI betterin far less than the
usual time devoted to it. We also noticed that five of the six lowest-scorers on
the algebra test had scored lower ona difficult verbal test than anyof the other
students except the nine-year-old. (The sixth was a bright troublemaker who
did little homework andattended theleast of anyone.) We immediately recalled
McNemar’s (1964) APA presidential address entitled “Lost: Our Intelligence?
Why?” For highly able children approximately the same age, chiefly twelve
years old, score on the School and College Ability Test (SCAT), Level 1C
(appropriate for admitted college students), is a measure of developed verbal
intelligence. Hence, it is a rough index ofthe learning rate for absorbingthe
course material fast and for answering forty different items on the algebra test
in forty minutes. The APT-V did not show this up as well, but even there three
of the bottom four algebra-scorers had the lowest APT-V scores of anyone in
the group, and the fourth was the bright absentee mentioned above.

It appears that Abstract Reasoning, somewhat similar to what Raven’s
Progressive Matrices measure, cannotsuitably substitute in this situation for a
high verbal score. You will recall that we allowed it to do so. Fast learning
seems to demand reasonably high verbal ability, measured on a difficult test.

But other qualities are important also; two boys of not extremely great gen-
eral ability kept up the pace well for the entire thirteen months. One of them,
at age thirteen, madeA in the introduction to computerscience course at Johns
Hopkins and A in an analytic geometry course at a state college. The other
skipped the eighth grade in order to take advanced subjects in a senior high
school, also at age 13. See students 7 and 12 in table 7.A2.

THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL TEN VS. THE SUCCESSFULSIX

The five lowest scorers on the algebra test dropped out of the Saturday
morningclass at the end of the summer,as did the close friend of one of these,
who had herself scoreda little higher. This left thirteen persons, to whom that
fall (1972) we added two eighth-graders and a seventh-grader, none of whom
had studied algebra in school but who ontheir own had learned a considerable
amountofit. These sixteen (nine boys, seven girls) persisted into the summerof
1973. Ten of them kept up well with the fast pace maintained in geometry,
algebra II, algebra III, trigonometry, and analytic geometry. The other six were
assigned another instructor to help them in a self-paced fashion. They com-
pleted algebra II while seventh-graders, whereas that subject is rarely avail-
able until the ninth or tenth grade.
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All seven of the boys from Mr. Wolfson’s fast-paced section enrolledin high

school or college calculus in the fall of 1973. Noneofits three girls did, but all

of them enrolled for plane geometry. The least able of the seven boys became

apprehensive and dropped back into a trigonometry and analytic geometry

class.

Also, four of the nine boys skipped one grade, and three skipped two or

more. Most of them will also take college courses part time and enter college

early, thus illustrating the interactive effects of the various accelerating

devices—particularly the special class.

Within the group of sixteen personsit is difficult to differentiate the highly

successful ten from the “merely” successful six by test criteria. The girl and boy

with the highest SAT-V scores for their sex amongthe ex-sixth-graders werein

the six, but so were the boy with the lowest verbal ability and a girl with the

lowest SAT-M score of the sixteen. Also, leading the six was a seventh-grader

whoentered the class in the fall without enough background in algebra I and

could not catch up to the fast group, and a girl who had scored quite high on

the algebra I test at the end of the summer.

IMPORTANCE OF ATTENDANCE, HOMEWORK, AND

PARENTAL ATTITUDE

Obvious factors separating the two groups were class attendance and

homework. The extremely bright boy attended poorly and did not bother to

keep up with the work. He appeared preoccupied mainly with the church,

scouting, and military history. His mother, who had not attended college,

seemed to makelittle effort to get him to class well prepared. Contrasted with

him, in the highly successful group there were three less able persons, a boy and

two girls, whose intrinsic motivation seemed slight but whose parentsinsisted

that they do homework regularly and carefully and attend class each week.

Even though both of her parents are college graduates, the bright girl in the

less successful group never did homeworkwell, if at all. Apparently, she is so

apt that school work is easy for her. Therefore, she was an A studentin her

seventh-grade subjects, but given further competition she would notincrease

her efforts. Three different teachers, one of them female, were equally unsuc-

cessful with her. Later, however, she forged ahead academically.

The Saturday morning class proved ourpoint, that high-aptitude youngsters

could learn far more mathematics quicker and better than they do in school.
Not all such persons, identified mainly by a few test scores, will do well ina

given special class, of course. We regret that the early dropouts from such a

course will probably consist heavily of children from the lower socioeconomic
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levels in the group—especially, those whose mothers did not attend college.
This is confounded somewhatbythe tendency of such children not to score as
well verbally as children of better-educated parents.

Just two of the six dropouts were female, but only one of the seven
remaining girls stayed in the fast group until its last meeting, whereas seven of
the nine boys did. None of the girls seemed to have as strong an interest in
mathematics per se as most of the boys. The girls seemed to value the social
experience of the class more thanits theoretical orientation and (all but one) to
shrink from mathematical competition with the boys.

MR. WOLFSON’S “SUPER-CLASS”

During the summer of 1973 Mr. Wolfson started another special class
consisting of thirty-one persons, nearly all of whom had completed the eighth
grade. In the 1973 competition, each of these had scored at least 400 on SAT-V
and 500 on SAT-M,andlater demonstrated good knowledge of algebra Iona
standardized test. Thirty of these (twenty-two boys and eightgirls) completed
two |-1/2-hour sessions per week for eight weeks, studying algebraII. Twenty-
six of them, plus two others, continued into the fall, two hours per week with
Mr. Wolfson in lieu of studying mathematics in school. Fourteen ofthese, plus
two more who began June 1974, covered algebra II-III, plane geometry,
trigonometry, and analytic geometry thoroughly by 2 August 1974. In thefall
of 1974, when most of them became tenth-graders, the successful persisters
were ready to enroll for honors advanced-placementcalculus, a twelfth-grade
subject.

This is an initially older group than the original Saturday morning class. It
will be fascinating to see how they progress. Of course, some of them are
already skipping grades, taking college coursespart time, and planningto enter
college early. For further information concerning these students, see chapters
6 and 7 of this volume.

Lynn H. Fox worked with anall-girl group of somewhat lowerability than
Mr. Wolfson’s. Her success with them during the summer of 1973 and the
following school year was highly impressive. Forlater results, see chapter 9 of
this book.

For the rationale of our special educational efforts and further details, see
Fox (1974a,6 [1:3,6]) and chapter 3 of this book.

As an unexpected by-product of our emphasis on academic acceleration
Daniel P. Keating, one of the graduate students helping conduct the study,
completed his own Ph.D. degree in psychology with distinction in the fall of
1973 at age twenty-four, just twenty-eight monthsafter receiving the baccalau-
reate.
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SUCCESS OF RECENT EARLY ENTRANTS

In September 1974 nine new students sponsored by SMPYbeganat Johns

Hopkins, three of them with sophomore status, and two continued from

previous years. One of the latter was a fifteen-year-old sophomore physics

major, and the other was a seventeen-year-old fifth-year senior on leave at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology to complete the last two courses for his

Hopkins B.A. degree in quantitative studies, while also studyingin theartificial

intelligence area. The grades of the ten registered at Johns Hopkins during the

fall semester of 1974 were extremely impressive. There were no incompletes or

missing grades, and only one course was taken on a pass-fail basis—onecredit

of scientific German by the sophomore,whoalso took sixteen other credits and

made a perfect 4.00 term gradepoint average (GPA).

Course loads, GPAs, and other characteristics of these ten students are

shownin table 1.1. GPAs ranged from three 4.00s to one 3.35, and the number

of credits completed varied from 22.5 to 13. Seven of the ten students made the

“dean’s list” with a GPA of 3.50 or more and a course load of at least 14

credits; the one with a GPAof 3.69 was short one credit. No one madeless than

half As; the 3.35 occurred because that student made B in an 8-credit course.

There was only one C, received in advanced calculusby a sixteen-year-old who

had completed only the tenth grade; he madeAsin his other three subjects and

a 3.50 GPA.

Ages of the students when they began at Johns Hopkins as full-time

freshmen ranged from 14.75 to 17.25 years. Years of academic acceleration by

grade-skipping, course-skipping, college courses taken early, and leaving high

school before graduation ranged from 5 to 1.3. The youngest student was

especially intrepid; he took advanced calculus (A), numbertheory (A), sopho-

more physics (B), and American government (B), a 15-credit course load on

which his GPA was3.47.

Mathematics courses taken by the ten were as follows: junior-year basic

analysis (A), by the sixteen-year-old freshman whocarried 22.5 credits (15 is

considered a “full load”); 8-credit mathematical methods (A, B); advanced

calculus (A, A, B, C); and calculus for physical science majors (A, A). One of

the fifteen-year-olds did not take a mathematics course, because he hadalready

completed five semesters of college mathematics before his fifteenth birthday

—plus computer science at age twelve and four semesters of college chemistry

before entering Johns Hopkins.

Obviously, these young men gotoff to a splendid start well ahead oftheir

age group. They reported having a fine time at Johns Hopkins and being

extremely glad not to be in high school courses that for them would be

extremely boring.

To date, all of the SMPYearly entrants to Johns Hopkins have been male.

One young woman whoskippedthe eighth and twelfth grades was admitted for
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the fall of 1974 but took leave status in order to travel to Europe with her

parents. She intends to begin as a history majorin the fall of 1975. Another

young woman whohadentered kindergarten a year early and also managedto

combine the eleventh and twelfth grades began in the fall of 1974 as a

Table 1.1. Success of the 10 SMPYearly entrants at The Johns Hopkins University during the
fall semester of the academic year 1974-75 (all are males)

 

 

Credits

earned Credits Date School How Probable

Semester this earned Lived in of grades identified major
GPA semester todate dormitory birth skipped initially field

4.00 20 29 Yes June 12 Letter from Electrical

1957 maternal engineering
grandmother

4.00 17 56° No Nov. 10,11, 1972 contest Physics
1958 12

4.00 15 54 Yes July 2,11, Letter from Electrical

1959 12 mother and engineering

1972-73

contests

3.73 22.5 31.5 No Apt. 8,10 1972 contest Engineering

1958 (1st in science

mathematics)

3.70 16.5 26.5 No July 9,12 1972 contest Mathematics
1958 (2)

3.69 13 38 No Aug. 8,11, 1972-73 Computer

1959 12 contests science

(1st in science

in 1972)

3.59 17 23+ No June 8,12 1972 contest Pre-

1958 medicine (?)

3.50 16 27 Yes Jan. 11,12 1972 Mathematics

1958 contest

3.47 15 49 No Dec. 7,9, Nominated by Mathematical

1959 10,12 Md.Academy sciences

of Sciences,

and 1973

contest

3.35 17 17 No May 11,12 1972 contest Political

1958 science

 

4He had begun at age 14, in the fall of 1973. The other nine young men becamefull-time stu-

dents at Johns Hopkins in the fall of 1974. During the second semester 7 of the 10 made the
““dean’s list’” (GPA of at least 3.50 and 14 or morecredits). Five made it both semesters, and
only one madeit neither semester.
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premedical student at a nearby coeducational liberal arts college. We are

confident that during the next few years a number of mathematically apt

women will accelerate their academic progress substantially and that some of

them will major in quantitative areas.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has been an attemptto illustrate the great value of standardized

tests for locating talent that otherwise is likely to remain submerged and

unidentified. The tests employed must be appropriate to the actual ability level

of the persons tested. Often that will mean using college tests with children

below the senior high school level. Only via such instruments can sufficient

ceiling be obtained and the power of the examinee’s mind be probed ade-

quately.

The goals of our study are three-fold: discovery, description, and develop-

ment. As we use the word “development” in this context, it means vigorous

intervention in the educational process on behalf of the highly talented student.

Wetry not to obstruct or frustrate the school system, but, instead, to augment

its usual functions. Identification of talent, study of talent, and intervention to

facilitate it are aided greatly by appropriately difficult tests of important

aspects of mental development.

Critics of testing who allege that instruments such as the Scholastic Aptitude

Test serve mainly to discriminate against low-scorers do not take into account

fully enough the talent-finding aspect. This is particularly important in so-

called disadvantaged groups, where persistent, careful testing is needed to

discover general and special abilities that can be capitalized on in the educa-

tional process. It is equally important, or more so, for locating abilities that

have developed to a high level early. If school personnel would studytheirtest

records and supplement them with additional harder tests, as needed, top-

ability students could be found and provided for much better than is usually

done at present. This calls more for dedication and daring than for money.In

fact, the methods that we use and recommendforintellectually gifted youths

can cut total educational costs greatly for parents and appreciably for school

systems.

Those of us who are conducting the study have until at least August 1976 to

strengthen our findings, provide workable prototypes, and promulgate them.

We welcome comments,criticisms, and suggestions. Building on the pioneering

work of the late Lewis M. Terman and his Genetic Studies of Genius, wefeel

keenly that much of the gifted-child research movement wasburied with him in

1956. Great potential mental energy lies waiting to be madekinetic.
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DISCOVERING QUANTITATIVE

PRECOCITY!

Daniel P. Keating

ABSTRACT

To discover thosefew students whoare operating at an excepiionally high level
of ability in mathematics and quantitative sciences early in their academic
careers (sixth through eighth grades), it is necessary to use more difficult tests
than are normally administered in school testing programs. Tests at the age-in-
grade level are not usually appropriate for several reasons. Often, they lack
sufficient ceiling for adequate evaluation of these students. Second, the more
difficult tests provide varied information for making the proper educational
plans for these students not available from in-grade testing. The results of
testing large numbers of gifted students with appropriately difficult tests on
several occasions are reported. The level of mathematical ability in several
cases is remarkable. The importance and implications of adequate testing for
identifying the gifted and facilitating their educational developmentare dis-
cussed.

 

Identification of the gifted students in a school populationis logically the
first step in any educational program. Thecriterion thatis set for inclusion ina
“gifted” group usually depends on the aims and goals of the particular
program. Amongthecriteria which have been usedin the past are: above some
specific IQ score, as in the Terman Gifted Study (1925, et seq.), which set a 140
IQ minimum; the top 10 percent on measuresof generalscholastic aptitude;or,
more recently, above some criterion score on a test of “creativity” (more
correctly, “ideational fluency,” according to Wallach [1971}).

In the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) at The Johns
Hopkins University, the initial goal was to select the ablest mathematical
reasoners of junior high school age from amonganalreadyable group(the top

'A brief report based on this article appeared in Exceptional Children 1975, 41(5): 435-36. The
author wishes to thank Julian C. Stanley and Samuel A. Livingston for their helpful comments.
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2-5 percent on tests of quantitative reasoning). Three mathematics competi-

tions have been held for seventh-, eighth-, and accelerated ninth-graders, the

first in March 1972, the second andthird in January 1973 and 1974. No formal

screening was doneforthefirst competition, but it was recommendedthatthe

student have at least a 95th percentile (national norms) on whichever stan-

dardized test of arithmetic reasoning was used. Theresults of the first compe-

tition led to a restriction for the following years of a 98th or 99th percentile

score (national normsfor the applicant’s school grade) on a standardizedtest

of arithmetic reasoning (see chapter4).

QUANTITATIVE PRECOCITY

It should be noted that we are interested in quantitative precocity, not just

quantitative aptitude. Precocity, as the term is used here, meansarriving at

some stage of developmentearlier than expected, such that the individual’s

current state of developmentis more like that of someone mucholder. Inthis

contest, “quantitative precocity” means having attained a stage of cognitive

development in the quantitative area more like the developmental stage of

someoneseveral years older than the norm for age-mates.

The primarytest for all competitions was the College Entrance Examination

Board’s (CEEB) Scholastic Aptitude Test—Mathematical (SAT-M), whichis

normally given to high school juniorsor seniors seeking college admission. This

test would be extremely difficult for most twelve- to fourteen-year-olds, of

course, but it was chosen mainly for that reason. Before proceeding on to the

detailed rationale for the use of such high-level tests for these groups,let us

examine briefly the results of the testing competitions.

RESULTS OF TESTING

In the 1972 competition, 396 students took SAT-M.Detailed results have

been reported elsewhere (Keating & Stanley 1972a, b; Keating 1974 [I:2]’), but

several major findings bear repetition. A score of 540 on SAT-M is aboutthe

78th percentile of male high schoolseniors; 89 contestants,all seventh-, eighth-,

or accelerated ninth-graders, scored that high or higher. A score of 620 is the

91st percentile, and forty-one contestants scored at least that high. The number

scoring above such levels was even higher in 1973 and 1974. Thesearelevels

that the great majority of high school seniors never achieve. Consideralsothat

2In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volumeI of Studies of Intellectual

Precocity will be as follows: [1:2]. The I indicates volume I, and the 2 is the chapter number

[Editor].
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the average freshman at The Johns Hopkins University scores 656. The
frequency distribution of scores for the first two competitions are shown in
figures 2.1 and 2.2. The actual numbers scoring in each category are shownfor
all three years in table 2.1.

The results of the second and third competitions were consistent with the
first year’s findings. In all, 57 students in the second year and 111 in thethird
year earned scores of 640 or higher on SAT-M.Oneboy, an accelerated ninth-
grader who wasthirteen years zero monthsold atthetime ofthe testing, earned
an extrapolated score of 807 on SAT-M (i.e., one raw score point above the
minimum required for a scaled score of 800). Another accelerated ninth-grade
boy scored 770 on SAT-M and 710 on SAT-Verbal.

The level of mathematical reasoning ability evidenced by such scores is
surprising to individuals accustomedto in-grade comparisonsofgifted young-
sters, even exceptionally gifted ones. When oneis used to dealing with thefull
range of scholastic aptitude (as measured by standardizedtests), from quite low
to quite high, as is true of most school personnel, the feeling that anything
above the 98th or 99th percentile “doesn’t really make any difference” is
understandable but unjustifiable. If the goal of the schools is to provide the best
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possible educational alternatives to each individual, rather than to specifiable

subgroups, then the distinctions, even at this high level, can be as importantas

in-grade testing.

VALUE OF ADEQUATELY DIFFICULT TESTS

There are several reasonsfor the use of high-level tests with gifted youngsters

in educational as well as research settings. The first of these is that the 98th or

99th percentile students on in-gradetests are likely to be as different from each

other as the group is different from 75th percentile youngsters. An example

of this is available from another study of sixth-graders nominated as gifted who

took the Psychological Corporation’s Academic Promise Tests (APT) for 6th

to 9th grade. A 99th percentile score on the numerical subscale for sixth-
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graders was 40 or greater on a sixty-item test. One student got 58 right, another

40. Both were 99th percentile on in-grade norms, but the same raw score

difference of 18 between 40 and 22 wasthe difference between a 99th and a 65th

percentile score.

Tests in-grade, however, rarely make these distinctions. In some cases the

distinctions could be made onthe basis of standardizedtests in-grade, but more

often such tests have too low ceiling to separate these individuals accurately

and reliably. The problem is especially acute if, as in some cases, the 98th and

99th percentile cutoff levels are only a few points below theceiling of thetest.

In such cases, errors of measurementarelikely to lead to misclassification of
a sizable numberof high-scorers. This results from the lowerreliability of the

test for those scoring nearthe ceiling, since the effective test length for them is

much shorter.

Consider a (hypothetical) sixty-item test of mathematical reasoning, whichis

standardized for a large group whose mean score on the test is 30. The

reliability coefficient for the test is .81 and the standard error of measurementis

5.00. For an individual who scoresat the ceiling, i.e., 60 out of 60 right, the 95

percent confidence interval aroundhis estimated “true score” of 54.3 is 62.24 to

46.36 (Stanley 1971, p. 381). The “true score” of such an individual may,

however, be far abovethat, but this test, because of lack of ceiling, can make no

“true score” estimate higher than 62.24, even at a 95 percent confidencelevel.

Table 2.1. Grouped frequency distribution of SAT-M scores by grade and sex for the 1972

(N = 396), 1973 (N = 667), and 1974 (N = 1519) Maryland Mathematics Talent Searches

 

  
 

 

 

1972 1973 1974

Score 7G 8G 7B 8B 7G 8G 7B 8B 7G 8G 7B 8B

760-800 0 0 ) 2 0 0 ] 4 0 0 1 0
710-750 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 10 0 0 3 12
660-700 0 0 2 13 0 0 3 614 0 7 7 32
610-650 0 ) 3 18 1 13 7 37 4 22 13 476
560-600 3 11 8 20 4 24 14. 73 6 52 25 114
510-550 8 24 #ii 21 5 49 39-70 23 90 84 130
460-500 16 20 =20 19 27 ~=46 35. 44 61 116 87 119
410-450 17 14 14 17 25 21 16 21 65 42 71 47
360-400 22 14 18 13 19 5 12 11 39 «330 6020
310-350 7 7 7 6 5 0 7 1 16 6 14 5
260-300 2 3 3 1 2 0) 1 1 8 1 7 1
210-250 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

N 77 96 90 133 88 158 135 286 222 369 372 556
Mean 423 458 460 528 440 511 495 551 440 503 473 540
S.D. 75 88 104 105 66 63 85 85 68 72 85 82
 

Notes: 7G = seventh-grade girls; 8G = eighth-grade girls (including accelerated ninth-graders);
7B = seventh-grade boys; 8B = eighth-grade boys(includes accelerated ninth-graders).
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The upper limit of the confidence interval at the 99 percent level is still only

63.74.

This usage of “true score”is slightly different from its strict meaning as the

score one would hypothetically obtain after an infinite number of independent

administrations of the test. The idea here is that the student is capable of

performing far above the ceiling of thetest.

If the reliability coefficient of the test were higher and the standard error of

measurement lower, the confidence intervals would, of course, be even smaller.

In the extreme case of perfect reliability, the one and only “true score” estimate

would be 60. The point of the example is that for an individual whose “true

score”lies abovethe ceiling of a particular test, that test is both practically and

theoretically incapable of estimating his actual ability.

Thus, within the confines of classical test theory, there are two major

problems with using most in-grade tests with exceptionally gifted students,

both connected to lack of ceiling: (1) the tests can give no indication of how

such students are different from each other; (2) the tests cannot give an accurate

estimate of an individual’s ability if his true level is above the ceiling of thetest.

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

Both of the above objections can be overcomeby using adequately difficult

tests. But before making this argumentin detail, the question of the purpose of

such accurate measurement should be addressed. The question of purposeis

especially important in that some teachers and parents have suggested that

using such difficult tests may, in fact, be harmful in some way to young

children. Such testing may be traumatic for the average child, but these

exceptionally able students seem to relish the challenge.

There would be no purpose to using these tests if we were to collect the

scores, note them with somecuriosity, and pass on to other endeavors. But such

is not the case in SMPY. The purposeis to assist the student in planning his

education, and these plans will be quite different for a student whoscores 800

on SAT-M whenthirteen years zero monthsold, and for another studentof the

same age who scores 540, even though both are at the 99th percentile on in-

grade tests. Educationalfacilitation for the first student will certainly include

released time and summercollege courses while in high school, and probably

early admission into college as well, while the second student would probably

benefit from an accelerated high school curriculum (Fox 1974 [1:3]).

This raises the second major reason for using high-level tests with such

students, and it is a primarily empirical rather than theoretical one: the more

difficult tests have predictive validity for the kinds of challenging experiences

that facilitating their education will present.

Testifying to the fact that these tests have good predictive validityis a series

of (thus far) unbroken successes in placing young students found throughthese
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competitions in college courses on released time or during the summer. The

mean GPAon 220 credits earned by thirty-five students who had taken courses

on this basis by May 1974 was 3.77 (on a 4.0 scale). Priorto the official start of

SMPY,two eighth-grade students were admitted to Johns Hopkinsasfull-time

students before the age of fourteen. They had scores on CEEBaptitude and

achievementtests superior to those of most entering freshmen,and their success

at Hopkins has been discussed in case studies elsewhere (Keating & Stanley

1972a; Stanley 1974 [I:1]). A third student (who was not found through the

testing competitions) was admitted in 1972 at age sixteen, after the tenth grade,

on the basis of excellent scores on college-level tests and SMPY’s recommenda-

tion. He compiled a 4.0 (straight A) average in his first year. Others have since

followed their successful example (see chapter 1 in this volume).

MEANING OF TEST SCORES

The simplest way to discover quantitative precocity is to assess it directly.

Thus, to find out which of a given groupof able twelve- to fourteen-year-olds

has attained a level of quantitative reasoning ability comparable with able high

school seniors, one need only to give them the same test of mathematical

reasoning one would give to a group of high school seniors. The excellent and

frequently used test for this purpose is SAT-M.

This is not to imply that a score of 680 for a twelve- to fourteen-year-old on

SAT-M necessarily means the same thing in terms of quantitative reasoning

ability as the 680 earned by the high schoolsenior. In fact, the younger student

is probably being required to use more of his reasoning ability, since some of
the formulas andidentities that the older student has learned in high schoolare
not available to the younger student, and he, consequently, must figure them
out by using a higher-level process.

Before we elaborate this distinction, it should be noted that this element
probably “biases” the predictive validity positively, if the criterion is “success in
learning new material in introductory courses” (as reflected by the grade in the
course), for almost certainly the reasoning element will be more important in
such a situation than the “amount of knowledge previously accumulated.”

The different meaning andinterpretation of the test score depending on who
the test-taker is raises an important point. As Anastasi (1974 [I:5]) has
suggested, the test item is not an unchanging and objectively determinable
“stimulus” across all groups. The sample of behavior that each item seems to
evaluate is a complex interaction of the item and the individual, includinghis
background and experience, and the way in which hereacts to the particular
item.

An example servesto illustrate this point with regard to mathematics. One
such item on a college-level test involved the division of one fraction by
another. For the college population that the test was constructed for, the item
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was appropriately placed in the mathematical computation section. When the

item was presented to an eleven-year-nine-month-old boy, however, it was a

“different” item. He had not then learned therule for division by a common

fraction (i.e., invert and multiply), but got the item right nonetheless. It was

clear from his explanation afterward that he had used insightful mathematical

reasoning to complete the item correctly.

Such “clinical” item analyses need to be investigated by more conventional

statistical methods. A full item-analysis of the SAT of the three testing

competition groups is planned, and the results can be compared to item

analyses of the SAT conducted by the Educational Testing Service (ETS)in its

regular administrations. The comparisons,if the above discussion is accurate in

its conclusions, should indicate future lines of investigation.

CONCLUSION

The techniques described here for the discovery of quantitative precocity

are, of course, applicable in other areas. The general finding is that tests that

are adequately scaled for a population defined by age and grade may not be

the most useful for those near the top of the scale. This difficulty can be over-

come by administering a higher-level test to a select subpopulation on the

basis of the first (in-grade) test. (It should not be administered to the whole

population, of course, because it would be both useless and discouraging for

all but the top few.) This simple procedure, which is, as we have shown, both

theoretically and practically justifiable, is often overlooked, even by those

who most need the information to assist and counsel the student.
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IDENTIFICATION AND PROGRAM
PLANNING: MODELS AND METHODS

Lynn H. Fox

ABSTRACT

There are two major aspects ofprogram planningfor the gifted—identification

and the developmentofalternative educationalstrategies. In order to best match

learner characteristics to specific educationalstrategies, it is importantto assess

patterns andlevels of abilities and interests. A generalized modelfor selecting

students for specific types ofprograms, such as special mathematicsclasses, is

described. SMPYhas experimented with a number ofmethods of acceleration

for mathematically gifted junior-high-school-age youth, such as fast-paced

school-systemwide classes and college courses. Modelsfor alternative matricula-

tion strategies for students who are mathematically gifted are presented. The

reader is encouraged to consider how these models might be modified and

expandedto meet the needsofstudents whoare talentedin other academic areas.

 

Educators are becoming increasingly aware of the fact that the American

public school system hasnoteffectively met the needsofall the nation’s children.

Over the past decade there have been numerous attempts to correct this

situation. Most of these efforts, however, have been concerned only with the

children labeled “mentally handicapped”or “educationally disadvantaged”(e.g.,

Stanley 1972, 1973). What has been overlooked too often is that our nation’s

brightest youngsters may also be “educationally disadvantaged,” because

schools fail to recognize their ability and to provide them with appropriate

educational experiences. For a number of years there have been excellent

programs, such as the Westinghouse Talent Search and the National Merit

Scholarship Program, which have identified academically talented students

throughout the country and encouraged them to pursue

a

college education.

Unfortunately, these projects do not identify gifted students until after they have

completed most of their public school education.If schools are to become more

responsive to the needs of their ablest students, then large-scale efforts are

32
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needed to identify gifted students at the earliest grades and provide special

educational opportunities for them.

The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) has worked since

September 1971 on problems of identifying intellectually gifted youth and

developing various strategies to meet their educational needs. The purpose of

this chapter is to discuss some methods of identifying gifted students and

monitoring their progress through the junior and senior high school years. The

first section explains the rationale for focusing on the large-scale identification of

gifted students during the early adolescent years. The secondsection discusses

some general considerations in the selection of appropriate tests. In the third

section a specific model which schoolsystemsor states could employto identify

talented seventh- and eighth-graders is presented. The ultimate success of an

educational program forthe gifted is dependent upon comprehensive planning
that takes individual differences into account and carefully evaluates and
monitors an individual’s or group’s progress. Thus the fourth section describes
ways in which long-range planning, including further testing and counseling of
students, can be used to ensure the success of programsforthe gifted.

The term program is used loosely in the ensuing discussions of educational
strategies for the intellectually talented child. A program for the gifted in this
chapterrefers to a global approachto education that would encompassa variety
of specific strategies. This would include the possibility of subject-matter
acceleration, general grade-skipping, specialclasses, college credit by examina-
tion (e.g., the Advanced Placement Program), and college courses used alone or
in combination for a particular student. Some examplesofthe types of strategies
used by students identified by SMPYarediscussed in the last section of this
chapter. For a more detailed account of these variousstrategies for educational
matriculation of the gifted in mathematics, the reader is referred to chapters 6
and 7 of this volume and Fox (1974a,b [1:3, 6]).!

IDENTIFICATION FOR PROGRAM PLANNING:

WHY FOCUS ON THE EARLY ADOLESCENT YEARS?

The need for special efforts to identify talented students and design innova-

tive educational programsfor them is particularly acute during the junior high

school years, for it is during those years that most schools are the least flexible
in terms of individualized scheduling and self-paced instructional programs.
It has been noted elsewhere (Fox 1974a[I:3]) that subject-matter acceleration

'In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volume I of Studies of Intellectual
Precocity will be as follows[1:3,6]. The I indicates volumeI, and the 3 and 6 are chapter numbers
[Editor].
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is an excellent educational procedure for the gifted. Yet this appears to be the

most difficult thing to provide during the junior high schoolyears.

In elementary school very bright children are often allowed to move ahead at

their own pace in reading and arithmetic. Recent interest in the creation of

open classrooms, team teaching, and small individualized learning centers in

the elementary schools are potentially conducive to the fostering of individual-

ized educational goals and programs. In these types of classroom environ-

ments, presumably a school could accommodate the educational needs of

bright students independentof the numberof such students in a given school or

age group. Even the moretraditional elementary school classroom can often

allow for a wide range of individual differences in rates and levels of achieve-

ment. Thus, whetheror notgifted children receive special attention during the

elementary school years in a given school or school system has typically been

more a function of the attitudes and philosophy of the teachers and school

administrators than of the structure of the elementary schoolitself.

In most modern senior high schools, individualized scheduling of classesis

possible. Usually in large schools there are a numberof fairly advanced courses

in each subject area from which to choose. Thus, theoretically at least,

exceptionally able students can arrange individualized schedules that allow for

subject area acceleration and perhaps let them complete high school a year

early. In a few school systemsit is now possible for students to arrange their

high school schedule to include college courses taken for credit at a nearby

college during the day, in the evening, during the summer, or by correspond-

ence. (This has been done in a numberof individual cases throughout the

country. Maryland, for example, is one state that appears to encourage this

actively at the present time.) Although few senior high schools are so individu-

alized as to offer opportunities for students to complete a standard course in

less than one year’s time, there is still greater flexibility possible within the

structure of such schools than is usually realized. If high schools are seriously

interested in working with academically talented students there are usually

many types of special arrangements that they can provide, such as subject-

matter acceleration and credit by examination for independent study.

Junior high schools rarely provide the individualized scheduling approach of

the high schools with a wide variety of options within subject areas, nor do they

typically provide self-pacing programs within the courses they dooffer. It is a

rare junior high school that can provide adequate subject-matter acceleration

for gifted students.

Thusit is at the end of the elementary schoolyears that there is a real need to

identify talented students and make special efforts to provide a bridging

mechanism for them to span the years from elementary school to senior high

school and college. In the area of mathematical talent this is a particularly

crucial period. Mathematical reasoning ability is well developed in the upper

few percent of youngsters by the end of the fifth or sixth grades. In terms of
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development of logical thought and reasoning ability, it appears that bright

fifth-graders are moreaptto be ready for the study of abstract mathematics and

physical science materials than are average seventh-graders(see chapter 5 fora

detailed discussion of this finding). Acceleration of mathematical achievement

for the mathematically gifted is probably best accomplished by having them

begin the study of algebra in the sixth or seventh grades.

The fact that many seventh- and eighth-graders are ready for the fast-paced

study of mathematics has been well documented by SMPY.Details of the first

talent search conducted by SMPYin the spring of 1972 are presented elsewhere

(Keating 1974 [I:2]). In 1973 and 1974, SMPYheld similar contests for junior

high school students in the state of Maryland.

In 1973, 953 students who had scored at or above the 98th percentile on

either the numerical or verbal subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills or

another standardized in-grade test were tested on both parts (mathematical and

verbal) of the College Entrance Examination Board’s Scholastic Aptitude Test,

with the cooperation of the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth.2 The means and

standard deviation on SAT-M and SAT-V by grade} andsex are presented in

tables 3.1 and 3.2. The mean score (551) on SAT-M forthe eighth-grade boys

who were tested in January* was considerably higher than the mean for male

high school seniors (510) who planto attend college. Most, if not all, of the high

school seniors had had considerably more mathematics instruction in school

than the eighth-graders, who were typically enrolled in algebra I. Two boys,

one seventh-grader and one ninth-grader, scored 800 on the SAT-M.

The results of the contest held in January 1974 further confirm the finding

that a great number of boys andgirls of junior high school age are extremely

talented in mathematical reasoning,to the extent that they should receive more

challenging experiences than are generally provided in their regular mathema-

tics courses. Of the 1,519 students tested in 1974, 111 scored at or above 640

on SAT-M,whichis at the 94th percentile of a random group of eleventh- and
twelfth-graders. The means and standard deviations on SAT-M for the 1974
contestants by grade and sex are shownin table 3.3. Clearly there is enough
evidence from these three years of testing to warrant some special program
planning for mathematically talented students.

Details of the types of accelerated classes that have been initiated and
studied by SMPY are reported by Fox (1974b [I:6]) and by George and

“The Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (SVGY) was begun in September 1972 at The Johns

Hopkins University, under the direction of Dr. Robert T. Hogan, Dr. Catherine J. Garvey, and Dr.

Roger A. Webb. Chapter 8 of this volume summarizes the work of this study duringits first year.

3A few of the contestants in the talent searches were ninth-graders who had notreached their
fourteenth birthday before the contest. Since the numberof ninth-graders is small, their scores are
combined with those of the eighth-graders.

*In 1973 two talent searches were sponsored jointly by SMPY and SVGY.Students primarily
interested in mathematics were asked to take the test in January. Students who were primarily
interested in the verbal areas were asked to takethetest in February.
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Table 3.1. Means and standard deviations on the mathematics test (SAT-M) for contestants in

1973, by grade and sex

 

  

 

January group (math) February group (verbal) Combined groups

Std. Std. Std.

Number Mean dev. Number Mean dev. Number Mean dev.

7th-grade

girls 88 440.23 66.33 67 396.42 79.56 15S 421.29 75.32

7th-grade
boys 135 495.41 85.18 52 434.23 90.37 187 478.40 90.68

8th- and 9th-
grade girls 158 510.82 62.60 103 445.63 78.11 261 485.10 76.02

8th- and 9th-

grade boys 285 551.09 85.24 65 489.85 90.65 350 =©539.71 89.38

All girls 246 =§=485.57 72.27 170 426.24 82.07 416 461.32 81.73

All boys 420 533.19 89.01 117) =465.13 94.31 537 $18.36 94.39

All 7th grade 223 473.63 82.67 119 412.94 86.16 342 452.51 88.64

All 8th and

9th grades 443, $36.73 80.21 168 462.74 85.69 611 516.38 88.12
 

TOTAL 666 515.60 82.29 287 442.09 89.19 953 493.46 93.43
 

Table 3.2. Means and standard deviations on the verbal test (SAT-V) for contestants in 1973,
by grade and sex

 

   

 

January group (math) February group (verbal) Combined groups

Std. Std. Std.
Number Mean dev. Number Mean dev. Number Mean dev.

7th-grade
girls 88 373.86 73.63 67 392.99 86.34 155 382.13 79.67

7th-grade

boys 135 384.74 71.39 52 410.19 76.94 187 391.82 73.66

8th-grade

girls 158 441.96 82.90 103. 475.73 90.32 261 455.29 87.31

Sth-grade

boys 285 431.02 89.94 65 476.15 90.15 350 439.40 91.55

All girls 246 417.60 86.02 170 443.12 97.36 416 428.03 91.58

All boys 420 416.14 87.07 117 446.84 90.39 537 422.83 88.63

All 7th grade 223 380.45 72.32 119 400.50 82.47 342 387.43 76.48

All 8th grade 443 434.92 87.56 168 475.89 89.98 611 446.19 90.04
 

TOTAL 666 416.68 86.62 287 444.63 94.44 953 425.01 89.92
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Table 3.3. Means and standard deviations on the mathematics test (SAT-M) for contestants in

1974, by grade and sex

 

 

 

Standard

Number Mean deviation

7th-grade girls 222 439.51 67.60
7th-grade boys 372 473.12 84.93
8th-grade girls 355 499.72 70.93
8th-grade boys $33 $35.18 80.10

9th- and 1 Oth-gradegirls 14 575.00 58.54
9th- and 10th-grade boys 23 648.26 65.83
All girls 591 478.88 76.62
All boys 928 513.10 89.70

All 7th grade 594 460.56 80.51
All 8th grade 888 521.00 78.47
All 9th and 10th grades 37 620.54 77.99

TOTAL 1,519 499.79 86.45
 

Denham in chapter 6 of this volume. Recent efforts to replicate this type of

program in a public school in Baltimore City are described in chapter 7 of this
volume. A numberof school systems hope to experiment with their own adapta-

tion of this type of approach to mathematics educationfor the very able student.
There are two crucial aspects of developing a program to guide gifted

students through the secondary schoolyears andinto college (usually for such

students, college entrance should be one or moreyearsaccelerated). Thefirst is
the early identification of talented students who need the types of special
opportunities mentioned above. The second is the careful monitoring and
evaluation of the students’ progress through thesecritical years.

IDENTIFICATION: SELECTING THE METHODS

There are numerousconsiderationsinselecting tests to identify intellectually

gifted students. Of prime concern is how well the test will predict success in the

type of program that is planned. In other words,is the test a valid measure for

the purpose of identifying students who would most benefit from subject-

matter acceleration, general acceleration, or special fast-paced classes? Closely

related to this issue is the question of what aspects of ability and personality are

related to high-level achievement in various situations. Of lesser, but substan-

tial, concern are questions concerning the ease of administration, cost, and

availability of the tests to be used.
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General Intelligence Tests Versus Tests of Special Ability

In the 1920s the first monumental study of intellectually talented students by

Lewis Terman (1925) used measures of global intelligence, such as the Stan-

ford-Binet, to identify students who were extremely bright (IQ scores of 140 or

above). The results of this first attempt to systematically study the characteris-

tics of intelligent children and follow their development through adulthood

were a major breakthrough toward our understanding of individual differences

and intellectual ability (see Stanley 1974 [I:1]). The aim of the Termanstudy,

however, was systematic study of the children rather than educational interven-

tion. Subsequent research by SMPY has shown that program planning and

educational facilitation of the gifted require a more comprehensive view of the

cognitive abilities of a student, as well as some information about his or her

interests (Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974).

In the half-century since Terman’s major longitudinal study of gifted

children began, many educators have discussed the problem of operational

definitions of intellectual giftedness and their implications for instituting

identification procedures in the schools (e.g., Gowan 1971, Pegnato & Birch

1959; Witty 1967). Many have suggested solutions that involve the use of

teacher nominations and measuresof creativity to supplementintelligence test

results (Gowan 1971; Torrance 1968). Few, however, have emphasized the

importance of multiple ability testing.

Programs that seek to individualize instruction for gifted students will be

better served by tests that provide information about a student’s pattern of

abilities, current level of achievement, and interests, rather than a merely global

estimate of general intelligence. Neither individual nor group tests provide this

type of information. Knowing that a student has an IQ of 160 is not adequate

information for deciding whether or not the student is ready for a college

course in science or mathematics. While it provides an estimate of higher

learning potential, it tells little about actual level of achievementin a given

subject area or about the relationship between the student’s verbal and

quantitative skills, nor does it indicate the student’s special interests.

Assessing Patterns and Levels of Abilities

In order to assess most effectively a student’s educational potential one

should employ a variety of measures. Test batteries that show therelative

strengths and weaknesses of a student on measures of both aptitude and

achievementprovide valuable information concerning appropriate educational

placement. For example, a student whois unusually goodat abstract reasoning

problems and scores high on mathematical aptitude and knowledge, but

relatively low on verbal measures, may have to proceed at a somewhatslower

pace in mathematics than a student who scores extremely high on verbal as well

as quantitative measures. Moderate acceleration in mathematics would seem
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more appropriate for the former, whereas skipping one or moreentire grades
might be feasible for the latter. No existing test battery will provide all the
information useful in counseling gifted students. Thus, the ideal program for
identifying gifted students will employ a variety of different tests at different
levels.

Whenonetests very bright students it is particularly crucial to use tests that
have enoughceiling to differentiate among them. Thus, in addition to patterns
of abilities, one should be careful to assess accurately levels of abilities for
bright students. Two students who in the seventh grade score at the 99th
percentile on a number-ability subtest of a standardized in-grade test maystill
be very different in terms of mathematical aptitude and knowledge. One of
these students may be so advancedin his ability and knowledge of mathematics
that he is ready to study college calculus, whereas the other student maybe very
able butstill lack the basic skills of plane and analytic geometry andalgebraII.
A single test, particularly a grade-level one, will fail to provide this type of
information.

Thus, it is crucial to use tests of a higher level before making decisionsas to
educational placement. Forthe ablest adolescents precollege- and college-level
tests would be more appropriate than in-grade tests for evaluating knowledge
and aptitude. This point is elaborated upon in chapter2.

Thus, the whole picture of the cognitive strengths and weaknesses of the
student should be carefully assessed by using batteries of difficult tests. One
might first begin by screening students on in-grade achievementtests, such as
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. Students who score above the 95th percentile on
mathematics or verbal subtests and 95th percentile overall on in-grade norms
could be further tested on special tests of ability at a higher level, such as the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT),
Differential Aptitude Test (DAT), or School and College Ability Test (SCAT).
These tests should then be followed by other tests of special abilities, such as
Raven’s Progressive Matrices, Bennett’s Mechanical Comprehension Test,
Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP) Science, and College En-
trance Examination Board (CEEB) achievementtests.

In addition to “ceiling,” the “jingle-jangle” problems of tests need to be
considered. The actual function of a test may be somewhatdifferent from that
which its name implies, and this should be carefully studied. To assess a
student’s degree of readiness to begin the study of algebra and other more
abstract mathematical courses, one should notuse

a

test that relies too heavily
upon mathematical computation skills. One should be sure thata test purport-
ing to assess mathematical aptitude and mathematical reasoning ability does
not assess mainly computational skills. Readiness to study advanced courses
may be somewhatindependentof knowledgeof specific skills. Some very bright
students may be ready to study algebra before they have masteredall the rules
of arithmetic operations. Indeed, very gifted students may grasp and enjoy the
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study of fractions, decimals, and percents more in the context of algebra

operations and notation than in arithmetic classes. Similar distinctions should

be made when analyzing the results of tests of verbal ability. One should

determine whether or not they are measures of general vocabulary, reading

level, or verbal reasoning. :

Achievement Tests

Achievementtests, particularly those of a specific subject content and of a

high level, are extremely important indicators for subject-matter placement.It

is somewhat ludicrous to place an eighth-grader in algebra I, when in fact he

has already mastered the principles of algebra I and algebra II. Yet this does

occur and will continue to occur until more sophisticated testing is employed

and the results used to make adequate adjustmentsin the student’s educational

program.
One seventh-grader scored 760 on SAT-M in a contest sponsored by SMPY

in 1974. His school had not intended to place him in algebra I the next year.

After learning ofthe results of the contest, they decided to test him on algebraI.

He made

a

perfect score. Upon further testing by SMPY on CEEB achievement

tests, he scored 800 (the highest score) on CEEB Mathematics Achievement

Il—a test that most high schoolseniorsfind difficult. The final outcomefor this

student was that he was allowed to take geometry the next year. (He studied

algebra II and trigonometry during the summer.) Without the intervention of

SMPYthat student would have been placed in a mathematics courseat least

three years behind his ability and achievementlevel. This type of educational

injustice to the gifted can and should be avoided.

Achievement tests sometimes serve another important function—that of

indicators of interests. A student with high-level abilities in several fields may

develop higher levels of achievement (perhaps by independent study) in one

field, such as mathematics or science, than in others, such as languages. This

selective acquisition of knowledge in a specific field is a strong indication of

interest. For example, two students with very similar scores on SAT-M and

SAT-V as eighth-graders mayscore quite differently on a test of general science

knowledge, such as the college-level STEP science test or a test such as CEEB

physics. The student who scores very high on such

a

test is probably more

interested in science and mathematics than the student of similar aptitude who

has a lower achievementscore. Information aboutinterests and career aspira-

tions of students is quite useful in planning educational experiences for them.

Interests, Motivation, and Achievement

While achievement can be an indicatorof interest, it is also true that more

direct measures of interests and values can be useful predictors of future

achievement. Students with similar patterns of cognitive abilities may indeed
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perform quite differently in different situations and, especially, in different
subject-matter areas in school. Knowing a student’s interests, as well as his or

her level of ability, can make the educational planning process moreefficient.
If a testing program or screening procedure to identify talent does not

involve the type of self-selection and screening that operated in the SMPY

talent searches, it might be wise to include some assessment of interests and

values in conjunction with the cognitive testing.

Very bright students with strong quantitative abilities but little scientific or

investigative interest may not find the atmosphereof a fast-paced mathematics

program to their liking. Programs that ignore the affective components of

achievement in their selection proceduresare apt to find many studentsfailing

to perform well in the classes or be required to slow the pace of the class

considerably in order to accommodate those whoare not motivated to excel

and not stimulated by the challenge of the pace and content. Students wholack

the motivation should not be forced by well-intentioned parents and teachersto

develop all their abilities at an equally fast pace and high level.

There is, of course, one caution. Studentsat ages elevento fifteen, regardless

of their intellectual abilities, may have somewhat poorly defined patterns of

interests. Interests, particularly career interests, probably can fluctuate greatly

during the period of adolescent development. A girl who, because of peer

group pressures at age thirteen, may not aspire to an academic career, such
as mathematician, could conceivably become more interested in this profes-

sion as a result of later experiences.

Thus, one should not require that a student have strong theoretical and
investigative leanings in orderto participate in a special program in mathema-
tics or science. Information concerning values andinterests should not bepart
of the selection criteria per se, but can be used for purposesof counseling and in
the process of careful monitoring of program success. For example, students
whoare high onaesthetic and social values but low onscientific and investiga-
tive interests would probably be less successful working with self-paced geome-
try texts than in studying mathematics in a small informal class. On the other
hand, a girl whois very social might be miserable if she were the only girlina
class of twenty theoretically oriented students. Boys andgirls who score high on
social values and interests and low on theoretical values and investigative
interests are more likely to prefer modified programsof acceleration within
subject matter in special classes to an overall grade acceleration, because they
are less inclined to want to leave their social peer group. A more detailed
discussion of the problems of social interests with respect to mathematics
acceleration and fast-paced classes, for girls in particular, is presented in
chapter 9.

Schools and school systemsarelikely to be limited by a numberoffactorsin
the numberof optionsthey can offer a given studentin order to meet his unique
needs. The size of the community, the amountoftalent that exists in any school
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and age-grade level, the availability of teachers able to work effectively with

very bright students, the geographic proximity of the junior and senior high

schoolfacilities, and the existence of a nearby university or communitycollege

will all determine the number and types of methodsof facilitation that can

be reasonably employed. What is suggested here is that the decision-making

process for a given student may be simplified if one takes into account

indicators of the student’s personality, as well as his or her patterns of cognitive

abilities.

Test Administration

In any testing program there are important considerations with regard to

administering the test itself. Three points are particularly important when

testing for the purpose of selecting students for a special program.First,tests of

a restricted nature should be used, so that teachers and students do not have

access to information aboutthe contentof the test in advance.If a test is to be

used several different years in a row,it is probably wise to purchase alternate

forms of the test, so that the test is somewhat different in specific content in

successive years. This prevents leakage of information from one year to the

next and avoids the accompanying problems if one needs to test the same

students in both years.
Second, the testing should be done under controlled, standardized

conditions. This includes testing all the students who areeligible at the same

time of year, in similar of not identical testing facilities, with careful attention

to exact instructions (especially with respect to cautions about guessing) and

precise time limits. On the test for the final screening it would be desirable to
test all eligible students at the same time andplace.

Third, some tests, such as the SAT, provide practice booklets to be studied

in advance. For seventh- and eighth-graders it would be particularly good to

have them workwith the practice booklets to gain insight into the nature of the

test and specific item formats. This probably reduces some unnecessary test

anxiety. If practice materials are available, every eligible student should be

provided with them well in advance of the test and urged to study them

carefully. It would even seem desirable to set up special coaching classes based

on the practice booklets.

Untimed tests, such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices, the Allport-Vernon-

Lindzey Study of Values, and vocationalinterest inventories, are moredifficult

to administer in a standardized way. Special efforts should be madeto ensure

that the procedures used and explanationsof the test given to the students are

comparable in every test administration.It is probably wise to emphasize the

fact that on “self-report inventories,” such as tests of interests, there are no right

or wrong answers, as junior high school students are often unfamiliar with

these types of tests.
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DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR EARLY IDENTIFICATION

OF THE GIFTED

Initial Screening

The first step in an identification program for the gifted in the junior high

schoolyears is to establish a masterlist or pool of all children in the school or

school system who seem likely to be very gifted. Gowan (1971) terms this a

“reservoir” of talent. There are two methods by which this can be done. The

first is to scan carefully the latest test results from a standardized achievement

test, such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS). For economic and pragmatic

reasons it is always good to take advantage of the existing test records. A

master list of students’ names andscores is usually available at the school
system level. A single criterion or multiple criteria could be used to select
students for further testing. One strategy would beto select all students who
scored at the 95th percentile or above overall on national or local grade norms.
In addition, one could add the namesof students who scored below the 95th
percentile overall, but who scored at the 98th percentile or above on either the
total numerical or verbal subtest of the ITBS or other standardizedtest.
A second method, which could be used in conjunction with thefirst,if it is

economically feasible, is teacher nomination. Gowan (1971) and others have
suggested several types of nomination forms that could be used. This methodis
time consuming, expensive (if the school system is very large), and not as
efficient as the first method. It should never be used as the only methodoffirst
screening. Terman (1925) and Pegnato and Birch (1959) found that most
teachers are not good judges of intellectual giftedness. They are likely to
identify average but dutiful old-in-grade students as gifted and to overlook the
brightest child in the class. For political purposes, however, it may be wiseto
encourage teachers to make nominations. Children who are nominated by
more than oneteacher and by morethanonecriterion could then be addedto
the list of children to be tested further. To avoid testing too many children who
are notlikely candidates for special programsit might be wise to eliminate any
students nominated by teachers who did not score at or above the 85th
percentile overall on national normsof an in-grade test. Children whoare only
moderately above average mayfind the experience of takingdifficult tests such
as the SAT to involve considerablestress.

In identifying gifted children for special educational opportunities, it is
probably best to err in the direction of over-selectivity. It is better to select
children for special programs who have a high probability of success than to
take children with marginal probabilities of success and expose them to a
situation in which they arelikely to fail. At present there are likely to be more
children whoare in desperate need of acceleration and special classes than can
be handled with the limited resources now available. Thus,in thefirst attempts
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to break new ground in the area of educating the gifted, efforts should be
concentrated where they are most needed. Enlarged programs to work with

poorly motivated students and “underachievers” could betried carefully later.

Assessing High-Level Potential—Second Screening

The secondstep of identification is to test the pool of the “potentially gifted”

on difficult tests of aptitude and achievement in order to identify those who

need immediate attention. There are several ways in which this stage can be

handled. One is to have a large talent search conducted along the lines of a

contest. Details of how this can be doneare discussed by George and Solanoin

chapter4.

A major advantage of a contest is that it allows for studentself-selection.

Students whoare not eager to accelerate their educational progress can simply

elect not to take the test. Self-selection among junior high schoolstudentsis

probably a desirable thing. SMPY has found that students whoare not eager

for special educational experienceswill not typically benefit from them. Parents

and schools should not try to force these opportunities.

There are numerous problems with the contest approach.First, it requires

some time and effort for proper organization and can be fairly expensive.

Unless the contest is given wide publicity, someeligible students will fail to

learn aboutit. If the school system sponsors the contest in conjunction with an

outside agency, such as a college, these problems could be minimal.

One method that would seem practical for schools and would avoid some of

the problems inherent in a contest is utilization of existing precollege testing

services. The Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Tests (PSAT) administered,

scored, and reported under the supervision of the Educational Testing Service

(ETS) are given in high schools every fall on the last Saturday in October

throughout the country. Although they are primarily taken by eleventh-

graders, there is no reason whygifted seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-graders could

not also be tested.
The Educational Testing Service has no special restrictions against these

tests being given to younger students. School systems could easily use these

available testingfacilities for the purpose of identification of gifted junior high

school students. The work involved for the school system would be minimal.

Counselors at the junior high schools could notify eligible students (from the

compiled pool) that they could take the test and then help them register forit.

The cost to the students is about three dollars. If schools could affordit, they

could pay the fees. Otherwise, students could pay the fee themselves, and

perhaps groups, such as the PTA, could pay for any students who could not

afford the fee. (The PSAT is suggested rather than SAT because it costsless

and is given in the fall. The scores on the two tests are directly comparable.)

After the PSAT scoresare reported to the schools, they could compilea list

of students who had scored at various levels on the tests. For example, all
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students whoscoredatleast 50 in the quantitative section and above 40 in the
verbal section could be eligible for special accelerated classes in mathematics.
This group could be tested further by the school system to decide what might be
done for each individual.

Program Placement

At first glance the mechanics of placing a student in an appropriate special
class appear complex. The strategy used is dependent uponthe nature of the
program offered and the numberof students involved. Program placement can
be greatly simplified by first specifying what educational experiences can be
offered to a student and then selecting reasonable test score criteria to deter-
mine which alternatives can be offered to which students. The identification
model as explained above and some suggested criteria and programs are
shown in table 3.4.

Total Grade Skipping

_ If grade skippingis to be an alternative, thenit is necessary to specify at what
ability level students should be offered this opportunity. For example, seventh-
and eighth-graders who score 50 or more on PSAT-V and PSAT-M might be
offered the chance to skip a grade. Skipping should only be done by students
whoare eager to moveaheadin all subjects. Some students mayprefer subject-
matter acceleration in mathematics and science rather than total grade
acceleration.

Subject-matter Acceleration

Students who are very advanced in one subject area, such as mathematics,
but whoare not eager or able to skip an entire grade could be placed ahead by
one or more years in just the one subject area. Thus, end-of-the-year sixth-
graders who are knownto be very talented in mathematics might be scheduled
for regular algebra class when they are seventh-graders rather than waiting
until the eighth or ninth grade to study algebra. A few very able students might
even skip algebra I and begin with algebra II.

Subject-matter acceleration appears less desirable than homogeneously
grouped classes for fast-paced instruction. The opportunity for interaction with
peers of similar ability and interests is missing. Also, it is unlikely that the
regular algebra class teachers will be able to teach such

a

class at as high a level
or as great speed as special class teachers who areselected on the basis of
mathematical expertise. The former, however, may be the best solution when
there are too few students to justify a special class—even a county-wideclass.
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Table 3.4. A modelfor identification of seventh- and eighth-grade gifted boys andgirls

 

Step one—First screening

A. Selection of students on the basis of available standardized in-grade test scores (such as

the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills).

1. 95th percentile overall; or

2. 98th percentile on a verbal or numerical subtest; or

3. combination of both criteria.

B. Teacher nominations—include students nominated by more than one teacher who do not

score below the 85th percentile overall on the achievement test used for selection in A.

(Suggestions for teacher-nomination procedures can be found in Gowan [1971].)

Step two—Second screening

A. Testing of the students selected in Step one on a more difficult test such as PSAT, SAT,

DAT, or SCAT.

1. Contest method; or

2. regular PSAT administration.

B. Criterion scores such as 40 on PSAT-V and 50 on PSAT-M could be used to select stu-

dents for consideration for program placement.

Step three—-Program placement

A. Mathematics: Students who scored above 50 on PSAT-M and were interested in mathe-

matics and science could be placed in a fast-paced mathematics class. Further testing

could be done to determine which students were ready to begin with algebra II or

geometry, and which ones neededto start with algebra I.

B. Science: Students who scored above 40 on PSAT-V and 50 on PSAT-M could betested

on general science knowledge. Those who scored at or above the 75th percentile on 10th-

grade normsand had a strong interest in science could begin to take chemistry, physics,

and biology and skip general science courses. Probably, most should take AP level

courses in these subjects.

C. Social Studies, English, and Languages: Students who scored 50 or more on PSAT-V

who had strong interests in these areas could be placed in accelerated classes or given

special advanced classes in creative writing, sociology, anthropology, political theory,

foreign languages, and other subjects. This could be accomplished in a variety of ways.

Two periods a week for twelve-week periods could be devoted to special topics in Eng-

lish or social studies or both. The courses could be conductedlike college seminars. Stu-

dents who score above 60 on PSAT-V could probably be skipped one or moregradesif

special courses were not offered in their junior high schools.

D. College courses: Students who scored very high on the PSAT(at least 50 on PSAT-V and

above 60 on PSAT-M) might be ready to take somecollege courses in conjunction with

skipping a grade in order to enter high school early. Students who scored at least 640 on

SAT-M in the 1974 Talent Search conducted by SMPY were offered the opportunity to

take a variety of courses in mathematics and science. These students earned grades of A

or B in college courses taken as seventh- or eighth-graders. Clearly this can be done.

Whether or not it is a practical alternative depends upon the cooperation of nearby col-

leges. Some colleges are eager to work with gifted high school students and can assist the

schools in planning for the individual course needs of students.
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Fast-paced Classes

SMPYhas found that students whoscore at least 500 on SAT-M and 400 on

SAT-V (this would be similar to 50 on PSAT-M and 40 on PSAT-V) can do

well in a fast-paced mathematics class in which three or more years of

mathematics are studied in one two-hour meeting a week for a year (see

chapters 6 and 7 for details). Students of somewhat lower ability can do one

and a half or two years of work in one. The pace of the class and thecriteria

used for selection will be a function of a numberof factors. School-system-wide

classes could be highly selective and move at a very fast pace. School-based

programs would probablybeless selective and slower(see chapter7 for details).

The success of fast-paced classes depends upon a numberoffactors. First,

the teacher must be very well trained in mathematics at a high level in order to

be able to challenge and instruct the very gifted children. Second, good study

habits are necessary for success in such a class. Teachers, counselors, or parents

may need to work with individual students who have poorstudy skills. Third,

students should never be pushed into attending a class. This type of class is

intended for the highly motivated child whois eager to learn at a fast pace.

Advanced Placement Courses

Advanced placement (AP) courses are available in most large high schools

for at least some course areas. Students who take such a course maythen take a

standardized examination. Students whoscore high onthese tests can then earn

college credits or be exempted from introductory college courses, or both,at
colleges and schools that recognize and cooperate with the Advanced
Placement Program. (Details of this program can be obtained from
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.)

Unfortunately, high schools typically offer very few of these AP courses ina
given year and mayrestrict participation to seniors. If school systems would
conduct special county-wide AP courses and allow gifted ninth-, tenth-, and
eleventh-graders to participate, it could be a highly effective program for the
gifted. A brief report on such a course in calculus, sponsored by SMPY,is
included in chapter 7 of this volume.

College Courses

If college courses taken in the summerorin an evening schoolclass are to be
offered as an option, moretesting would be desirable to best determine what
level course the student should take. SMPYhas found that very few students
whohave not taken high school chemistry are ready for college chemistry, but
those who are eagerto try such a course could be tested on a CEEB chemistry
test, or other standardized high school chemistry test, before making any
decisions as to their readiness for a college course. SMPY has found that
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students who score 640 or more on SAT-M havebeen verysuccessful in college

computer science courses and college mathematics courses. The appropriate

mathematics course for a given student depends upon his knowledge of

mathematics, as determined by achievementtests in algebraI, I, trigonometry,

plane and analytic geometry,andthe level of the college courses offered. A very

bright student who scores 700 on SAT-M maynotbereadyforcollege calculus

if he has not mastered most of the precalculus material.

Interests and Maturity

If possible, students should be interviewed or tested on interests before
offering them any of the alternatives. The more a counselor knows about the

student’s interests the better he can help the student select the appropriate

program from the available alternatives. Students who have theoretical values

and mathematical andscientific career-related interests may be more successful

in fast-paced mathematics classes and college courses than students who have

other interests and values. Early college admission appears to have the most

general appeal for all students.

Students who are immature or who have a history of emotional or social

adjustment problems in school should be carefully interviewed. It is possible

that their behavior problems are a result of their frustration from being

continually bored in school, and that special classes will alleviate the problem.

On the other hand, children who have serious emotional problems may be

unable to respondto intellectual challenges in a positive way. The experience of

acceleration or college courses could be more then they can handle. Great

caution should be used in these cases. Fortunately, such cases appear

infrequently among mathematically precocious students. SMPYhasfound that

selection of students on difficult precollege level tests in a contest tends to

attract students who appear to be unusually mature. Although they may be

bored in school they appear to have learned to cope to some extent by studying

on their own outside of school subjects that interest them. Students who score

well above grade level on tests of mathematical reasoning have personality

profiles on the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) which are more

typical of older students than do their more average grade-age peers (Weiss,

Haier, & Keating 1974 [1:7]; Haier & Denham,chapter 11 in this volume).

TOWARDA MODELFOR LONG-RANGE EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

AND COUNSELING

Theinitial identification of gifted students is actually the easiest step to plan

and conduct. Moredifficult to implementis a process by which the student and

the schools work out long-range educational plans and then monitor the
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student’s progress at each stage of the program. Theoretically, there are almost

an infinite number of possible variations by which one could progress from

seventh grade to college. The task of the school is to maximize the possibilities
for meeting the needs of individuals without becoming inundated with

administrative problems. Fortunately, the number of possibilities can be

somewhat organized into a manageable numberof general strategies that can

each be moderately flexible. The nature of the strategies will be dependent upon
a numberoffactors, such as the following: the physical aspects of locations of
students, junior high schools, senior high schools, and colleges; the numberof
students involved; the various talents of the students; the students’
personalities; and the parents’ and students’ goals.

Although each school system will need to generate its own programs, some
general guidelines can be provided. Some problems are apt to be almost
universal and can be solved. A few general strategies and solutions that have
been tried with success by SMPYrelative to the mathematically talented
student will be presented. Individuals can then decide how these can be
translated to meet their own situational demands and extended to cover the
area of verbal precocity.

Plan I: Seventh Grade to College in Five Years

This plan is ideal for seventh-grade students who scored at least 40 on
PSAT-V and 42 on PSAT-Min the fall of the seventh grade and have strong
interests in mathematics and science.

A. Acceleration. Students could accelerate their progress through high

school by one year. This could be done by formal grade promotion

during the course of the five years or by simply allowing the student
to fulfill all graduation requirements by the end ofthe fifth year.

B. Mathematics. Fast-paced mathematicsclasses (as described in chapters
6, 7, and 9) could be organized from the second half of the seventh
grade throughthe fifth year. An example of this would be as follows:

Year 1: Begin algebra I in January

Year 2: Algebra II and college algebra

Year 3: Plane geometry

Year 4: Trigonometry and analytic geometry
Year 5: Calculus (advanced placement course)

C. Science. Advanced placement (AP) courses in biology, chemistry, and
physics could be taken in years three, four, and five, respectively.

D. Optional Opportunities. During the fourth and fifth years some stu-
dents might begin taking college courses in the summer, evenings, or
on released time from school, in such subjects as computer science,
psychology, astronomy, English composition, or foreign languages. A
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student’s readiness for these experiences could be determined by

retesting on the PSATin the fall of year four.

Plan II: Seventh Grade to College in Four Years

This plan would be suitable for seventh-grade students who scored atleast

40 on PSAT-V andat least 50 on PSAT-M in thefall of the seventh grade and

had strong interests in mathematics andscience.

A. Acceleration. Students could be allowed to complete six years of high

school in four by taking fast-paced mathematics classes (as described

in chapter 6) and beginning their program of senior high schoollevel

science, social studies, and English courses a year or more early. Ina

school system with a three-year middle-school or junior high school

program this could be done by completing the three years in two and

then moving to senior high school and completing those three years

in two.
B. Mathematics. Fast-paced classes could be designed for those students in

the following sequence:

Year 1: Begin algebra I in second half of the year.

Year 2: AlgebraII, college algebra, and plane geometry

Year 3: Trigonometry, analytic geometry

Year 4: Calculus (advanced placement course)

C. Science. Students could take biology, chemistry, and physics in years

two, three, and four, respectively. Advanced placement courses would

be desirable.

D. Optional Opportunities. Students who were qualified based on scores

on PSATtaken in years two, three, or four (e.g., 60 on PSAT-M and 50

on PSAT-V) could take college courses in computerscience, and other

subjects in summers, evenings, or on released time from school. Stu-

dents who did not desire to enter college full time at the end of the

fourth year could arrange a schedule in the fifth year, which combined

high school and college courses.

Plan UI: Radical Acceleration Alternative

This plan could be used for eighth-grade students who scored 64 or above

on PSAT-M and 60 or above on PSAT-V, who showedsignsof great interest

in mathematics and science and a strong desire for acceleration.

A. Acceleration. Students could be placed in the tenth grade at a senior

high school the following yearin all subjects except mathematics.

B. Mathematics. Mathematics could be taken in college courses through

all precalculus courses during summer and evenings before, during,
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and after the tenth grade. An advanced placement calculus course
(BC level) could be taken in the eleventh grade.

C. Science. Science courses could be arranged to allow the student to
take both chemistry and physics during the tenth grade and advanced
biology in the eleventh grade.

D. English. A college course in English composition and onein literature
could be taken in lieu of twelfth-grade English in the summerafter the
eleventh grade.

E. Early College Entrance. Acceptance to college and high school grad-
uation after the eleventh grade with advanced standing in some
subject areas such as mathematics and science. Some students could
enter college at the end of the tenth grade, if they took calculus and
one science course in college during the summerorevening.

Plan IV: Subject-matter Acceleration Only

This plan could be used for students who are very good in mathematics
but not interested in or ready for more total grade-skipping or fast-paced
classes. Students would need to be identified by the end of the sixth grade.
Therefore, tests such as the SCAT or DAT would be better than the PSATor
SAT for identification.

A. Acceleration. Students would be accelerated only in mathematics.
B. Mathematics. Students could take the regular nonaccelerated school

classes in mathematics, but begin one year ahead of the typical
schedule. They might wish to take two regular mathematics classes in
one year. An example of this would be as follows:

: Algebra I

Algebra II

Plane geometry
Trigonometry and analytic geometry
Calculus

College algebra, computer science, and/orstatistics.Di
n
R
w
y

—

MONITORING THE STUDENT’S PROGRESS

The student’s progress through any of the suggested programs can and
should be assessed by the periodic use of standardized tests and by success
in these courses.

Special Classes

When the teacher of a fast-paced accelerated mathematics class feels the
students have completed the study of a subject such as second-year algebra, an
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algebra II test such as that in the Cooperative Mathematics Series published by

Educational Testing Service can be administered. (Similar tests are available

for science courses.) Students who score at or above the 75th percentile on

national norms on this test can then proceed with the next course. Students

who donotreach that level of mastery could return to a slower paced algebraII

class to finish the algebra II and not continue with the accelerated program.

SMPYhas found that students who have a high score on tests such as the SAT

havelittle difficulty mastering the material for most coursesin less than half a

year, meeting two hours a week,unless they are poorly motivated, in which case

they should notstrive for acceleration.

Advanced Placement Courses

The Educational Testing Service offers examinations in a variety of courses

in Mayof each year. Students whoscore three to five on a five-point scale are

considered to have mastered the material at a high level. Colleges and

universities have varied policies with respect to these examinations. Some give

college credit and allow the student to waive thefirst basic course in thatfield

and begin with a second-level course. Other colleges give college credits, but do

not waive basic course requirements, and vice versa.

Readiness for College Full Time

Students who have participated in any of the program alternatives can be

evaluated for readiness for full-time college entrance by the same processes of

examination used forall college-bound high school seniors. They should take

the SAT and CEEB achievementtests and the appropriate Advanced Place-

ment Program examinations and apply for college admission in the regular

way.

SUMMARY

It is important that gifted students be identified sometime between the

beginning of thefifth grade and the end of the eighth grade in order that they

and the schools can develop an appropriate course of study to aid each such

student in the transition from junior and senior high school to college. The

degree of acceleration involved will be a function of the ability and motivation

of the student and the program options available.

Efforts to identify intellectually able students at the junior high schoollevel

will be most effective if they involve difficult tests which assess breadth of

special abilities rather than merely global measures of intelligence. A suggested

identification plan that would involve minimal cost to schools in time and

money was outlined in table 3.4. This method takes advantage of existing
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achievement testing programsat the schoollevel and precollege aptitudetesting
at the national level.

Formulas for inclusion in various types of programs were presented based
on three years of research by SMPY. Some examples of the types of long-
range-planning models that could be used by school systems were discussed.
These included different degrees of acceleration and amountof use of outside
Support agencies, such as colleges and the Advanced Placement Program
course guides.

The models for identification and long-range programs discussed in this
chapter were based onstrategies used by students identified as mathematically
talented by SMPY. More research is needed to determine what types of
programs would best meet the needs of gifted students who are notespecially
talented or interested in mathematics andscience. It is possible that programs
for the gifted in more verbal subject areas will involve less acceleration and
special classes of a radically different type than those used in mathematics by
SMPY.

Although planning will take time and effort, there is no reason to delay
programs to identify and help academically talented youth. The methods
and technology exist now. Early identification is possible. The time has cometo
provide suitable program optionsforintellectually talented junior and senior
high school students.
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IDENTIFYING MATHEMATICAL
TALENT ON A

STATEWIDE BASIS!

William C. George and Cecilia H. Solano

ABSTRACT

Thispapershows that mathematicaltalent can be identified ona large-scale basis
in an economical and systematic fashion. The 1974 Maryland Mathematics
Talent Search is used as the model. Eligibility criterion, test selection, mail-out
procedures, publicity, test administration, personnel, reporting of test results,
cost analysis, and community involvement are discussed in detail. Fifteen
hundred and nineteen studentsfrom all twenty-three counties ofMaryland and
Baltimore City took the Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathematical (SAT-M). The
costper student was $3.40for the Talent Search vs. the $8.00 chargefor the SATs
during a regular administration. Infinal analysis, 1,300 students were identified
as capableofgreatly accelerating their mathematicalprograms before the end of
high school. One hundred and eleven contestants scored 640 or more on the
SAT-M, which is the 95th percentile of a random sample ofmale high school
juniors. Forty-one of these talented youths received one-course scholarships
from twelve different localcolleges.

 

In recent years the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY)has
been concerned with the identification, description, and facilitation of mathe-
matically highly able youngsters. The identification of such youthson a large-
scale basis has therefore been a major concern. Initial studies led SMPY to
believe that a great deal of mathematical talent existed untapped in junior high
school students in the state of Maryland. That there is such a resource of
unfacilitated talent is supported by Keating and Stanley (1972) and Stanley,
Keating, and Fox (1974). These studies show that students with high mathemati-

'The authors would like to thank Dr. Julian C. Stanley forhis helpful comments and encourage-
mentin earlier drafts of this chapter.
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cal aptitude are found in school classrooms, performingat levels far below their

capabilities. Often students such as those identified through SMPYalready

know the material being introduced or understand it immediately. Little

enthusiasm or motivation can be expected from those gifted students who must

continually wait for their less able fellow students to catch up.

In the first two years of SMPY, 1972 and 1973, many mathematically able

students in the Baltimore metropolitan area were tested. In the second yearthe

area canvassed was expanded to include students in the Washington-

metropolitan-area counties of Maryland as well. Only those students who were

in the top 2 percent of their school grade on national normsin arithmetic

reasoning,total arithmetic, quantitative aptitude, or an equivalent were allowed

to participate in the second contest. In the 1972 testing, 396 students participated

in the contest by taking the Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathematical (SAT-M)

and the College Entrance Examination Board Mathematics Level I Achievement

Test (CEEB MI).In the secondyear of the mathematicstalent search, 953 pupils

took both the SAT-M and the Scholastic Aptitude Test-Verbal (SAT-V) in

contests conducted by SMPYandthe Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (SVGY).

(A qualified student entered only oneof the two contests.) These talent searches

found an unexpectedly high degree of mathematical ability in seventh-, eighth-,

and underage ninth-grade junior high school students. In the first year, twenty-

five students in the talent search scored at least 640 on the SAT-M,whichis the

95th percentile for male high school juniors. In the second year two boysscored

800, the highest score attainable, and fifty-seven students (three of them girls)

scored at least 640 on the SAT-M. Such scoresare truly remarkable.

The goals of SMPYforthe third talent search (January 1974) were to identify

a large pool of mathematical talent, report the findings to the school systems

involved, study the highest scoring students further, and assist them in their

educational progress. It was hoped that the school systems would then workin

conjunction with their gifted students to develop these mathematicalpotentials

to the fullest. The school systems would be encouraged to use grade-skipping,

fast-paced mathematics classes, and other curricular innovations (Fox

1974a[1:3]; chapters 6 and 7 in this volume).? The purpose ofthis paper is to show

that mathematical talent can be identified on a large-scale basis in an economical

and systematic fashion. Although an undertaking of this size presents difficul-

ties, the importance of such an effort makes the endeavor worthwhile.

RECRUITING INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

Thefirst step in this process was the recruitingofinstitutional support. SMPY

felt that in order to ensure a complete coverage of the state of Marylandforits

2In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volume I of Studies of Intellectual

Precocity will be as follows: [1:3]. The I indicates volumeI, and the 3 is the chapter number[Editor].
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1974 Mathematics Talent Search, the support of other colleges and universities

was needed.First, having test centers conveniently located throughoutthestate

would facilitate reaching pupils who otherwise might not makethe longtrip toa

single, central test site. Second, the desire for institutional support was a result of

SMPY’s previous successful experience with highly able mathematically talented

students who had taken college courses. The Johns Hopkins University was

aware of this talent due to the previous successof the early entrants in 1969 and
1970 (Stanley 1974[T:1]) and established an early admission program for students
recommended by SMPY.

In addition, approximately twenty-five other junior high school students had
already taken college courses on a part-time basis through The Johns Hopkins
University Evening College, the College in Escrow Program at Towson State
College, Goucher College, American University, and Montgomery Junior
College. Some of the courses taken included computer science, algebra and
trigonometry, analytic geometry, calculus, astronomy, chemistry, Russian, and
economics. This very talented group of youngsters had a combined 3.82 grade
point average out of a possible 4.00, for a total of 174 college credits. The
remarkable achievement of these twenty-five other students indicated the need
for institutional support.

These institutions of higher education, however, are located in the Baltimore
and Washington, D.C. area. Enlisting the support of colleges and universities
throughout the state would provide opportunities for gifted students in other
areas to take college courses while still in junior high school. The colleges and
universities involved wouldprofit by attracting students from this talent poolto
their institutions a year or two early, while helping academically gifted students
move ahead morerapidly.

Consequently, a letter (see Supplemental Material1, p. 69) was sent in the
latter part of the summerof 1973 to sixteen institutions of higher education in
the state of Maryland and in Washington, D.C. An invitation was extended to
these universities and colleges to send representatives to a conference to learn
how they could help mathematically gifted youths in their geographicalareas.
Each institution was asked to provide a one-course scholarship. In addition,
some colleges were asked to provide space in their institution for a testing
center in the 1974 Mathematics Talent Search. The response was excellent;
twelve institutions? (75 percent) sent representatives to the conference.

The outcome of the meeting was encouraging. Fourinstitutions committed
their schools as testing centers. These four institutions were advantageously
located overthe state (see figure 4.1), with one being on the Eastern Shore, one in

*The twelve institutions represented were The American University, Catonsville Community
College, Frostburg State College, George Washington University, Georgetown University, Goucher
College, The Johns Hopkins University, Loyola College, Salisbury State College, Towson State
College, University of Maryland—Baltimore County, and University of Maryland—College Park.

4The four test centers were located at Frostburg State College, The Johns Hopkins University,
Salisbury State College, and University of Maryland—College Park.
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Fig. 4.1. Location of test centers in Maryland.

Western Maryland, one in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, and one

in the Baltimore metropolitan area. The test dates were also confirmed, with

the testing centers choosing one of two different dates, which were a week

apart. In addition, many of the other colleges attending the conference felt

that they would be able to offer one or more one-course scholarships.

PRELIMINARY CONCERNS OF THE TALENT SEARCH

The next point to be determined was the establishment of the criteria for

eligibility. The 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search was openedto any

studentenrolled in the seventh or eighth grades of any public or private school in

the state of Maryland or to any student whoresided in Maryland but attended as

a day student a school outside of Maryland. In addition, any person in a higher

grade wasalso eligible if not yet fourteen years old by 31 December 1973. Each

applicant also had to have scored in the upper 2 percent of his school grade on

national normsin arithmetic reasoning, total arithmetic, or quantitative aptitude

as measured by the most recently administered standardized test, such as the

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) or the School and College Ability Tests

(SCAT). A student could not qualify on the basis of a generalintelligence test,

such as the Stanford-Binet or the Otis (see Supplemental Material 2, p. 70).

The decision was madeto continue the use of the SAT-M forthe talent search,

since it had sufficient ceiling to differentiate amongthe ability levels of students
who were uniformly in the top 2 percent of their grade on national norms (see

chapter 2 in this volume). Even with this college level test, two students the

previous year had earned the top reported scoreof 800. Since this initial testing
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was for screening purposes, it was decided that no other tests would be
administered at that time. Further follow-up testing would be administered to
the highest scoring 100 or so persons. Those students would then be tested on
verbal ability, abstract reasoning, mathematics achievement, and other things.

Prizes for the top students were to be one-course tuition waivers to a local
college awarded by region. The only stipulation was that a student would be
offered a scholarship only from the region in which he choseto be tested. This
was doneto eliminate the possibility that students from the large metropolitan
areas would drive to the eastern or western test sites, which had fewerenroll-
ments, to avoid the stiffer competition in their home regions. Cash prizes and

_ books were awardedto those individuals who SMPYdecided were worthy of
scholarships, but due to the limited numberof tuition prizes, could not be
awarded them.

INITIAL MAILING PROCEDURE

Having established theeligibility criteria and handled the preliminary con-
cerns, the next step was to mail out applications. The mail-out procedure was
designed to cover every public, private, and parochial school at the middle or
junior high schoollevel in the state of Maryland. Atleast ten applications were
sent initially to the mathematics chairperson of each school, with a letter (see
Supplemental Material3, p. 73) requesting cooperation in identifying the highest
mathematically able students in their school. Copies of this letter and the
application were also sent to the guidance department chairperson and the
schoolprincipal. If SMPY knew ofanyeligible students in a given school, their
names were included in the information packetsent to the counselor. A request
was madeforthedistribution of the enclosed applicationstoall eligible students.

Senior high schools that had ninth grades were also contacted. The mathe-

matics department chairperson andtheprincipal of high schools having a ninth
grade also receivedletters explaining the talent search and were requestedto help
identify the students in their school who wereeligible by age, even though they
were accelerated by one year or more.In addition to this broad approach, SMPY
knew of many students whohadparticipated in previous contests and werestill
eligible; these students were contacted directly (see Supplemental Material4,p.
74). Each school system wassent a packet of the talent search materials and a
copy of the application, so that all levels of the state school system would be
aware of the contest. A special note of thanksis extendedto those city and county
schoo] system administrators who wroteletters asking their schools to cooperate
with the talent search.

This phase of the mail-out was designed to give the students seven weeks
before the deadline to enroll for the contest. To do this, the student needed to
send in a completed application, with certification ofhis eligibility. His parents,
teacher, counselor, or other qualified school administrator hadto certify that he
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wasin the upper2 percent of his school grade in arithmetical ability on national

norms.Finally, the student sent SMPY 50¢ postage to coverthe cost of mailing,

first, the preparation materials for the talent search and,later, his test results.

Postage received in this manner substantially reduced the mailing costs of the

talent search.

PUBLICIZING THE TALENT SEARCH

Another important contributor to the success of such an undertaking is

publicity. The necessary, and muchappreciated, cooperation of the schools has

already been mentioned.In addition, SMPY used manyotheravailable meansof

publicity. Newspapersin each area of the state were sent releases slanted toward

the appropriate test center (see Supplemental Material 5, p. 74). To provide

maximum coverage, radio andtelevision were also enlisted to give the 1974

Maryland Mathematics Talent Search free sixty-second public announcement

time on the air (see Supplemental Material 6, p. 76). Posters announcing the

contest were sent to all of the public libraries in the state of Maryland. This

portion of the publicity campaign was timed for approximately three weeks

before the closing date for receipt of applications. Publicity such asthisis vital

for reaching people whenparticipation is voluntary, because some schools make

little or no effort to inform eligible students.

The mass mailing and the follow-up publicity produced 2,000 applicationsto

process, many telephone calls, and much correspondence. Immediate feedbackis

essential, and specific individuals need to be trained to respond to questions,

especially regardingthe eligibility criteria. Two cooperating persons (George and

Solano) were delegated to answerall questions regarding the competition, return

all phone calls, and process all talent-search-related mail. In a period of eight

weeks, over 500 telephone calls and letters came through the SMPY office

regarding the 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search. Manyofthese calls

were requests from schools and individuals for more applications, for further

explanations of acceptable mathematics aptitude scores, for clarification of the

age requirements, for acceptable test norms, and so forth. By limiting the

individuals responsible for answering such questions, few,if any, contradictory

answers were given. Prompt, direct replies madethis part of the public relations

for the talent search run smoothly.

PROCESSING APPLICATIONS

Processing of the applications was madeas routineas possible; the system was

set up before any applications weresent out. A form letter was prepared ahead of

time for students foundto be ineligible (see Supplemental Material 7, p. 76). The
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same procedure wasused for students who had incomplete applications.A letter
(see Supplemental Material 8, p. 77) explaining why the application was
incomplete wasfilled in and returned immediately. SMPY did not wantto reject
applicants for the contest becauseoftheir carelessnessinfilling out the applica-
tion; promptness was therefore a necessity. The third procedure dealt with
reviewing an application that was completeto verify the applicant’s eligibility;
this occurred in 95 percent of the cases. The other 5 percent of the cases were
incompleteorineligible.

If an application wasin the proper form,it was initialed, given a number, and
filed numerically by the center to which the student had applied. Another
member of the staff then processed the return materials, which included the
following: test center room assignment, mapofthe test site, SAT-M practice
booklet, sheet of procedures to follow, and questionnaire (see Supplemental
Material 9, p. 78).

The questionnaire was designed to be useful for later follow-up research,
counseling activities, and attitude studies. It requested such information as the
student’s name,address, telephone number,birthdate, school name and address,
sibling data, parental occupation and educational level, self-perceptions, and
college considerations.

After a double check, the return materials were sent out, in most cases on the
same day the application wasreceived. The speed ofprocessing enabled students
to know as soonas possible whetheror not they wereeligible.

This procedure also allowed those students who wereeligible the maximum
time possible to study the SAT-M practice booklet and decide whethertheystill
wished to participate in the contest.

Giving the applicants a chanceto try the type ofitems they were to be tested on
provided a further screening mechanism. Students whowereeligible but did not
do well on the practice booklet tended to eliminate themselves from the contest.
Some 400 of the final 1,900 applicants dropped outat this point. This meantthat
those students who did participate were more likely to be highly able, well
motivated in mathematics, and not disappointed on the dayof the contest.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE TEST ADMINISTRATION

The deadline for receipt of the applications wasfive weeks before the contest
itself. This time interval was needed to prepareforthe testing after the exact
numberof applicants was known.

While the processing of the applications was being completed, another aspect
of the testing was already under consideration. The first concern in the actual
testing was to have qualified administrators and proctors. Only persons with
previous testing experience were asked to administer the SAT-M forthetalent
search. To achieve the most standardized procedurepossible over many roomsat
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several test sites, there were meetings with the chief testers in which the exact

testing schedule was discussed and proctors assigned. Each chief tester was

responsible for his particular proctors. One person wasassigned the responsibil-

ity for overseeing each test center and the chief testers. This person handled

emergencies that arose in any of the testing rooms. Detailed instructions, with a

list of points to rememberin case of emergency,werealso available for eachchief

tester. Phone locations and extra dimes for telephonecalls were just someofthe

backup proceduresthat helped makethe testing run more smoothly. A monetary

payment for main testers and proctors seemed to induce them to take their jobs

more seriously.

Anotherservice-oriented feature that is useful whentesting ona large scale is a

coffee room for the parents who have brought their children to thetestsite.

There,in the vicinity of the test site, waiting parents can be comfortable and meet

each other. Thus, parents can be kept out of the testing rooms, allowing the

testers and proctors to do a moreeffective job without creating hard feelings.

On the day of thetesting it is essential that all operations go smoothly. The

monthsof advance planning, including student preparation, room reservations,

and training testers will be wastedif the testing itself is confused. Preparation of

the test materials for that day should be donecarefully in advance. All testing

personnel should be familiar with their assigned places and duties. Sickness,

weather conditions, and other emergencies should be planned for. With this in

mind a large-scale program should comeoff well. In the 1974 Talent Search, no

major problems occurred when 1,519 students from Baltimore City and all

twenty-three counties of Marylandarrivedat the fourtest centers located in four

different regions of the state.

SELECTING A SCORING METHOD

Longbefore the completion ofthe actual testing in 1974, SMPY hadto decide

on the proper scoring procedure for the tests. Cost and speed were major

considerations. Thefirst decision involved machinescoring versus handscoring.

This problem will arise in any large testing program. For SMPY, it was less

expensive and faster to hand score 1,519 tests than to pay for machinescoring. A

major problem with handscoring,especially with tests having a correction factor

or other scoring complication,is the possibility of error. To minimize this source

of error as muchaspossible, teams of four people both scored the answersheet

and checked the scoring. Having the tests scored by machine, at $2 pertest,

would have cost SMPY $3,038. However, by hand scoring and paying scorers

$4 an hour, the cost was approximately $850. Each alternative has its ad-

vantages and disadvantages.
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REPORTING THE TEST RESULTS

Upon completion ofthe scoring,it is important to give the students who took
the test as much feedback as possible. With this information, very talented
students may realize they have not been performing in schoolto theirfullest
potential. Well-motivated students may press for more advanced material in
their classroom or for other procedures to increase their learning of mathemat-
ics. Scores of those students who do well should also be presented to the school
systems. If parents and schools work cooperatively, programscan beestablished
to develop the abilities of mathematically talented students. Distributions of the
scores and their meaning were mailed in duplicate to the talent search partici-
pants (see Supplemental Material 10, p. 82). Parents were encouraged to report
these test scores to the student’s school, in the hope that it would help the student,
parent, and counselordecide on his or her optimum program. Following up the
reporting of scores to the individual, each schoolsystem receiveda list of those
students whoscoredatleast 420, the 50th percentile of a random sample of males
taking the Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathematics in their senior year of high
school; 1,312 students out of the 1,519 scored that high.

In hopes of preparing the way for the counties and the city to facilitate the
students identified on the lists, SMPYsenta letter out to the school systems,
offering to help in setting up programsfor mathematically gifted junior high
school students that had beentried and provedto be highly successful at Johns
Hopkins (see Supplemental Material 11, p. 86). This letter pointed out thatthis
was SMPY’sthird year for such

a

talent search andthatit was statewide. School
systems were encouraged to accommodatetheir gifted students in economically
feasible and manageable ways, such as fast-paced mathematicsclasses (see Fox
19745[1:6], and chapters 6 and 7 in this volume).

THE AWARDS CEREMONY

As noted above, the 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search was highly
successful. Of the 1,519 contestants, 111 students scored 640 or greater on the
SAT-M, which is the 95th percentile of a random sample of male high school
juniors taking the SAT-M.This group wasdeclared the talent search winners
groupfor 1974. In order to acknowledgethese students properlyit was decided to
have an awards ceremonyfor them (see Supplemental Materials 12, p. 87, and
13, p. 88). On the day of the ceremony approximately 500 to 600 people cameto
see their sons and daughters honored. From the stage that day SMPY awarded
forty-one one-course scholarships from twelve different area colleges.5 This was

°The twelve colleges were The American University, Catholic University, Frostburg StateCollege, Goucher College, Georgetown University, The Johns Hopkins University, Loyola College,
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an importantstep in recognizing the potential and talent of mathematically able

youth.

The importance of the awards ceremonywasthree-fold. First, those students

who had participated in the talent search and had scored 640 or more were

recognized. Second, by offering scholarships the colleges and universities were

publicly recognizing the existence of highly mathematically able students and

showing their willingness to help stimulate such abilities. The third emphasis of

the awards ceremony was informational. An address centering on the need to

motivate talented students was made to the parents. In this way SMPY

attemptedto help the students and their families understand the alternatives(see

Fox 1974a [1:3]) and possibilities that could be opened to highly able students.

SMPYhopedthat the boys andgirls honored on this day were challenged to try

some of these alternatives, which include special fast-mathematics classes,

college courses, subject-matter acceleration, and grade skipping (including

entering college before graduating from high school).

EVALUATION

Publicity Campaign

The goal of systematically identifying a large group of mathematically

talented young people was thus accomplished. In order to ascertain how the

information regarding the talent search reached the contestants and what

motivated them to participate, two questions were analyzed from the question-

naire. They were:

1. Where did you find out about the Mathematics Talent Search?

2. From whom did youreceive the most encouragementto enter the Mathe-

matics Talent Search?

The first question (see table 4.1) gave SMPY a partial evaluation of the

differential effectiveness of its publicity techniques. It was only somewhatuseful

for differentiating, since the students were asked to list all people who had

contacted them aboutthe contest. This question did show that school coopera-

tion was of great value, particularly the mathematics teacher. The systematic

mail-out to every school had been extremely important. After mathematics

teachers, the order of most frequentnotification was from guidance counselors,

letters from SMPY,friends, the news media, parents, and,finally, a variety of

other sources. The important sourcesafter the school were friends and the news

media. SMPY knows of at least ten newspapers throughout the state that

publicized the contest. There were also at least two radio stations and one

television network that gave a short message on the contest. The importance of

good coverage cannotbe overlooked whenplanningto test ona large-scale basis.

Salisbury State College, Towson State College, University of Maryland—Baltimore County,

University of Maryland—College Park, and Western Maryland College.
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Table 4.1. Question—How did you find out about the Maryland Mathematics Talent Search?

 

 

Number
Form of publicity (N = 1519) Percent of mentions

Mathematics teacher 960 43
Guidance counselor 453 20
Letter to student 405 18
Friend 131 6
News media 117 5
Parents 116 5
Others 36 2
 

The cost of publicity was minimal when the returns that it produced are
considered.

The second question (see table 4.2) pertained to the student’s self-perception
of who encouraged him the most.Interestingly enough,over half ofthe students
felt that their parents offered them the most encouragementto participate in the
talent search. The other real source of encouragementin the eyes of the students
was their mathematics teachers. Almost 500 of the students felt that their
mathematics instructors were instrumentalin their participating in the contest.
This is also another indication that the statewide mail-out campaign was
presented properly to the schools, as well as to the parents and students
themselves.

Cost

In evaluating the cost of the 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search, two
questions arise: (1) Could it be done more economically? (2) Is the cost too
burdensome to be worthwhile for a school system or other institutions to
attempt? The answerto both questionsis a qualified “no.” Systematic identifica-
tion on

a

large-scale basis is both economical and worthwhile.
For the 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search the cost per student was

approximately $3.40. This included theinitial mail-out, publicity, notification of

Table 4.2. Question—From whom did you receive the most encouragementto enter the Mary-
land Mathematics Talent Search?

 

 

Number
Person (N = 1519) Percent of mentions

Parents 875 48
Mathematics teacher 49] 27
Guidance counselor 153 8
Myself 142 8
Friends 72 4

5
Others 97
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acceptance, practice material, purchasing of tests and answersheets, scoring,

reporting of scores, and testing personnel. The cost of taking the SATs during a

regular administrationis at least $8.00. The cost per studentwill vary depending

uponthe size of the talent pool. The larger the contest, the more inexpensive the

search can be per person. The total cost of the 1974 Maryland Mathematics

Talent Search was $5,164 (see Supplemental Material 14, p. 89). The study had

reduced the cost by asking the student to send postage moneyor stampsto cover

the cost of return mailing. Even if SMPYhad absorbedthiscost the total cost per

student would have been no more than $3.74 per person.

For a school system this is a small sum to pay for the amountof information

it can obtain regarding its mathematically ablest students. From this minimal

initial cost of identification of gifted youth, the system will benefit by being

better able to meet the needsof these students through such meansas subject-

matter acceleration, special fast-paced mathematics classes, or even grade-level

acceleration. Such an identification program is invaluable to the school system

and, more importantly, to the student.

SUMMARY

In the final analysis, SMPYidentified through the 1974 Maryland Mathe-

matics Talent Search over 1,000 students capable of accelerating their mathe-

matics program in somesignificant way before the end of their high school

years. Manyofthese students will be ready to enter college a year or two early.

Other students, with the help of stimulating college courses and advanced

placement examinations, will earn many credits toward their college degree,

while being challenged to learn and study to their fullest potential. Early

identification of talent through tests with enough ceiling will help school

systems differentiate among students whoarein the top | or 2 percent on their

age-gradetests. Identifying the talented is both economical and manageable.It

is to be hoped that school systems, colleges, and universities will set up similar

identification programs.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test is not the only acceptable selection instrument.

Appropriately difficult levels of tests, such as the Preliminary Scholastic

Aptitude Test (PSAT) or the School and College Ability Tests (SCAT), are

also quite useful. The chief point to note is that for the top 2 percentile seventh-

and eighth-graders taking the test, the ability level that the test measures should

be at the twelfth grade or college freshmanlevel. This will allow for differentia-

tion of abilities. Previous test scores can be used as a preliminary screening

device similar to the talent search’s use of prior test results. If these tests were

available to the school systems, then theseinitially selected students could be

retested during the school day on a routine basis.

Since the number tested per school system would not be large, reporting

should be relatively quick and simple. Then programssuitable to each
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individual student’s needs could be established. If there was not enoughtalent
in one school, students within a region of the school system could meettogether
on released time or outside regular school hours to study mathematicsat a fast
pace, as previously mentioned (Fox 19746[1:6], and chapters 3, 6, and

7

inthis
volume.)

Within a school system mailing could be simplified. Materials could be
distributed through the students to go home. Questions could be answered
through telephone conversations, letters, or personal interviews. Actually, the
cost for a school system should be considerably cheaper. Manyof the materials
and facilities are generally available already.
SMPY has worked out in three successive years one form of large-scale

identification that is successful. Modifications to such a program will probably
be feasible for various institutions and school systems. Some colleges and
universities are becoming interested in the mathematically gifted, as evidenced
by their cooperation and support in providing SMPYwith testing centers and
one-course tuition waivers. The Montgomery County (Maryland) public school
system has set up two fast-paced classes which started in the fall of 1974 for
approximately sixty of its mathematically ablest students identified through the
talent search. In the spring of 1975, Montgomery County used the appropri-
ately difficult level of the SCAT in place of the SAT to identify their
mathematically talented students who qualified for an additional three fast-
paced mathematics classes established for fall 1975. Another county, Charles,
established its fast-mathematics program in November 1974 (two classes). This
county used the PSATasits screening device to identify those individuals who
were qualified to participate in an additional fast-paced mathematics class
which began in February 1975. Several private schools haveset up their own
identification and facilitation programs as a result of the 1974 Maryland
Mathematics Talent Search. A city school began its program in January 1974
(see chapter 7 in this volume). A middle-schoolinstituted two fast-mathematics
classes into its curriculum in October 1974. It is to be hoped that other schools
and school systems—public, parochial, and private—will be able to use
SMPY’s identification procedures or some variation of them to identify and
facilitate their gifted students, not only in mathematics but also in other
subject-matter areas.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL1

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY @ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND21218

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY Area 301—366-3300

Study of Mathematically Extensions 538 and 1410
Precocious Youth (SMPY)

31 August 1973

Dear

In Marchof 1972 and January of 1973 we conductedanall-state search amongseventh-, eighth-,

and under-age ninth-graders for exceptionally high mathematical reasoning ability. There were 396
entrantsthefirst year and 666 the second. These represented approximately the upper2 percentofthe
age group. Our main instrument was the Scholastic Aptitude Test, Mathematical, of the College
Entrance Examination Board. In 1972, twenty-two of the entrants scored 660 or more (Johns
Hopkins’ average freshman scored 656 when heor she wasin the eleventh ortwelfth grade). In 1973,
thirty-seven scored 660 or more. The highest SAT-M score in 1972 was 790. In 1973 there were two
800s. In fact, a seventh-gradertested in the latter year scored 800 on eachofthe College Board’s three
mathematics tests: SAT-M, Mathematics I achievement, and Mathematics II achievement. During
the coming schoolyear he will be taking honors advanced placementcalculus with twelfth-graders.

In the 1974 testing (probably to be held on January 26) we would like even better coverageofthe
entire state of Maryland. Every seventh-, eighth-, or under-age ninth- grader (or higher) whoresides
in the state or attends a schoolin the state will be eligible, if he or she has recently ranked in the upper
2 percent of the grade on national normsin an arithmetical or mathematical reasoningtest.

In order to facilitate the testing of youngsters, we are hoping to set up several testing centers
throughout the state, rather than (as in past years) doing all of the testing on the Johns Hopkins
campus. Tentatively, we have chosen the University of Maryland at College Park, Frostburg State
College, Salisbury State College, and The Johns Hopkins University as the testing sites.

We wouldlike to meet for lunch at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday, September15, in the lounge of The
Johns Hopkins Club on the Homewood campusofThe Johns Hopkins University to discuss this. We
invite you or your designated representative to be our guest then until 3:00 p.m.

Enclosed is some material concerning our program ofidentification, study, andfacilitation of
these brilliant youths. If you have any questions about the meeting or would like any other materials,
please write us or telephone 301-366-3300, ext. 1410 (Mrs. Denham,Mrs. Fox, Mr. George, or Mr.
Keating), or ext. 538 (me). Wefeel that there are great mutual benefits in such cooperation.

This year we would like to give as the top prizes tuition scholarships for appropriate computer
science and mathematics courses that the winner could take at a college near him or her. Already,
many of our winners, one only ten years old, have taken courses at Johns Hopkins, Towson State
College, Goucher College, Montgomery County Community College, and Washingtonarea colleges
with excellent grades—mostly As, and nothing lower than B. For example, a boyat age twelve took
introduction to computer science in the JHU day school and earned a grade of A. That summer he
took college algebra and trigonometry at the JHU Evening College and, even though he had
completed only algebra I in the eighth grade, made a B. He then took fundamentals of mathematics
two semesters during the academic yearat

a

local liberal arts college and wasits best student (while
enrolled in grade 9). This summerhe tookeight credits of chemistry there and madeAs. Now,at age
fourteen years and two months,heis goinginto the tenth grade andwill also take calculus as a part-
time studentat the college. By May of 1974 he will still be fourteen years old but will have 30 college
credits, a whole year’s worth, with superb grades. He is no average boy, of course (though we have
half a dozen as able as he), but he is especially ambitious and well-rounded. Heis a good musician
(playing seven instruments), a fine athlete, and unusually handsome.
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Would yoube willing to inquire tentatively about the possibility of your college’s offering several

(at least one, and preferably three or more) course-tuition waivers to be used as prizes for the very

ablest of the contestants? This is a fine wayto attract high talent to your institution. We can discuss

this further at the meeting.

We would like to have you come yourself, if feasible, unless you feel that someone else at your

institution would be more appropriate. If you would like to attend andfeel that someoneelse should

also come, please let us know. We would appreciate hearing from you on the enclosed card by

Monday, September10,if possible, so that we can plan the luncheon and meeting.

Sincerely yours,

JULIAN C. STANLEY
Professor of Psychology

Director of the Study

Enclosures: NYTarticle

K & S article
Fox AAAS #3 paper

Preface and Table of Contents of M7.D?
Mapof the campus, with Club circled
Stamped, addressed postal card

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL2

MARYLAND MATHEMATICS TALENT SEARCH CONDUCTED BY

THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICALLY PRECOCIOUS YOUTH (SMPY)

OF THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

What: The Scholastic Aptitude Test, Mathematical, of the College Entrance Examination

Board.

Place and date:

Region College Location Date

1 Frostburg State College Frostburg, Md. 19 Jan. 1974

2 The Johns Hopkins University

Homewood Campus Baltimore, Md. 26 Jan. 1974

3 Salisbury State College Salisbury, Md. 26 Jan. 1974

4 University of Maryland College Park, Md. 26 Jan. 1974

Time: 1:00-3:00 p.m. for both test dates.

Prizes: Tuition waivers by local colleges for one course per person will be offered to the top

scorers within each of the above four regions. These course scholarships (worth as much as

$300 each) will be good through approximately August 1975, but only if used by the student

participating in the contest and winning in that particular region. Courses such as introduc-

tion to computer science, college algebra and trigonometry, analytic geometry, and
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MARYLAND MATHEMATICS TALENT SEARCH CONDUCTEDBY THE STUDY OF
MATHEMATICALLY PRECOCIOUS YOUTH (SMPY) OF THE JOHNS HOPKINS

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

UNIVERSITY

NAME SEX: M F
(PRINT) first middle last (circle one)

BIRTHDATE Full name of
month day year

school attended

PRESENT SCHOOL Full address
GRADE _7

—8 of school

—9

—Other( )
zip code

Type: Public Private Parochial. If parochial, the religious denomination:
(circle one)

 

Homeaddress
 

street city state zip code

Check the (one) regional center which you will attend. Give this careful consideration now,

becauseit will be difficult to change your assignmentlater.

__Region 1: Frostburg State College (Sat. afternoon, Jan. 19)

__Region 2: Johns Hopkins University (Sat. afternoon, Jan. 26)
__ Region3: Salisbury State College (Sat. afternoon, Jan. 26)

__ Region 4: University of Maryland—College Park (Sat. afternoon, Jan. 26)

I hereby certify that this student scored at the (circle one) 98th 99th percentile of national

norms on the mathematics or quantitative-aptitude part of the
 

  

 
 

taken in (year) test name: ITBS, SCAT,etc.

Signature
month day (circle one) Parent Teacher Principal Counselor

Comments or explanations
 

 

Please enclose six 8¢ postage stamps or 50¢ in coins and the two mailing labels, each contain-
ing your full printed mailing address. We cannot process your application without these items.

Wereserve the right to reject applications if all information is not completed.

If you need further information, telephone Mr. George, Mrs. Denham, Mrs. Fox, Mr. Keating,

Miss Solano, or Professor Stanley at (301) 366-3300, ext. 538 or Gif no answer) ext. 1410.
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Mailing Address: Mr. William C. George, SMPY, Department of Psychology, The John Hop-

kins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATION: FRIDAY, 14 DECEMBER1973.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL3

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Department of Psychology

Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

18 October 1973

SUBJECT: 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search

TO: Chairmen of Mathematics Departments in Junior High Schools

FROM: Dr. Julian Stanley, Professor of Psychology and Director of the Talent Search,
The Johns Hopkins University

The enclosed copies of an announcement concerning.the forthcoming Maryland Mathematics
Talent Search will probably be of interest to your mathematically ablest students, particularly
those who reason exceptionally well mathematically. We would greatly appreciate your dis-
tributing them to such persons.

In 1972, 396 highly able seventh-, eighth-, and under-age ninth-graders participated in the
mathematics contest. Last year 667 students entered the second competition. Of these con-
testants, 59 scored between 660-800 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test—Mathematics (SAT-M).
The mean score for our contestants was 515, which exceeds the score of 75 percent of high
school seniors.

Wehave helped a numberof these students to obtain high intellectual stimulation via college
courses taken for credit at Johns Hopkins, Towson State College, American University, and
elsewhere at night, during the summer,or on released time from their schools. The basic course
in computer science is a special favorite (15 As and 3 Bs thus far). Other courses taken were
college algebra and trigonometry (7 As and 2 Bs), analytic geometry (4 As and 1 B), mathe-
matics theory (1 A, 1 B), descriptive astronomy (1 A, | B), chemistry (2 As, 2 Bs), Russian
(2 As), and economics (A). For this very talented group of students a 3.82 grade-point
average out of a possible 4.00 has been obtained for 174 credits of college courses.

This year, besides offering college course scholarships as prizes, there will be some cash and
book awards. Also, winners and near-winners will be invited to become associated with our
Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth, thereby providing them, without cost, continuing
educational guidance andfacilitation.

Thank you for helping us find mathematically highly talented youngsters. If you should need
_ any more applications or information please call Mr. George (366-3300, ext. 538).

cc: Principal

Guidance Department chairman

Enclosures: Applications for the 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 4

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Department of Psychology

Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

16 October 1973

SUBJECT: Mathematics Talent Search in the state of Maryland

TO: Those persons whom wealready know tobeeligible
FROM: Dr. Julian Stanley, Professor of Psychology and Director of the study;

Mrs. Lynn Fox, Mr. Daniel Keating, Mrs. Susanne Denham, and Miss Cecilia

Solano, project associates; and Mr. William George, project coordinator

Wespecially invite you to enter the mathematics talent search this year, as indicated on the en-

closed sheets. You need not secure certification of your mathematics aptitude; ignore that part

of the application. Return the completed application before December 14. Hope to see you

there!

Enclosure: | copy of the talent search announcement. (Be sure to tell your eligible friends.

They must, however, have their mathematics aptitudecertified.)

CS/ Is

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 5

Office of Public Information
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Telephone: (301) 366-3300, ext. 704

FOR IMMEDIATE USE

The Johns Hopkins University has announcedtesting dates for a program thatseeksto identify

seventh- and eighth-grade Maryland youngsters who have exceptional ability in mathematical

areas.
To be conducted under the university’s Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth,this test

will make gifted boys andgirls eligible for tuition waivers by colleges in their areas, cash prizes,

books, extensive educational counseling, and possible participation in an accelerated academic

program at Johns Hopkins.

According to Julian C. Stanley, professor of psychology at the university and directorof the

project, the gifted students identified by the test will becomeaffiliated with a program that aims

to help such boys and girls obtain doctoral degrees in their early 20s, so that they may have the

maximum numberof their most productive years free for creative research.

In addition, Dr. Stanley says, the study is developing a model program forselecting and as-

sisting precocious students all over the country.
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The test will be given at several centers throughout the state. On January 19, 1974,it will be

given at Frostburg State College in Western Maryland. On January 26, it will be given at Johns

Hopkins in Baltimore, Salisbury State College on the Eastern Shore, and the University of

Maryland at College Park.

Any person enrolled in the seventh or eighth grades of any school (public or private) in the

state of Maryland, or who resides in Maryland but attends as a day student a school outside the

state, is eligible to take the test. Also eligible is any person in a higher grade who will have not

reached age fourteen by December 31, 1973. In addition, each applicant must have scored in

the upper 2 percent of his high school grade on national norms in arithmetic reasoning, total

arithmetic, or quantitative aptitude, as measured by a recently administered standardizedtest,
such as the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) or the School and College Ability Test (SCAT).

This meansscoring in the 98th or 99th percentile.
In order to obtain application forms, qualified students or their parents should contact William

C. George, project coordinator for the project, at the Department of Psychology, The Johns

Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 21218. The telephone is (301) 366-3300, ext. 538. Com-

pleted applications must be returned no later than Friday, December14.

Commenting on the kinds of children involved in the project, which is now in its third year,
Dr. Stanley says: “Contrary to popular opinion, the precocious child is not immature, shy,

and retiring. Instead, he or she is a young person whohas developed intellectual abilities and

personal characteristics more advanced than one would expect within his age group. Ourgifted

students have high mathematical aptitude because they have had the ability and the inclination

to study the subject on their ownat an early age.”

The project is currently facilitating the educational progress of over 100 students from the

Baltimore area, Dr. Stanley adds, most of whom werefirst identified in the seventh or eighth

grades.

The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth is sponsored by a five-year grant totaling

$266,000 from the Spencer Foundation of Chicago, a national organization that supports re-
search in a numberof areas of education.

The general goalof his project, Dr. Stanley says, is to identify a number of promising students

each year, study their abilities, enable them to makethe best use of their talents, and assist them

as much as possible through college and graduate school. The project includes work with gifted

youngsters both individually and in small groups.

There is presently a Saturday algebra class for junior high school children averaging fourteen

years of age, and there are a numberof twelve- to 14-year-olds taking advanced courses orfull-

time programs at area colleges. Other students are being accelerated at their own schools. Par-

ticipants are identified by means of the mathematics talent search.

The oldest participant in the project—age eighteen—is currently enrolled as a full-time gradu-

ate student in computer science at Cornell University, working toward his Ph.D. degree; he com-
pleted the M.S. degree at Johns Hopkins while still seventeen years old. Another participant

is a sixteen-year-old senior at Johns Hopkins who entered college at age thirteen, after having

completed the eighth grade; he is expected to earn a bachelor’s degree in philosophy bythe time
he is seventeen, Dr. Stanley says. Also, two new youngsters who are presently at Johns Hopkins

entered this fall at the age of fourteen.

It is expected that half a dozen or more young men and womenwill enter Johns Hopkins next

fall as full-time students at age fourteen orfifteen, some of them with sophomorestanding.

* * *

(For further information call John Schmidt, [301] 366-3300, ext. 704.)

Release 5472

11-16-73
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL6

Office of Public Information

The Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Telephone:(301) 366-3300, ext. 704

FOR IMMEDIATE USE

(60 seconds)

THE 1974 MARYLAND MATHEMATICS TALENT SEARCH FOR SEVENTH- AND EIGHTH-
GRADERS WILL BE HELD DURING JANUARY AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS AROUNDTHESTATE.
THE TESTING CENTER FOR THE BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN AREA IS THE JOHNS HOP-
KINS UNIVERSITY. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO ELIGIBLE STUDENTS FROM MATHE-
MATICS TEACHERS, COUNSELORS, OR PRINCIPALS AT LOCAL SCHOOLS. THE DEADLINE
FOR APPLICATIONS IS DECEMBER 14. NONE CAN BE ACCEPTED AFTERTHATDATE. TUITION
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR ONE COLLEGE COURSE, CASH PRIZES, AND BOOKS WILL BE AWARDED
TO THE HIGHEST SCORING STUDENTS IN EACH REGION. IF YOU WOULDLIKE TO PARTICI-
PATE AND THINK YOU ARE ELIGIBLE, CONTACT YOUR MATHEMATICS TEACHER OR
GUIDANCE COUNSELORAS SOONAS POSSIBLE.

SOURCE:Professor Julian C. Stanley

Study of Mathematically
Precocious Youth

Department of Psychology

The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Release 5484

11-26-73

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 7

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Department of Psychology

Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

SUBJECT: 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search

TO: Ineligible students

FROM: Dr. Julian C. Stanley, Professor of Psychology and director of the study

Dear 

We appreciate your application to our mathematics talent search; however, we find that you

are ineligible to take the January college level test for the following reason(s):
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1. Grade: You mustbe in the seventh or eighth grade, or in a higher grade only if you will
not yet be fourteen years old on December31, 1973.

2. Location ofschool: Your school must be located within Maryland, although you maylive

out of the state, or you may live in Maryland but attend as a DAYstudent school outside

Maryland.

3. You must have scored in the upper 2 percent of your school grade on national normsin

arithmetic reasoning, total arithmetic, or quantitative aptitude, as measured by the most

recent standardized test, such as lowa or SCAT.This meansthe 98th or 99th percentile.

4. Other:

 

 

 

 

Werealize that our strict requirements, needed becausethetest is optimally difficult for only

certain students, make it necessary to turn away a numberof very able persons. We greatly regret

that you are one of those.

Best wishes for success in your future education!

JULIAN C,. STANLEY

Professor of Psychology

Director of the Study

JCS:ls

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL8

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Department of Psychology

Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

SUBJECT: 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search

TO: Students with incomplete applications
FROM: Cecilia Solano, project associate, and

William George, project coordinator

Dear 

In reviewing your application for the mathematics talent search we foundthe following item(s)
to be missing:

1. Postage: To keep ahead of our mailing costs we need either six eight-cent stampsorfifty

cents.

2. Test location and date: Youfailed to specify the date andtest site to which you wishto be

assigned.

3. Certification: Youfailed to give adequatecertification indicating that you scored at either
the 98th or 99th percentile of the national normsfor your school grade ona recently ad-

ministered standardized test in arithmetic reasoning, total arithmetic, or quantitative

aptitude.

4. Other:

 

 

 

 

Without the above checked items we cannot consider your application complete. Please send
in the stamps or the completed application as soon as possible so that we can enroll you for the
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test. The deadline for receipt of the completed application here is December 14, 1973. Please

don’t missit!

Mailing address: Mr. William C. George
SMPY, Department of Psychology

The Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL9

Questionnaire for Maryland Mathematics Talent Search

This is your ticket of admission to the testing. Please fill all of it out carefully and be sure to bring

it with you to the test center. See page 4 for test site information.

  

 

NAME Sex: M F
(PRINT) last first middle

1. Name of school that you attend grade

name ofcounty Public___..Private________ Parochial 

(check one.)

2. Full address of school
 

3. Your home address
 

zip code

4. Home phone number(including area code)
 

5. Date of birth month day year

6. How manyolder brother do you have? Their birthdates  

Their birthdates

Their birthdates

Their birthdates

How manyoldersisters do you have?  

How many youngerbrothers do you have?  

  How many youngersisters do you have?

7. Is your father alive? ___yes _______no

His full name
 

a. Check the highest educational level he completed:

Less than high school ______ high school graduate

Some college _______ college graduate ________ more than college

b. College(s) attended, if any, location, and degrees received (both undergraduate and ad-

vanced, and date of receipt)
 

 



8.

10.

11.
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c. His occupation (or if he is deceased, his main occupation when alive). Please be quite

 specific.

 

Is your motheralive? _______ yes. ________ no

Herfull name 

a. Check the highest educational level she completed:

Less than high school ______ high schol graduate

Somecollege ________ college graduate ______ more than college

b. College(s) attended, if any, location, and degrees received (both undergraduate and ad-

 vanced, and date of receipt)

 

c. Her occupation (or if she is deceased, her main occupation whenalive). Please be quite

specific. 

Former occupations other than homemaker 

 

. Any comments you care to maketo clarify questions no.7 or 8:

 

 

What mathematics courses are you taking this year?

_________general 7th grade _______general8th grade _______algebra I _______algebra II

geometry —______Other:specify 

Circle the words which best describe each of the following:

a. Your liking for school

Very strong Fairly strong Slight liking Positive dislike

b. Your liking for arithmetic and mathematics

Very strong Fairly strong Slight liking Positive dislike

. Check the one statement that best describes how well you are doing in your mathematics

class this year.

a, ____—rBetter thanall of your classmates

b. _____———Better than all but one or two other classmates

c. _____——About as well as most of your classmates

d.___—sCiLess well than the majority of your classmates
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13.

14.

16.

18.

IDENTIFICATION AND MEASUREMENT

This school year, how are you learning most of your arithmetic and mathematics? Check only
one.
a. —_________In regular classwork with other students

b, ________In school, but working on your own with some help or direction from your
teacher

c. ——______On your ownoutside of school, helped by a tutor or parent

d. ______On your own outside of schoolwithlittle help from anyone

If you are working on your ownin arithmetic or mathematics, rank the main types of work you
are doing (1 = highest rank):

a. —__________Working with a textbook mostly on your own

b. —________Working with a textbook aided by someone

c. —_________Working on mathematics puzzles in books or magazines

d. ________Working on assignments made by yourteacher, other thanjust extra problemsin
the class arithmetic book

. Pleaselist the three specific occupations that, at the present time, appeal to you most for your
life work. List them in order of preference, / being the most preferred.

I.
 

 

 

How important do you think mathematics will be for the job you will someday have? (circle
one)

Very Fairly Slightly Not atall

. If you have been considering college, which ones have you thought about applying for?

l. 3.

2. 4.

Whatis your main reason for wantingto participate in the Mathematics Talent Search? ____

 

 

. Where did you find out about the Mathematics Talent Search: Checkall that apply:

parent __________guidance counselor

mathematics teacher ________friend

library poster —________newspaper
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radio or TV _______letter from Mathematics

Talent Search

 —_______Other: Specify

20. From whom did you receive the most encouragement to enter the Mathematics Talent

Search? 

 

21. Commentsof anysort: 

 

 

 

Maryland Mathematics Talent Search

Room Registration Form

PRINT NAME: 

Test site to which you are assigned:

Frostburg State College (January 19)

Johns Hopkins University (January 26)

Salisbury State College (January 26)

University of Maryland—College Park (January 26)

You are assigned to the following building and room. Study the enclosed map and locate the

building (circled in red) to which you have been assigned. 

 

Please arrive on time! Plan to reach the test center not later than 12:30 p.m. on January 26,

if you are being tested at Johns Hopkins University, University of Maryland at College Park, or
Salisbury State, or at 12:30 p.m. on January 19 if you are being tested at Frostburg State College.

Weask youto arrive early so you can locate the building and be in your seat by 12:45 p.m. The

test is timed and therefore all students in a room muststart at the same time. The test will start

promptly at 1:00 p.m. There will be signs in the parking lots and on the campusto help youlocate

your assigned building. The test should be overat 3:00 p.m.

. Parents are welcometostay at the test site during the tests but will not be allowedin the testing

room. Parking space will be available and is shown on your map. Lounging space will be available

for parents from 12:30 p.m. until 3:00 p.m. at the varioustest sites. The building is circled on the

map and the room is indicated as well. Further information will be given concerning this on the

varioustest days.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL10

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Department of Psychology

Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

SUBJECT: Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Mathematics Talent Search

TO: Each of the 1,519 persons tested on 19 and 26 January 1974

FROM: Dr. Daniel P. Keating, acting director of the study; Lynn H. Fox, associate direc-

tor; Susanne A. Denham,assistant director; Cecilia H. Solano, project associate;

and William C. George, coordinator of projects

On January 19 and 26 you took the Scholastic Aptitude Test—mathematicalsections only. In
this memorandum weexplain what that test measures and report yourscores to you.

The SAT wasfirst developed in 1926 for the College Entrance Examination Board by an ex-
perimental psychologist at Princeton University. In the nearly fifty years since then various

forms of it have been administered to millions of eleventh- and twelfth-graders applying for ad-

mission to the nation’s colleges. As the “scholastic aptitude” name suggests, the test is meant to

help predict academic successin college.

SAT-M is a sixty-item 75-minute test of mathematical reasoning ability. It depends somewhat
on special experiences (that is, mathematical ones) in school and out. It also depends on one’s

verbal and nonverbal reasoning ability and intellectual flexibility (to move rapidly from one type

of problem to another.)

Because SAT-M is designed chiefly for above average eleventh- and twelfth-graders,it is quite

difficult for all but the ablest seventh-, eighth-, and young ninth-graders. Especially, it requires

information andskills seldom taught in junior high schools. In order to score high on SAT-M,

one must have learned a great deal mathematically on his or her own—at home, by independent

study, and/or by special instruction.

The scores on SAT-M range from a chance score of 275 to the highest score reported, 800. The

average male high school senior would score 422 on SAT-M. The average female high school

senior would score 382 on SAT-M. Three-fourths of high school senior boys would score less

than 517 on SAT-M.Forgirls this figure is 461.

THE SCORES

Now please see Supplemental Material tables 10.1 and 10.2 for information about the distribu-
tion of SAT-M scores. Yourscore is circled there. Note the percentage of high school juniors of

your sex whose SAT-M score you exceeded. Rememberthat the talent search contestants on those

dates represented the ablest 1 or 2 percent of junior high school students in the state, so do not be
surprised or disappointed if you did not exceed most (or even many) of them! Just to be in the

groupatall is a mark of distinction. Don’t feel that you are inferior or have “failed” if you did not

exceed most of them.

WHAT DO YOUR SAT SCORES MEAN?

Mathematical reasoning ability of the kinds tested by SAT-M helps you learn such subjects

as arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus, statistics, probability theory,
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computer science, mathematical economics, mathematical psychology, mathematical sociology,

and the physical sciences, such as chemistry and physics.

If you are already highly developed mathematically, you can—and probably want to—move

ahead faster in those areas than yourless highly developed classmates do. In the Study of Mathe-

matically Precocious Youth we have already helped many high school youths progress faster by

taking more advanced courses in high school, studying mathematics on their own, skipping a

school grade, taking college courses forcredit, or (for five of them) entering college full-time long

before graduating from high school. One or more of these procedures for accelerating your school

progress may befeasible and desirable.

No prescription or general plan can be given, however. You are a unique individual whose

mental, physical, emotional, and socioeconomic characteristics must be taken fully into account

in any plan to supplement your regular education. Such a plan can be devised by you and your

parents in collaboration with your teachers, guidance counselor, and schoolprincipal. Those of

you who want further suggestions may write to Mrs. Lynn H. Fox, Department of Psychology,

The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218, for a copy of her paper entitled

“Facilitating educational development of mathematically and scientifically precocious youth.”

Weare enclosing an extra copy of this report, which you may wanttogive to your schoolprin-

cipal. Also, we shall tell county school system curriculum coordinators about those of you who

scored above the average high school senior of your sex on SAT-M,so that they can consider

supplementing the education of such persons.

THE WINNERS

Thelist of winners this year is too long to include in this communication. We have arrangedfor

over forty one-course tuition scholarships to be given to the high-scorers from various centers
from over twelve local colleges. Since the scores varied somewhat from center to center, there

is no absolute “cut-off’ for scholarship winners. Those individuals who are to receive the
scholarship prizes are to be contacted separately. If you wish to know whothe winners were at

your center, you may write and request a copy of the winnerslist, which will also be released to

the press.

Everyone, however, who scored 640 or higher will receive a prize of some kind. An award

presentation ceremony will be held on March 23, 1974 at 3:30 p.m. in Shriver Hall Auditorium on

The Johns Hopkins University campus. The meeting is open to the public, but all who scored 640

or more are especially urged to attend.

NEXT YEAR

There are currently no plans for SMPYto sponsora statewide mathematics talent search in
1975. There may be some limited testing of high-scoring seventh-graders from this year’s con-
test; if so, those individuals will be contacted directly in advance of such testing. If there are any

changes in this plan, they will be widely publicized through the press and other media as well

as throughthe schools.

Sincerely,

DANIEL P. KEATING
Acting Director of the Study

DPK:vsg

Enclosure
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Supplemental Material Table 10.1: Distribution of SAT-M scores for the 19 and 26 January 1974
testing

 

 

Percentage of Percentage of

male |\th-graders male | \th-graders
Score Frequency who scored lower Score Frequency whoscored lower

800 99+ 490 74 72
790 99+ 480 68 70
780 99+ 470 52 68
770 99+ 460 114 66
760 1 99+ 450 53 64
750 4 99+ 440 50 61
740 2 99 430 53 59
730 7 99 420 33 57
720 99 410 36 54
710 2 98 400 34 52
700 8 98 390 46 50
690 8 98 380 19 47
680 10 97 370 20 45
670 9 97 360 33 42
660 11 96 350 13 39
650 15 96 340 10 35
640 34 95 330 8 31
630 21 94 320 3 28
620 15 93 310 7 25
610 30 92 300 7 22
600 25 91 290 3 18
590 35 89 280 2 14
580 45 88 270 3 11
570 49 87 260 2 8
560 43 86 250 5
550 86 84 240 4
540 51 82 230 3
530 56 80 220 2
520 60 78 210 1
510 74 716 200
500 75 74
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Supplemental Material Table 10.2: Distribution of all SAT-M scores for the 19 and 26 January

1974 testing
 

 

Percentage of Percentage of
female 1|\th-graders female \1th-graders

Score Frequency who scored lower Score Frequency who scored lower

800 99+ 490 74 83
790 99+- 480 68 81
780 99+- 470 52 79
770 99+ 460 114 77
760 I 99+ 450 53 75
750 4 99+ 440 50 73
740 2 99 430 53 70
730 7 99 420 33 68
720 99 410 36 65
710 2 99 400 34 63
700 8 99 390 46 61
690 8 99 380 19 58
680 10 99 370 20 55
670 9 98 360 33 53
660 11 98 350 13 50
650 15 98 340 10 46
640 34 98 330 8 42
630 21 97 320 3 39

620 15 97 310 7 35
610 30 96 300 7 31
600 25 96 290 3 27
590 35 95 280 2 22
580 45 94 270 3 18
570 49 93 260 2 13
560 43 92 250 9
550 86 91 240 7
540 51 90 230 6
530 56 89 220 4

520 60 87 210 3
510 74 86 200
500 75 85
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL11

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY @ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND21218

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth (SMPY)

Area 301—366-3300

Extensions 538 and 1410

January 14, 1974

Dear

As youare well aware, the education of gifted children is an important area of concern for edu-
cators, parents, and the students themselves. For over two years the Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth has been helping junior high school age young people highly gifted in quanti-

tative abilities to make the best use of their considerable potential. Several programs that we

have instituted have been highly successful educationally and extremely popular with the

students. We are hopeful that these programs will in the future be widely adopted by school

systems such as your own,and wewishatthis time to offer to help in establishing in

County a prototype of one of these programs.

This year for the third time we are holding a statewide mathematics talent search for seventh-

and eighth-grade students; please see the enclosure. You mayrecall that last year the names of

all the students in your county who participated in the contest and scored 420 or more on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test—mathematical were sent to the mathematics supervisor. In the Balti-

more metropolitan area, fifty-three highly able students were invited to participate in fast-paced

mathematics programs conducted by Joseph Wolfson, whose Saturday morning classes for

younger students are described in the enclosed paper. (The paper will appear as chapter 6 in

Mathematical Talent: Discovery, Description, and Development, edited by Julian Stanley,

Daniel Keating, and Lynn Fox,which is scheduled to be published by The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Press in fall 1974.)

As you can tell somewhat from a perusal of the enclosed program evaluation,the stepsin insti-

tuting such a program for highly mathematically gifted students are quite simple: identification

of the students able to benefit from such a mathematics class, which will already have been done

through the Maryland Mathematics Talent Search; designation of a teacher with proven talent in

working with gifted students; finding a convenient place and time for the students to meet once
a week for two hours; and arrangement for the modest funding necessary.

The commitments from the school system would befirst, to make the minor scheduling adjust-

ments needed to accommodatethe students in the program, and second to agree to find the finan-

cial support necessary. For a full-scale program involving a full-time teacher and sixty to seventy-

five students, an annual budget would be $12,000-—-$15,000, depending on the teacher’s salary.

A much more limited program conducted once a week on Saturdays for the mathematically

ablest fifteen to twenty students could be run forless than $2,500 per year. We would be pleased

to help in the planning of such a program, and wewill, of course, have located the students.

The benefits of this both to the students and to the school system would be multiple. The

students would get interesting and challenging work at a high level and would avoid the frustra-

tions of a slow-paced (for them) program.It is quite likely that such a program would soon be

widely recognized as one of the most innovative andeffective in the country. The pilot programs

conducted by SMPY havealready received such recognition.

At this point you must have many questions about the program andthe possibilities we have

suggested. Dr. Keating would be pleased to meet with interested parties in your school system at
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their convenience. We hope that you will consider this possibility and contact us for further

information.

Sincerely,

LYNN H. FOX DANIEL P. KEATING
Associate Director of the Study Acting Director of the Study

SUSANNE A. DENHAM WILLIAM C. GEORGE
Assistant Director of the Study Coordinator of Projects

CECILIA H. SOLANO
Project Associate

DPK/Is

cc:

Enclosures

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL12

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY @ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND21218

DEPARTMENTOF PSYCHOLOGY
Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth (SMPY)

Area 301—366-3300

Extensions 538 and 1410

March4, 1974

It is indeed a pleasure for us to inform you that you are one of the one-course tuition scholar-

ship award winners. Your score of_______ wasat the_______ percentile of the 1,519 students

tested, and you ranked_______amongthe students at your chosen center.

The courses in general which we would recommend are computerscience, college algebra and

trigonometry, or a science course in which you maybe especially interested. Later we will be in

touch with you regarding specific details. The final course selection will be a joint decision by you,

the school, and SMPY.The school awarding you the scholarshipis

Wecongratulate you on your accomplishment, and look forward to meeting you at the awards

ceremony on March 23, 1974 at Shriver Auditorium, on The Johns Hopkins University Home-
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wood campus from 3:30 to approximately 5:00 p.m. Please feel free to invite family and friends,

since space at the awardspresentation will not be a problem.

Sincerely yours,

LYNN H. FOX DANIEL P. KEATING

Associate Director of the Study Acting Director of the Study

SUSANNE A. DENHAM CECILIA H. SOLANO
Assistant Director of the Study Project Associate

WILLIAM C. GEORGE
Coordinator of Projects

DPK:vsg

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL13

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY @ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY Area 301—366-3300
Study of Mathematically

Ext 538 and 1410
Precocious Youth (SMPY)

xtensions a

March4, 1974

Congratulations! Your score of________makes youeligible for a (nonscholarship) prize at
the awards ceremony on March23, 1974 at Shriver Hall on the Johns Hopkins University Home-

wood campus, from 3:30 p.m. to approximately 5:00 p.m. Please feel free to invite family and

friends, since space at the awards presentation will not be a problem.

Everyone who scored 640 or higher will receive a prize of some kind. All those people are also

qualified to take a college course in the summerorin the evenings, but unfortunately we do not

have enough scholarships for all 111 individuals who scored that high. We would encourage
them, however, to pursue this possibility with their school principal or counselor. A copy of
this letter is enclosed so that you may give oneto your schoolprincipal.

We commend you on your accomplishment and look forward to meeting you at the awards

ceremony.

Sincerely yours,

LYNN H. FOX DANIEL P. KEATING

Associate Director of the Study Acting Director of the Study
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SUSANNE A. DENHAM CECILIA H. SOLANO

Assistant Director of the Study Project Associate

WILLIAM C. GEORGE

Coordinator of Projects

DPK:vsg

Enclosure

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL14

Cost Analysis of the 1974 Maryland Mathematics Talent Search
 

 

Item Cost

Luncheon—seminar 60.00

Paper, stencils, envelopes for entire contest 500.00

Postage, initial mail-out 500.00
Cost of SAT booklets 1,519.00

Cost of SAT answersheets and keys 152.00

Proctors 500.00

Maintesters 340.00

Travel expensesto three test centers 70.00

Coffee, cookies, and supervision of coffee room 50.00

Scoring costs 850.00
Personnel costs—secretarialstaff, clerical help 500.00
Electrical set-up, janitorial services, lighting for awards ceremony 153.00

TOTAL $5,164.00*
 

*This breaks down to a cost of $3.40 per person.
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A PIAGETIAN APPROACH TO
INTELLECTUAL PRECOCITY!

Daniel P. Keating

ABSTRACT

[wotraditions currently exert the major influence on theories ofintelligence: the
psychometric and the Piagetian. Theoretical and experimental comparisons
have been drawn, but concentrate mainly on infancy and childhood. In this
study, early adolescents (5th- and 7th-graders) classified bypsychometric testing
as bright and average were evaluated on Piagetian tasks offormal operations in
order to examine the relationship between brightness andprecocity. The bright
group evidencedformaloperationsfar morefrequently than the average groups
of the same age. Thus the major finding was that brightness psychometrically
defined implies cognitive developmental precocity within the stage theory of
Piaget.

 

The twotraditions that currently exert the major influence on theories of
intelligence are the psychometric and the Piagetian. Thebasis of the psychomet-
ric tradition is the measurementof individual differences in mentalabilities or
traits through the evaluation of a representative sample of behavioral products in
a standardizedsituation. It has given rise to a diversity of theories, all of which,
however, share a belief that the test scores are meaningful numbers that can be
manipulated mathematically to gain psychologicalinsights. They share also an
underlying assumption that variability exists in all traits, the scores on which
when measured are assumedto be distributed approximately normally (Elkind
1970). Comparisonsonthebasis of precocity and retardation in performancein

'This research was supported by grant GS-39775 to the author from the National Science
Foundation. I thank Professors Julian C. Stanley, Roger A. Webb, and John T. Guthrie for their
helpful comments at several stages of the research. I thank also William C. George for his help in
subject selection and assignment, Dr. John McCauley of the Baltimore County School System for

supplying information on the subject pool, Dr. Francois Stoll for advice on the use of Piaget’s
methodeclinique, and, especially, Rosalind Schaefer for serving as researchassistant. A brief report
of this research appeared in Child Development 46 (1975): 276-80. I thank the Society for Re-
search in Child Development for permission to include substantial portions of thatearlier article.
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the standardized situations(i.e., the tests) characterize much ofthe history of

psychometrics (Goodenough 1949).

In contrast to this, Piaget’s is a unified theory whose goalis the identification

of the universal structures of human thought andofthe operationaltransforma-

tions that bring them about (Piaget 1950, 1970). The approachis principally

developmental, and the methodologyis essentially clinical in that it seeks

behavioral signs of underlying cognitive processes. Less attention is paid to

individual differences in precocity and retardation.

Comparisons have been drawn, both theoretically (Elkind 1970) and experi-

mentally (De Vries 1973, 1974). Relatively more attention has been accorded

infancy and childhood than adolescence. In the present study the relationship

between psychometrically defined brightness and cognitive developmental

precocity within Piaget’s stage theory was examined in early adolescents.

The purpose of the comparison wasto investigate several related questions.

Thefirst and most important had to do with the relationship of brightness with

precocity. Since Binet’s original insight, which linked the two, and the subse-

quent empirical confirmationofthe relationship (especially Terman 1916, 1925-

59), there has been little direct investigation.

The use of psychometrictests to identify precocious students for educational

programs (Keating 1975 and chapter 2 of this volume), sparked the second

question. It has been suggested that the high-scorers on psychometric tests are

not necessarily precocious, but just “good test-takers.” Evaluation of the

cognitive developmentallevel of psychometrically defined bright and average

students through a separate methodology would seem to resolve this question.

The third question was whethersimilar aspects of “intelligent behavior”are

being tapped by thediffering methodologies of the two traditions. If the same or

essentially similar aspects are observed by the two methods, then similar results

in terms of individual differences would be expected. Even if, as frequently

suggested, the psychometric evaluation looks at products and the clinical

Piagetian evaluation at processes, it is to be expected that a close relationship

exists between product and process of the same global behavior. They are of

course not identical (Kagan & Kogan 1970), and thus group rather than

individual differences were looked at for the purpose ofthis study.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were middle-class, Sth- and 7th-grade boys,” most ofwhom were

white, from the Baltimore County school system. They weretested in the summer

2A parallel study, using a sample of girls, has been completed, and the major findings reported

here were replicated. There was some evidence, however, that the bright girls were less precocious

than the bright boys. For details, see Keating and Schaefer (1975).
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following the completion of those grades. A computerprint-outof the students
in those grades whoscored at the 98th and 99th percentiles, and those between
the 45th and 55th percentiles of Baltimore County norms (somewhatstricter
than national norms) on the arithmetic section of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills
(ITBS) was obtained. The arithmetic subtest was used, because it seemed to
reflect operational reasoning ability better. From this list 50 students were
randomly selected from eachofthe four groups: 7th-grade bright (7B); 7th-grade
average (7A); Sth-grade bright (5B); and Sth-grade average (5A). All 200 students
were offered a small fee to be tested for possible participation in the study.

In the 7B group 31 students came; in the 7A group,19; in 5B, 37; and in 5A,22
came to the test. From these 109 individuals, 13 in each group wereselected for
the Piagetian evaluation by choosing the highest in the bright groups on the
screening test and the middle of the average groups. The meanagesofthe groups
within each grade were comparable, both for those selected and unselected for
follow-up, with nosignificant differences between the bright and average groups.
The seventh-graders averaged thirteen years, zero months, andthe fifth-graders
eleven years, one month, with standard deviations of about 4.5 months.

Procedure

The 200 invited students were randomly assigned to a morning and an
afternoon session on the same day. The 109 who cametook the sixty-item
Raven’s (1960) Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM), i.e., Sets A-E. This was
intially designed as a nonverbal measure of general intelligence, specifically
Spearman’s “g”; although no longer regarded as a pure “g” measure,it is an
excellent test of abstract reasoning ability. Piaget has recognized it as an
outstanding example ofa test of multiplicative classification (Inhelder & Piaget

1964, p. 281). The directions for group administration stated in the manual were

used unaltered. Although obtained primarily for screening purposes, the SPM

results generated the specific hypotheses for the psychometric-Piagetian com-
parison (see below).

The subjects selected for the Piagetian evaluation were quasi-randomly

assigned (dependent only on availability) to individual sessions during a single

three-week period to eliminate the possibility of differential developmental

maturation. One advanced concrete operational task (conservation of volume)

and three formal operational tasks from Inhelder and Piaget (1958) were used in

the evaluation. The formal operational tasks were: displacement, in which the

subject had to elucidate the reason for the sinking andfloating of a variety of

common objects; equilibrium in the balance, in which the subject had to discover

the proportionality of distance from the fulcrum and weight; and period of a

pendulum, in which the subject had to eliminate the distractor variables of
height of drop, weight of object, and force of drop to isolate the controlling
variable of length of the string.
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The scoring system was adapted from Inhelder and Piaget (1958). Ascoreof1

was assigned to a clearly concrete operational response; a score of 2 to a re-

sponse that indicated the breakdown of a concrete operational structure, but

with no discernible inclination toward a formal operational response (1.e.,

recognizing the inconsistency, but not knowing in which direction to proceed

to resolve it); a score of 3 to a response which indicated definite transition

toward formal operations; and a score of 4 to a definite formal operational

response. For the purpose of the analysis, scores of either 3 or 4 were con-

sidered “formal operational,” since they correspond roughly to Inhelder and

Piaget’s 3AB and 3B categories.

The experimenter and an additional rater, who was in the room during the

Piagetian evaluation, each scored the session independently to check for inter-

rater agreement. Both the experimenter and the rater were blind as the group

membership of each subject until all subjects had been evaluated. Conflicts were

resolved by consensusafter listening to an audio tape that was made at each

session.

Design

In order to generate meaningful specific hypotheses in terms of the order of

the groups under both conditions (psychometric and Piagetian), the SPM results

were used to determine the “psychometric order”of the groups. The prediction

was that the groups would be arranged in termsof Piagetian cognitive develop-

mental level in the same orderas in the psychometric evaluation.

RESULTS

Order of Groups on SPM

The results from testing the original 109 students are shownin table 5.1. It is

clear that 7B and 5B were at the top of the four groups, with no significant

differences between them. The unexpected discovery of no difference between 7B

and 5B may have beentheresult of these two groups having already reached the

asymptote of their ability on this particular test, a “personal ceiling” rather than

the absolute ceiling of the test. This explanation is moderately supported by the

fact that their mean scoreis at about the 80th percentile of an adult population.

Considering the possibility of positive errors of measurement for the bright

groups on the initial test (the ITBS), one would perhaps not anticipate much

growth onthis test over the next several years for these samples. The 7B and 5B

groups were followed by the 7A group, which scoredsignificantly lower than

both 7B (p<.001) and 5B (.02<p<.05), using Scheffé’s multiple comparison

method for the latter comparison, in McNemar (1969). As expected, the 5A

group scored lowest, and significantly lower than the 7A group (.01<p<.02).
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Thus the “psychometric order” of the groups, and hence the prediction for the

Piagetian evaluation, was

7B = 5B >7A > SA.

Obviously the most powerful test of the precocity hypothesis was the 5B, 7A

comparison,since the latter group averaged twoyears older than the former, and

on age comparisons alone would be expected to be developmentally advanced.

Table 5.1. Means of four groups on Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices, with standard
deviation andsize of group

 

 

Average Bright

7th N 19 3]

X 43.58 48.42

Grade S.D. 4.81 4.25

5th N 22 37

X 37.77 47.73

Grade S.D. 6.58 4.53
 

Note: Highest possible score on SPM=60

Order of Groups on Piagetian Evaluation

Before considering the data from the Piagetian evaluation,it is worthwhile to

look ‘at the inter-rater agreement to see if the data are meaningful. The

correlation for inter-rater agreementoverall four groups was .94, ranging for

each group from a low of .92 to a high of .98. The percentages of inter-rater

agreement were 83 percent for exact agreement, 16 percent for a one-point

difference, and | percent for a two-point difference. These figures were based on

the 156 formal operational ratings (52 subjects X 3 tasks), since the concrete task

yielded no variation.

All the subjects in this study showed evidence of advanced concrete opera-

tions by passing the conservation-of-volumetask. This was somewhatsurprising

only for the 5A group, but it must be rememberedthatall ofthe A students were

actually somewhat above average on national norms. These results were thus not

considered further in the analysis

The results in terms of percent in each group showing evidence of formal

operations (defined as a score of 3 or 4) are shownin figure 5.1. The first set of

columns shows the percent of students in each group whoevidenced formal

operational thinkingin all three tasks. This was, of course, the most stringent

criterion, and byit the order of the groups was

7B >5B >7A > 5A.

The next three sets of columns show the percent in each group scoring a 3 ora 4

on each task individually.
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The final set of columns shows the percent in each group demonstrating

formal operational thinking on any of the three tasks. By this most lenient

criterion, one concludesin Piagetian terms of 75 percent passing that the 7B and

5B groups were formal operational, the 7A group wastransitional, and the

5A group was advanced concrete operational. In terms of total score on formal

operations (i.e., by adding the | to 4 score on all three tasks together for each

subject), the order of the groups was

7B = 5B >7A > SA.

There was no significant difference on total score between 7B and 5B,but both

were marginally better than the 7A group (.05< p<.10). The 7A group

outscored 5A significantly (.02 < p < .05). Ifa one-tailed t-test of significance is

madefor the crucial 5B, 7A comparison,whichis reasonable since the prediction

wasstated a priori, 5B was significantly better than 7A (p < .05).

The formal operations scores were also examined by analysis of variance as

shown in table 5.2. The main effect for psychometric level was highly significant

(p < .001). The main effect for age (grade) was only marginally significant

(.05 < p< .10), and this was almost certainly due to the transitional nature of

the 7A group. There was nota significant maineffect for tasks, and there were no

significant interactions. In the analogoussituation in the concrete operational

period there exists a clear developmentaltrendin the difficulty of the tasks, from

conservation of numberto weight to volume,and so on, which is not found here

for formal operations.

Finally, internal homogeneity reliability estimates were obtained for the

Piagetian tasks within groups, which showed that there was no inherent

unreliability for the Piagetian evaluation except within the 5A group.In that

group there was not enough variation to generate a meaningful reliability

estimate; the obtained figure was r = -.08. For the other three groups,the r’s

ranged from .55 to .92. By means of the ANOVA formula for estimating

Table 5.2. ANOVAof scores on formal operational tasks

 

 

 

Source of variance df SS MS F

Psychometric level (P) 1 61.603 61.603 30.119*

Age-grade (G) 1 6.603 6.603 3.2347
PG 1 3.653 3.653 1.794

S/PG 48 97.744 2.036
Tasks (T) 2 2.186 1.093 1.465

PT 2 2.070 1.035 1.387

GT 2 2.993 1.497 2.007

PGT 2 443 .222 .298

ST/PG 96 71.641 .746

*p < .001

¥05 <p <.10
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homogeneity (Stanley 1971, p. 399) it was possible to obtain a pooled within-

groups estimate, andthat figure was .63. This quite respectable, considering that

the “test” contained only three “items” (the three tasks) and that each group was

severely restricted in range in two psychometrictests.

In comparison with typical psychometric evaluation, then, the Piagetian

evaluation was not unreliable, but it was inefficient in terms of amountof time

and effort per subject required. Thisis not a criticism, however,of the Piagetian

evaluation, which wasdesignedfor for a different purpose, to generate a different

kind of information. A more detailed discussion of the psychometric properties

of Piagetian tasks can be found in Keating (1974).

DISCUSSION

The major hypothesis of this investigation was that brightness as measured by

psychometric testing implies developmental precocity in reasoning. This preco-

cious reasoning was to be confirmed by comparisons of bright and average

groups both on further psychometric testing and, more importantly, on mea-

sures of cognitive developmental level, which have been used by Piagetian

researchers. This hypothesis was confirmed, as the results presented above

indicated.

This confirmation extended to the somewhat unexpected result regarding the

5B and 7A groups. Even though they averaged twofull years younger, the 5B

students were at a more advanced cognitive developmental level than the 7A

students, as witnessed by their superior performance on both the psychometric

test of abstract reasoning ability, the SPM,and, especially, on the Piagetian

evaluation of cognitive development.

The absence of a main effect for tasks suggests that development within the

formal operational period is not entirely analogous with that in the concrete

operational period, and thus further suggests the possibility of overall develop-

mental maturation, which is subsequently reflected in a significant change in

cognitive strategies. That is, instead ofa series of structural stage changesin the

developing adolescent, there may be instead a global structural change, whichis

then exhibited in different areas in no particular order. Piaget (1972) has

proposed that such findingsarelikely.

Asfor the questionsraised initially with respect to this investigation, several

comments are appropriate. Thefirst is that when students are selected for high

scores on psychometric tests, those selected are indeed precocious in cognitive

development, and notjust “goodtest-takers.” This is especially true whena test

with sufficient ceiling for the ablest in a groupis used.

Second,this research again confirms the empirical relationship of brightness

and precocity and does so acrossdiffering traditions. Although it can offer no
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explanation of this relationship, it does allow for speculation on thetopic.It

seems that brightness leads to precocity, perhaps in the following fashion.

Since, according to Piaget, cognitive developmentproceedsas an interaction

of the organism and the environment, the brighter individual would be at an

advantage in moving throughthe successive stages more quickly. This would be

so because the bright child would be involved in morevaried and interesting

interactions with the environment, generating a greater quantity of useful

information, and would also be moreable to makeeffective use of the informa-

tion generated. Thatis, the “self” enriches the cognitively relevant environment.

This would suggest that where the development is more closely tied to

physiological maturation, as would seem to bethe caseat the “period” changes

(two years, six to seven years, and twelveto fifteen years old), precocity would be

less pronounced than when the developmentis more closely tied to environmen-

tal interaction, as would be the case within stages. Webb (1974) has also

suggested such a possibility, and with very bright children younger than those in

this study he has found evidence of rapid acceleration in concrete operations, but

no evidence of formal operations, except in those children whose ages ap-

proached the youngest in this study. Lovell (1968) obtained similar findings.

Precocity acrossstagesis clearly present, but perhaps not as pronouncedasthat

within stages.

DeVries (1973) argues that two intelligences are represented by the psycho-

metric and the Piagetian traditions. She drawsthis conclusion from herresearch,

in which mental age was insufficient in some cases to predict operational level

accurately. But these failures of prediction occurred across developmental

periods (i.e., preoperational to concrete operational). If in addition to the

psychometric level we know the chronological age of the child and adjust

predictions respecting within vs. across stage development appropriately, it

seems likely both from this research and DeVries’s, Webb’s, and Lovell’s results

that prediction of operational level would be significantly improved. Thus we

need not posit two intelligences, but only recognize two perspectives on the same

intelligence.

In conclusion, whatis clearly required,if a fuller understanding of cognitive

development and humanintelligence is to be gained, is movement toward a

synthesis of the differential tradition rooted most deeply in psychometrics and

the generalizing tradition represented by Piaget. One majorarea for investiga-

tion, suggested by the discussion, is a better characterization of the somewhat

vague “organism-environment”interaction, and an attemptat discerningindi-

vidual differences in such interactions, which are related to intelligence.
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ABSTRACT

Fast-paced mathematics classes were established to meet the needs of highly

gifted junior high school students. Thirty-three students participated in the

program. In 108 hours of instruction twenty-eight class members learned

algebra II and plane geometry at a high level of achievement. Twenty-three

persons completed algebra III. In addition, thirteen boys successfully com-

pleted the four and one-halfyears ofprecalculus mathematics. These students

self-paced themselves through their homework andpreparationfor class. Class

success was based on:(1) identification ofqualified students through appropri-

ately difficult tests of mathematical and nonverbal reasoning; (2) a dynamic

teacher who introduced challenging material at a rapid-fire pace; and (3)

voluntary participation by students. It appears that once these considerations

are met the academic and social aspects of such a program will proceed

“naturally,” as evidenced by these two classes.

 

One of the most successful innovations begun by the Study of Mathemati-

cally Precocious Youth (SMPY)is its program ofspecial fast-paced mathemat-

ics classes. The first of these was described in detail by Fox (19745[I:6]) in

volume I of this series.2 In the summer of 1973, another such class was

instituted, taught at The Johns Hopkins University by the same teacher, Joseph

Wolfson. This chapter presents the results of this second class to date and

'The authors would like to thank Dr. Julian C. Stanley for his helpful comments and
encouragementin earlier drafts of this chapter.

*In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volumeI of Studies of Intellectual
Precocity will be as follows: [I:6]. The I indicates volumeI, and the 6 indicates the chapter number
[Editor].
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guidelines for the institution of such programs in school systems.3 Thus, our

purposeis to describe the workings of a fast-paced mathematics curriculum for

young persons, in the hope that the principles and practices developed will be

implemented by others.

These programs were begun as experiments in fitting a curriculum to the

needs of young students who reason extremely well mathematically. If students

with ability and interest in mathematics were given the opportunity to learn as

fast as they could, we reasoned, their achievements and satisfaction would

probably be apparent (Fox 19745[1:6]). Moreover, we wanted to show that

accounting for individual differences in education, specifically of the gifted,

would not be costly or administratively unmanageable. It was our hope that

after the demonstration of the program’s feasibility more fast-paced mathemat-

ics models could be established along similar lines in public school systems.

THE FIRST MODEL PROGRAM

The first class, begun in June 1972, has since been concluded. It met, and in

some cases exceeded, our expectations. We invited twenty-nine top ex-sixth-

graders, one ex-eighth-grader, and one ex-third-grader from the Baltimore

area; twenty-one of these accepted our invitation to take the course.* Nineteen

of them persisted through the nine initial two-hour-per-week summerclass

meetings. One ofthese then left the program voluntarily; five others were asked

to return to their school mathematics class. Three persons (one ex-seventh-

grade girl, one ex-eighth-gradegirl, and one ex-eighth-grade boy) were added

to the class in September. All sixteen of these persons (nine boys and seven

girls) completed algebra I and algebra II. Ten of the sixteen students com-

pleted algebra III and trigonometry. Nine of the ten continued through analytic

geometry; eight of these nine also finished plane geometry during the summer

of 1973, demonstrating that up to four and one-half years of precalculus

mathematics can be learned well by some mathematically highly talented young

students studying two hours on Saturday mornings for about thirteen months.

During the June 1972-September 1973 period, seven of the nine boys in the

class skipped one or moregrades. Byfall of 1974, all seven enrolled in calculus

or precalculus coursesin high school. Five girls and one boy began independent

work in plane geometry, one girl took a correspondence course in geometry,

and a boy anda girl took a senior high plane geometry course. Several also

enrolled for credit in mathematics-related college courses.

3Appendix 6.A1 updates the fast-mathematics class progress through geometry, trigonometry,

analytic geometry, and their course placement in the various school systems.
4Selection of the sixth-graders was based on scores on the numerical, abstract reasoning, and/or

verbal scales of The Psychological Corporation’s Academic Promise Test; the eighth- and the third-

graders were previously knownto us.
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Asis evident, the first attempt at such a special class was highly successful.

In less than fourteen months, meeting one two-hourperiod per week,the eight

top students completed material that would have taken five periods per week

for four and one-half years in the regular school curriculum sequence. This

gave them an invaluable headstart toward higher learning andsatisfied their

desire to meet the challenge of mathematics, as well as saving both their parents

and the school system much money(for further details on this class, see Fox

19745[1:6]).

Spurred on by this success, the staff of SMPY madeplansto begin a similar

class in the summer of 1973. This time, however, somewhatdifferent selection

procedures were employed. In January 1973 the second SMPYTalent Search

was conducted (in conjunction with the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth’s

Talent Search—see chapter 8). Nine hundred andfifty-three Maryland seventh-,

eighth-, and under-age ninth-grade students whoscored in the upper2 percent

on standardized mathematical or verbal reasoning aptitude tests were adminis-

tered the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), including both the mathematics and

the verbal sections; 666 were in the mathematics talent search. From theresults

of this testing, it was decided that Baltimore County and Howard County

students who had obtained at least a score of 500 on SAT-M and 400 on SAT-

V would be eligible for a class to be conducted at The Johns Hopkins

University. Scores on both SATsections were used as criteria, since we had

learned from thefirst special class that a certain minimum degree of verbal

mastery was probably necessary to learn mathematics at a rapid-fire pace

(Anastasi 1974 [1:5]; Fox 19746 [1:6]).

Thus, eighty-five students (not including seventeeneligible students who had

already participated in the first class or were participating in other special

projects) were notified by mail of the opportunity to take part in a new fast-

paced mathematics class. Steps 1 to 3 of table 6.1 summarize the details of the

selection process. In order to qualify, the forty-one students who expressed

interest in the class were administered the eighty items in both forms of the
Educational Testing Service’s Cooperative Mathematics algebra I test. As can
be seen in table 6.1, the response rate for girls (35.3 percent) was muchless
than for boys (56.9 percent). Of the forty-one students, only one boy did not
qualify for entrance into the class; nine others, however, decided against
coming, leaving thirty-one persons (twenty-eight ex-eighth-graders, two ex-
seventh-graders, and one ex-sixth-grader)* enrolled in the secondclass.

In June 1973 these thirty-one students began attending algebra II classes
conducted by Joseph Wolfson. Ofthe girls, 91.7 percent(all but one) had taken
algebra I already; of the boys, 75.8 percent had completed an algebra I course.
Those students who had not had algebra I had been enrolled in courses
diversely labeled as pre-algebra, general mathematics, and SSMCIS.°¢

*The sixth-grader had not yet taken the SAT but was known to be highly talented; SMPY had
previously arranged private tutoring for him.

SSSMCIS (Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Study).



Table 6.1. Selection of Wolfson II class

 

 

 

Howard Baltimore Percent proceeding

Total County County to next step

Step in selection Criteria number Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Total Girls Boys

1. Initial invitation SAT-M > 500 85 34 51 10 16 24 35 48.2 35.3 56.9

to join class SAT-V 2 400

2. Algebra I tests Alg. I > 48
taken 41 12 29 4 7 8 22 75.6 75.0 75.9

3. Entered class Voluntary 31 9 22 3 6 6 16 83.9 55.6 95.4

4. Class after summer

departures and
additions# Voluntary 28 5 23 2 6 3 17 100.0 100.0 100.0

5. Breaking into sections Alg. III > 26

a. Section A
(faster paced) 23 3 20 1 5 2 15

b. Section B 5 2 3 1 1 1 2

 

“Four girls and one boy dropped out of the special mathematics class in August 1973. Two boys (one ninth-grader and one sixth-grader) were added to

the class in September. The percent proceeding from step 3 to step 4 wascalculated on totals before addition of two boys.
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FURTHER ASSESSMENT OF PARTICIPANTS

To learn more about each student so that appropriate counseling could be
given, SMPY personnel administered a battery of cognitive and vocational
interests tests. This included the Raven’s Progressive Matrices, Standard and
Advanced (SPM [Raven 1960] and APM [Raven 1965]); Sequential Tests of
Educational Progress, Science (Sci., Form 1A); Revised Minnesota Paper
Formboard Test (RMPFBT, Forms MA and MB); Bennett’s Mechanical
Comprehension Test (MCT, Forms AA and CC);revised scales from Holland’s
Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI [Holland 1965]); the Strong—Campbell
Interest Inventory (SCII [Campbell 1974]); and the Allport-Vernon-—Lindzey
Study of Values (AVL). Table 6.2 shows, as of January 1974, means and
standard deviations, along with percentile ranks, for appropriate norm groups
for each cognitive test for the total group; for females and for males; for those
who continued with the special class (Group C); and for those five students
who choseto return to the regular mathematics program of the school (Group
NC) at the end of the summer. As can be seen from the percentile ranks, these
students score quite high ontests that are designed primarily for older persons.
Their mathematical aptitude and concomitantskill in nonverbal reasoningare
especially impressive for persons their age.

COGNITIVE TESTS

Sex Differences on Cognitive Tests

Significance tests were computed between test score meansof boysvs.girls
(see table 6.2 for those means which showed

a

significant difference). Girls
scored significantly lower than boys on the SAT-M and onthe MCT(AA).

From these differences it appears that from the outset boys had more
mathematical reasoning ability than girls, as evidenced by their SAT-M score,
even thougha greater percentageofgirls than boys had taken algebra I already.
It seems that boys acquire some of their mathematical skills from sources
outside the classroom (Keating 1974 [1:2]; Astin 1974[1:4]). Neither sex showed
much variability in scores on the Raven’s tests of nonverbal reasoning.

Cognitive Differences between Group C and Group NC

At the .05 level, there were nostatistically significant differences in scores of
mathematical ability between the 28 persons (twenty-three boys andfive girls)
choosing to continue (Group C) andthefive (one boy and four girls) deciding
not to continue (Group NC). The trendofthe score differences, however, was
consistent with the sex composition of the groups. There waslittle difference
between the algebra I scores and the nonverbal reasoning scoresof the Raven’s
for these two groups. This seemsto indicate that, within a homogeneoushigh-



Table 6.2. Summary of cognitive test results for all students

 

 

 
 
  

 

  

Total group (N= 33)" Boys (N= 24) Girls (N=9) Group NC (N=5) Group C (N= 28)

Percen-

tile
N Mean S.D. rank? N Mean SD. N Mean SD. N Mean S.D. N Mean SD.

SAT-M° 33 580.9 49.5 86 24 -§93.3* 49.0 9 547.8 34.6 5 554.0 27.0 28 585.7 51.4

SAT-V 31 496.1 69.2 79 22 490.4 774 9 510.0 43.9 5 498.0 43.2 26 495.8 73.8

RPM SPM4 32 555.9 2.2 96 24 «555.5

=

2.3 8 56.9 1.7 4 56.5 1.3 28 «455.8 2.3

RPM APM 32. «29.4 3.9 95+ 24 «28.9 4.2 8 30.8 1.9 4 290 4.1 28 #294 3.9

Sci. [A® 30 46.7 7.7. 78 22. 47.7 7.1 8 44.0 9.2 4 45.8 10.0 26 468 72.6

MRPFBT MA! 32 468 7.6 34 23 46.7

~—s

8.3 9 47.0 6.0 5 50.4 5.9 27 46.1 7.8

MRPEFBT MB 32. «5501 2«-7.9~— 50 23.051. 8.1 9 474 7.0 5 47.2 9.5 27 50.6

~~

7.7

CMTI8 29 18.9 100 -—- 21 19.4 10.7 8 16.8 8.0 4 16.0 6.5 25 19.3 10.4

CMTII 29 29.4 6.6 _ 21 30.0 7.1 8 278 4.9 4 30.8 44 25 292 6.9

MCT AAP 29 41.00 9.7

~~»

22 21 43.6f 9.5 8 34.3 6.4 4 35.3. 2.5 25 420 9.9

MCT CC 28 32.4 10.9 33 21 33.8 10.8 7 26.7 9.2 3 25.0 10.5 25 33.2 10.6

Algebra IA + IB! 31 65.6 «7.7. 9S 22 ~»=—-67.0 7.7 9 62.1 7.1 5 65.4 11.1 26 65.6 ~=«~-72.2
 

4This number includesall departures and additions to class as of Janu

bpercentile ranks are shown for: 12th-grade males (SAT-M, SAT-V),

freshmen (RMPFBT and MCT),and eighth graders national (algebra I); relevant normsare unavailable for CMT.

C Highest possible score on SAT-M and SAT-V,whichtest mathematical and verbal reasoning, respectively, is 800.

ary 1974.

20-year-olds (SPM and APM), college sophomoresin spring (Science IA), engineering

dHighest possible score on SPM,which tests nonverbal reasoning, is 60; for APM,it is 36.

€ Highest possible score on ScienceIA is 75; this test is

f Highest possible score on either RMPFBT form, which measures spatial relations ability, is 64.

8 Highest possible score on CMTI, vocabulary is 115; for CMT II, verbal analogies, it is 75.

Highest possible score on both forms of MCT, whichtests mechanical comprehension,is 60.

Highest possible score of algebra IA + IB combinedis 80.

005 <p<.01
TOl <p<.05

designed to measure college students’ knowledge of general science.
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ability group, mathematical skill alone will not predict success or insure
continued interest in a fast-paced mathematics program. Those in Group NC
left for various reasons, not necessarily because they lacked algebra II profi-
ciency. Onegirl, wholeft in the middle of the summer, had the lowest combined
SAT-M + V score (M-510, V-430) in the program, but she had high expecta-
tions for success in mathematics. One boy did better than all of the other
students who took the two algebraI tests (total score 40 + 40). His total SAT-
M-+V score (M-570, V-530) ranked in the upper one-third of the class. After he
ranked in the middle of the group on thefirst algebraII test, given in August
1973, he dropped out.

It was hoped that the battery of tests given to these students would help shed
light on the abilities necessary for success in such a fast-paced class. The
relationship between these test scores and success on standardized mathematics
tests will be discussed later in this chapter.

INTEREST INVENTORIES

Sex Differences on the SCII and VPI

Results from the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory are also of interest.
Table 6.3 shows the means and standard deviations for Holland’s six interest
orientations (Holland 1973) and four pertinent Basic Interest Scales. As can be
seen from these tables, the students, boys in particular, are investigative in
outlook. By investigative, Holland meansinquisitive and scientifically oriented.
(For more information on the interests and values of gifted youth, see Fox &
Denham 1974 [1:8], and chapters 12 and 14 in this volume.) Thetotal group
also shows peaks on the science and mathematics basic interest scales. These
findings makeintuitive sense, but it is gratifying to see that the students are
exhibiting on standardizedtests interests congruent with our day-to-day obser-
vations.

Some differences between the sexes did emerge. One encouraging sign,
however, is of a difference which did not occur. Boys were not significantly
higher than girls on the investigative Holland Scales. This finding may bode
well for the progress of these girls. Girls may not choose the investigative scales
first, but they still score highly on this scale (nearly as high as on the social
scale), indicating their high interest orientation in this area. The boys were,
however, far less social and artistic than the girls (a mean difference of 9.6 and
13.7 points); these findings agree with previous interest patterns noted in
similar groups. The girls were significantly lower than the boys on science and
mathematics basic interest scales (p < .01). Perhaps, then, their desire to
learn in these fields is less all-consuming than that of the boys; or their en-
vironment may not have encouraged them to perceive these fields as particu-
larly useful for their future occupations (Anastasi 1974 [1:5]). Furthermore,



Table 6.3. Means and standard deviations of Holland Scales and selected basic interest scales from the Strong—Campbell Interest Inventory?

 

 

Total group® Boys Girls Group NC Group C

(N=31) (N=22) (N=9) (N=5S) (N = 26)

Scales? Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Holland:

Investigative 54.9 7.1 56.2 5.4 51.8 9.7 47.2* 10.9 56.4 5.3

Realistic 49.7 8.8 50.0 8.6 49.2 9.8 42.2* 8.9 51.2 8.4

Conventional 48.3 9.0 48.3 8.8 48.3 10.0 52.2 12.4 47.5 8.4

Enterprising 45.7 8.5 45.7 8.6 45.7 8.5 45.2 9.5 45.8 8.6

Artistic 43.2 10.4 40.4* 9.7 50.0 9.3 48.2 6.8 43.2 5.0

Social 42.7 10.9 38.7" 9.2 52.4 8.4 53.2* 10.0 40.6 10.2

Basic Interest:

Mathematics 58.0 5.6 59.4* 4.4 54.3 6.6 56.2 7.4 58.3 5.3

Science 57.3 8.4 59.9% 5.9 51.1 10.5 46.2' 10.6 59.5 6.2

Socialservice 43.1 11.4 38.3! 7.8 54.9 10.5 49.4 11.9 41.9 11.4

Writing 42.4 10.8 41.0 10.3 46.1 12.0 46.0 11.9 41.8 11.0  
 

4Mfean scores are based on scales where a score of 60 or more is considered

some individual scores.

byolland Scales are based on Holland’s (1973) theory, while interest scales are empirically devised.

The N=31 because two students in Group C were not administered the SCII.

*001<p<.0l
tp < .001

“high.” Of course, these mean scores do not reflect the actual magnitude of
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the girls were significantly higher than the boys onthe social service interest

scale (p < .001). The magnitudeof this difference (16.6) may well be of practi-

cal educational significance. Their highest interests, in social services and

mathematics, may, in combination with their accompanying social-investi-

gative orientation, lead them into the teaching field (probably in the social

sciences), into medicine, into psychology, or similar careers. On the other

hand, the boys were far more scientifically oriented, pointing to possible

careers as scientists, mathematicians, or computer designers. In addition,
table 6.3 shows that the boys differed greatly on the six Holland Scales,
whereasthe girls were similar on all the Holland Scales except the enterprising
scale, which was considerably lower. This seemsto indicate that boys are more
definite in their likes and dislikes.

This distinction between investigative and social orientations is more

pronounced whenlookingat rank order on the Holland Scales. Table 6.4 shows
these rank orderings. Boys are more inclined to choose investigative (I) and
realistic (R) scales; the social (S) scale is last in the order of importance for
them. Conversely, the Strong-—Campbell Basic Interest Scales indicate that the
girls are most strongly oriented toward social activities. The interesting
difference is that the close second choice ofthe girls is the investigative scale.
This meansthatthese girls are still more research-science-theory oriented than
the general female population. Such a strong S-I value profile, along with
considerable interest in mathematics, is encouraging when one considers how
few womenare actually in mathematics-sciencefields.

Holland’s six VPI Occupational Scales, equivalent to the Strong—Campbell
Holland Scales, were administered in the one-page form to the students. The
girls had the investigative scale (I) on the VPI asfirst choice 25 percent of the
time, versus the 17 percent expected by chance. The boysselected I asfirst

Table 6.4. Rank order of the Holland Scales from the Strong—Campbell Interest Inventory

 

 

  
 

Total group Boys Girls Group NC Group C
(N=31) (N=22) (N=9) (N=5)8 (N=26)>

I I S S I
R R I C R
C C A A C
E E R I E
A A C E A
S S E R S

Key:

I = Investigative E = Enterprising
S = Social C = Conventional
A = Artistic R = Realistic

41 boy and 4girls.
b91 boys and 5 girls.
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choice 64 percent of the time. An earlier finding (Fox & Denham 1974[1:8])

was, however, corroborated: girls who were predominantly investigatively

oriented did well in the class, while those who were artistically or socially

inclined via these scales either did not continue in the fall (Group NC) or

remained lowin the class. On the other hand, almost equal numbersof highly

investigative boys were successful and unsuccessful in algebra II and algebra

III. Thus, it again appears that interest patterns must be taken into account in

the organization of such classes, especially for female students (also noted by

Fox 1974a).

Differences between the sexes and between Group C and Group NC on both

the SCII and the VPI clearly indicate that an investigative orientation toward

pursuing goals and choosing activities is helpful if one is to survive in an

investigative environment. This finding would have been predicted by Hol-

land’s (1973) theory.

This conclusion has far-reaching implications. Placing a socially (but not

investigatively) oriented student in a highly investigative environment may not

allow for the effective use of an individual’s talents. It is worth considering

whethersocial classroom environments should be constructed for the benefit of

social, people-oriented types, and investigative environments should be

engineered for those students who can benefit from them most. This would

imply considerable segregation by sex (see chapter 12).

Differences between Group C and Group NC on the SCI

Group NC, when compared with students who stayed in the program

(Group C), were significantly lower (see table 6.3) on investigative and realistic

orientation and scientific interest (p < .01). On the other hand, they were

significantly higher (p < .01) on the Hollandsocial scale. All of the students in

Group NC except one were girls; apparently their lack of investigative

orientation and scientific interests was such that they were poorly motivated to

keep up with the work. Table 6.4 shows that Group NC rankedthe investigative

scale in the lowerhalf; thus, social (S), conventional (C), andartistic (A) values

predominated. For Group C the I-Rprofile is strong, with the A-S values

ranking at the bottom. Social values are not the important attributes for

success in this fast-paced class. It is, again, an inquisitive mind with a strong

interest in mathematics that seems to be necessary to keep up. Those individu-

als whose values are investigative appear to have a better “fit” with this type

of learning environment.

VALUES

The Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Study of Values (SV) was also administered to

the group. This measure yields scores on six scales that are somewhat
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comparable to the Holland Scales. This test was designed primarily for use with
college students and graduates. The SV consists of two sets of questions asking
the individual to choose preferences in relatively familiar situations. The six
scales reflect relative value levels rather than absolute value levels. The average
score for any individual’s six values is 40. The six value scalesare classified by
Edward Spranger (1966) in the following manner: (1) the (Dheoretical individ-
ual is interested in scientific, intellectual, and philosophical pursuits; (2) the
(E)conomic individual is interested in production, consumption, and wealth;
(3) the (A)esthetic individual is noted for valuing grace, symmetry, and other
artistic qualities; (4) the (S)ocial individual is interested in mankind and its
welfare; (5) the (P)olitical individual is concerned with power; and (6) the
(R)eligious individual is basically concerned with the mystic. Meanscores and
standard deviationsforthetotal class, boys, and girls, those who continued and
those whodid not, are given in table 6.5.

Table 6.5 shows that the boys have strong theoretical values. Thereislittle
differentiation in their point total between economic and political values. Both
values are far higher for boys thanforgirls in the program. The boys have a
higher social value (people-oriented) and aesthetic value (sense of balance,
symmetry) on the SV than on the comparable Holland Scales.

Girls maintain a strong social value as their first choice. The aesthetic scale
ranked higher than the theoretical scale on the SV. Girls were significantly
lower on the theoretical value scale (p < .001) than the boys. On the SCIIgirls
were not as investigative as boys but this difference was not significant. Girls
placed investigative on the Holland Scale closely behind social; however,
between the social and theoretical scales on SV there is a spread of 9.1 points.
This difference between these two values is greater than the entire spread of
points for all six Holland Scales on the SCII. Boysare significantly lower (p<
-05) on the religious value. On the SV, these highly selected girls (by cognitive
test scores) look much more conventional than they do on the Holland Scales.

Table 6.5. Means and standard deviations of the six values from the Allport-Vernon—Lindzey
Study of Values (SV)

 

  

 

 

Total group Boys Girls Group NC Group C
(N=33) (N= 24) (N=9) (N=5) (N=28)

Values Mean

_

S.D. Mean

§

S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

_

S.D. Mean

_

S.D.

Theoretical 46.2* 8.0

1

49.17 6.7 383 54 40.4" 8.3 47.2 7.6Economic 40.5 9.2

1}

43.47 87 432.8 5.7 33.6° 88 41.7. 89Aesthetic 35.6 95

||

3267 85 436 7.3 416 94 34.5 9.2Social 41.1 7.8

||

38.77 6.7 474 7.2 446 98 40.5 7.4Political 41.8 58

||

43.3* 50 37.7. 58 36.8 80 42.7. 449Religious 33.9 11.9

|}

31.6* 124 40.2 82 43.0* 5.1 32.3 121    
 

* 001 <p<.01
Tp < .001

Ol <p<.05
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The boys and girls in the Wolfson II class were noticeably different on some

scales than the comparable high school norm groupsas shown bytable 6.6 and

figures 6.1 and 6.2. For example, the boys weresignificantly higher (p < .001)

on the theoretical (investigative, truth-seeking) value than a large population of

high school boys (see table 6.6). They were, on the other hand, significantly

lower (p < .001) than the norm group of boys on the religious (mystic) value.

This combination of placing high priority on theoretical activities and less on

religious aspects of life is found elsewhere in this study of gifted boys (Fox &

Denham 1974 [I:8]) and creative persons (Hall & MacKinnon 1969; Helson &

Crutchfield 1968).
The girls in the class were moreaesthetic (beauty-seeking, artistic; p < .01)

and social (people-oriented; p < .05) than the norm population of high school

girls. The norm group, on the other hand, was more economically oriented

(concerned with production, consumption, and wealth; p < .01) than thegirls

in the fast-paced mathematics program.

Sex Differences on the SV

These girls and boys fit the general pattern of differential value orientation

reported elsewhere (Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970; Moshin 1950). Thatis,

the boys are higher on theoretical, economic, and political (power-oriented)

tendencies, while the girls favor aesthetic, social, and religious attitudes and

pursuits more than the boys. The above finding is seen more explicitly when

looking at the rank ordering of the SV valueslisted in table 6.7.

Table 6.6. Means and standard deviations of the six values from the Allport-Vernon—Lindzey

Study of Values (SV) compared to norm group

 

 

 

 

 

Boys Girls

Class High school Class High school

(N =24) (N =5320)4 (N =9) (N=7296)4

Values Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Theoretical 49.1* 6.7 43.3 6.4 38.3 5.4 37.0 6.9

Economic 43.4 8.7 42.8 6.9 32.81 5.7 38.2 6.3

Aesthetic 32.6 8.5 35.1 7.7 43.67 7.3 38.2 7.1

Social 38.7 6.7 37.0 6.2 47.4* 7.2 43.3 6.9
Political 43.3 5.0 43.2 5.9 37.7 5.8 39.0 5.9

Religious 31.6* 12.4 37.9 8.3 40.2 8.2 43.7 8.1

 

@High school population is based on 5,320 boys and 7,296 girls in grades 10-12. These Nsare

found in the 1970 Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Manual for the Study of Values.

*p < .001
001 <p<.01
*01 <p<.05
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Fig. 6.1. Mean scores of boys for the six values from the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of

Values.

The strong social-aesthetic value setting for girls supports the Holland VPI
and the SCI] interest scales. The boys rank theoretical qualities first and place
social-aesthetic tendencies on the lower end ofthe scale. This seemsto indicate
an important difference. Boys, being more investigative and research minded,
seem to be willing to work independently and on their own time. This is
necessary for such a fast-paced mathematics class. Girls, even when strongly
interested in mathematics, probably need the social environmentof workingas
a group to maintain their success in a class. Again this lends credibility to the
possibility of exploring interest-centered classes in addition to classes divided
by sex, e.g., students all high on theoretical and low on social, or all high on
social and low on theoretical.

Value Differences between Groups C and NC

Group C wassignificantly higher than Group NC on the theoretical,
_ political, and economic values, but far lower on the religious value, as seen by
table 6.7. Their social and aesthetic values were not as strong as political and
economic tendencies. Group NC,in contrast, tends to be strongly social with a
high religious orientation. Economic values are last in their value-ranking, as
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Fig. 6.2. Mean scores of girls for the six values from the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of

Values.

Table 6.7. Rank order of the six values for the Allport~Vernon—Lindzey Study of Values (SV)

 

 

  
 

Total group Boys Girls Group NC Group C

(N =33) (N= 24) (N=9) (N=5)? (N=28)>

T T S S T

P E A R P

Ss P R A E

E S T T S

A A P P A

R R E E R

Key:

T = Theoretical S = Social

E = Economic

A = Aesthetic

41 boy and 4 girls.
23 boys and 5 girls.

P = Political

R = Religious
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they were for the nine girls. This seems to indicate that those who chosenotto
continue in the fast-paced mathematics class were not as independently and
theoretically oriented as those who did continue. Another factor that may be
suggested by the data is that the strong social interest indicated in the SCII
scales, as well as the SV, may not be metbythis type of class, even thoughthe
students express strong liking for mathematics. As in the previous analyses,
however, the C-NC differences are almost wholly confounded with sex differ-
ences.

SUCCESS IN THE PROGRAM

Parental Variables

In addition it was hypothesized that parents mightgreatly affect their child’s
success or nonsuccess. Parents who are more highly educated might value
education more and be morefacilitative of their child’s progress. Table6.8
shows that the modal educational level for fathers of Group C was a master’s
degree, while Group NC’s fathers’ modal educational level was high school
graduation. The bachelor’s degree was the modal level of education for the
mothers of those students who mastered the material the best (Group C). For
the mothers of those students who choseto return to the regular classroom pace
(Group NO), the modal educationallevel was high school graduation. Thus,it
does appear that the majority of those students who chose to terminate their

Table 6.8. Parents’ level of education

 

 

 

Group C (N=26) Group NC (N=5)

Father Mother Father Mother

Level of Percent Percent Percent Percent
education Number of group Number of group Number of group Number of group
 

] 1 4 _ — ~ _ 1 20
2 3 12 7 27 3 60 2 40
3 3 12 ] 4 _ _ — ~
4 4 15 13 50 ] 20 _ —
5 8 30 5 19 ] 20 ] 20
6 7 27 — — — _ ] 20
 

1 = less than high school
2 = high school

3 = somecollege, including A.A. degree
4 = bachelor’s degree
5S = master’s degree
6 = Doctor of philosophy or medical doctor
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participation in the class did come from less well-educated parents. This

difference is probably sex-related to some extent. Five of the boys’ parents in

Group C hadless than a high school education. None of these boys discontin-

ued, however, while each girl whose parents hadat best a high school education

did not continue at this rigorous fast pace.

Self-report measures were also evaluated. From table 6.9 it is apparent that,

as perceived by the students, parents of girls in Group C had moreinfluence

(though not necessarily significantly) on their children with respectto theclass.

The parental influence, however, is found to be unrelated (r = —.12) to success

in the class (a score of 28 on form A or 29 on form B ofthe algebra II test,

which was the median of the class). Possibly, the best students need the least

“prodding.”

So far we have described the philosophy behind such a special class,

explained the selection procedure, and given detailed cognitive and interest

profiles of the class. At this point, however, we must recount someaspects of

the class that one must understand before undertaking such a project.

Teacher’s Style and Ability

The teacher’s style andability are vital to the success of such a program.Itis

clear that without these prerequisites, the class cannot be the absorbing

challenge that it has been for our students. The teacher we have employed so

successfully in both our special classes does not rely on the usual pedagogical

tools. He is a fast pace-stimulator who races through the material at the pace of

the quickest students, not the slowest. The other students are forced to stretch

their minds and catch up—betweenclasses, if necessary. With theirtalent, they

can generally do so and enjoy it. It seems likely that college teachers would

adapt more readily to this approach than secondary teachers who have been

Table 6.9. Means and standard deviations of parental influence exerted on students during
phasesof class@

 

 

 

Group NC Group C Group C

(N=4)> (N= 26) Boys (N=21) Girls (N=5)

Phase Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S..D..

Joining
class 3.0 0.71 3.5 1.47 3.5 1.53 3.8 1.17

Staying
in class 3.0 1.58 2.9 1.54 2.8 1.66 3.6 0.49

Monitoring
class 2.0* 0.71 3.0 1.00 2.9 1.04 3.6 0.49

 

45-point scale, where 5 = strongest influence

>1 boy and 3 girls

*p < .05
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taught to teach to the slower membersoftheclass. It is important to remember
that the students self-pace themselves through their homework (Stanley 1973)
and preparation for the class. By keeping up with their extensive assignments
the students go over what they missed in class and study the finer points of the
problem.

In addition to the fast pace set by the teacher, his style is qualitatively
different from that of many mathematics teachers. The students work collec-
tively and individually at the blackboard, with the teacher urging and congratu-
lating, helping out a discouraged student here and there, but generally leaving
them to master the work fast. Individuality is important and is encouraged.

During “lecture” periods the teacher is quite elaborative, explaining the
more elegant tools of algebra with considerable finesse. His dramatic style is
truly a “tour de force,” worthy of emulation. The students are excited, effusive,
but under his control. He is receptive to new ideas and novel approachesto
solutions. Yet, no problem is allowed to dominate discussion for long.
Spontaneous verbal interjections are not, however, suppressed.

In short, besides a keen mind and excellent knowledge of mathematics, the
teacher of such a class must have a personality thatis attractive to the students
and is interwoven with a keen sense of humor.Also, genuinerespect for one’s
students and their feelings is a must. These factors help establish a positive
atmosphere in a fast-paced program. Each student must be imbued with
enthusiasm, and the student must feel that the problems are elegant and
meaningful.

The material covered in this unique mannerincludedall of algebra II anda
large chunk of algebra III, taught during one two-hour period per week from
June to December 1973. Results of standardized tests on this subject matter,
given in August, November, and December 1973, are summarizedin table 6.10.
Asis obvious from the percentile ranks shownthere, the students had mastered
algebra II by November. Sex differences were marked on the August algebra II
test, the only test of those reported that was taken by the three girls who
subsequently dropped out at the end of the summer(one other girl quit early),
and were also pronounced on the algebra IIItest.

Prerequisites for the Success of the Class and Its Members

One question that crops up after we know who wassuccessful in the class
and who wasnotis this: Whattests in ourtest battery are most predictive of
this success?’ The most predictive of these tests could then be used profitably in
future screening sessions held by individual counselors, schools, and school

"By success we mean those people who werein the upper half of the distribution for a given
cognitive or mathematical achievementtest. This is not to imply that those whose scoresare in the
lower half of the distribution are doing poorly. When they are compared to a random school
population taking the same courses their scores in manyinstanceswill put them in the top, and ata
younger age.
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Table 6.10. Results of algebra II and algebraIII tests*

 

 
 
 

 

Total group Boys Girls

Percentile

Test N Mean S.D. rank? N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

First algebra
II (8/73) 30 27.2 4.4 80 22 28.1* 4.4 8 23.6 4.3

Second algebra
II (11/73) 28 34.0 3.5 97 23 34.47 2.8 5 31.0 4.2

AlgebraIII

(12/73) 28 28.7 4.8 81 23 29.8* 4.0 5 24.6 4.6

 

4Standardized tests used are Cooperative Achievement MathematicsTests.
Percentile ranks are shownfor national high school norms(first and second algebra II tests) and

college liberal arts norms(algebraIII test).

*O001i<p<.0l

1.01 <p<.05

systems. Table 6.11 shows product momentcorrelation coefficients between

various cognitive and achievement tests taken by the students.

It is apparent from table 6.11 that success in learning the algebra II sequence

of mathematicsin this class was predicted best by the SAT-M (p < .05). Success

in the more inclusive, high-powered algebra III segment of the program was

predicted more closely by the algebra II (p < .01) and APM scores (p< .05).

Thus,’ we see that for algebra success, abstract reasoning tests seem to have

predictive validity. A large measure of nonverbalskill is necessary in order for

students to tackle abstract material quickly and thoroughly. A firm under-

standing of algebra I and algebra II concepts, in addition to abstract reasoning

ability, seem to be important factors for a student to understand algebra IIIs

extension of the abstract material presented previously. This information,

however, suggests only the tentative nature of the conclusions regarding the

predictors of success in such aclass.

Before starting such a class, then,it is important to assess thoroughly the

ability of the students in abstract reasoning, as well as their grounding in the

prerequisites for the planned coursework.In addition, the coursework,like that

described above, should besufficiently challenging.

If individual school systems are going to develop similar classes, it iS

important, also, to assess the students’ own feelings about their experiences in

this fast-paced class. Prior to the inception of the class, which has been

discussed previously, the students noted that they did enjoy mathematics. The

majority of the potential pupils rated their liking for mathematics as “very

high.” Thus, one important prerequisite for success was present before the

beginning of the class. Again, it is clear that investigative interests are linked to

success in an investigative environment. The required interest level can be

obtained through voluntary participation.



 

 

Table 6.11. Product-momentcorrelations between test scores for various tests* given to the Wolfson II class

SPM APM SAT-M SAT-V Alg. 1A + 1B Alg. II(1) Alg. II(2) Alg. II
(N=32) (N=32) (N=33) (N=31) (N=31) (N=31) (N=28) (N=28)

SPM ~

APM 4* _

SAT-M ~.30 33 —

SAT-V ~.12 .06 29 -

Algebra IA + IB .04 -.21 ~.06 .18 —

AlgebraII(1) —.18 14 07 .09 397 _

Algebra II(2) 24 31 43t .00 15 397 _

Algebra III 22 427 35 -~.18 30 31 66% —
 

“See table 6.2 for explanation of cognitive tests given in this table.

*n < 01

T.01<p<.05
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In August 1973, after eight weeksof classes, the students were asked to make

several judgments on different aspects of the class. Compared with their regular

mathematics classes, the majority of the students found the new class more

productive, more fun, and more competitive (in order of decreasing frequency

of response). Clearly, the class was a success from the point of view of the

students. This finding should encourage educators interested in beginning such

a class; for students of high caliber such an experience is rewarding.®

Whatparticular aspects of the class are most appreciated? In the sameset of

August responses, the students rated the teacher’s style highest, with the

challenge of mathematics and their own feeling of accomplishmentrated next

highest, respectively. Another important factor was that they were encouraged

to work on their own and think for themselves. Social aspects of the class were

not rated as important for these students in Group C as opposed to Group NC.

These ratings are very revealing: as we have mentioned before, the style of

teaching in such a class emerges as very important. It seems that the ability of

the teacher to motivate the students and make the curriculum alive and

worthwhile is an essential part of the success of the class. Of course, Mr.

Wolfson may be less effective with girls than an equally skilled, socially

oriented woman mightbe.

In December 1973 the students were asked to give information on their
individual educational progress, again via questionnaire. The answers given

then were illuminating. Over half were interested in gaining information and

advice on taking further advanced courseworkand possibly in going to college

a year or two early. Five had already taken college courses, and two boys were

taking calculus or precalculus courses in school in addition to the Saturday
class.?

The successful academic progress of these students is obvious. Moreover,

their zest for learning is apparent during class. As one college student

observer!® putit:

The first ten to fifteen minutes were devoted to settling down. Kids shuffled to seats,
greeted one another, and collected homework papers. After that short adjustment
period they were ready to concentrate on the day’s work. The teacher allowed a high
degree of opennessin his classroom. Kids got up to leave the room for snacks and were
allowed open-endeddiscussion of problems. The lesson wasreferred to as “fun” by one

student—the other student attitudes seemed to concur with this view. In this student-

centered class the children were attentive and interested, volunteering to go to the board

‘It is interesting to note that dropouts did not respond like nondropouts in this August
questionnaire.

*Three of the eight girls, as opposed to only two of nineteen boys, wanted no information or
advice on such educational advancement.

'0Membersof a class on gifted children from a nearby college observed the special class on two
Saturdays during January 1974. Contributions quoted here are from Linda Bergman.
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to demonstrate a point as needed. Several times solutions to problems weretried in
several ways. It was good to see the teacher encouragethis type of thinking. Other times

he let the class know they were jumping too far ahead in course content by putting off

their advanced questions. It was impressive to see these children in action. Their high
motivation was displayed by choosing this productive way to spend a Saturday

morning.

Further testimony to the academic success of the class members can be

noted: one member was the winner of the ninth-grade section of a local

countywide mathematics contest during the 1973-74 school year. Other local

colleges have shown interest in this program. For instance, six members of

the mathematics class took a college course in computer science for credit

during the spring 1974 semester, with no one earninga final course grade less

than B. This is just another example of the ability of these students to grasp

higher-level curriculum challenges.
Even within a highly select group such as this, there is a great deal of

differentiation (Stanley 1974 [I:1]). At the end of the algebra III segmentof the

class it was decided to split the class into two sections. The majority had been

able to keep up with the fast pace. Someof the students, however, needed more

detail than the current teaching style was giving them. Therefore, when plane

geometry wasstarted, a second class section (N = 5) was begun, in hopesthat

these talented youths could keep up with the rest of the class.

In the new section they were given more individual attention and a more

detailed approach. Homework andself-pacing werestill the key factors in this

teaching style. One college student observer!! described the new class thus: The

teacher

seemed to have an uncannycontrolof the class and kept things movingat a fast clip by
the attention she gave to the subject, drawing the pupils with her. She continually
rewarded responsespositively. She zeroed in for details. Some of her statements were as

follows: “Oh, that’s terrific,” “Do this for emphasis—this is important,” “OK, how do I

get from here to the conclusion?” She pretends to struggle with the problems with them,

they get anxiousand start thinking and produce the answers. Whenonegirl worked out

a solution another girl clapped spontaneously—that’s how involved they were. The

teacher enforced thinking and good workinghabits while problem solving. Sometypical

statements were: “Think about your generalline of attack,” “Good habit to specify what
you are given.” I feel she is skill building very effectively. Once she stopped writing on

the board and gave attention to a boy whosoftly asked a question. Her teaching

approach is not without humor, either. After a lengthy explanation and precise

instruction, she said, turning toward the class, “You haveto put it down this way—I’d

zap you if you didn’t.” And zap them she did, for each oneof those students walked out

of there feeling sharper—andthat is what really counts!

'1\Contributions quoted here are from Paul Meyers.
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In both sections of the class the concern is with the students. Both teaching
styles have an important commonfeature: feedback. Questions are frequently
asked and answers soughtin order that the teacher maybesure thatthe class is
following the materials. In both sections, the teachers use the blackboard and
seek ingenious responses. The key to successhereis to challenge the students to
learn mathematics well, and in each section the approachis being fulfilled.

Whatof the social growth of these students for the duration of this special
class? Anecdotal material gives evidence of this growth. Another college
student observer!2 noted,

The physical appearance of the children as a class seemed similar to any regular class of
this age with a few exceptions. No children were overly large or too maturely developed,
but two boys stood out for their extreme smallness. They appeared to be younger than
the majority of their classmates. Both were also valuable to the class progression. One
responded maturelyin his actions despite his size, contributing intelligent solutions and
posing good questions. The other appeared to derive pleasure in producing witty
remarks to make the others laugh. However,in this classroom situation, amongtheir
intellectual peers, both of these two boys were accepted and appreciated for their

contributions.

At the board, age and sex appeared to makeverylittle difference. Members

of the class frequently discussed the problems and asked the person next to

them to explain the problem if they did not grasp the concept the first time.

Quite frequently the two smallest boys in the class had the twotallest youths as

their blackboard partners. All attacked the problems with enthusiasm.Size or

age did not seem to affect the enthusiasm of the individual or the verbal

exchange. Various age groups worked together toward goals or interests they

had in common. This is an impressive observation when considering the age

span of five years in the class. Their interest was in mathematics, and the

common goal was to masterits intricacies.

While the students continuing through the summerandinto thefall (Group

C) did not rate social aspects of the class as important to them, it was obvious

that they did get along well. As mentioned above,the youngest boys, whosesize

difference when compared with the older students was quite visible, fraternized

freely and without reservation with the others. In general, however, the girls

clustered together in the front of the room; they did not seem to shun the male

members of the class, though. One of the girls, however, was always in the

middle of the boys. She worked with them, discussing the problemsandposing

questions quite frequently. All in all, the classroom seemed to differ little

socially from a regular junior high school class, except perhaps for the obvious

zest, freedom, and enthusiasm of the students.

12Contributions quoted here are from Barbara McCloskey.
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SUMMARY: ELEMENTSOF A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM

A retrospective look at the present special class reveals that in order to

conduct sucha class, careful attention must be paid to: (1) the identification of

qualified, mathematically oriented students through appropriately difficult

tests of mathematical and nonverbal reasoning and prerequisite achievement;

(2) the selection of a dynamic, bright assertive teacher who can create an

atmosphere of fun and productivity while introducing challenging materials;

and (3) voluntary participation by the students. It appears that once these

considerations are met, the academic and social aspects of such a class will

proceed “naturally,” at least from the experience with these two groups. Some

students will, however, need a somewhat slower and moredetailed pace. These

students will also thrive if given careful and prompt consideration.

If the above points are followed, then such a class would probably be

successful, as these most certainly have been. Further specific guidelines,

however, would probably be beneficial for individual school systems embark-

ing upon such a course of action. As has been noted here many timesbefore,

the choice of an appropriate teacher is of paramount importance.3 This fact

cannot be overemphasized.

Second, over and abovetherelatively simple task of identifying apt students

throughtests,!4 the scheduling adjustments for the students to participate in a

fast-paced class must be made. This point has been viewed by some counselors

and administrators as a great inconvenience. If seen in perspective, though,it

need not be such a problem. Arranging a time and place for students to meet

once or twice a week for class, and providing study periods during the rest of

the week can be handled without muchstress; flexibility is necessary, of course.

If courses to be held during school hours were arranged at the beginning of an

academic year, all students involved could be scheduled similarly, with their

schedules planned around the special mathematics course. Other unusual

courses taken by the students would, of necessity, have to be held during other

periods. These scheduling hurdles have been surmounted without snags by the

majority of our students’ counselors. Ideally, a mathematically highly talented

student could progress through special classes in high school mathematics and

then advance into college courses on released time from his high school orat

night, or by correspondence,after he has completed his high school work (also

see chapter3).

3Mr. Joseph R. Wolfson graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Johns Hopkins University earning
his B.A. in physics and mathematics. In addition he received his M.S. from the University of
Chicago.

14There has recently been a general retreat from testing in the schools. Wefeel it important to
reiterate here that high-level, appropriately difficult tests are vital tools for the identification of

students for such special programs. Moreover, standardized tests can accurately and convincingly

show these students’ progress in such programs.
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Assuming that these three points (identification, teacher, and scheduling) are
attended to, at least on paper, by school administrators, there remains an
important problem to solve: funding. The felicitous solution to this possible
roadblock is that, as we estimate it, the cost of such programs need not be
exorbitant. For a large systemwide group of 60 to 100 pupils, a full-time teacher
would travel daily to one or two junior high schools, each of which would have
around twenty special mathematics pupils. Music and art teachers dothis:
teachers of the mathematically gifted could also do it. The cost per year for
such a large, full-scale program would be somewherein the range of $13,000 to
$16,000, depending on the teacher’s salary, books, andclerical fees. A class of
the fifteen to thirty most mathematically able students in the school system
could meet on Saturdays in a central location and cost the system less than
$2,000 for the instructor (at $50 per two-hour meeting). Mr. Wolfson’s two
Saturday programs were funded almost totally through parent contributions of
three dollars per week.

The benefits of such a program far outweigh the costs, even monetarily.
Obviously, talented students’ time would be used more wisely, without the
boredom thatso often occurs in the regular classroom situation. Furthermore,
the amount of moneycited above would probably cover three years’ worth of
mathematical education in one year, for many students. Thus the costs of the
program would be amply justified, especially when one considers the impactit
will have on students who will find mathematics more meaningful and
challenging. The ablest and best-motivated of these will go on to careers in
which their fine knowledge of mathematics will be highly useful.

Also, an attentive and interested student in the right educational environ-
ment will have more to contribute to his class and feel moresatisfied as an
individual. This consideration is especially important when the goal of educa-
tion is to improve the individual and help him find a satisfactory place in
society.
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Appendix 6.1

UPDATE ON THIS FAST-MATHEMATICS CLASS

The success of fast-paced mathematics programs is demonstrated by the

continued success of the Wolfson II class. Table 6.A1 shows the progress of

the program from plane geometry to the completion of the precalculus cur-

riculum sequence.

As mentioned in chapter 6, the class was divided into sections, the faster-

paced taught by Mr. Wolfson and the slower-paced taught by Miss Shuppert.

These sections met once a week on Saturdays for nineteen two-hour periods

from 26 January 1974 until the Educational Testing Service Cooperative



Appendix Table 6.A1. Update of Wolfson II from planc geometry

 

 

 

Howard Baltimore Percent proceeding
Total County County to next step

Step in update Criteria number Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Total Girls Boys

1. Students taking Algebra HI > 26

plane geometry

a. Section A 23 3 20 1 5 2 15 100 100 100
(faster paced)

b. Section B 5 2 3 1 1 1 2 100 100 100

2. Successful completion Plane geometry

of plane geometry >52

a. Section A 23 3 20 1 5 2 15 78 67 80

b. Section B 5 2 3 1 1 i 2 40 0 67

3. Invited to take Plane geometry

trigonometry@ > 59 22 2 20 0 7 2 13 77 50 80

4. Entered trigonometry Voluntary

class 17 1 16 0 5 1 11 100 100 100

5. Successful completion Trigonometry

of trigonometry > 20 17 1 16 0 5 1 11 94 0 100

6. Continued on to Voluntary

analytic geometry 16 0 16 0 5 0 11 100 0 100

7. Successful completion Analytic geometry

of analytic geometry > 23 16 0 16 0 5 0 11 81 0 81

8. Taking calculus during Voluntary

1974—75 school yearb 14 0 14 0 5 0 9 64 0 64

9. In McCoart Saturday Voluntary
morning college

calculusclass 9 0 9 0 4 0 5 89 0 89

10. In McCoart class until Voluntary

Christmas of 1974° 8 0 8 0 3 0 5
 

“Two new boys(a seventh-grader and a ninth-grader) were invited to join the new consolidated class in June 1974. The percent proceeding from step 2 to
step 3 was calculated before addition of two boys.
bThis includes the regular high school program and/or college courses taken in lieu of high school calculus. The percent proceeding from step 7 to step 8
was calculated before the addition of one boy who chose to continue his mathematics program in college after completing geometry in June 1974.
“The eight students completed Dr. McCoart’s class in May 1975. On 13 May 1975, all eight took the APP calculus BC level examination. Three boys
earned 4’s and five boys earned 5’s, giving the entire group credit for two semesters of calculus and advanced course placement.
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Mathematics Test in geometry was administered on | June 1974 and 22 June

1974. The classes covered about the same material, but in a different manner.

The smaller class (N = 5) was much morepersonalistic and group-oriented.

Mathematics games were used to keep incentive high and make fast-

mathematics learning a stimulating experience. The fast-paced group (N = 23)

was more individualistic, and new solutions were suggested in a much more

theoretical manner. Both teachers, however, insisted on self-instruction

through a properly paced homework process. Before-class preparation was a

necessity. Neither class was slowed by those students who chosenot to read and

complete their homework.

The results of the class were indicative of the students’ willingness to learn in

this style. All twenty-eight students scored at the 85th percentile or higher on

the national high school norms as measured bythis eighty-minute, eighty-item

test. This means that in only 38 hours of instruction they exceeded the total

score earned by 85 percent or more of the students who had studied for 170 or

more forty-five- to fifty-minute school periods.

Twenty members from the two groups were invited to continue through

much of the summerof 1974 and complete their precalculus sequence by taking

trigonometry and analytic geometry. In addition, two other highly talented

boys were asked to join the class. The first, a seventh-grader, had learned

algebra I, algebra II, algebra III, and plane geometry since December 1973,

with the assistance of a tutor. The other boy, a memberofthe original Wolfson

class (student five in Fox 19745[1:6]), had just completed plane geometryin his

high school. These two boys, along with fifteen members (onegirl, fourteen

boys) of the invited group completed trigonometry in sixteen hours. The mean

score for the group on the forty-item, forty-minute ETS Cooperative Mathe-

matics Test in trigonometry was 28. This is the 96th percentile of national high

school norms. No student scored below the 76th percentile of national norms.

At this point, for various reasons, the last remaininggirl in the class decided

to leave the fast-mathematics instruction program before completing analytic

geometry. In the fall of 1974 she returned to the regular classroom and tookthe

usual trigonometry and analytic geometry course that her high schooloffered.

THE SIXTEEN WHO COMPLETED THE PRECALCULUS SEQUENCE

Sixteen boys continued the rapid-fire pace and completed analytic geome-

try in fourteen hours of instruction. No one scored below the 75th percentile

of national high school norms. In seven two-hour classes these students

learned analytic geometry better than at least three-quarters of the high

school population which takes analytic geometry five days a week for ninety

periods. The mean score of this group on the Cooperative Mathematics Test

in analytic geometry, 29, is the 95th percentile of national high school norms.
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Of the sixteen boys who completed analytic geometry in August 1974,
fourteen had finished all the precalculus mathematics curriculum in 108 hours.
The fast-paced approach has repeatedly demonstratedits success. In September
1974 thirteen boys joined their regular high school calculus class. The other
three boys, at the strong encouragementof their schools, chose to join the
regular trigonometry and analytic geometry class. As of January 1975, no
student has reported encountering difficulty in the high school classroom. Two
of these boys are eleventh-graders, accelerated one and two years. They plan to
enter a college or university in the fall of 1975. Ten of the boys are tenth-
graders, including one who is accelerated. Many of these students have
expressed interest in beginning college a year early, in 1976-77. One of the two
ninth-graders skipped one grade andthe other skipped three grades to reach the
advanced courses at private schools in the Baltimore area. The ninth-grader,
whois eleven, has previously earned two A’s for college credit in coursework
relating to computerscience.

In September 1974, nine of these highly able mathematical reasoners begana
college calculus class taught for two hours each Saturday morning by Dr.
Richard McCoart. The purpose of this program was to help prepare these
young men for the College Entrance Examination Board’s Advanced Place-
ment Program (APP) examination in calculus at the higher (i.e., BC) level.
APP examsare offered each May. Quite a few high school programs are
capable of preparing their students fairly well for the AB level, but few have the
student talent or instructional staff needed for the BC level. By earning a 4 or 5
on the calculus BClevel test each student can receive a year of college credits in
mathematics, with the opportunity to take more advanced mathematics courses
in college. Manycolleges will give a year of college credits for a 3, as well. A4
or 5 on the ABlevel will insure a studentofat least 4 credits or one semester of
calculus. Students who were in the Wolfson II class and are presently in the
high school program only have been encouragedto take at least the AB level
examination in May 1975.

COURSE PLACEMENT FOR THE REMAINING FOURTEEN

Taking calculus for college credit is the alternate route two students chose to
solve possible scheduling problems created by limited course offerings in the
junior high schools. Thefirst, as a ninth-grader in junior high school, registered
for calculus at the local community college in the fall of 1974, after completing
analytic geometry the previous summer. Thesecond student chose to continue
his mathematics program in college, after completing plane geometry in June
1974. Having successfully completed a computer science course in the spring
1974 semester, as an eighth-grader (1974-75) he took a precalculus college
course during the summer of 1974. The following semester he completed
calculus I and then registered for calculus II in the spring 1975 semester.
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The remaining twelve students (seven boys, five girls) completed algebraII,

plane geometry, and, in seven cases, algebra IIIin a total of thirty-nine two-

hour meetings. Three of the tenth-grade boys decided on doubling up on their

mathematics during the 1974-75 school year to complete the precalculus

sequence. Atleast one of these is planning to enter college in 1976-77. Eight of

the remaining nine students (four boys,five girls) are taking trigonometry and

analytic geometry. The final student is entering a major university in 1976-77

and took Math Analysis I at the local community college in lieu of high school

mathematics during the spring semester of 1975. The final evaluation of success

will have to wait until these students have completed the rest of their high

school mathematics program.

The results of SMPY’s curriculum experimentation programs encouraged

Montgomery County and Charles County to each establish two fast-

mathematics classes on a countywidebasis for their highly talented mathemati-

cal reasoners in the fall of 1974. In spring 1975, Charles County established

another fast-paced mathematics class whose participants the county itself
identified. Montgomery County also completed its testing of candidates for

three additional classes begun in fall 1975. In addition, there are at least six

other in-school classes based on the accelerative mathematics model operating

in the Baltimore-Washington area. For further information regarding the in-

school model, see chapter 7 in this volume.
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SPECIAL FAST-MATHEMATICS
CLASSES TAUGHT BY COLLEGE

PROFESSORS TO FOURTH-
THROUGH TWELFTH-GRADERS!

Julian C. Stanley

ABSTRACT

We tried having high-school algebra taught quickly to mathematically apt
fourth- through seventh-graders. Principles and techniques were derivedfrom
three classes previously conducted at The Johns Hopkins University with
somewhat abler youths. Twelve boys and twelve girls were taught within their
school, by mathematics professors of their own sex, one two-hour session each
week, for a total of thirty-seven hours. Twenty-one students finished. On a
standardized algebraI test eighteen ofthem scored between the 49th and 99.4th
percentile ofnational eighth-grade norms. Five beat every eighth-grade algebra
student in the school. Quality ofinstruction was crucially important. Homogene-
ous grouping can be highly effective. Experimentation with the ensuing
second-year algebra class was done during the 1974-75 school year. Progress
of a college-level fast-calculus class is discussed. Material concerning the
Wolfson I class (Fox 1974 [I:6]), especially their scores on the Differential
Aptitude Test, is presented in an appendix.

 

This is the report ofan initially successful attempt to develop within a single
school a program for teaching algebra to mathematically aptstudents earlier and
faster than usual. In the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY)
we had tried such programsoutside of school hours—typically, two hours each
Saturday morning—with three different rather highly selected groups ofjunior

' [thank William C. George and Leon L. Lerner for providing someofthe data usedin this paper
and Daniel P. Keating, Harris J. Silverstone, and Michael Beer for helpful comments.
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high school boysandgirls. For detailed reports about these, see Fox (1974 [1:6])?

and Appendix of this chapter, Fox (chapter 9 of this volume), and George and

Denham (chapter 6 of this volume).

All three of these earlier efforts drew from the most mathematically talented

in a large population of students, nearly all of whom were seventh-, eighth-, or

ninth-graders. The primarycriterion was upper | percent mathematical reason-

ing ability in two of the programs and, approximately, the upper 2 to 3 percent in

the third. Othercriteria, especially verbal and nonverbal reasoning ability, were

also used.
All three previous programs were completely under the control and supervi-

sion of SMPY. None was conducted on school time. Arrangementsfor credit

and accelerated placement in mathematics were worked out with the public

schools in which the students were enrolled, but those schools did not prescribe

the curriculum, furnish the teacher, supervise the instruction, or prompt the

students to work harder. Two programsenrolled both boysandgirls in the same

classes, whereas the other (Fox, chapter 9 of this volume) was an exploratory

study confinedto girls.

NEED TO TRY THE PROGRAM WITHIN A SINGLE LARGE SCHOOL

SMPY’srole is to try out programsin semilaboratory settings, improve them,

and then see whetherthe principles and practices developed can be used under

more typical school conditions. The most direct transfer would be from

programs on The Johns Hopkins University campusto a city or county school

system that would operate special fast-mathematics classes on Saturdays,in the

late afternoon, or evenings; these would draw from the entire county, ora sizable

portion ofit, rather than fromjust one school. Our programs have involved more

than one county or city school system. Other things being equal, the larger the

educational unit the more high-level talentis likely to be found andthegreateris

the need for specialclasses.

In the fall of 1974 the Montgomery County (Maryland) public school system,

situated north of the District of Columbia, set up two such classes on a

countywide basis; these were taught by Joseph Wolfson. He pioneered with us

the first two coeducational classes, which we call Wolfson I and Wolfson II.

Wolfson I was completed in August 1973 and Wolfson II in August 1974. See

Fox (1974 [1:6]) and George and Denham (chapter6 of this volume).

It also seemeddesirable to try out modified Wolfson and Fox techniquesina

single school. Fortunately, late in 1973 an opportunity to do this arose. We were

2The citation in brackets indicates that the reference is to a chapter in the previous volume on
SMPY. I signifies volumeI of the Studies ofIntellectual Precocity; 6 signifies chapter 6 of that book.

This convention is used throughout [Editor].
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approached by Leon L. Lerner, the seventh-grade guidance counselor of a
kindergarten through ninth-grade public school and executive director of the
B’nai Brith Career and Counseling Services in Baltimore. Having knownof
SMPYfor sometime, he suggested that we collaborateto set up specialfirst-year
algebra classes in that school, two hours per weekforthe last half of the school
year. Weoffered to help select the most mathematically talented students in the
fourth through seventh grades, organizethe classes, and find teachers for them.

From Fox’s work, it seemed to us that there should be two separate classes,
one for boys and the other for girls, each with approximately twenty students
initially. The least able enrollees should be mathematically talented enough to
learn algebra fast and notget far behind therest of the students in the class. The
classes would be continued forat least one and one-halfyears(i.e., through June
1975) under the school’s sponsorship and control.

Approvalfor the program wasgiven by the schoolprincipal and faculty. The
Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) wasinvolvedin the planningforthe classes.
This wasdesirable from the standpoint of general parental approval and also,as
will be noted below, when deciding how to finance the classes. SMPYstaff
members and Mr. Lerner met several times with parents of children considered
for the program.

THE SELECTION PROCESS

Characteristics of the School

School R, as we shall designate it, is located in an affluent residential
community within a large city and nearseveralelite private schools. It draws
from the vicinity studentsforits kindergarten through sixth grade. Manyof the
youths in that area who come from upper-socioeconomic-level homes attend
private schools, however.

Entering its seventh grade in the fall of 1973 were students from approxi-
mately sixty-three different elementary schools in the city. (This numbervaries
radically from year to year, depending partly on pressuresfor racial integration.)

The abler of these students stay only two years, however. At the endofthe eighth
grade the more capable students transfer to the ninth-grade “A(dvanced)”
college preparatory curriculum in one ofseveral public or private schools.

Enrollments in the fourth through eighth grades of School R during the

academic year 1973-74 were as follows: fourth, 67; fifth, 63; sixth, 68; seventh,

370; and eighth, 360.

According to Mr. Lerner, approximately 70 percentof its students are black.

About 5 to 10 percent of the students are Oriental, Mexican-American, or

other foreign-language backgrounds. Only a few are Jewish.

The students in this school seem, on the average, somewhat abler academi-

cally than are studentsin the typical schoolof Baltimore City, but probably there
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is appreciably less high-level intellectual talent in grades four to seven ofthis

school than in several schools in the nearby county.

A more direct comparison can be madevia results of SMPY’s January 1974

Maryland mathematics talent search. Of the fourteen students from School R

who entered that contest, ten scored on the College Entrance Examination

Board’s Scholastic Aptitude Test, mathematicalpart,as high as the average male

high schoolsenior does. Of the fourteen public middle andjunior high schools in

the city which participated in that contest, only two had morehighscorers than

that. Of the twenty-five junior high schools in the adjacent county that partici-

pated, nine had more. Because participation in the contest was voluntary,

however, these comparisons can be only suggestive. The number of students

from a given school whotookthe test depended heavily on recruiting within the

school by guidance counselors and mathematics teachers. We do know that

School R’s counselors tried to enrollall eligible students.

Through the seventh grade, students in School R usually study general

mathematics or a variant thereof. The better students are permitted to take

introductory algebra as eighth-graders. Other students who wantto take algebra

must wait until the ninth grade. As noted above, by ninth grade many of the

academically ablest students in the school haveleft to enter senior high school.

Identifying the Population

It was decidedto locate all boys andgirls in the fourth through seventh grades

who hadscored quite high on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) achievement

battery’s arithmetic reasoning section and who also had high total scores. A

sliding scale was used. Seventh-graders hadto score at least the 98th percentile

on mathematics and the 95th percentile overall. Sixth-graders needed 99 and 97.

For fifth-graders the required percentiles were 99 and 98. For fourth-graders

they were 99 and 99.

This prescreening by Mr. Lerner from the students’ records yielded twenty-

three girls and seventeen boys to be examined further by SMPY with more

difficult tests. They were in the following grades: girls—seven4th,three 5th,five

6th, and eight 7th; boys—five 4th, two 5th, three 6th, and seven 7th.

Selecting the Students

On 19 December1973all but four of the above students took the 1962 version

of the Psychological Corporation’s Academic Promise Test (APT), whichis

designed for grades 6-9. It was administered by the writer and William C.

George. The next day Mr. George administered the sixty-item Raven’s Standard

Progressive Matrices (SPM). Testing of the absentees was done by Mr. Lerner.

APT consists of four subtests, each of which has sixty items. They are

Numerical (N), Verbal (V), Abstract Reasoning (AR), and Language Usage

(LU). From previous experience, we knew that those subtests were predictive of
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success in such a class in the orderlisted: N most, V next, and AR next.
Therefore, in choosing membersfor the two classes (one for boys, the other for
girls) most weight was given to N and to the V+ AR+ LU sum. An examinee’s
ARscore could be comparedfor consistency with his or her SPM score.

The scores and other information are listed in the first appendix tothis
chapter, which is table 7.A1. A numberoffacts can be gleaned from that large
table, where the rowsare in descendingorderof the forty N scores ranging from
54 to 5. The highest N score was earned by a seventh-grade girl, but eight of the
top ten N scores were obtainedby boys. Oneofthese boys, who ranked fourth on
N and seventh on APT-total, wasa fifth-grader. Two others were sixth-graders.
Mostofthelow scorers on N werefourth-orfifth-grade girls. The seventh-grader
scoring lowest on N (27) was a boy whoranked 27th outof40. Only oneof the
students scored far lower (APT-total 64) than would be predicted from the
prescreening scores.

Grade and sex differences for APT-Nareset forth graphically in figure 7.1.
There the scale of the abscissa is the sameasthe scale of the ordinate, i.e., the
5—54 score range. The two rectangles for each grade are centered over the mean
score for that grade. (Near the middle of each rectangle is indicated the meanfor
that grade-sex group.) The meansof the grades were as follows: 18.2 for the 4th,
27.4 for the fifth, 37.6 for the sixth, and 40.8 for the seventh. The figure shows
quickly that the sixth- and seventh-gradersdiffered far less from each other than
from the other two grades, which were aboutas different from each otheras the
fifth grade was from the sixth grade. The smallsixth-vs. seventh-grade difference
might represent someaspectsofinstruction in arithmetic, but more likely it is due
to higher preselection criteria for the former grade than for thelatter and some
loss of high talent to privateschools after the sixth grade.

The figure also indicates that the girls lagged behind the boys by about one
grade. Fifth-grade girls, whose mean score was 21.0, were

a

little below fourth-
grade boys (23.2). Sixth-grade girls (36.2) were about the same as fifth-grade
boys (37.0). Seventh-gradegirls (39.2) were about the same as sixth-grade boys
(40.0). Sex differences in means within the two lower grades were large: 8.6
points for the fourth and 16 for the fifth. They were muchless in the sixth and
seventh grades, 3.8 and 3.4 respectively.

Inspection of the birth dates in the table reveals that not a single one of these
forty highly able students is accelerated in grade placement even one day bylocal
standards(1.e., must becomefive years old during the calendaryearin order to
enter kindergarten in September). Three girls—two seventh-graders and one
fourth-grader—are a year behind schedule, however. One of the seventh grad-
ers, of Chinese background, was born in July 1960, so by the abovecriterion
she was more than five months older than the entering minimum. The other
girls have October and Novemberbirthdays, so they may have been kept out
of school an extra year because of their presumed “immaturity.” Perhaps, in-
stead, they began their schooling in another schooldistrict that had an earlier
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entrance criterion, such as August 31 or September 30. But in any event it
seems to the writer unfortunate that there was no acceleration in school grade
but someretardation amongthe ablest students in a large public school.

Beside the girl of Oriental ancestry, the forty include four with Spanish
surnames, one of them of Philippine background, and twoBlacks. Also, quite
a few of the names seem Germanic.

Of the twenty-three girls tested, twelve were chosen for the girls’ class (see the
eleventh column of table 7.A1). Seven of these were seventh-graders and five
were sixth-graders.3 No fourth- or fifth-grade girl scored high enough to be
considered ready for the class. All but one ofthe girls in the class had APT-
total scores ranging from the 99th percentile to the 95th percentile of seventh-
graders; hers (rank 16.5 in table 7.A1) was the 85th percentile.

Of the seventeen boys tested, twelve were chosen. Half of these were seventh-
graders. There were three sixth-graders, two fifth-graders, and one fourth-
grader. One of the male fifth-graders scored two points lower on N and 24 points
lower on T than the lowest N girl accepted, but the other boys chosen were
comparable to the girls.4

Because considerableattrition must be expected from oneyearto thenext,
each class should have had at least twenty students, so that the numberthe sec-
ond year would besufficient with which to continue. As noted above,there did
not prove to be enoughtalented youthsin the fourth through seventh gradesof
School R to do this separately by sex, as the work by Fox (chapter 9 of this
volume) indicates is probably desirable. This is a severe limitation to conducting
fast-mathematics classes within a single school during school hours. Only large
schools in high-ability areas (usually upper-middle-class suburbs) are likely to
have sufficient students with highly enough developed mathematical reasoning
ability to create effective fast-mathematics classes meeting one two-hour period
per week and enrolling at least twenty boys and twentygirls.

Analternative possibility is to put the boys andgirls together in one class and
have it taught by a womanskilled in capitalizing onthe socialization needsofthe
girls. Another is to offer one regular section of algebra I to especially well-
qualified boys andgirls a year earlier than usual—e.g., in the seventh grade,if
algebra is ordinarily begun in the eighth. This meansthatthe typical junior high
school, with grades 7 to 9 and algebra I and II not usually available until the
eighth and ninth grades (if then), would need to add plane geometrytoits
curriculum for this accelerated group—i.e., algebra I in the seventh grade,

*Before the course began, one of these, a sixth-grade girl from another school, had joined the
group. See rank 11 in table 7.A1.

‘One of the boys (rank 16.5 in table 7.A1) earned the extremely low score of 17 on AR, even
thoughhis scores on the other three subtests were good. No other oneof the forty examinees scored
lower than 25 on AR,and that was the lowest-scoring fourth-grader (rank 40). He did a great deal
better on SPM,but his pattern of errors was peculiar; he missed a numberof easy items and few
difficult ones. This boy, alone amongthestudents,provedtotally unwilling to do any homework and
therefore finally dropped out of the class.
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algebra II in the eighth, and geometry in the ninth. It would not seem wise to

leave these able accelerants with no mathematics in their last year ofjunior high

school. (Some might prefer to skip the ninth grade, though, and thereby move

into senior high school a yearearly if it begins with the tenth grade.)

The twenty-four students chosen for these two classes represented a wide

range of family backgrounds and education, as diverse as police sergeant,

carry-out shop operator, and university professor. Education of parents ranged

from second grade to Ph.D.s. On the average, this group of students is from a

somewhat lower socioeconomic level than the students in the Wolfson I andII

classes were. That accords with known differences between this city andits

adjacent counties, and with the fact that students in the School R classes are

less able, on the average, than were Wolfson’s students. Yet even the lowest

of them in the class are within the upper few percent of the age group in

mathematical ability.

SETTING UP THE CLASSES

A female teacher was needed for the girls and a male teacher for the boys.

We knew from experience with the Wolfson and Fox classes that these teach-

ers should meet several criteria:
1. They must know mathematics well at a level far above that at which they

would teach.

2. They mustbe bright andalert.

3. They must want to teach elementary algebrafast and well to mathemati-

cally apt youths. They must not be easily slowed downordistracted from this

central concern. Aboveall, they must not adjust their pace to the slower members

of the class. Instead, they must require these students to fill in gaps in their

comprehension of the material between classes by doing a great deal ofcarefully

designed homework.

4. They must hold the students to high standards of homework andclass

performance.

Those four specifications pointed toward college teachers of algebra and

higher mathematics courses, or persons who had extensive graduate work ina

related area (such as Mr. Wolfson, who studied physics). Previous experience

teaching students of junior high school age wasnotessential, nor perhaps even

desirable, we had found. .

For the boys’ class we were exceedingly fortunate to get Professor RichardF.

- McCoart, chairman of the Department of Mathematics at Loyola College in

Baltimore, a well-trained teacher of calculus and other mathematics courses.

He knew of our study and had already volunteered to teach a course such asthis.

For the girls we were also exceedingly fortunate to get Ann L. Wagner, an

assistant professor of mathematics at Towson State College, near Baltimore. She
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IS an experienced teacher. Thefirst prodigy in our study had audited her
precalculus and calculus courses during the school year 1968-69. Miss Wagner
proved to have the warm,friendly manner that seems important for teaching
mathematics to sixth- and seventh-gradegirls, as well as the necessary expertise
in mathematics.

Next we decided on the textbook. The simplest alternative was to choose the
book used in the regular eighth-grade algebra classes at School R, becauseit
would maketransition to that class the following fall easier for those who had
not done well enoughin the fast class to continueinit. Also, the book could be
supplied free to each student. Mr. Wolfson had decided that getting through
algebra I quickly and into a comprehensive algebra II textbook was important,
so for a knowledgeable teacher the vintage of the book wasnot seen to be cru-
cial. The one used was Smith, Lankford, and Payne (1962).

The special classes met for one two-hourperiod per week, without a formal
intermission. This amountof time was chosen deliberately for the convenience of
the teacher and because mathematically apt, interested youthsappearto benefit
from massing of instruction. They have longer attention spans than average
children. Also, in the school context, this one period per week facilitates
scheduling of time and room.

Wehave often considered whethertwo separatefifty-minute periods per week
would distribute learning and homework assignmentsbetter. Perhapsso, but
because the special class is meant only for students who can more readily learn to
work well on their own between classes the two-hour period seemed more
efficient.

It might be well to stress here that for the students chosen these special classes
are a privilege, not a right. We know from logic and experiencethatnotall of the
starters (or their parents) will appreciate the opportunities they afford, so built
into the plan are provisions for moving low-achieving students into more
suitable classes as early in the course as they become definitely recognized. All
students remained in their regular arithmetic or general mathematicsclassfive
periods per weekfor the rest of the schoolyear.

Dr. McCoart methis groupfor the first time on Friday, 18 January 1974, and
each Friday thereafter (with two exceptions) through June 7, when during the
second hour the standardized test to be described later was administered.
Miss Wagner’s class began on January 25, and the test for her group came on
June 5. The next week in June each teacher reviewed the test results for one
hour and then met with the students’ parents.

Thus Dr. McCoart taughthis boys for 37 hours before the test. Miss Wagner
also taught hergirls for 37 hours. The classes were conducted independently of
each other. It was not crucial that the boysorgirls learn thefirst year of algebra
well in this short period of time, because from the beginning it was plannedthat
they would resumestudying algebra I in the special class(es) during the fall of
1974 before progressing to algebra II.
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Each teacher waspaid a set fee per week. The school asked the parents ofeach

child in the special classes to pay $2.00 per week,if able. The Parent-Teacher

Association agreed to furnish the rest. In our own programs we have paid

instructors from $25 to $75 per two-hoursession, depending on thesize of the

class, the level of subject matter, and the experience of the teacher with that kind

of group. Fees students pay have beenset at enoughper week to meetall or most

such costs. The remainder, if any, has come out of our research funds.

CONDUCTING THE CLASSES

Drs. Fox, Keating, and Stanley visited someofthe classes and helped the two

instructors get acquainted with their bright young students. Dr. McCoart had no

teaching experience below the college level, but he quickly proved to be an

enthusiastic, ingenious teacher. Miss Wagner molded hergirls into a smoothly

interacting, well-socialized group.

Attendance was splendid. During the semester the teachers at School R went

on strike along with other city teachers. Because Dr. McCoart and Miss Wagner

were ad hocteachers in this school, they continued to come each week. Their

students crossed picket lines in order to continue learning algebra.

A boy and a girl dropped out of the classes quickly, and one more boydid so

after about fifteen weeks. Test scores of the former two, both sixth-graders, were

rather low in the classes’ distribution (see footnote p of table 7.A1). The other

student, a seventh-grader,finally quit after persistently not doing any homework

(see footnote 4 in the text). These dropouts left ten boys and eleven girls who

continued until the final meetings.

Dr. McCoart and Miss Wagner moved through the algebra textbookfast,

operated at a more abstractlevel than could be donein a usual class, and assigned

considerable homework. Dr. McCoart’s manner was moreintensively forceful

and aggressive, whereas Miss Wagner’s emphasized group cohesiveness and

working together. The latter was intentional, because Dr. Fox had foundthat

girls exposed to a highly theoretical, individualistic, competitive teaching

approach tended to do poorly and quit.

It was obvious to persons, such as the writer, who audited some of the two-

hoursessions that these were splendid teachers. They kept the attention and good

will of the youths. The next section shows that they were indeed successful.

EVALUATING PROGRESS

Results of the first standardized algebra test administered to the ten boys and

eleven girls by the writer are shownin the next-to-last column of table 7.A1. The

boys ranged in percentile rank on national eighth-grade norms from 99.4 (the
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brilliant fifth-grader) to 18 (the fourth-grader). No sixth- or seventh-grade boy
was below the 68th percentile. No one of the five students who had scored 33 or
lower on APT-N exceeded the 49th percentile, whereas all but two of those
sixteen whose N score wasat least 36 achieved or exceeded the 68th percentile.

In summary, only three of the twenty-one scored lower than 49 percent of
eighth-graders who have studied algebra for a schoolyear, approximately 175
fifty-minute periodsthat total some 146 hours. Twoof those (ranks 20.5 and 26
in table 7.A1) were very young, being in only the fourth andfifth grades. An
equally youngfifth-grader (rank 4) was, however,the best algebra studentof the
entire group. A high score on APT-N seemsespecially important for students
younger than mostin the class. Otherwise, they will probably need far too much
tutoring and otherspecial attention.

The teachers agreed substantially with the results of the standardizedtest,
which was independentof their own evaluations, except that the lowest-scoring
girl (rank 24) was judged to be a better student than her score indicated, and a
sixth-grade boy (rank 9.5) was judged to be less able than his 68th percentile
score suggested. The girl had scored relatively low (30) on APT-N. Both of her
parentsare college graduates, and her father is an engineer. Perhaps she got more
help at home than most of the girls, and this made her homeworkand class
responses seem to show more achievementthan she could demonstrate ona test
containing forty multiple-choice items to be answered withoutassistance in forty
minutes. Whenretested in the fall with another form of the test she improved
greatly, scoring at the 95th percentile.

The above boy’s “surprisingly high”algebra score tied him forsixth place with
two of the other nine boys, whereas he ranked 7.5 among them on APT-N. He
had the lowest APT-verbal score of any boyin the class except oneofthe fifth-
graders, whom hetied. This verbal deficit may have caused him to appearless
quick-mindedin theclass than on the test. His mathematics aptitudeis consider-
ably higher than his rate of learning. We have encounteredseveralboyslikethis,
who learn mathematicswell if given enough time and exposure. They have good
mathematical reasoning ability but less high IQs.

Fortunately, it was possible to comparethe algebratest scores of these twenty-
one fourth- through seventh-graders with those of the eighth-graders who took

algebra every day in regularclasses, both sections of which were taught by the

same new, inexperienced teacher. (Remember, though, that both Dr. McCoart

and Miss Wagner had notpreviously taught students this young,either.) These

were the ablest 18 percent of the eighth-grade students.

At the invitation of the eighth-grade counselor, Mr. George and the writer

tested the sixty-six eighth-graders on 11 June 1974, several days after testing the

special-class students. Most of the special-class students achieved better after

thirty-seven hoursof instruction than the regular-class, older ones did nearthe

end of a school year. Five of the 21 (24 percent) scored higher than any of the

sixty-six. Twenty-three of the sixty-six (35 percent) scored lower than any of the
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twenty-one. These arestartling figures, because the eighth-graders themselves

were a selected group that included virtually all of the ablest students in that

grade. Less able students wait until the ninth grade, if at all, to begin algebra.

Thesegreat contrasts infavor ofstudents in the special classes, who wereyounger

and were taught only thirty-seven hours, are the most salient findings of the

within-schoolstudy.

The most important factors that produce results such as the above, which

were also found at least that strong in our previous fast-mathematics classes,

seem to be as follows: a teacher who knows mathematics well,is enthusiastic, has

high standards, and moves the group fast; students who have considerable

mathematical and verbalaptitude, as determined by standardized tests, and are

fairly homogeneousin these respects but not necessarily alike in grade placement

or chronological age; interest in learning mathematics quickly and well, which

(especially amonggirls) does not always accompany aptitude; facilitative parents

whovalue the unusual educational opportunity the special class represents and

therefore encourage their children to do well; and helpful school personnel who

do nottry to obstruct the program because they feel threatened byit.

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

We got a rough assessment of interest in mathematics and several other

aspects by means of a questionnaire filled out early in the course by the girls,

because our previous experience had indicated that some of them would

probably notbegreatly interested. Onegirl left the class even before it began, so

the questionnaire was not offered her. The other eleven provided information

that can be summarized asfollows:

Both of the parentsoffive of the girls wereatleast college graduates. Only one

parent (a mother) did not complete high school. Five of the mothers work

outside the home. Three of the fathers (and one ofthe mothers) are teachers, two

are engineers, and one is a lawyer. Other fathers hold positions such as

department headin a largesteel plant, deputy chief of maintenance at an airport,

ownerof a carry-out shop, and police sergeant.

Noneofthe girls was an only child. Their numberofsiblings ranged from one

to four. Six of the girls had no older siblings, but only two of them had no

younger siblings. Two had no brothers and twonosisters. Three of the eleven

families matched the stereotype—“if you have daughtersfirst, keep on having

children until a son is born and then stop.” Allin all, these sibling relationships

seem fairly typical of the types of communities from which thegirls came, with

perhaps somewhat moretendency for them to be the oldest child. Only one was

the youngest child in the family, being four grades lower in school than the

closest one of her two brothers and twosisters. In fact, she was the only one of

these eleven girls who had both older brothers and oldersisters.
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This analysis of siblings is based on only eleven students, so it must be
considered highly tentative. Astin (1974 [1:4], p. 81) madesimilar comparisons
for six girls in the first Wolfson fast-mathematics class and provided the
following statistics: “None of the 17 children [including 11 boys] were only
children. Six of the boys werefirst-borns, but none of the girls. Boys tended to be
among the oldest in relatively small families, whereas girls tended to be the
youngest in relatively large families. No girls came from two-child families, but
four of the boys belonged to such families.”

Like Astin’s, this sample contained no only children. More than half of the
girls were first-borns, however. Two of these eleven girls came from two-child
families. Manyorall of these discrepancies maybe due to sampling fluctuations
between small groups drawn from essentially the same population. Someofit
may reflect the suburban, extremely high ability nature of Astin’s girls vs. the
urban, less high ability nature of the School R ones. Parents who persist ina
somewhat deteriorating city environment maydiffer in their child bearing and
rearing practices from those who moveinto the surrounding county. Also, the
“creaming off” of able children into private schools within Baltimoreis probably
much more prevalent than in the surrounding counties. The city parents with
small families are morelikely to send their children (perhaps especially their
older sons) to private schools than are those with larger families.
On the questionnaire the girls were asked a numberof questions concerning

their interest in the course and in mathematics. Eight of these were quantified
and a score producedfor each girl. The coefficient of correlation between these
scores and the algebra scores, with APT-N score partialled out, was .30.
Inspection of the interest scores reveals that the highest scorer performed
disappointingly on the algebra test, but one of the lowest scorers also ranked low
in the group. The interest items, beingin self-report form, may have been quite
susceptible to social desirability bias and other atmosphereeffects at the start of
the course.

It would, of course, be interesting to have similar questionnaire information
for the boys, but that was notcollected at the start of the class. The self-report
items would not have the same meaning if completedlater.

CHANGESIN FALL OF 1974

All of the girls were invited to continuein the fall with more algebra I and then
go on with algebraII. All of the boys except the fourth-grader(rank 20.5 in table
7.A1) and one of the fifth-graders (rank 26) were also invited. Continuation in
the fall of 1974 is discussed in the next section of this chapter.

The newclass in beginning algebra was recruited from incoming seventh-
graders—those who entered School R from elementary schools—and those
persons onthe table 7.A1 list from ranks 24-39 who whenretested were found to
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have improved their N and V scoressufficiently. The criteria for this were scores

of at least 36 on APT-N and 36 on APT-V.Those whoseV scores were already

high in December 1973 had a fair chance to meet these criteria, because the

nonclass group got special instruction in arithmetic during the spring of 1974.

Unfortunately, it did not seem to increase most of the APT-N scores much.

Twoother accelerated algebra classes were set up in a “middle” school(grades

6 to 8) near School R.

THE CONTINUING GROUP

As noted above, ten boys and eleven girls remained in the class from its

inception in January 1974 until school ended in June.Ofthese, five boys and nine

girls continued in it on September12. This 33 percentattrition over the summer

seems high, but is probably typical of public schools in a city, but outside its

center. Because there were not enough students to have separate-sex classes,

Miss Ann Wagnertook over the whole group.

The five boys who dropped outare accountedforas follows:the brilliantfifth-

grader who had ranked fourth on APT-N andfirst on the standardized algebra

test moved away, the rank 7.5 sixth-grader went on a one-semestertrip to Europe

with his parents, the rank 9.5 sixth-grader transferred to a nearbyprivate school,

the rank 20.5 fourth-grader went on a long trip with his parents (but would have

been dropped from the class anyway, because he did not seem ready to keep up

with its pace), and the rank 26 fifth-grader was asked to drop out because

although conscientious and apparently attentive he was lagging behind the

group.

Of the two girls who dropped out, one (the rank 11 sixth-grader) attended

another school and did not want to makethe continued effort to come for the

class, and the other (the rank 12 sixth-grader) transferred to a nearby private

school.
These departures left the class composed of five eighth-grade boys, seven

eighth-grade girls, and two seventh-grade girls. A glance at the last column of

table 7.Al reveals that one of the seventh-graders (rank 24) did quite well on the

algebra retest, whereas the other (rank 20.5) scored at the very bottom ofthe class

(33rd percentile), The former’s father is an engineer and helps her with home-

work. That probably partly explains herrise from the 39th percentile, lowest of

all the eleven girls, on the first test to 95th on the second. Doing homework

carefully, with encouragement and preferably some assistance at home, seems

highly important, especially for girls.

Onthe retest the boys had percentile ranks in nearly the same order as on the

first test, but averaging 0.23 standard deviations higher. One gained 0.55 s.d.,

two 0.48, and one 0.00, and one lost 0.36. These do not seem substantial enough

gains for the amountof instructional time involved since the previoustest, about
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twenty-four hours. Too-low ceiling was not a problem except for the top-scorer,
who missed only oneofthe forty items. The other boysscored 31, 28, 28, and 27.
It seems that direct review of algebra I is not as productive as going on into a
good algebraII textbook.

The girls gained more than the boys (average of 0.42 s.d.), but their changes
were far more variable: 1.92, 1.91, 0.69, 0.67, three 0.00’s, -0.41, and -1.03
standard deviations. Ontheretest, the boys averaged 1.33 s.d. above the mean of
the national eighth-grade norms, whereasthegirls averaged 0.91. Threegirls
scored considerably lower than any boy,but four girls scored higher than any
boy except the top one.Atleast one ofthe girls seemed unlikely to be able to learn
algebra II fast enough to keep up with the rest of the class. In March of 1975 she
finally dropped out.

It is difficult to ascertain what varied factors operated to make the boys
achieve better than several of the girls, even though they had

a

teacherof the
opposite sex from their former one, whereas the girls kept the same female
teacher from oneyearto the next. Ranks on APT-N in table7.Al may give clues
to the difficulties that someof the girls had. Thefive boys’ ranks were 2, 3, 5.5,
7.5, and 9.5. The ninegirls’ ranks were 1, 5.5, 13.5, 13.5, 15, 16.5, 20.5, 20.5, and
24.

Seven of the nine girls had scored 4 to 13 points lower on APT-N than any of
the five boys. This difference in numerical aptitude may be more important than
even the sex of the teacher and coeducational nature ofthe class. But, clearly,
mostof the girls did well, and four of them improved spectacularly from test to
retest.

It will be interesting to see how those students who continue in the class until
algebra II is completed (probably by the end of the 1974-75 school year)do ona
standardized test. The girls have the advantage of numbers and

a

familiar female
teacher who seemsespecially good in creating the social atmosphere that Fox
(chapter 9 of this volume) believes is needed by mostgirls in their mathematics
classes. The boys have an edgein age (all eighth-graders) and numerical aptitude,
but they may not be as well motivated by the class atmosphere as mostof the
girls.5

PREPPING FOR THE APP CALCULUS EXAMINATION

On 7 September 1974 Dr. McCoart began a new class, rather unlike any we
had offered before. It involved a population of students different from that
discussed in the first part of this chapter. Meeting two hours each Saturday
morning at nearby Loyola College, where he is head of the Mathematics

>Note addedat galley proof stage: See footnote q of table 7.Al for the algebraII test results.
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Department, it was meant to supplement high schoolcalculus courses so that

students would score 4 or 5 on the level BC (i.e., the higher level) calculus

examination of the College Entrance Examination Board’s Advanced Placement

Program (APP) on 13 May 1975. This college-level calculus course would carry

no direct credit. The student’s sole reward for taking it would be, we hoped, a

better score on the APP exam andtherefore a full year of college credit in

calculus. The 4 or 5 ona 5-pointscale wasset as the goal, because Johns Hopkins

requires at least a 4 to provide 8 credits of calculus I and II and permission to

begin with advanced calculus. Manyother universities will accept a 3, and indeed

even at Johns Hopkins a 3 on level BC gives 4 credits and exemption from

calculusI.
Without supplementation, the typical high school calculus course does not

prepare mostable students for doing well on the BC level examination.Atbest,

they are likely to be ready only for the easier level, AB, which usually provides

less credit than BC. For example, one of our most brilliant boys took AB and

made 5, but at Johns Hopkins this automatically earned him only 4 credits and

the waiverof calculus I. (He went into advanced calculus, anyway, and earned a

grade of A.)
Fifteen boys—and, regretfully, no girls—signed up for the course. Three of

them were regular-age twelfth-graders, being three of the four ablest calculus

students at a large suburban high school; the fourth decided that probably he

would not need the supplementation, thereby giving us a strong “control group”

of size 1.
One of the other boys, a tenth-grader who hadskippedthe eighth grade, had

been an outstanding studentin ourfirst Wolfson I fast-mathematicsclass. In the

fall of 1973 as a thirteen-year-old ninth-graderhe took calculus, a twelfth-grade

subject, at a large suburban high school and ranked in the upper two-fifths of an

excellent class.

Anothertenth-grader, who hadalso skipped the eighth grade, had been less

successful student in Wolfson I, but went into the latter part of Wolfson II and

did well.

A third student, an eleven-year-old ninth-grader taking level AB calculus in

the eleventh gradeofa private school and chemistry in the tenth, had done well in

Wolfson I at ages nine and ten.

Another student, a tenth-grader who had skipped the ninth grade, had as an

eighth-grader scored high (SAT-M 700, SAT-V 590) in our January 1974

mathematics-reasoning contest. He had not been in any of our special classes and

therefore had less mathematics background than anyoneelse in the class.

The other eight students who began were graduates of the Wolfson Il algebra

I-III, plane geometry, trigonometry, and analytic geometry speeded-up program

(see chapter 6 of this volume). Agesof the fifteen students ranged from eleven

years (two) to eighteen. Grade placement ranged from ninth (three) to twelfth

(three).
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Thirteen of these students continuedin the class after Christmas of 1974. The
eleven-year-old mentioned abovefell behind and dropped out because he would
be taking level BC calculus in the twelfth grade of his high school. He and his
father felt that, despite this boy’s extremely high Stanford-Binet IQ (212) and
SAT-M ability (730 at age ten), he had enough work in schoolto keep him
busy—being accelerated three years in basic grade placement and more in two
subjects.

The other dropoutjust before Christmas was the boy mentioned above who
had done poorly in Wolfson I but better in Wolfson II after taking two
mathematics coursesin high school as an accelerated ninth-grader. He seemed to
find getting around to doing his homeworkdifficult, presumably becauseoflack
of motivation and organization. His mathematical and verbal abilities are
unusually high, even for the SMPY group (SAT-V 720 and SAT-M 680 at age
thirteen), but someofhis other cognitive scores, such as for nonverbal reasoning,
mechanical comprehension,andspatial relationships, are less outstanding. His
chief academicinterest seems to be military history, so perhaps heis simply not
“cut out” to choose a field in which high-level mathematical achievementis
essential. One wonders, however, how much better he might do in the fast-
mathematics classes—and like them more—if his homework time were more
carefully organized.

The Standardized Test

Astable 7.1 indicates, the thirteen boys who continuedin the class from its
inception until 1 February 1975 (a total of thirty-four class hours) learned
differential and integral calculus extremely well. Only one of them, a regular
twelfth-grader, scored on a difficult speeded standardized test below the 88th
percentile of the exceptionally able group of high school students—mostly
seniors—across the country whoelected a calculus course and pursued it five
days per week for approximately 180 45 to 50 minute periods.

Six of the students scored higher than 99 percentofthat norm group, and only
two scored less well than 94 percent; they exceeded 88 percent and 76 percent,
respectively. Even the eleven-year-old in the special class outscored 94 percentof
the elite norm groups. Twoyears earlier he had been a fourth-grader!

By comparison with college students who have completed two semesters of
introductory calculus the scores of this group are even more impressive. Only
two boys scored below the 99.1th percentile of the national college norms; they
were at the 98th and 94th percentiles.

Only ten of the thirteen boys are actually accelerated in their mathematical
placement. The other three are regular-age high school seniors who have not
skipped a grade. Theyare in theclass as “pacers.” Oneofthese earned the highest
score on the test, 57 out of the possible 60 points. Another scored 56, being tied
by two of the accelerated boys (no one of whomis older than the typical tenth-
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Table 7.1. Test information concerning the McCoart Saturday morning calculus class, Septem-

ber 1974 until May 19754
 

Coop. Math. Test, Calculus,

Form B, taken 1 Feb. 19754
 

 

 

 

Percentile rank Percentage

Number

right

of total score Present scores on

High National

|

school _—Grade(s) prior tests Later
Part I Part I school

_

college grade skipped 1 2 3 4 5

29 28 99.8 99.97 12 84 52 56 54 84

28 28 99.5 99.95 12 82 72 88 80 93

29 27 99.5 99.95 11 9 71 —- — 78 81

29 27 99.5 99.95 10 88 69 77 71 72

28 26 99 99.9 10 43 24 76 54 85

26 28 99 99.9 10 60 52 77 70 70

28 24 97 99.5 10 55 42 67 56 58

26 25 97 99.5 10 9 45 49 88 47 92

27 23 94 99.1 10 8 67 73 78 66 93

27 23 94 99.1 9 8 54 56 80 77 74

26 24 94 99.1 9 5,7,8 48 45 42 48 69

24 23 88 98 10 59 17 78 53 73

25 17 76 94° 12 88 59 92 —- 82

 

4This 60-item, 5-option, multiple-choice standardized test consists of two 30-item 40-minute

subtests. It was published by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540,

copyright 1963.

bThe total score is the number of the 60 items marked correctly—i.e., the sum of the Part I and

Part II scores. You will note that the high school norms are more stringent than the national

college norms; students who take calculus in high school tend to be mathematically abler and

better motivated than those who defer it until college. Norms are from pages 51 and 53 of the

Cooperative Mathematics Tests Handbook, ETS, 1964. Of course, norms may have shifted

somewhat—though probably not radically—during the dozen years or so since these were devel-

oped.
€95th percentile of the college liberal arts group. The score of the middle person in this class

(52) exceeded that of all but 3 in 1,000 students in liberal arts curricula who have completed

two semesters of college calculus.
dForm A of the same test was administered to the thirteen students in early May of 1975.

National college percentile ranks on it were as follows, reading from the top to the bottom of

the table: 99.5, 99.5, 99.1, 99.1, 99.6, 99.1, 99.1, 99.9 (perfect score), 99.5, 99.1, 99.5, 99.1,

and 99.1. Thus before taking the national Advanced Placement Program calculus test not one
of these students scored lower on Coop. A than 99.1% of college calculus students do after
studying the subject for two semesters, (There was one other monthly class test, the sixth.

Scores on it were 87, 77, 79, 43, 77, 60, 56, 68, 72, 72, 39, 81, and 88.) All thirteen boys took

the APP Level BC calculus test on May 13, 1975. They earned nine 5’s (extremely well quali-

fied), three 4’s (well qualified), and one 3 (qualified). The 11-year-old scored 4, as did the barely

14-year-old. The only 3 was obtained by one of the best students in the class, who had made a

perfect score (60 out of 60) on Form A of the standardized calculustest. His father had been

taken to the hospital the preceding evening with what seemed to be a heart attack, and this

may have hurt his concentration on the examination. He was, however, one of the youngest stu-
dents in the class and had the least mathematics background, not having studied any analytic

geometry before the class began, Byall criteria the course was a resounding success. In just 30

two-hour supplemental meetings with Dr. McCoart these able young men learned college cal-

culus I and II splendidly, and a great deal of calculusIII also.
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grader). The third twelfth-grader ranked thirteenth in the group, with a scoreof
42. It seems likely that he had not worked muchin the course for two months
before the test, because he started off splendidly and thenfell behind.°

From theresults of this standardized testing, it seemsquite likely thatall of the
present group whocontinuein the course will be splendidly prepared to make 5s
or at least 4s on the level BC APP calculustest that they take in mid-May1975.
Meanwhile, they will be getting a high-level version of calculus III, including
some coverage of differential equations. By the summerof 1975 nearly all of
them should be ready for a strong course in advancedcalculus or linear algebra.

The present eleventh-grader (who skipped the ninth grade) plans to become a
full-time student at Johns Hopkinsin the fall of 1975. Someofthe tenth-graders,
and perhapsoneof the ninth-graders, will probably enterin the fall of 1976. As
noted several times in this volume, success in SMPY’s special fast-mathematics
classes leads to much generalacceleration.

This book went to press before results of the May 1975 APPtesting were
known, so the outcomeofthatinteresting experiment must await publication
elsewhere. Dr. McCoart’s “coaching class” for the higher-level APP calculus
examination, supplementingasit does regular high schoolcourses,is an idea that
might be applied to a number of other APP examination subjects, such as
physics, chemistry, biology, and history. Meeting for just one two-hourperiod
per week outside of school hours and serving a large geographical area, such a
class can be botheffective and, in the long run, economical. Students in his class
paid $5 per week each, butif there had been thirty students the cost per student
could have been cut. Even $150 for the year, plus some $29 for the APP
examination is a bargain, however,if it provides really sound knowledge of
calculus and eight college credits. We expect the students who complete this
course to earn 4s or 5s on the APPlevel BC calculus examination and go into
college advanced calculus courses in the summerorfall of 1975, while most of
them arestill in high school.’

FEASIBILITY OF WITHIN-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Pro

1. They occur during the regular school day and therefore avoid the transpor-
tation problemsand absencesthatclasses held in the late afternoons, evenings, or
on Saturdayscause.

°The standardized calculus test was administered by the writer. Dr. McCoart had not seen it;
however, two weeksbefore the test he was given list of the topics it would cover. Thislist merely set
forth the major topics studied in the usual thorough high schoolor college course.

’Note added at galley proof stage: See footnote d of table 7.1 for the final test results, which
were excellent.
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2. They are part of the school program andtherefore should makearticula-

tion with otherlevels of the subject easier. Also, mostof theeligible students will

probably enroll in the special classes. Few who do well will drop out.

3. Classes are readily available for scrutiny by school personnel.

4. Students and teachers are accessible to guidance counselors. For example,

Mr. Lerner developed continuing close relationships with the students and their

parents, so that counseling and arrangements for tutoring could increase the

effectiveness of the teaching.

5. They permit excellent part-time outside teachers to be used inexpensively,

or perhaps without cost. Often one can get free teaching by properly assisted

community persons, such as engineers or housewives who majored in mathe-

matics, either directly or by approaching, say, an engineering firm and askingits

president to release a suitable employee for that purpose.

6. They set a model within school for work with gifted in other subjects.

Con

1. It may be difficult to schedule a two-hour period per week, especially

across grades, and not interfere much with otherclasses.

2. Special programs for the intellectually talented often encounter strong

overt or covert resistance from teachers, guidance counselors, principals, or

parents of children not included in them. Teachers of other subjects, such as

English, may resent absences from their classes, even though the studentsare

probably superior in those subjects also. Mathematics teachers mayfeel threat-

ened by “expert” outsiders who are notcertified high school teachers.’ Problems

of classroom utilization may occur, because mostclasses meet for forty-five or

fifty-minutes, not two hours. Thus, the schoolsetting is far more complex than

the university class or the other class conducted outside of school hours.

3. Someone (e.g., school, parents, and/or PTA) must pay the outside

instructor, if he or she will not donate the time. Of course, the school might use

one of its own teachers, if a suitable mathematics teacher can have two hours per

week of time freed. In some junior high schools, however, there will not be any

mathematics teacher well enough prepared to continue the program successfully

into algebra II and III, geometry, trigonometry, and analytic geometry.

4. The talent base in grades6 and7 in the typical public schoolis too slight to

makeit possible to start with a large enoughclass of each sex. Also, most junior

high schools do not even have a sixth grade. To find 20 upper-5 percent boys in

the seventh gradeof an average school, for example, one would need 400 boys in

that grade! If the school has a considerably greater amount of talent than

average, 200 to 300 mightsuffice, but that would be only for the boys. Fora class

8Both Dr. Fox and Dr. Stanley began their teaching careers as mathematics teachers in public

high schools.
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of 20 girls, too, the enrollmentin the seventh grade alone would haveto be 400 to
800.

Especially if one starts with more than a single grade, as School R did,
attrition from one year to the next will probably cut the class size down
considerably—33 percent in the present study. Also, the numberof years each
student can remain in the program will vary; at School R a fourth-grader would
have five or six years, whereas a seventh-grader would have only twoorthree.
Very few fourth-orfifth-graderswill be ready for such a program,soit might be
wise to confine the recruiting andselection to not more than two grades, such as

sixth and seventh, and to begin theclasses at thestart of the year rather than in

the middle. (One encounters a dilemma here, because although few fourth- or
fifth-graders will qualify, those who do so will tend to be therealstars eventually
because of the splendid earlier preparation theyget.)

Attrition occurs because students do not succeed in the special class, lose

interest, transfer to other schools within the vicinity, move away, or encounter

parental (and often teachers’ or counselors’) objectionsto their being accelerated
in the school’s mathematics program.?

5. As noted earlier, the two-hour period maybe too long for some students’

attention span. The youngerorless able the student, the morelikely this is to

occur. But in our special countywide classes we have seen a nine- to ten-year-old

boy with an IQ near 200 proceed happily and well through algebra I-III,

geometry, trigonometry, and analytic geometry in sixty two-hour periods. The

next -year his ten-year-old friend did the same thing; he also earned the highest

grade in a college course in computerscience, competing with seven of our older

mathematics prodigies and twelve adults, and made A ina second-level compu-

ter course. The more brilliant they are, the earlier they should be identified and

helped. But there are few nine- and ten-year-olds as able as these. Onefifth-

grader (rank 4 in the appendix) at School R wasnearly that able, however. In

advance it seemed somewhat unlikely that the other two boys in the lower

grades (ranks 20.5 and 26) could keep up with the rest of the McCoartclass.

They were admitted on trial and did quite well, considering their age and

grade placement, but scored at the bottom of the twenty-one.

Some of the above five arguments against within-school homogeneously

grouped fast-mathematics classes also apply to school-systemwide classes

outside school hours. On balance, we prefer that classes be held in the late

afternoon, evening, or on Saturday so that they can enroll a more mathemati-

cally apt, relatively homogeneous group of twenty to thirty students of the same

sex. Where a school has quite a few talented youths, however, and facilities for

working with them in available-size groups, it would of coursebefar better to do

this than to wait vainly for a suitable systemwideplan.

*Year-by-year integration actions of school systems mayalso causeattrition becauseof transfers
from the school.
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CONCLUSION: QUALITY OF SCHOOLING CAN MAKE

A GREAT DIFFERENCE

Manyinterpreters of the “Coleman Report” (Colemanetal. 1966), especially

Jencks et al. (1972), seem to say that quality of schooling is not very important.

Forhigh school mathematics, however,it is clear from the special classes we have

conducted thus far that type of class and quality of instruction are vital for

learning. In far fewer hours the students in these classes have learned far more

mathematics well than they would have in a regular classroom severalyearslater.

A well prepared, fast-pacing instructor is a key elementin this instructional

package. Homogeneousgrouping according to mathematical and verbal reason-

ing ability is another. High expectations are a third. Concurrent and future

opportunities are a fourth; successful students are encouraged to skip school

grades, take college courses for credit while still in high school, work for

advanced placement credit by examination, enter college full-time early, try

mathematics competitions, and the like. Our interest in them is meant to be

continuous,at least over the years from the timetheyarefirst identified until they

complete graduate school and are employed. Weare available for consultation

on any aspectof their education.

Small class size may be another importantfeature, but in other programs we

have had similar success when there were thirty-one students in a class (see

George & Denham,chapter 6 of this volume).

Well-meaning teachers sometimestry one ofthree types of “enrichment”: so-

called busy work,irrelevant material (such as a dramaclass for boys whose major

interests are mathematics andscience), or really effective procedures that leave

the student even more bored in later grades (such as a splendid modern-

mathematics program in grades K-7 that leads only to conventional algebrain

grade 8). Clearly, we believe that a considerable amount of acceleration in

subject matter and/or grade placement must accompany enrichment, or be
employed in lieu ofit.

These fast-mathematics classes and other aspects of our study cater to

individual differences in a persistent attempt to find, study, and developtalent.

The principles and procedures we have worked out can be usedin other schools

and for other subjects. Until they are, intellectually gifted students—particularly

those with superb mathematical reasoning ability—will for the most part

continueto getlittle that effectively meets their real intellectual needs.
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Appendix 7.1
Table 7.A1. Academic Promise Test (APT, Bennett et al. 1962) and Raven’s Standard Progres-

sive Matrices (SPM, Raven 1958) scores of 17 preselected boys and 23 preselected girls in the
fourth through seventh grades of School R, 19~20 December 1973

 

 

 

School June Nov.

grade APTscores (# right) Chosen 1974 1974

Rank Jan. SPM for alg. I alg. I
onN Sex 1974 Birthdate N V AR LU T score class? %iles? %iles#4

1 F 7 Mar. ‘61 54> 55¢ 374 57 203 56 Yes 95 95
2 M 7 Feb. ‘61 52 47 47 #4253 199 50. Yes 68 83
3 M 7 Mar. ‘61 51° 54’ 48 52 205 60 Yes 99 99.8
4 M 5 Aug. ‘63 46 51 51 38 186 49° Yes 994 —
55 M 7 Aug. ‘61 458 44 55 51 #195 57. Yes 68 83
5.5  F 7 Apr.‘61 459 46 39 45 175 52. Yes 49 49
7.5 M 7 July “61 44! $1) 51 47 193 48 Yes 95 90
7.5  M 6 July ‘62 44 48 51 36 #179 #«4951~ Yes 73 ~
95 ™M 7 July ‘61 43 46 45 40 174 #449 Yes 73 73
95 M 6 Oct. ‘62 43 36 42 41 162 £49 Yes 68 _

11 F 6 Sept.‘62 42 48 52 49 191 56 Yes 73 —
12 F 6 Dec. ‘62 41 46 50 47 184 £55 Yes 90 —
13.5 F 7 July ‘61 39 44 50 50. 183 $1 Yes 95 73
13.5 F 7 Oct.‘61 39K 47 46 49 181 53. Yes 49 97
15 F 7 July ‘61 38! 40™ 44 47 169 50° Yes 83 95
16.5 F 7 July ‘60 36" 36 48 31 #151 £42555 Yes 73 90
16.5  M 7 May ‘61 36 42 17 434 129 £51 Yes° _ —
18 F 6 Oct.‘62 35 49 45 49 178 45 YesP _ ~
20.5 #F 6 Feb. ‘62 33 47 46 48 4174 «255 Yes 49 33
20.5 F 7 Jan. ‘61 33 41 #49 #4448 171 «2448 Yes 49 49
20.5 M 6 July ‘62 33 37. 52 «©40 162 50° YesP — —
20.5 M 4 Jan. ‘64 33 43 49 30 155 48 Yes 18 _
24 F 6 May ‘62 30 43 48 52 173 447 Yes 39 95
24 F 5 May ‘63 30 35 43 32 140 43 No — ~
24 F 7 Oct. ‘60 30 33 37 £433 133 #53 =No ~ ~
26 M 5 Sept.‘63 28 36 44 41 149 44° Yes 29 ~
27 M 7 July ‘61 27 41 48 439 155 49 No — _
28 M 4 Feb.‘64 25 22 36 #17 100 £43 £4.No — —
29 M 4 Aug. ‘64 23 25 35 17 100 43 £4No _ —
30 F 5 Jan. ‘63 21 26 46 29 #122 #449 «No — —
31.5 F 4 Aug. ‘64 20 32 44 37 133 #51

+=

«No ~ _
31.5  M 4 July ‘64 20 30 37 #21918 105 £43

+=

«4No ~ _
33 F 4 Apr.‘64 17 33 45 23 #118

#

#47

+

#«2No ~ ~
34.5 -F 4 Nov. ‘63 16 29 30 26 101 49 #=.No _ ~
34.5 F 4 Mar. ‘64 16 19 45 19 99 46 No — _
36.5 M 4 July ‘64 15 35 42 #16 #108 #=#§446

+

No — ~
36.5 F 4 Oct. ‘64 15 26 31 27 #299 #4235 #4\No ~ _
38 F 4 June ‘64 13 24 «2340«S o20's*91.s'i=s«é338s=«CNl - —
39 F 5 Jan. ‘63 12 24 32 #38 106 47

+

«No ~ —
40 F 4 July ‘64 5 #17 #25 #17 «2464

+

«237

+=

=«No — —
 

“Ten of the 11 girls were tested on 5 June 1974 with Form B of Educational Testing Service’s
Cooperative Mathematics Test, algebra I, copyright 1962. The other girl was tested with it on
June 11. The 10 boys were tested with Form A on June 7. All testing, except of the absentee
girl, was done by Dr. Stanley; Mr. Lerner tested her. The percentile ranks shownhereare for the
national eighth-grade norm group,as provided in the manualforthetest.
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Table 7.A1 (continued)

The 14 students (9 girls and 5 boys) who continued in the class during the fall were retested

on 21 November 1974 by the writer, girls with Form A and boys with Form B. The percentile

ranks of their scores are shownin the last column.

bBy comparison, she made 410 (53rd percentile of a random sample of male high school juniors

and seniors) on the Scholastic Aptitude Test Mathematical (SAT-M), taken in our January 1974

mathematics talent search. This norm and the normsbelow are from page 5 of College Entrance

Examination Board (1973).

CShe made 580 (94th percentile of a random sample of high school juniors and seniors) on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test Verbal (SAT-V) in the verbal talent search held at The Johns Hop-

kins University in February 1974.

AThis score is curiously low, compared with the girl’s other four scores. Note that she scored

highest of everyone on N, V, and LU. AR wasgivenfirst. It is a 60-item test with only a 20-

minute time limit, so speed plays an important part. SPM, which also measures nonverbal

reasoning, is untimed.

©SAT-M 570, 86th percentile.
fSAT-V 520, 85th percentile.

ESAT-M 450, 63rd percentile.
ASAT-M 390, 60th percentile.

1 SAT-M 470, 67th percentile.
JSAT-V 540, 88th percentile.
KSAT-M 330, 41st percentile.
1 SAT-M 380, 57th percentile.
MSAT-V 420, 63rd percentile.
NSAT-M 350, 49th percentile.
See footnote 4 in the text.
PThese two students dropped out soon after the class began. They were two of the three ““Yes”

students with Spanish surnames.
GOn March 6, 1975 all but Nos. 1, 20.5F6, and 24F6 took Form B of the Cooperative

Mathematics Test of second-year algebra (i.e., algebra II). Nos. 1 and 24F6 were absent,

whereas No. 20.5F6 had dropped out of the class, Their percentile ranks on national norms

were as follows (using the order of this table): 67, 99.2, 59, 25, 88, 79, 17, 59, 95, 79, and 48.

Then on June 3, 1975 all thirteen students took Form A of the cooperative algebra II test and

earned percentile ranks on national normsasfollows: 88, 85, 99.7, 38,95, 97, 75, 59, 85, 98, 79,

43, and 29. To summarize the results, one might say that the class was highly successful for four

of the five boys and five of the eight girls who completed it. One othergirl (the first 13.5) did

reasonably well. Only one boy and two girls seemed to need more exposure to second-year

algebra before going on to other mathematics courses, and they could get this during the sum-

mer. Despite having been taught only one two-hour period per week for one and one-half

school years, even the lowest of these three scored better than 29% of high-school students do

after studying algebra II for approximately 360 45- or 50-minute periods—and she was only a

seventh-grader!

Appendix 7.2

DAT SCORES OF WOLFSON I CLASS

In Fox (1974[I:6]) the progress of nine boys and sevengirls through SMPY’s

first special fast-mathematics class was detailed. Not included there were results

of the 12 May 1973 testing of those sixteen highly able youths with the new
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version of the Differential Aptitude Tests, published by The Psychological
Corporation. At that time one was a fourth-grader, ten were seventh-graders,
four were eighth-graders, and one was a tenth-grader. Raw scores, percentile
ranks by sex on eighth-grade norms,and other information are shownin table
7.A2. Rows are arranged in descending order of total score on DAT.

It is easy to see from the table that numerical ability ranged from five perfect
scores (40) to one 33. The corresponding percentile ranks were twelve 99s and
four 97s. This is especially remarkable when oneconsiders that end-of-eighth-
grade normsare being used, whereasonly five of the sixteen students were that
high in school. The extremely high scores show how well selected for quantitat-
ive aptitude the group was a yearearlier and also how stimulated it had been
mathematically by Mr. Wolfson, Miss Michaels, and Mr. Bates.

The verbal reasoning scores were nearly as high, ranging from two perfect
50s to a 34 and from thirteen 99th percentiles to a 90th percentile. Even the
fourth-grader scored at the 95th percentile on VR.

Only one of the eight subtests, Clerical Speed and Accuracy, proved even
mildly difficult for the Wolfson I class. On it, however, only four students
scored below the 50th percentile of end-of-eighth-grade norms. Physical
maturation probably plays a large part in CSAscores.

Only the tenth-grader (who had skipped the ninth grade) attained the 99th
percentile of eighth-graders on Mechanical Reasoning, but no one scored
below the 75th percentile.

The boy who ranked highest on DATtotal score entered The Johns Hopkins
University as a full-time student with sophomore standing in thefall of 1974 at
age fourteen years nine months. During the first semester he took sophomore
physics, advanced calculus, introduction to number theory, and American
government, making excellent grades.

The boy who ranked only one point lower on DAT-Totalalso began college
advanced calculusthatfall, as a part-time student. He did well the first semester
and continued with it during the second semester.

The person who ranked generally lowest on the DAT (a seventh-grade boy)
was also the poorest achiever in the class. The person who ranked seventh on
the DAT (a seventh-grade girl), was not an excellent achiever; she was next to
the bottom of the group by the end of the course period. This occurred even
though on APT Verbal Reasoning she earned one of the only two perfect
scores. Both of these students who “underachieved” in the Wolfson I class have
subsequently moved ahead well in their regular school mathematics classes.
The latter skipped the ninth grade.

As of the middle of the 1974-75 schoolyearall sixteen of these students seem
to be doing well in school. Their grade placement ranges from ninth grade, with
tenth-grade chemistry and eleventh-grade calculus (the former fourth-grader),
to middle-of-sophomore-year status at Johns Hopkins (the former eighth-
grader whose DATscores are shownin thefirst row of the table). The boys
have progressed muchfaster and better than the girls, only one of whom has



Table 7.A2. Differential Aptitude Test (Bennett, Seashore, and Wesman 1972) raw scores (RS) and percentile ranks (PR) of the 16 Wolfson I students on

the 8 subtests of Form S, administered 12 May 1973

 

 

 

 

 

Clerical

Numerical Verbal Abstract Language Space Mechanical speed and

vedo. ability reasoning reasoning usage Spelling relations reasoning accuracy

Student? 1972-73 Sex RS PRP RS PR RS PR RS PR RS PR RS PR RS PR RS PR

6 8° M 40 99 50 99 47 99 49 99 99 99 59 99 58 95 52 90

1 8 M 37 99 48 99 49 99 57 99 97 99 60 99 57 90 48 85

2 104 M 37 699 48 99 48 99 47 97 91 97 60 99 67 99 40 55

3 7 M 40 99 49 99 48 99 53 99 94 99 50 97 57 90 45 75

4 7 F 37.

=

99 46 99 44 97 56 99 94 97 47 97 50 95 57 90

10 7 F 39 =699 49 99 46 99 52 99 84 90 53 99 S50 95 57 90

11 7 F 37 «99 50 99 46 99 55 99 97 99 47 97 53 97 41 40

15 7 F 35 97 47 99 47 99 51 99 94 97 51 99 45 85 53 85

7 8° M 40 99 45 99 49 99 37 690 89 97 55 99 52 80 48 85

9 8 F 40 99 42 97 50 99 43 90 89 95 55 99 55 97 39 §=635

12 7 M 40 99 46 99 41 90 48 97 87 95 45 95 58 95 38

=

550

13 7 F 36 06=—o99 47 99 45 97 48 97 95 99 41 95 43 75 46 60

5 7 M 35 97 48 99 41 90 46 97 96 99 33 75 53 80 42 65

21 7 F 38s o99 45 99 47 99 47 95 94 97 31 75 43 75 36

=.

25

8 4 M 34097 38 «695 46 97 37 =690 78 90 43 95 53 80 42 65

16 7 M 33 97 34 90 44 95 39 §=690 54 50 45 95 55 85 35 35

 

@The code numbersused are the sameas in Fox (1974[1:6

18 hours of instruction (except for nos. 1, 9, and 21, who neither took algebra I in school nor joined the class until September 1972).

bpercentile ranks shown are national spring-of-eighth-grade sex norms, which differ somewhat in boys andgirl

on numericalability than 97 out of 100 male eighth-graders do in the spring.

¢Skipped the seventh grade.
Askipped the ninth grade.

]). They are the ranks on the algebra I test administered to the group in August 1972,after only

s. For example, student no. 5 scored higher
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even skipped a school grade. Just two of the nine boys have not skippedat least
one grade, and one of those has been taking college coursesforcredit regularly
part-time. It seems clear that this first of our special fast-mathematics classes
had enormousfacilitating effects on the boys, and moderate ones on some of
the girls. Such successis due, we believe, to the superb teaching andstimulating
ability of Mr. Wolfson with an extremely able group that with a single
exception—the tenth-grader—had not yet taken even one algebra course in
school.

The success of the Wolfson II, Fox, and McCoartclasses (see chapters6, 9,
and 7, respectively, of this volume) indicates that the effects were not unique to
the first class or to Mr. Wolfson. This out-of-school type class is a powerful
way to look after mathematical needs of quantitatively highly apt youths. The
concepts and techniques should be readily adaptable to other subjects. From
many standpoints it would seem desirable (though not necessarily as effective)
to have the classes conducted by the school system itself, rather than by an
outside agency such as a university. Alternatively, the school system might
contract with the outside agency to set up classes and supervise them. Such
classes should enroll only unusually able students, not less than the upper few
percent of the age groupin that system. Even mostof those probably could not
progress as fast as the Wolfson I and II classes, which consisted of students
extremely highly selected for mathematical aptitude from several counties.

In addition to the systemwide classes, special classes or groups within
individual junior high schools locatedin talent-rich areas will be needed. The
McCoart and Wagnerclasses at School R and other within-schoolclasses in
progress with SMPY’s help explore how this can be done best. Of course, the
less able the groupthe less swiftly and well it can move through the mathemat-
ics curriculum.

Even the mathematically most apt 5 or 10 percent within a school system
need special opportunities, however, such as having algebraI available in the
eighth or even the seventh grade. Every effort should be madeto see that such
students are encouraged andhelped to complete coursesin calculus, computer
science, and finite mathematics before being graduated from high school. The
most successful of them should take the Advanced Placement Program
examination in calculus, offered each year (usually in May), and thereby earn
college credit. As Fox points out in chapter 9 of this volume, most quantita-
tively able girls will probably need more special stimulation and encouragement
than boys.
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VERBALLY GIFTED YOUTH:

SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION!

Peter V. McGinn

ABSTRACT

The Study of Verbally Gifted Youth is a five-year project designed to identify

talented young people whoas adults will contribute to the improvementofour

society. The study also seeks to learn more about the nature of this giftedness

and to develop effective methodsoffacilitating the education ofsuch students.

Two hundred eighty-seven, seventh- and eighth-graders participated in the

First Verbal Talent Search and earned SAT-Verbal (SAT-V) scores equivalent

to those of high school juniors. Sixty-five students with SAT-V scores 2 570

completed additional tests of verbal ability, creativity, and social insight,

earning scores similar to those of college students. Personality tests indicated

that the students were socially mature and possessed a number of traits

conducive to achievement, although the descriptions of boys and girls in the

sample differed in a numberof respects.

Thirty-one of the high SAT-V students participated in a college-level

summer enrichment program—either creative writing or introductory social

science. We are using student achievementin the program as a measure of the

adequacy of our assessment techniques. Results are suggestive but ambiguous,

and a replication of the talent search and summer program is planned.

 

An ideal educational system would enable each individual to develop his

abilities and interests fully and, consequently, would satisfy society’s needs for

an array of diverse talents. Public education in America falls far short of this

goal; recent educational innovations have produced mixedblessingsin the light

of this ideal. The emphasis in the late 1950s on mathematics, science, and

engineering was both understandable and one-sided. The current interest in

'l thank Drs. Robert Hogan, Catherine Garvey, Roger Webb, and Julian Stanley for their

helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper, and Marilyn McGinn, Mary Viernstein,

Sandra Bond, and Steven Daurio for their assistance in the data collection and analyses.
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disadvantaged students is quite laudable and in the spirit of the goals of
education, but it is still too narrow. It is imperative that educators also
recognize the needs of the verbally and humanistically gifted, and facilitate the
realization of their potential. In a book entitled Excellence, Gardner (1961)
observed that, “A society such as ours is dependent upon many kinds of
achievement, many kinds of complex understanding. It requires large numbers
of individuals with depth ofjudgment, perspective and a broad comprehension
of the problemsfacing our world (p. 35).”

The Study of Verbally Gifted Youth is a response to this need.It is a five-
year project being conducted at The Johns Hopkins University under a grant
from the Spencer Foundation. In a number of respects, e.g., in terms of
methods used to identify students in the first year of the study, SVGYhas been
modeled after the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) under-
taken by Professor Julian C. Stanley, also at Johns Hopkins, and also funded
by the Spencer Foundation. SMPY has been extensively described elsewhere
(Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974, and the present volume).

This paper reports the results of the first talent search of the Study of
Verbally Gifted Youth. First, I will review the results of a methodusingtests
to identify verbal talent (psychometric approach). Then I will discuss in some
detail two very high-scoring subsamples derived from this approach. The im-
portant questions to be examined are: What type of talent was identified by
this psychometric method? What patterns emerge from the data that confirm
the adequacy of this strategy or suggest the need for revision? How can the
Study of Verbally Gifted Youth be improved?

The major conceptual problemsof this study concern the definition and
identification of verbal and humanistic giftedness in children. We hopetoselect
young people whoas adults will contribute to the improvementof oursociety
andfacilitate their education and development. The nature of the link between
childhood behavior and such performance as an adultisstill unclear. Terman’s
pioneering workin this field suggests that a high IQ is a majorfactor in success
in later life (Terman & Oden 1947), but other interpretations of his results are
possible (e.g., McClelland 1973).23

The present study has been operating under the assumptionthat identifica-
tion and definition can be simultaneous complementaryprocesses. In order to
avoid a possibly premature commitmentto a fuller and intellectually more
satisfying definition, we have used an operational definition ofgiftedness, 1.€.,a
high score on a measure of verbal ability. Based on the success of Professor
Stanley in using the College Entrance Examination Board’s Scholastic Apti-

*McClelland’s article in the American Psychologist has received substantial criticism. See“Comments” in January 1974 issue of the American Psychologist.
*Additional controversy involves the definitions of intelligence and success. See, for example,“The intelligence/ creativity distinction” (Wallach 1971) and the exchange between Chomsky (1972)and Herrnstein (1972).
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tude Test to find youngsters talented in mathematics and science, we have

employed the verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT-V) as an

initial selection device. The SAT-V is most commonly administered to high

school juniors and seniors who intend to apply to college. It is a broadtest of

developed verbal ability, measuring such skills as reading comprehension,

verbal reasoning, and vocabulary—skills needed for successful performance in

college courses.

DESCRIPTION OF TALENT SEARCH SAMPLE

Two hundred eighty-seven twelve- and thirteen-year-old students partici-

pated in the first Verbal Talent Search. Each had previously scored at or above

the 98th percentile of national norms on a standardized measure of verbal

achievement. All students completed the verbal and mathematical sections of

the SAT, the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, a family background

questionnaire, and a biographical inventory adapted from the one developed by

Schaefer (1970).*

In table 8.1 the SAT scores of the talent search sample are compared with

those of college-bound juniors and seniors tested in 1972-73 (Educational

Testing Service 1974). Although apparently a homogeneous group (all students

scored in the 98th or 99th percentile on a grade-appropriate test), the talent

search students earned scores ranging from 230 to 680 on the SAT-V. Their

average of 445 is comparable to the 443 earned by the norm group.

Several other features concerning the data in table 8.1 should be noted.

First, on both the SAT-V and the SAT-M, eighth-grade boys and eighth-grade

girls earned significantly higher (p< .002) scores than their seventh-grade

counterparts. Although longitudinal data would be preferable and other

explanations are possible, this suggests that the abilities measured by the SAT

increase rapidly in bright students during the junior high schoolyears.

Second, the eighth-grade students in this Verbal Talent Search sample

scored significantly higher (boys, p < .02;girls, p < .002) than the norm group

on SAT-V, but were not significantly different from the norm on SAT-M.>

4All instruments were administered during a single, large test session, except the Biographical

Inventory which was completed at home.

Three explanationsare possible for this discrepancy. To quality for the Verbal Talent Search,

students neededcertification of high ability on a standardized measure of verbal ability but not

mathematical ability. In addition, there was probably some degreeof self-selection to participate in

either the Verbal Talent Search or the Mathematical Talent Search of SMPY onthe part of

students who qualified for both,i.e., students would likely participate in the contest for which they

judged their interest and ability were greater. The contests were conducted at the same university

within one month of each other and qualifying students could participate in the one oftheir choice.

Finally, the scores may have been influenced by the order of administration, SAT-V first, and the

greater motivation of verbal talent search students to perform well on SAT-V.It is not likely that
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Table 8.1. Comparison of SAT-V and SAT-M scores of Verbal Talent Search students with a
norm group of college-bound juniors and seniors

 

 
 

 

Boys Girls

SAT-V SAT-M SAT-V SAT-M

N 52 $2 67 67
7th Mean 410 434 393 396
grade® SD 77 90 86 80

N 65 65 103 103
8th Mean 476 490 476 447
grade> SD 90 91 91 79

Norm Mean 443 503 443 460
SD 107 116 107 105
 

“Includes two 6th-grade students,
Includes four under-age 9th-grade students.

“N=1,349,271 juniors and seniors tested in 1972~73. Separate norms by sex are given for
SAT-M,but not for SAT-V.

Third, for both seventh- and eighth-graders there was no difference between
boys andgirls on level of verbal ability, but boys weresignificantly higher on
mathematicalability (seventh grade, p < .02; eighth grade, p < .002). Evidence
will be presented below, however, that indicates sex differences in verbaltalent
or interest, despite equivalence of scores (see chapter 9 for discussion of sex
differences in mathematicaltalent).

Demographic Data and the SAT

The relationship of SAT scores and family background was examinedin
several ways. Correlations of SAT-V with parental education and occupation
are presented in table 8.2, along with correlations of SAT-V with student
characteristics. Education and occupation of each parent were rated ona five-
point scale as explained in table 8.2. Girls’ scores are significantly related to
both paternal and maternal variables. Only maternal variables are significant
for the boys.® It must be remembered, however, that the present group 1s
different from the general population in two ways. Students are far abovethe
average in verbal ability and, as can be seen in table 8.A] (appendix), their

relative strength of verbal or mathematical ability in the student population played a role. As
Keating (1974 [1:2] and chapter 2 of this volume) demonstrated, mathematically talented eighth-
graders are very capable of exceeding the high school average on SAT-M.

°Partially analyzed data from the 1974 Talent Search show weaker correlations between SAT
and parental variables. Only the correlations of girls’ SAT-V with fathers’ educational and
occupationallevels are significant.
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Table 8.2. Correlations between students’ scores on SAT-V and demographic and biographic

characteristics®

 

 

Boys Girls

N r N r

Educationallevel of father® 115 07 158 -42*
Occupational level of father® 105 18 144 41*
Educationallevel of mother 113 35* 165 37*
Occupational level of mother 63 271 91 .28*
Level of first occupational choice of student 112 .00 158 14

Student’s liking for school4 117 ~.09 170 ~—.06

Numberof older siblings 117 -.11 170 ~.03

Number of youngersiblings 117 .04 170 -.1]

 

Tp <.05 'tp<.01 *p < .001

2 All data were obtained from a questionnaire completed by students during the talent search

test session. N’s are variable because of incomplete or uncodable data and because many

mothersare housewives, for which no occupational codeis assigned.

bEducation was coded on five categories: some high school, high school graduate, some col-

lege, college graduate, more than college.

“Occupation was coded on five categories: semiskilled and unskilled workers; skilled workers;

technicians and owners of petty businesses; semiprofessionals, minor professionals, executives

of medium-sized firms, and administrators of small businesses; major professionals and execu-

tives of large firms.
Liking for school was coded in four categories: nonexistent, slight, fair, and strong.

parents are generally highly educated and cluster in the top occupational

categories.’

The other biographical and demographiccharacteristics reported in table 8.2

are unrelated to SAT-V scores. Thus the important question appears to be not

how does SAT-V relate to these characteristics, but rather what are the

characteristics of this unusual sample of very bright students? Table 8.3 allows

such a description.’ Over half of the students aspire to the top occupational

category—i.e., major professionals and executives of large firms. This is true

for both males and females. Moreover, students in both groups report a

generally favorable attitude toward school, with over 85 percent in the fair or

strong liking categories. Finally, almost half of the students in this highly able

sample are first-born.

7It would be incorrect, however, to assumethat there is a sharp restriction of range in students’

intellectual ability. As was noted above, students’ scores ranged from 230 to 680 on SAT-V.

Caution is needed in interpreting these correlational data not because of restriction of range but

because the sample is so atypical.
8The Equality of Educational Opportunity report by Colemanet al. (1966) provides some

comparison data collected from a national sample of 97,000 twelfth-graders. The largest single

group of those students (35 percent) anticipates a professional position when they have completed

their education. Another 34 percentselected categories including unskilled, semiskilled, skilled, and

technical occupations.
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Table 8.3. Distribution of students’ responses on selected biographic and demographicvariables

 

 a

 

 

   

 
 

 
  

   

Males Females
First occupational choice

Unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled workers;
technicians; owners of petty businesses 14% 13%Semiprofessionals, minor professionals, executives ofmedium-sized firms, administrators of small businesses 20 34Major professionals and executives of large firms 66 51Housewives

2
Liking for school

Slight or nonexistent
15 6Fair
60 61Strong
26 33

Numberofolder siblings
0

42 511
32 252
15 93
7 114+
4 5

Numberof youngersiblings
0

33 341
36 312
19 233
7 74+
5 4
      
 

Biographical Inventory

Most students participating in the 1973 Talent Search also completed abiographical inventory. A Summary of their responses provides a generaldescription of the interests and activities of a sample of very bright junior highschool students. The data which are presented in table 8.4 also permit anexamination of sex differences in such a sample.
Most of the students have several close friends in school, friends who areusually near their own age. As a group,they enjoy reading. Approximately halfthe students read over thirty booksperyear. Although few Participate regularlyin cultural activities, such as attending concerts, most do play musical instru-ments. Manystudents report involvement in projects to the extent of skippingmeals and staying uplate. Although low on someindicators of active fantasylife, such as numberof imaginary childhood companions, most of the studentsreport vivid memories and occasiona] or frequent daydreaming.As noted above, there are sex differences. On the average, girls have agreater numberof hobbies. In addition, the types of activities in which boys andgirls participate are somewhat different. Both groups include many avid
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Table 8.4. Percentages of responses On selected biographic items

 

Boys—first row, N=80; Girls—second row, N=125

Numberof present hobbies

Age of friends

Numberclose friends in school

Spend muchfree time reading

Number of booksread in a year

Frequency of writing for enjoyment

Art or writing hobby

Invented something, wrote original

story, song, etc.

Private art lessons

Craft lessons

Visit art museums

< .05

NS

NS

< Al

O01

O01

005

OS

.005

           

 

 

 

          

  

   

p 1 2 4

2.5 7.5 17.5 30.0 42.5

0.0 3.2 16.0 20.0 60.8

Older

&

Younger Same Older Younger Other

2.6 42.3 11.5 21.8 21.8

0.8 42.7 9.7 23.4 23.4

1 2 3 4

3.8 8.8 21.3 11.3 55.0

2.4 8.8 16.0 17.6 55.2

Yes No

73.8 26.3

85.6 14.4

Over

0-5 6-10 11-30 31-50 50

6.3 25.0 31.3 20.0 17.5

4.0 14.4 31.2 21.6 28.8

Occa- Fre-

Never Seldom sionally quently

43.8 30.0 20.0 6.3

14.4 30.4 33.6 21.6

Yes No

25.0 715.0

60.0 40.0

No 1 2-5 6-10 10

6.3 13.8 40.0 11.3 28.8

6.4 6.4 28.0 12.8 46.4

Yes No

7.5 92.5

25.8 74.2

Yes No

33.8 66.3

52.0 48.0

Occa- Fre-

Never Seldom

_

sionally quently

10.0 57.5 26.3 6.3

8.9 32.3 50.8 8.1
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Table 8.4 (continued)

 

 

 

Occa- Fre-
Never Seldom sionally quently

Attend plays < .005 21.5 48.1 29.1 1.3
9.6 39.2 40.8 10.4

Occa- Fre-
Never Seldom sionally quently

Attend concerts NS 30.0 40.0 23.8 6.3
20.8 42.4 28.0 8.8

Yes No
Play musical instrument < .05 55.9 44.2

71.0 29.0

Yes No
Role in a play NS 43.8 56.3

55.2 44.8

Occa- Fre-
Never Seldom sionally quently
 Involvementin project

 

 

 

 

 

(e.g., skipping meals) NS 12.5 26.3 30.0 31.3
9.6 17.6 36.8 36.0

Occa- Fre-
Never Seldom sionally quently

Vivid memories < .005 2.5 11.3 46.3 40.0
0.0 4.8 28.8 66.4

0 1 2 3

Number of imaginary friends as < .0l 75.0 13.8 5.0 6.3
a child $2.8 21.6 7.2 18.4

2 3 4
Numberof childhood fears <.l 15.0 21.3 36.3 15.0 12.5

17.6 19.2 20.0 24.8 18.4

Occa- Fre-
Never Seldom sionally quently

Daydreams < .0] 10.0 28.8 40.0 21.3
3.2 20.0 34.4 42.4

Yes

Science hobby < .005 41.3 58.8
19.2 80.8
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Table 8.4 (continued)

 

  

Yes No

Created mechanical or < 001 42.5 57.5

electronic object 5.6 94.4

Yes

Membership in science club or NS 51.3 48.8

organization outside of school 44.8 55.2

 

readers, but the girls engage in writing to a muchgreater degree than the boys.

They also report more interest in arts and crafts and participate slightly more

often in cultural activities. Finally, as assessed by such items as tendency to

daydream, the girls have a significantly greater degree of imagination. Boys

display a higherlevel of activity than the girls, however, in science hobbies and

interest in mechanical and electronic objects.

The itemsselected for use in the talent search questionnaire were based upon

assumptions about the kinds of activities which foster or signify verbal and

humanistic giftedness. Generally speaking, the typical student in the talent

search is active, with a wide range of interests, imaginative, and sociable. On

the basis of this inventory, however, the girls as a group seem to conform more

closely to the type of student for whom the talent search wasdirected.

Study of Values

The Study of Values (Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970) assessestherelative

importance of six basic interests or motives in personality—theoretical, eco-

nomic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious. Its six scales are scored in an

ipsative fashion—1.e., the test is designed so that 40 is the average for any value.

Scores on the various values may range from approximately 10 to approxi-

mately 70. Generally speaking, a person is characterized by how much aboveor

below this midpoint he is on each scale. There are separate normsfor each sex,

however, and the test manual recommends that an examinee’s scores be

compared with the normsforthe appropriate sex.

In table 8.5, the talent search boys are compared with a norm group

composed of tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth-grade boys (Allport, Vernon, &

Lindzey 1970). As a group, SVGY boys scored highest on the theoretical and

political and lowest on the religious values. They could be described as

intellectual and competitive. Compared with the norm group, however, they

appearless pragmatic and more considerate of others.
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Table 8.5. Comparison of average Study of Values scores of Verbal Talent Search boys withthose of a norm group of high school boys reported by Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey (1970)

 

 

 

SVGY (N=109) Norm (N=5320)
x SD X SD

Theoretical 44.85 7.01 43.32 6.40*Economic 40.85 6.99 42.81 6.861Aesthetic 36.71 8.00 35.14 7.75*Social 40.67 7.92 37.05 6.257Political 42.08 6.86 43.17 5.92Religious 34.70 8.57 37.93 8.317
*p < .05
'p < .01
“p< .001

In a similar manner,girls are compared with the female norm group in table8.6. The talent search girls peak on the Social and Aesthetic scales and scorelowest on the Economicscale. Social and aesthetic persons may be described askind and sympathetic, but also individualistic. These traits appear muchstronger in the SVGYgirls than in the norm group. In addition their scoresindicate they are moreintellectual and competitive, but muchless pragmatic orreligiously oriented. |
Using tables 8.5 and 8.6,it is also possible to compare the boys and girls inthe talent search. Boys score significantly higher on the Theoretical (p < .002),Economic (p < .002), and Political scales (p < .05), and lower on the Aes-thetic, Social, and Religious scales (allare p < .002). Speculating on the resultsof the Study of Values in conjunction with the biographical inventory, I wouldlike to suggest that these girls may be morelikely than the boys to respond

Table 8.6. Comparison of average Study of Values scores of Verbal Talent Search girls withthose of a norm group of high schoolgirls reported by Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey (1970)

 

 
 

SVGY (N=15%) Norm (N=5320)

X sD x SD
Theoretical 39.01 7.60 37.04 6.86*Economic 34.50 7.06 38.17 6.33*Aesthetic 41.58 8.47 38.23 7.14%Social 46.21 7.26 43.27 6.93*Political 40.19 6.35 39.05 5.927Religious 38.58 7.40 43.75 8.12*
 
*p < .05
Tp <.001
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imaginatively and creatively to their experience. However, they may be less

likely than the boys to systematize their ideas and convince other persons of

their worth.

DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGH VERBAL SAMPLE

To explore in greater detail the concomitants of verbal giftedness as

measured by SAT-V,a high verbal sample was selected. Of the 287 students in

the Verbal Talent Search and 667 in the Mathematical Talent Search con-

ducted by SMPY,65 students scored 570 or greater on the SAT-V. They were

invited to return for additional testing and were administered several personal-

ity inventories and ability measures. The Study of Verbally Gifted Youth did

not itself test all of these students; some were tested by the SMPY.In addition,

not all students took all of the tests. Furthermore, some of the students were

tested in 1972, and only 1973 data were considered in the present analyses.

Therefore, I specify in table 8.7 the number of students tested with each

instrument.

Results

As shownintable 8.7, this group ofstudents is exceptionally able. The mean

score on the SAT-V (615) was at approximately the 90th percentile of college-

bound juniors and seniors who take the SAT; on the SAT-Mathematics the

average (587) corresponded to approximately the 75th percentile. It should be

noted, however, that the inclusion of “winners” from the Study of Mathemati-

cally Precocious Youth inflates this latter score.? This does not diminish the

fact that this is a very bright group of junior high school students.

Further evidence for this conclusion can also be seen in table 8.7. The

Terman Concept Mastery Test (CMT)is a high-level intelligence test. Although

it would probably be inaccurate to consider it an adequate measure of

intelligence in the sense of sampling broadly from the universe of intelligent

behaviors, a high score reflects facility with words and good verbal reasoning.

Educational, vocational, and avocational history and activities would presuma-

bly have a large influence on a score. It is impressive, therefore, that the average

student in this group scored 67.5, whichis roughly equivalent to the mean score

(73) obtained by Air Force captains, who were college graduates (Terman

1956).

The Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) was selected for use with

these students because it deals with basic verbal skills, such as the ability to

derive meaning from symbols, although its value for purposes other than

9Eighteen males with an average SAT-M of 701 increases the average for the total group by 44

points.
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Table 8.7. Average performance on seven tests by students with SAT-V scoresgreater than or

equal to 570

 

 

 

Total

Group Boys Girls Norm

Test N Mean N_ Mean N Mean Group Mean

SAT-V 65 615.1 37 617.8 28 611.4 College-bound jrs. & srs. 443

SAT-M 65 387.4 37 631.9 28 528.6 College-bound jrs. & srs. 482

CMT-Part 1 54 31.9 29 34.0 25 29.4
Part 2 54. 35.6 29 39.0 25 31.6
Total 54 67.5 29 73.1 25 61.0 College-grads 73

Modern Language

Aptitude Test 47 69.3 21 73.9 26 65.6 College freshmen 61.2

Chapin Social

Insight Test 44 22.2 21 21.9 23 22.5 High school students 15.7

Remote Associates

Test 48 16.0 22 15.6 26 16.4 UCLA freshmen 16.02

Barron-Welsh $3. 22.3 30 19.9 23 25.4  Unselected adult males 13.9
 

Note: Very few of the high SAT-M boys who were winners of the Mathematical Talent Search

of SMPY were administered all seven of these tests in 1973. This factor accounts for most of

the discrepancies in the number of students for each test.

predicting second language learning has not been established. The average

score obtained by the boys in our group was 73.9; for girls it was 65.6. These

figures correspondto the 75th and 50th percentiles for college freshmen of the

comparable sex (Carroll & Sapon 1959).

In line with the rationale for the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth, the Chapin

Social Insight Test was used as a measure of social judgment. Gough (1965)

characterized high scorers on the Chapin as perceptive, imaginative, and

sensitive to nuances of the behavior of others. Further, he reported a positive

correlation with being described as a good leader and a negative correlation

with inflexibility and lack of interpersonal understanding. In our sample, the

mean score was 22.2. This is slightly below the average score reported for

college students, but well above the average for high school students.

Two tests designed to measure creativity were also included in the battery

—the Remote Associates Test (RAT) and the Barron—Welsh Art Scale. The

developers of the RAT defined the creative thinking process as “the formingof

associative elements into new combinations whicheither meet specified require-

ments or are in some way useful” (Mednick & Mednick 1967, p. 1). The test

presents stimuli which are related through networks of low probability asso-

ciates and for which the student must supply the missing link. For example, in

the item: cookies, sixteen, heart, the answer is sweet. Students in our sample

had an average score approximately equal to UCLA freshmen.
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The Barron—Welsh Art Scale is a section of the Welsh Figure Preference

Test. In research at the Institute of Personality Assessment and Research at

Berkeley, Barron (1965) found positive correlations with originality and verbal

fluency, and negative correlations with rigidity. The scores of the present

sample exceed those of unselected adults but are far below the meanscores of

artists and art students, which are reported to be approximately 40.

On each of the scales discussed thus far, this group of junior high school

students, selected on the basis of high SAT-V scores, performs at a level

comparable to college students or adults. Within the group,there are different

strengths and weaknesses whenindividuals are considered. Nevertheless, in an

analogy to golf, it is as if each student had been given a handicap offifteen

strokes. No matter how students compare to each other on variousskills, most

will be well above the average of his or her age-matesin the general population.

Of the three measures that were used to explore the personological charac-

teristics of the gifted—the California Psychological Inventory, the Myers-—

Briggs Type Indicator, and the Holland Self-Directed Search—only the CPI

was administered to a sufficiently large proportion of this high SAT-V sample

to be discussed at this point.

In figures 8.1 and 8.2, the group profiles on the CPI are plotted for males

and females.!0 There are several features of these profiles that are worth noting.
First, as a group these students are reasonably well adjusted. In addition, they
appear more mature than their age-mates,i.e., for both males and females the
group profile is closer to the adult norms than is a random sample of eighth-
graders tested by Lessinger and Martinson (1961). Furthermore, both sexes
peaked on two significant scales—flexibility and achievement via indepen-
dence—suggesting they are not only intelligent but also independent, imagina-
tive, original, and spontaneous. They may also be somewhatlazyorcareless,
but they havethe intellectual ability to compensate for thosetraits.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SUMMER ENRICHMENT SAMPLE

The last subpopulation of students I will discuss is the group that partici-
pated in our summerenrichment program. Forty-five high SAT-V students
were invited to take part in either a writing course or an introductory social
science course to be sponsored by the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth, and
thirty-one accepted.!! Preliminary analysis revealed no striking differences

'°Becauseofthe inclusion of high SAT-M boysin this high verbal sample, thereis a large degree

of overlap with the sample discussed by Haier and Denham (see chapter 11).

'\High SAT-V students who werefirst identified by SMPY and were winners in their talent

search were not invited. In addition, students whom we had previously learned would not be
available during the summerwerenotaskedto participate. This accounts for the difference between
sixty-five high SAT-V students and forty-five invited students.
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Fig. 8.1. Average CPI performance of 27 high SAT-V boys compared with adult norms and
eighth-grade random group.
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between those who accepted and those who declined, and therefore further
analyses were not carried out.

The summer program wasespecially designed for these students. However,it
was conducted at a level that was considered appropriate for college students.
The courses demanded independent work and reading and fostered sustained
and objective discussions of the subject matter. Each studentalso participated
in a productive thinking program based onthe course developed by Covington,
Crutchfield, Davies, and Olton (1972).

Wehaveprofiles for twenty-nine of the thirty-one students in the summer
program on the Myers—Briggs Type Indicator and twenty-seven on the Holland
Self-Directed Search. The Myers-Briggs is derived from Jungian theory
wherein types are defined in terms of how people use their minds,e.g., is more
attention devoted to the outside world or to the world of inner experience?
There are four pairs of scales in table 8.83—Extraversion-Introversion, Sensing-
Intuition, Thinking-Feeling, and Judgment-Perception. For each pair, the
individual receives a letter score that indicates direction of preference along
with a number score showing its reported strength. It is not possible to
reconstruct individual profiles from table 8.8, but it is clear that no single

profile could characterize all of the individuals in the group. Nevertheless,

considered all together, the males appear to be analytical, insightful, and

intellectually curious. The females share this insightfulness and intellectual

curiosity. They will probably be less concerned with abstract analyses, however,

and more with interpersonal understanding. Data presented by Myers (1962)

suggest that the boys resemblescientists and architects, while the girls are more

similar to writers. In both groups the preference for intuition over sensing is

high. This is generally found in creative groups, althoughcertainly it is not a

sufficient condition for creativity.

Table 8.8. Percent and mean strength of preferences on the Myers—Briggs Type Indicator by

boys and girls in the 1973 summer program

 

 

Boys (N =12) Girls (N =17)

Scale Code % Mean % Mean

Extraversion E 25 17.7 47 21
Introversion I 75 14.1 53 22

Sensing S 08 5 0 —

Intuition N 92 30.3 100 34.2

Thinking T 58 21.9 12* 9
Feeling F 42 15.8 88 27.4

Judgment J 33 28 29 20.6
Perception P 67 25 71 33.5
 

#y2=5.1178, p < .025
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The second instrument, the Self-Directed Search (SDS—Holland 1973),

finds its origins in the world of vocational counseling. The rationale is that

environmental opportunities and a child’s special heredity lead to preferences

for certain types of activities. With age there is increasing differentiation of

preferred activities, competencies, and values, which in turn constitute a

personality type. Using the SDS,the individual checkshis activities, competen-

cies, and occupational preferences. A score, 0-15, is derived for each of the six

occupational categories listed in table 8.9 (i.e., Artistic, Social, Enterprising,

Conventional, Realistic, and Investigative). A person’s profile (three-lettered

code) consists of the three categories with the highest scores, e.g., AIS. Results

for the summer enrichment sample are shownin table 8.9.

Table 8.9. Average scores of summer participants on Holland’s Self-Directed Search

 

 

Scale Code Boys (N=12) Girls (N=15)

Realistic R 3.9 1.9

Investigative I 12.6 9.1

Artistic A 4.3 11.5

Social S 5.3 7.3

Enterprising E 5.2 2.4

Conventional C 1.5 0.9
 

Using Holland’s SDSterminology,the boys as a group can best be described

as investigative.!2 This is the type characteristic of a scientist or mathematician.

Such a type may be described as analytical, curious, introspective, and precise.
The girls also scored highly on the investigative type, but even more highly on
the artistic type.!? Such a person would be moreatease dealing with ambiguity,
more idealistic, and more imaginative. Certainly these descriptions do not
apply uniformly to all the individuals in the sample. Nevertheless, the descrip-
tions of the group which they yield are provocative. They suggest that a group
selected on the basis of high verbal ability also has characteristics that are
conducive to achievement. Males and females with equivalentability, however,
reveal different preferences andtraits. Using only thesetests as a guide the sexes
would be expected to seek different vocations and make contributions that are
qualitatively dissimilar.

'2Ten of twelve boys had their highest score on I, but the remainder of the three letter codes
were quite variable.

'3All fifteen girls had A in their three letter profile. For eleven of them it was their highest score.

I wasthefirst letter for three girls, and was included in thirteen three-letter profiles altogether. S
was also the highest score in three cases, and wasincludedin eleven profiles altogether. (Ties are
possible, which accounts for having seventeen “highest” scores for only fifteen students.)
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SUMMER PERFORMANCEAS A CRITERION

At the end of the summer program each student was rated on a scale from

zero to three by the project director, the instructor of the social science or

writing course, and the instructor of the creative thinking course. These were

personal judgments of each student’s ability to profit from the summer

enrichment courses. As such, the ratings probably had two components: an

estimation of the student’s promise anda prediction of the likelihood that he

would make use of this talent. The interrater correlations are presented in table

8.10. All are significant, p< .02. Although the ratings were made independ-

ently, these individuals had discussed students during the course of the

program, so complete independence cannot be guaranteed. In addition, the

raters had access to the students’ scores on the various tests and inventories

prior to the time they madetheir ratings, but they did not refer to these when

makingtheir ratings. !4

Table 8.10. Interrater correlations for rating of performance in summer program

 

 

 

Writing Social science Creative thinking

instructor instructor instructor

tr (N) tr (N) r (N)

Creative thinking instructor 72 (14) 58 (17) _

Director 90 (14) 82 (17) 52 (31)
 

Despite these limitations, the summer rating, which is the average of the

three ratings, is the most reasonable criterion of verbal and humanistic

giftedness we have presently available. It is a rough index of a student’s promise

as evidenced by imagination and maturity of thought, that is, by his or her in-

terest and ability in working with complex ideas in a fashion whichis both

disciplined and creative.
In a sense, the present study is a heuristic exercise. Selection, description,

and evaluation are mutually interdependent, and the results of each process are

useful in modifying the others. We have used the summerrating to provide

additional insight into the nature of giftedness as displayed by our present

sample. To learn more aboutthe predictors of outstanding performance in the

summer program (and to learn indirectly about the selection of verbally and

humanistically gifted students), we compared students’ scores on tests with

14There is the possibility of criterion contamination. With the small numberofstudents, bias in
favor of a few well-known high-scorers could have a marked effect. This does not appear to have

occurred, however. The results of our research using the summerratings which will be discussed

below are sensible but were not predicted. It is unlikely, for example, that the observed sex

differences would have been found if the summer ratings were biased in favor of high-scorers.
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their summer ratings. With such a small N, statistical significance is hard to

achieve. The results to be discussed in this section are not significant and must

be considered as tentative. We plan a replication of the summerprogram,after

which a reanalysis of these data will be made.

The correlations between test scores and summerratings are presented in

table 8.11. The correlations are small or moderate andstatistically non-

significant. Nevertheless, there is a pattern that suggests a difference in

achievement for males and females. In agreement with the findings of Seashore

(1962), women are more predictable than men on the basis of aptitude

measures. However, the present data indicate that other types of scales, e.g.,

creativity measures, are more predictive for men.

Table 8.11. Correlations between rating of performance in summer enrichment program and
scores on eight tests of creativity and mentalability
 

  

 

Boys Girls

Tests N I N I

SAT-V 14 .23 17 44

SAT-M 14 -.29 17 ~.09
CMT 13 .O9 17 50
MLAT 12 ~.31 17 24
RAT 13 17 17 .20
Chapin 12 .32 17 17
Guilford-type 14 34 17 .09
Consequences
Barron~Welsh 12 30 17 ~.10
 

In addition, data from the Study of Values and the CPI follow a similar
pattern. Scores of these tests are not predictive for girls, but several moderate
correlations—i.e., .4 <r < .7—indicate that the highest-rated boys wereself-
confident, independent, and socially concerned. 15

The biographical inventory data do not seem to add muchatthis point. For
the boys, evidence of independent and continued interest in solitary hobbies,
such as writing or music, seem to be more characteristic of those rated highly in
the summer program,althoughthis interpretation is advanced with caution.It
would bedifficult to proffer even as tentative a description on thisforthegirls.

CONCLUSION

Summarizing the data that have been presented, it is clear that the first
Verbal Talent Search attracted a sample of bright youngsters from relatively
small, relatively well-educated, middle-class homes.

'SFor boys, summer rating correlated +.72 with the Social scale and -.61 with the Economic

scale on the Study of Values, and +.44 with Capacity for Status, +.44 with Self-acceptance, +.53
with Empathy, and -.62 with Achievement via Conformance on the CPI.
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The extensive testing that was done with the brightest of these students
reveals them to be equal in ability to students several years older. Moreover,
they score well on tests of creativity and social judgment. As a group they are
well adjusted andintellectually motivated. As with ability tests, their results
seem more characteristic of young adults than young adolescents. Boys and
girls scored equally well on these tests. However, personality and interest
measures showed fairly consistent sex differences. The tests suggest that the
boys are mildly withdrawnorintroverted, analytical, rational, theoretical, and
pragmatically oriented. On the other hand, the girls seem to be imaginative,
intuitive, and interpersonally oriented. In addition, the data imply that
although the girls may have more of the qualities for which we were looking,
they may not be as likely as the boys to present and defend their ideas
vigorously.

Are the results that show the students to be superior to their age-mates in
terms of ability and personal adjustment confounded by a generalized, superior

test-taking ability on the part of these students? Are they really more creative

and more mature than their age-mates, or do they merely perform exception-

ally well on any kind of paper and pencil test? I do not have data that can

directly answer this question. However, the summerrating, which wasa global

measure of students’ ability and effectiveness in participating in class, is

suggestive. Of thirty-one students who participated in our summer courses,

one-third were judged to show exceptional promise, but another one-third were

considered to haveprofited little from the experience. As reported,girls’ ratings

correlated most highly with their ability scores, while boys’ ratings seemed to be

morerelated to performance on other types of measures. A second talent search

has been conducted, and another enrichment program was offered in the

summer of 1974. One major purposeis to see if a replication will yield similar

results.!6

Based on the experience of our first year, we have made or are planning

several revisions in our procedures. In the 1974 Talent Search (see footnote 16

for results), we expanded oureligibility requirements. Students could qualify

either by being certified as having a standardized verbaltest score in the 98th or

99th percentile or by submitting creative written work. In addition, we are

becoming actively involved in seeking out minority students and othertypes of

youth, such as lower-class students, who may be extremely talented but are

unlikely to participate in the talent search asit is presently conducted.

Anotherline of investigation that is being pursued involves closer study of

the nonwinners of the talent search. A small, randomly selected group of the

lower-scorers in the 1973 Talent Search was invited back with the very high-

1'6Preliminary results of the 1974 program areincluded in Study ofverbally giftedyouth: Second

annualreport to the Spencer Foundation 1 September 1973-1 September 1974, by Robert Hogan

et al., available from ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Va. 22210.

$0.75 for microfiche or $5.40 for hardbound copy.
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scorers for further study. In 1974 we invited over forty-five nonwinners to

participate in additional testing. Using these data, we will be able to expand our

comparison between bright students and very bright students.

Lastly, there is the question of the developmentof these children. Aside from

the scanty demographic information presented in this paper,little is known

about the students. The greater emphasis of the program has been onidentifica-

tion of verbally gifted students along with trial efforts at helping them develop

to their potential. Such an approach can be justified in the short-run. However,

it seems of great importance to learn more about the family and social

conditions that are probably at least partially responsible for producing these

children. As the size of the subject pool becomes greater,it is anticipated that

such research will assume a larger role in the study.

The first year of the study has been quite productive. We have demonstrated

that psychometric approaches have some utility and that tests designed for

older persons can be used successfully with a very bright but youngergroup.It

is clear from our summer enrichment program that the very brightest junior

high school students are capable of performing well above their grade level.!’

On the other hand, we cannot claim to have discovered who or what the

verbally and humanistically talented are. It is apparent that the SAT, although

an appropriate ability test for this group, is too narrow in scopeto serve as the

sole selection device. The abilities to abstract and to analyze are central to

superior academic performance and can be measured bytests such as the SAT-

V. Many humantalents may be left out, however, including some that may be

necessary for innovative thinking and problem solving (Wallach 1971). For

example, skills such as idea generation and question asking may berequired in

combination with traits such as tolerance for ambiguity, persistence, and a

propensity for reflection (Covington 1970). Based upon our results, using

measures of personality, interest, and creativity, and the success of other’

researchers, such as Holland (1961), using biographical inventories, we will

place increasing emphasis in the future upon systematically exploring the utility

of these other approachesto selection. !8

'7During the first academic year following the program, five of the 1973 participants took
courses for credit in local colleges: Introduction to Psychology (2), Freshman Composition (2),
American Literature (1), Elements of Writing (1), and Introduction to Computer Science (1). The
average grade earned was approximately B+.

'8In the 1975 Talent Search, both theinitial screening andselection offinalists relied heavily on
demonstrated nonacademic achievementsin addition to test scores. Analysis of the test results and

observation of students’ performance in our summer program should enable us to compare the
relative advantagesof alternative selection strategies.
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Appendix 8.1
Appendix Table 8.A!. SAT-V scores of students at each level of parental education and occu-

pation

 

  

 

 

Fathers Mothers

Parents’ education N Mean SD N Mean SD

Some high school 22 417 99.6 20 409 95.2

High school graduate 58 409 93.8 88 403 85.9
Somecollege 29 437 82.6 47 454 75.9
College graduate 81 459 86.4 93 478 90.1

More than college 83. 479 93.7 30 494 100.6

Parents’ occupation

Semiskilled and unskilled workers 10 345 99.8 6 382 83.3

Skilled workers 28 409 85.8 4 418 47.2

Technicians and owners of petty businesses 57 446 80.9 54 446 88.9

Semiprofessionals, minor professionals,

executives of medium-sized firms,

administrators of small businesses 76 460 94.7 715 467 88.1

Major professionals and executives of

large firms 78 480 79.9 15 =6§15 118.6

Housewives 133 427 93.0
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SEX DIFFERENCESIN
MATHEMATICAL PRECOCITY:

BRIDGING THE GAP!

Lynn H. Fox

ABSTRACT

A special summer accelerated algebra I program for seventh-grade girls was

designed to improve their competence in mathematics, accelerate theirprogress

in mathematics, and increase their awareness of career opportunities in science

and mathematics. The class was designed to appeal to the girls’ socialinterests.

Notall the girls enjoyed the class or benefitedfrom it. This class, however, did

appear to be more successfulfor girls than either of two coeducational classes

conducted by SMPY. The impactofparticipation in an accelerated class on the

girls was compared with the effect of taking algebra I in a traditional class on

girls andboys ofsimilar ability. The majorfinding wasthatfailure to attend to

the social interests of girls in planning special educational experiences in

mathematics could lead to a widening ofthe gap between the sexes with respect

to high-level mathematical achievement.

 

It is generally agreed that sex differences exist in average mathematical

aptitude and achievement among adolescent and adult populations. It has

recently been found that the gap between the sexes in mathematical ability

among very bright seventh- and eighth-graders is quite large. In a 1972 Talent

Search in the greater Baltimore area conducted by the Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth (SMPY), two precollege-level tests, the College Entrance

Examination Board’s Scholastic Aptitude Test—Mathematics (SAT-M) and

Mathematics Achievement I, were used to test 396 seventh-, eighth-, and

accelerated ninth-graders who had scored at the 95th percentile or above on

[This paper is based on a doctoral dissertation (Fox 1974a). A preliminary report of the re-

search was presented at the 1974 annual meeting of the American Educational Research Asso-

ciation in Chicago, Illinois. The author appreciates the cooperation of Baltimore County school
officials in the study.

183
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grade-level tests of mathematicalability. The results were startling. Twenty-two

male contestants scored 660-790 on the SAT-M, whichis slightly above the

mean for entering freshmen at The Johns Hopkins University. Clearly there

was a sizable number of very mathematically talented boys. The highest score

for a girl was 600. Although 44 percent of the contestants were girls, 19 percent

of the boys scored higher than the highest scoring girl. The difference in points

between the highest scoring girl and boy was 190 points (Keating 1974 [1:2] and

chapter 2 of this volume).

Table 9.1. Mean scores on SAT-M for students, by grade and sex, in the 1972, 1973, and 1974

Talent Searches

 

 

 

1972 1973 1974

Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

Boys 133 524 350 540 556 S41
Sth-grade* Girt 96 456 261 485 369 «$03

Boys 90 460 187 478 372 «473
Tth-grade Girls 17 423 155 421 222 +440
 

4Students in the ninth and tenth grades who had not reached their fourteenth birthday were

eligible for the contest. Since the number of young students in the ninth and tenth grades was

small their scores are reported with those of the eighth-graders.

In: 1973 SMPY, in cooperation with the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth

(SVGY),3 conducted a talent search in the greater Baltimore area and suburbs

of Washington, D.C. Nine hundred fifty-three junior high school age boys and

girls who scored at or above the 98th percentile on subtests of standardized

achievementtests, such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, were tested on SAT-M

and Verbal. The highest SAT-M score of any girl was 650; 7 percent of the

boys scored 660-800 (Stanley 1973). The mean scores on SAT-M for contest-

ants in 1972 to 1974, by grade and sex, are shown in table 9.1. The mean

scores for boys are higher (as much as 68 points for eighth-graders in 1972)

than for girls in each grade group both years.

Thus, as early as grade seven gifted boys out-perform gifted girls on difficult

precollege-level tests of mathematical ability, and the differences in perfor-

mance are particularly striking at the upper ends of the distributions.4 Since

2In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volume I of Studies of Intellectual
Precocity will be as follows[1:2]. The I indicates volumeI, and the 2 is the chapter number[Editor].

3The Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (SVGY) was begun at The Johns Hopkins University in

1972 by Drs. Robert T. Hogan, Catherine J. Garvey, and Roger A. Webb.Details of this study and

the results of their 1973 contest are reported in chapter8.

4The sex differences on the SAT-M found for these gifted students is similar to those found for
students in regular administrations of this test to high school students. Far more boys than girls
score 800, the highest possible score. In the 1973-74 academic year, 802 boys and 70 girls scored
800, of the 682,870 boys and 670,044 girls tested. This is roughly twelve times as many boysasgirls.
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bright girls tend to self-select themselves out of advanced mathematics courses

in high school and college (Haven 1972), the gap between the sexes in

mathematical achievement at the higher levels of ability widens with age. At

present, very few women pursue the study of mathematics and science at the

graduate level. In 1969 only 7 percent of the doctorates awarded in mathemat-

ics and 16 percent of those in the physical sciences went to women (Bisanti &

Astin 1973).

Although it is possible that there are biological causes for differential

mathematical aptitude betweenthe sexes, there is, at the present time, no strong

evidence to support any such hypothesis (Maccoby & Jacklin 1973; Astin 1974

[1:4]). Many researchers do feel that there is a substantial amount of data that

indicate important relationships among personality, masculine interests, scien-

tific career interests, and achievement in mathematics that account for some,if

not all, of the performance differences between the sexes (Aiken 1970; Astin

1974 [1:4]; Carey 1958; Milton 1957).

SMPY’s study of gifted adolescents lends some support for educational and

social explanations of the sex differences at high levels of mathematicalability

and achievement (Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974). Interviews with the high-

scoring males indicated that they had acquired more mathematical knowledge

than their bright but less precocious peers in one of two ways. Either they had

learned considerable amounts of advanced mathematics through independent

study in a systematic way with the help of a teacher:or parent, or they had

worked informally with mathematical games, puzzles, and books, thus develop-

ing their problem-solving skills and mathematical reasoningabilities in a less
systematic way (Fox 19746 [1:3]).

It appears that very few girls study mathematics independently in a system-

atic way, nor do manygirls frequently read mathematical books or play with

mathematical puzzles and games in their leisure time. Thus, some of the

differences between the sexes in mathematical achievement seem to be a result

of differential exposure to mathematical experiences. While girls may be very

good students in school, the boys who learn mathematics beyond their grade

level outside of school would seem to have an advantage. Sheehan (1968)

argues that, because of superior reasoning and problem-solving ability, boys

also learn more algebra in school. What motivates young students to study

mathematics and sciencein their leisure time seemsclosely related to values and

career interests.

In the 1972 Talent Search, Holland’s (1965) Vocational Preference Inven-

tory (VPI) was administered to all contestants. This had 84 different occupa-

tions, 14 in each of the following six categories: investigative (I), artistic (A),

In November 1974 the ratio of boysto girls scoring 800 was about 13 to 1. One hundred forty-three

boys but only 12 girls scored 800, of the 190,057 boys and 209,546 girls tested. The meanscores for
boys on the SAT-M arealso higher than forgirls.
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realistic (R), conventional (C), social (S), and enterprising (E). More boys than

girls preferred the investigative occupations, and highly precocious boys

preferred them even more than less precocious boys. For girls there was a

significant relationship between investigative preference and scores on the

mathematics test (Fox & Denham 1974 [1:8]).

In the 1973 Talent Search the Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Study of Values was

administered to all the students. Boys and girls showedtypical sex differences

on the six values. Boys scored higher on theoretical, economic, and political

values, while girls scored higher on social, aesthetic, and religious values. The

theoretical value was the highest value for 57 percent of the boys, who scored

640 or above, but for only 34 percent of the remaining male contestants, and for

only 14.6 percentof all girls in the contest (Fox 1973).

Thus, investigative career interests and theoretical values appear to be

correlates of mathematical precocity. Boys who havethesescientific values and

interests tend to seek out stimulation in these areas. Since girls value these

pursuits less than boys do,it is not so surprising that theyfill their leisure time

with more social than scientific activities.

As long as the data remain inconclusive as to the biological basis of

differences in mathematical competence, it seems worthwhile to concentrate on

social and situational factors to increase women’s talents and interests in

mathematical and scientific careers. Even if some of the differenceis a result of

biological factors, it is still possible that environmental factors could be

manipulated to decrease the differences in performance (Anastasi 1973). There

is nothing to date which indicates that we should abandon hope for the

development by women of greater achievement in the sciences. It would seem

that the present data on sex differences in mathematics suggest some possible

lines of attack for improving women’s chances for developmentin these areas.

If people are to succeed in mathematics-related fields, it would seem that at

some early age they must recognize the possibility of career success in that area

and begin to aspire positively toward developing their talents. However,if

cultural biases have been operating which haveled girls less than boys to

consider the possibility of careers in mathematics and related areas, one must

study to what extent and how these biases can be counteracted.

It is possible that somegirls are better potential candidates for mathematical

and scientific enrichment than others. How can these girls be identified? How

could one intervene, to say, “Wait, think again. A career in mathematics or

science may be a realistic goal for you”? What forms should the intervention

take and whateffects can we expectit to have? Howreceptive are brightgirls to

attempts to increase their mathematical skills?

Not only do girls on their own fail to seek out stimulation in science and

mathematics but also they appearto be far less interested than boysin taking
advantage of the special educational opportunities that SMPY has offered.
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Girls, much more than boys, are reluctant to accelerate their education by
grade-skipping, taking college courses, or participating rigorously in special
accelerated mathematics programs. These girls seem to beafraid to try things
that might make them appear different in relationship to their peers (Fox
1974c [1:6]).

FACILITATING THE DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL TALENT
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

In the summer of 1972 a special program (SMPY J) in mathematics was
initiated for the purpose of fostering precocious achievementin bright end-of-
the-year sixth-grade boys andgirls. The details of this program are reported in

depth elsewhere (Fox 1974c [I:6]). Fewer girls than boys enrolled for the

program. Thegirls who attended did not make the samegreatstrides that most

of the boys did, and reported enjoying the class far less than the boys did. In

fact, several girls who were making satisfactory progress in the accelerated

program actually wanted to drop the course because they did not like com-

peting with the boys.

Although the groupsof girls and boys were chosen primarily on the basis of

in-grade percentiles on an arithmetic computation and reasoningtest, their

success with the program was quite different. This may bepartially a result of

the fact that the boys in the program seemedto be moretheoretical and enjoyed

the challenge of independentstudy, while all but one of the girls seemed to have

more social values and orientation and not to enjoy studying on their own.

Although both the girls and the boys in the special class had the same

Opportunities to learn advanced mathematics at a rapid rate, they did not

benefit equally from the experience.

In the course of one year’s time, meeting only two hours a week, seven boys

were able to learn approximately four and one-half years of mathematics: this

included algebraI, II, and III, trigonometry, and plane and analytic geometry.

Six of these boys went on to study calculus in high school or college the next

year; the other boy took trigonometry and analytic geometry in high school.

Only one girl completed the entire program and she chose to repeat plane

geometry by individual study the following fall. Most of the girls completed

“only” two years of mathematics in one: algebra I and II, in the course of a year

of two-hour classes on Saturday mornings.

In the summer of 1973 a second class (SMPYIJ) wasstarted for end-of-the-

year eighth-graders (and a few seventh-graders) who in the 1973 Talent Search

had scored 500 or more on SAT-M and 400 or more on SAT-V andhad already

mastered the study of algebra I. Details of this program are reported in chapter
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6. This program, like SMPY I, was far more successful in accelerating the

mathematical progress of boys than girls.°

One must wonder whythis attempt to foster mathematical achievement was

so successful for boys, but far less so for most of the girls. The numbersofgirls

in each of these special programs was small,so it is difficult to generalize to the

large population of talented young women from theresults of these efforts.

Interviews with these girls, observations of their behavior in the classroom,

and reports of parents and the teacher suggest that at least two factors operated

to reduce their success in the program. Thefirst was that the course, taught by

a male ex-physicist, was very theoretical in orientation, but the girls were social

by nature—they did not find the atmosphere of the classroom or the require-

ments of considerable independent study to their liking. Second, there was no

attempt in the program to emphasize the relevance of mathematical study to

their educational and career goals—most of the girls simply did not see the

value of becoming accelerated in their mathematics education.

CREATING AN EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICS PROGRAM FOR

GIRLS TO BRIDGE THE GAP

In trying to lessen the gap between the sexes in mathematics achievementat

the higher levels of ability, it appears that some attention must be paid to the

social motivation andinterests ofthe girls. In the spring of 1973 an attempt was
madeto create a special accelerated mathematics program for bright seventh-
grade girls that would work with and not against their social interests. The
program wasdesigned to accelerate their mathematics progress in school by
one year by having them study algebra I for three months in a special class
outside of school during the late spring and early summer,so that they could
take algebra II as eighth-graders in their schools. It was hoped that moderate
acceleration would increase their level of achievement and encourage them to
pursue their mathematics education with greaterinterest.

This class was designed to provide greater social stimulation than had been
provided by SMPY I. It was for girls only. There were three women
teachers to serve as role models. The class was organized around small-group
and individualized instruction, being conducted very informally. Cooperative
rather than competitive activities were stressed. Whenever possible and appro-
priate, the teachers emphasized the ways in which mathematics could be used to
solve social problems. Sometimes story problems and games were used which
were designed to be socially appealing. In addition to the classes, there was a

°SMPY Tand SMPYII are elsewhere referred to as “Wolfson I” and “Wolfson II”(see chapter
7) [Editor].
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series of speakers, both men and women, who met with thegirls to talk about

interesting careers in mathematics andscience, such as psychologist, chemist,

computer scientist, operations researcher, and biomedicalstatistician.

Besides the attempts to socialize the atmosphere of the classroom and to

emphasize the social values of mathematical training, efforts were made to

develop the girls’ study habits and skills. They were strongly encouraged to
learn to read their mathematics textbook well and to use it as a resource and a
teacher. The girls were encouraged to view themselves as capable ofsetting

homework goals and time schedules and meetingtheir self-imposed deadlines.

At the beginning of the course basic concepts were taught in a somewhat

traditional manner. As the course progressed, greater emphasis was placed on

individual study, and the girls were encouraged to seek the help of an instruc-
tor only after they had read a chapter or section and attempted to solve
problems on their own. The ultimate goal was that the girls would become
more self-sufficient in studying mathematics and would find the experience
challenging andget satisfaction from it.

SELECTION OF THE GIRLS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

AND THEIR CONTROL GROUPS

Thirty-two seventh-grade girls who were enrolled in schools in Baltimore

County, who participated in the 1973 Talent Search conducted by SMPY and

SVGY, and whoscored above 370 on SAT-M (the meanscore for high school

junior girls) were invited to participate in the special class. On the basis of

outside referrals, two additional girls were invited. Letters were sent to these

girls and their parents to explain the nature of the program and to makethe

summerclass sound associally appealing as possible. Twenty-six girls enrolled

for the class.

For each experimental girl who accepted the invitation to the class a control

girl and a control boy were selected from the remaining group of seventh-

graders in the 1973 contest. The control girls and boys were matched with the

experimental girls on the basis of mathematical ability (scores on the SAT-M),

verbal ability (scores on the SAT-V), education of mother, and education and

occupation of father.

6One girl was invited because she had been eligible for the first special mathematics class

conducted by SMPY in 1972, but had not attended. She was tested on the premeasuresprior to

starting the class. Although her score on the SAT-M was only 350, she wasstill included in the
program. The secondgirl attended anall-girl private school. She had planned to study algebra on

her own during the summer. When her mother heard aboutthe special class at Hopkins, she called
to see if her daughter might attend. Her score on the SAT-M was370.
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SAT-M

The scores on SAT-Mforeach of the experimentalgirls and her controlgirl

and boy are shownin table 9.2. The meanscore for the experimental girls was

436. The mean score for the control girls was 433. The mean score for the

control boys was 443.
Although the differences between the three groups were small, they were

statistically significant. An analysis of variance is shownin table 9.3 (F = 5.70,

p < .01). Control boys scored significantly higher than either group ofgirls.

Experimental girls did not differ significantly from the control girls. Tukey

comparisons of the differences between the means for the three groups are

shown in table 9.4 (Scheffe 1959).

The median scores for the experimental girls, the control girls, and the

control boys were 440, 435, and 440, respectively. Since the median scores were

the same for experimental girls and control boys, the decision was made to

Table 9.2. Scores on SAT-M for the three groups

 

Girls
 

 

Triad Control

number Experimental Control boys

1 550 560 550
2 530 520 550
3 500 490 490
4 490 480 510
5 490 460 470
6 470 490 490
7 470 460 : 460
8 460 480 480
9 460 460 470
10 450 450 460
11 440 450 430
12 440 430 460
13 440 430 440
14 440 420 430
15 430 460 440
16 430 430 430
17 420 440) 440
18 410 420 420
19 410 390 420
20 390 380 410
21 390 360 370
22 370 370 410
23 370 370 380
24 370 350 370
25 370 330 380
26 350 370 370
 

Mean 436.15 432.69 443.46
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Table 9.3. Analysis of variance of SAT-M scores for the three groups
 

 

 

 

Sources of variation df MS F

Group (G) 2 785.897 5.699*

Triad (T) 25 8016.820

GT 50 137.897

TOTAL 17

*n < Ol

Table 9.4. Tukey comparison of mean scores on the SAT-M for the three groups

 

 

Level of

Comparison Difference significance

Experimental girls vs. control girls 3 not significant

Experimentalgirls vs. control boys ~—7 p < .05

Controlgirls vs. control boys ~10 p < .05

 

accept the control boys as the best control group available. Selection of

alternate control boys from the remaining population of seventh-grade boys

in the contest would have actually increased the differences. This slight bias

in favor of the boys was disregarded, since it would not bias the results in

favor of the experimentalgirls.”? Also, the post-treatment results were analyzed

by an analysis of covariance design, which adjusted somewhatfor these ini-

tial differences.

SAT-V

The mean SAT-V score for girls in the experimental group was 399. The

mean score for the control girls was 390. These scoresare slightly higher than

the mean for female high school juniors, 378. The mean score for the boy

controls fell between the two groupsof girls, 393. It is higher than the mean of

seventh-grade boysin the talent search, 382, and above the average for male

high school juniors, 371. The analysis of variance for verbal scoresfor the three

groupsyielded nosignificant difference. The three groups were very similar on

verbal ability as measured by SAT-V (Fox 1974a).

7Sixteen of the boys selected scored above their matched experimental girl by ten or more
points, whereas only eight of the control girls scored above their matched experimentalgirl. It was

particularly difficult to match boys with girls on the SAT-M in the range of 350 to 400. Although

there were more boys than girls in the 1973 contest, relatively fewer boys than girls scored between

350 and 400.
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Education of Mothers

Mothers who had college educations might conceivably have different

expectations and aspirations for their children than mothers who did not. The

education of mothers wasrated on five-point scale, from | to 5 as follows: |

for less than high school diploma,2 for high school diploma, 3 for some college

but less than a degree, 4 for bachelor’s degree, and 5 for education beyond the

bachelor’s level. Seven of the mothers of the experimental girls, eight of the

mothers of control girls, and six of the mothers of control boys had earned a

college degree. A percentage distribution of mothers by educational levelis

shownin table 9.5. An analysis of variance of the education of mothers for the

three groups was notsignificant.

Education of Fathers

Fathers were expected to be better educated than mothers and this wastrue.

Twelve of the fathers of experimental girls, seventeen of the fathers of control

girls, and fifteen fathers of control boys had a college degree. A distribution of

fathers by level of education is shown in table 9.6. Using the samefive-point

scale for the education of the fathers as was used for the mothers,an analysis of

variance was notsignificant.

Occupation of Fathers

The majority of the fathers of students in all three groups were employedin

business or the professions. By applying the Holland code to occupations

(Viernstein 1971) it is possible to classify occupations into one of six general

categories: investigative, enterprising, artistic, social, conventional, orrealistic.

A distribution of the fathers of these students by that code is shownin table 9.7.

Table 9.5. Percent of mothers by level of education for the three groups

 

 

 

 

Girls
Control

Five-point scale Experimental Control boys

(%) (%) (%)

1 Less than high school 4 15 4

2 High school diploma 50 27 50
3 Somecollege 19 27 23

4 Bachelor’s degree 8 15 19

5 More than bachelor’s degree 19 15 4

TOTAL 100 99a 100

 

4Does not total 100 percent due to rounding.
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Table 9.6. Percent of fathers by level of education for the three groups

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Girls
Control

Five-point scale Experimental Control boys

(%) (%) (%)

1 Less than high school 8 0 11
2 High school diploma 23 19 1S
3 Somecollege 23 15 15
4 Bachelor’s degree 19 39 27
5 More than bachelor’s degree 27 27 32

TOTAL 100 100 100

Table 9.7. Percent of fathers by Holland occupational type for the three groups

Girls Control

Holland Type Experimental Control boys

(%) (%) (%)

Enterprising 50 38 32
Investigative 27 32 27

Realistic 19 15 27
Social 4 8 4

Conventional 0 4 11
Artistic 0 4 0

TOTAL 100 1014 1014
 

“Does not total 100 percent due to rounding.

A chi-square analysis’ of the number of fathers who were employed in

occupations of an investigative nature was not significant.

Thus, on the selection measures of mathematical and verbal aptitude and

education level of parents, the three groups appear to be reasonably well

equated.

Knowledge of Algebra I

None of the students in any of the three groups had taken algebra I in the

seventh grade. All students were pretested on knowledge of algebra on Form A

of the Algebra I Test of the Cooperative Mathematics Series (published by the

8For a discussion of the use of chi square to test the equality of three proportionsfor correlated

observations, the reader is referred to Berger and Gold (1973).
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Educational Testing Service) before the experimental class was started. The
scores and percentile ranks on national ninth-grade norms are shownin table
9.8.

The scores on the algebra test were well below the ceiling of the test (40
correct) for all but one control boy. The mean for control boys was slightly
higher than the meanfor either group of girls. However, these differences were
not significant. The analysis of variance is shown in table 9.9.

One interesting and puzzling result was found. There was a significant
correlation between the algebra I scores and SAT-M scoresforgirls but not for
boys. The correlation for experimental girls was highly significant, r = .57,
p< .01. For control girls the correlation was somewhat smaller, r = .41,
p < .05. However, the correlation for control boys was about zero, r = -.07.

Table 9.8. The number-correct score and percentile rank on ninth-grade national norms and
the corrected-for-chance (C.C.) score on the algebra I pretest for the three groups

 

 

 
 
 

 

Girls

Experimental Control Control boys

No. %oile C.C, No. Yoile C.C. No. %ile C.C.
Triad correct gr.9 score correct gr.9 score correct gr. 9 score

1 22 48 18 23 60 22 18 27 13
2 20 42 19 22 48 19 13 13 11
3 20 42 19 22 48 18 18 27 14
4 14 13 8 19 36 14 16 23 12
5 20 42 17 18 27 14 19 36 14
6 12 8 10 8 2 5 16 23 10
7 22 48 18 19 36 14 14 13 8
8 15 15 9 12 8 5 19 36 14
9 15 15 11 22 48 18 23 60 19

10 20 42 15 15 15 11 15 15 11
11 14 13 12 19 36 13 13 13 6
12 18 27 14 15 15 9 21 42 17
13 13 13 6 13 13 8 21 42 18
14 20 42 15 16 23 10 28 79 25
15 11 6 8 17 27 14 16 23 13
16 14 13 8 13 13 6 17 27 11
17 17 27 11 16 23 10 18 27 15
18 14 13 13 15 15 9 21 42 16
19 12 8 9 11 6 5 36 99.2 35
20 21 42 16 16 23 13 11 6 4
21 20 42 17 8 2 0 16 23 11
22 8 2 5 21 42 16 16 23 11
23 5 0.6 3 16 23 14 15 15 14
24 9 4 3 14 13 11 18 27 13
25 14 13 11 18 27 13 20 42 16
26 16 23 10 13 13 10 17 27 12
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Table 9.9. Analysis of variance of algebra I pretest scores for the three groups

 

 

 

Sources of variation df MS F

Group (G) 2 45 .474 1.519
Triad (T) 25 24.474

GT 50 29.928

TOTAL 77

 

The correlations of algebra knowledge and verbal aptitude were aboutzero for

all three groups. The correlations between verbal and mathematical aptitude

were also near zero forall three groups. These correlations are shown in table

9.10.
Table 9.10 also shows the correlations between the groups on SAT-M and

SAT-V. The correlations between the experimental girls and control girls on

SAT-M and SAT-Vwere r = .95 and r = .90, respectively. The correlations

between experimental girls and control boys were r = .96 and r = .92, respec-

tively. The correlations between the control girls and control boys were r = 95

and r = .94, respectively. This is further indication of the closeness of matching

on the twoselection variables.

Apparently there is some relationship between performance on the test of

algebra and performance on the SAT-M forgirls, but not for boys. Whatthis

suggests is that for students within a somewhat restricted range of high

mathematical reasoning ability (350 to 550 on SAT-M as seventh-graders)

achievement in mathematics is influenced more for boys than girls by factors

other than aptitude. This result is difficult to interpret. Several researchers have

noted the fact that women are more predictable than men (Seashore 1962;

Stanley 1967).

EVALUATING THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMFOR GIRLS

The evaluation of the success of this endeavor to create a successful

mathematics experience for girls was complex. Thefirst aspect of the evalua-

tion procedure was concerned with the question of whetheror not an emphasis

uponsocial interests would be effective in recruiting girls to at least participate

in an accelerated program in mathematics. The second question wasthe degree

to which girls succeeded in mastering the study of algebra I in an accelerated

program. The third and final question was whether or not a compensatory

approach to the mathematics education of bright girls was effective in actually

accelerating the progress ofgirls in their study of mathematics in school.



Table 9.10. Correlations between scores on SAT-M, SAT-V, and the algebra I test for each of the three groups and correlations between groups on the
three tests

 

 

  
 

 

 

Girls

Experimental Control Control boys

SAT-M SAT-V AlgebraI SAT-M SAT-V AlgebraI SAT-M SAT-V Algebra |

Experimental SAT-M .04 57* .95* .96*
girls SAT-V —,06 .90* 92*

AlgebraI 24 ~.16

Control SAT-M 25 it 95%
girls SAT-V 21 94%

Algebra I ~.22

Control SAT-M 18 ~.07

boys SAT-V -.09
Algebra I

Tp < .05

*p <.01
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Acceptance and Dropout Rates

Thefirst evaluation of the program was a comparisonofthe effects of social

considerations upon recruiting girls to attempt acceleration in mathematics.

The acceptance and dropoutrates for girls in the all-girl class were compared

with those for girls in two other accelerated programs conducted by SMPY

which were not sex segregated. The firsts SMPY comparison program was

discussed in the introduction and is named SMPYI. The second program,

SMPYII, was begun in the summerof 1973 and continued through the summer

of 1974. This program selected students from the 1973 contest who scored

above 500 on SAT-M and above 400 on SAT-V and already had learned

algebra I. This class began with the studyof algebraII andis discussedin detail

by George and Denham in chapter6. Theselection criteria for the three groups

differed. The girls invited to theall-girl class were somewhatless talented than

the girls in the other two programs. Mean scores on SAT-V and SAT-Mforthe

girls in the three classes are shownin table 9.11. Since the goals for the three

programs were based onability level it is possible to make some comparisons

among the three groups.

Table 9.11. Mean scores on SAT-V and SAT-M for the girls in each of the three accelerated

mathematics programs

 

SMPYI@ SMPY II All-girl class

No. SAT-V SAT-M No. SAT-V SAT-M No. SAT-V SAT-M
  
 

 

Accepted 6 460 512 9 510 548 26 399 436

Dropped
the course 2 395 435 4 490 550 8 399 414

Completed
the course 4 493 550 5 526 546 18 399 445
 

4Data were notavailable for one girl who completed the course,

The acceptance and dropoutrates for girls in all three programs are shown

in table 9.12. The acceptancerate for girls in the all-girl class was considerably

higher than that for the two mixed-sex programs. Seventy-six percent of the

girls invited to the all-girl class accepted the invitation, whereas only 58 percent

and 26 percent of the girls invited to SMPY I andII, respectively, accepted.

The dropout rate for the girls in the all-girl class was about the sameas for

SMPYI and lower than that for SMPY II. Eighteen of the twenty-six girls

whostarted the program completed the course. The reasons for dropping the

course varied. Some foundit very difficult, while others dropped out because

9At the end of the first twelve weeks of the SMPYI special class, two girls and one boy joined

the class. For purposes of acceptance and completion rate comparisons,they are not included. The

boy, but neither of the girls, completed the full course.
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Table 9.12. Acceptance and completion rates for girls in each of the three accelerated mathe-
matics programs

 

 

Invited Enrolled Dropped Completed
number number (%) number(%) number(%)

SMPY I 12 7 58 24 29 5 71
SMPYII 34 9 26 4 44 5 56
All-girl class 34 26 76 8 31 18 69
 

“Two additional girls wanted to drop out of the program, but were finally persuaded to stay.
They were taken out of the special class and given a tutor. If no special arrangements had been
made, the number of dropouts in SMPY I would have been four, and the dropout and comple-
tion rates would have been 57 percent and 43 percent, respectively.

they had other summer commitments, such as vacations or campactivities,
which were more appealing or more pressing. Girls who completed the course
were more interested in investigative careers than were girls who droppedout.
Thus, the social orientation of the classroom maynot have been as potent in
creating a social atmosphere as.it was hoped. Comparisonsofthe eight drop-
outs and the remaining eighteen girls on selected characteristics are shown in
table 9.13.

The girls who dropped out of the class tended to be the girls with weak
interests in mathematics and investigative careers as assessed on self-report
measures. They also tended to come from homes where one or more parent was
a college graduate.

Table 9.13. Comparisons of girls who dropped out of the all-girl program with those who re-
mained, on selected characteristics

 

 

Dropped Completed

the course the course

Selected characteristics N=8 N=18

Percentage preferring an investigative occupation on
questionnaire 0.0 44

Percentage expressing strong liking for mathematics 25 56

Mean rating of liking for mathematics® 2 1.55

Percentage whose mothershad a college degree 50 17

Meaneducational level of mothers on a five-point scale 3.25 2.71

Percentage whose fathers had a college degree 63 39

Meaneducationallevel of fathers on five-point scale? 3.87 3.11

 

“The liking for mathematics was rated from ‘‘very strong’to “dislike” on a four-point scale.
The lower number meansstrongerliking.
bj] = less than high school, 2 = high school diploma, 3 = some college, 4 = college degree, 5 =
college beyond the bachelor’s degree.
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Mastery of Algebra in the Accelerated Program

The eighteen girls who did complete the program were successful in learning

algebra at a high level. Their scores and percentile ranks on ninth-grade norms

for form A of the algebra I test taken at the end of the course (July, 1973) are

shown in table 9.14. The mean scorefor these girls was 30.6, which wasat the

89th percentile on national ninth-grade norms. The meanscoreforeleven girls

invited to SMPYII who scored 500 or above on SAT-M and whohadstudied

algebra I in schoolfor a full year was 30.4.!° Thus, it appeared that thegirls in

the all-girl class did indeed learn a considerable amountof algebra in only three

months, meeting for four hours or less per week.

Table 9.14. Posttest algebra I test scores and percentile ranks on ninth-grade national norms

for 18 girls who completed algebra I

 

 

Percentile

Score® rank

39 99.9
37 99.6
35 97
34 96
34 96
32 93
31 89
31 89
3] 89
31 89
30 89
29 87
28 719
28 79
27 79

25 66
25 66
23> 60
 

4Test form A. Highest possible score was 40.
This girl completed the course on her own and wasaccepted into algebra II, where she was suc-

cessful.

To further test this hypothesis, experimental girls and two control groups

were retested on algebra I, form B, on 26 January 1974, as part of the 1974

Talent Search. Three of the experimental girls, four of the control girls, and

two of the control boys who were either unable or unwilling to participate in

the talent search were tested either prior to or following the contest. Two

experimental girls and one control girl were unwilling to be tested on algebra

10Most of the girls who were invited to SMPY II had already studied algebraI for a full yearin
the eighth grade. Like all those invited, they had scored at least 500 on SAT-M and above 400 on
SAT-V in the 1973 contest. Eleven of these girls were tested on algebra I prior to entering the
SMPYII class.
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knowledge, mathematical aptitude, or measures of interest. Therefore, post-

treatment measuresare available on twenty-four experimentalgirls, twenty-five

control girls, and twenty-six control boys. Thus, final analysis is possible on

twenty-three intact matched triads.

The post-test scores and percentile ranks on eighth- and ninth-grade
national normson form B of the AlgebraI test of the Cooperative Mathematics
Test Series for the students in each of the three groups are shownin table 9.15.

The experimental girls, especially those who completed the course, scored

appreciably better on the test than either of the control groups. The mean score
for twenty-four experimental girls was 29, which is at the 87th and 89th

Table 9.15. Posttest algebra I scores and percentile ranks on eighth- and ninth-grade national
normsfor the three groups

 

 

   

 

Girls

Experimental Control Control boys

Raw Percentile Raw Percentile Raw Percentile

Triad score gr. 8 er. 9 score gr. 8 gr. 9 score gr.8 gr.9

1 40 99,9T 99,97 34 97 97 32 95 95
2 32 95 96 37 99.4 99,97 26 73 79
3 32 95 96 37 99.4 99.6 27 73 79
4 33 95 96 3] 90 93 19 33 42
5 36 99 99,2 30 87 89 19 33 42
6 30 87 89 25 68 75 19 33 42
7 37 99.4 99.6 18 29 36 22 49 60
8 a, b 22 49 60 27 73 719
9 308 87 89 24 56 66 33 95 95

10 26 73 719 22 49 60 20 33 42
11 38 99.8 99,97 25 68 75 22 49 60
12 234 49 60 31 90 93 29 87 89
13 27 73 79 27 73 79 25 68 715
14 34 97 97 21 39 48 30 87 89
15 31 90 93 20 33 42 24 56 66
16 308 87 89 20 33 42 26 73 79
17 27 73 719 21 39 48 26 73 79
18 27 73 79 16 18 27 23 73 79
19 162 18 27 b 32 95 96
20 26 73 719 18 29 36
21 33 95 96 13 8 15 28 83 87
22 154 14 23 19 33 42 21 39 48
23 134 8 15 20 33 42 15 14 23
24 212 39 48 20 33 42 20 33 42
25 31 90 93 27 73 719 20 33 42
26 34 97 97 29 87 89 19 33 42

Mean 29.00 23.96 23.92
 

4Girls who did not complete the program.

Girls who were unwilling to take the retest.
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percentiles on eighth- and ninth-grade norms,respectively. The mean scores of

the twenty-five control girls and twenty-six control boys were 23.96 and 23.92,

which are at the 56th and 66th percentiles on eighth- and ninth-grade national

norms, respectively. The meanscoresfor the twenty-three matchedtriads were

29.57 for the experimentalgirls, 23.96 for the control girls, and 23.70 for the

control boys. The mean score of the seventeen girls who completed the

experimental program was 32.24, whichis at the 95th and 96th percentile ranks

on eighth- and ninth-grade national norms, respectively. The mean score for

their seventeen female controls was 24.53, which is at the 68th and 75th per-

centiles on eighth- and ninth-grade national norms, respectively. The mean

for their seventeen male controls was 23.59, which is at the 56th and 66th per-

centiles on eighth- and ninth-grade national norms, respectively.

An analysis of covariance design was used to determine the significance of

these differences. Three covariates were used: a premeasure onverbalaptitude,

SAT-V; a premeasure on mathematical aptitude, SAT-M;and a premeasure on

knowledge of algebra, form A of the Algebra Test I of the Cooperative

Mathematics Series.

The analysis of covariance for the 23 triads is shown in table 9.16. The

differences in performance among the three groups on the test of algebra

knowledge was highly significant, F = 14.63, p < .001.

The means for the three groups and the Tukey test of significance of

difference between the means are shownin table 9.17. The mean score of the

experimental girls was significantly higher than that of either control group.

The control groups were not significantly different. The experimental girls were

Table 9.16. Analysis of covariance of scores on posttest algebra I for the three groups®

 

 

 

Sources of variation df MS F

Group (G) 2 285.386 14.629*
Triad (T) 22 22.650

GT 41 19.507

*» <.001

Mean scoreson the three covariates for the three groups*
 

Girls
 

 

Control
Pretests Experimental Control boys

SAT-V 404.78 393.91 396.96
SAT-M 439.13 434.78 444,35

Algebra I 11.78 12.13 13.48

 

4N =23 for each group.
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Table 9.17, Tukey comparison of mean differences on posttest algebra I for the three groups?
 

 

 

Comparison Difference Levels of significance

Experimental girls vs. control girls 5.61 p < .005
Experimentalgirls vs. control boys 5.87 p < .005

Control girls vs. control boys 26 Not significant
 

@N=23 for each group.

clearly more accelerated in their knowledge of algebra than the controlgirls
and boys. (Control girls and boys were taking algebra I in regular classes at
school.)

Thus, a major contribution of this study is the finding that brightgirls can
learn algebra I at a very high level in considerably less time than they typically
would spend in a regular algebra I class. Thus, accelerated mathematics
programscan indeedbeeffective in increasing rates of achievements. This study.
also suggests that attention to the social nature of girls will be an important
factor in recruiting girls for the program, but may have only small effects on
increasing the successrate of girls who doelect to participate.

Success in Algebra II

The letters to the experimental girls, their parents, and their schools before
the start of the program had explained that girls who were successful in
learning the algebra during the summer would be allowedto take an algebra II
course in the fall. By the end of the summereighteen experimentalgirls were
considered to be ready to begin the study ofalgebra II.

Baltimore County public schoolofficials had agreed to the program and had
determined the criterion for success to be the 65th percentile on ninth-grade
national norms. Theysenta letter to the principals of schools in which the girls
were enrolled, informing them of the program. However,notall principals and
guidance counselors were enthusiastic about the project. Some principals may
have resented not being contacted in advanceoftheinitiation of the program;
however, the major objection raised was the fact that it would bedifficult to
make the necessary scheduling adjustments for the girls.

During the late summer andearly fall, nine girls found their principal or
guidance counselor reluctant to place them in algebra II. Three girls were
finally persuadedto repeat algebra I, and onegirl (the one in

a

private school)
was placed on one-month probation in algebra II. The remaining fourteen girls
were officially enrolled for algebra II by the third week of school. In a number
of cases, however, they were told that they were not expected to perform well,
and they would be put back into algebra I if they did not succeed quickly in the
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course. Several counselors and teachers expressed negative feelings toward the

program andtold the girls not to come to them for help because they were

“Hopkins’ problem.”
These negative reactions to the program were unexpected. Attemptsto talk

with principals and teachers were only moderately successful in relieving the

tension in some schools. Fortunately, not all school personnel reacted so

unfavorably to the girls. The major flaw in this study was the failure of the

principal investigator to anticipate these reactions and devise a plan during the

summerto gain greater support from the schools. However,it should be noted

that the investigator was asked by top schoolsystem officials not to communi-

cate directly with the schools but to work throughthe school system in relaying

reports to the schools. The results of this study indicate a need for greater

teacher and school involvement in the planning process of accelerated pro-

grams, particularly in light of the evidence of some teachers’ negative stereo-

types of bright students (see Haier & Solano, chapter 10 in this volume).

Negative reactions from the schools appeared to have had a detrimental

effect upon the progress of quite a few of the girls in mathematics. Threegirls,

as was mentioned before, quickly gave in to the wishes of their school and

repeated algebra I. Of the fifteen girls who began algebraIJin the fall, two were

transferred into algebra I by the end of the first six weeks of school. Onegirl

was put back because she missed two weeks of school and earneda failing grade

for the first six weeks. She had been placed in algebra II, but because of

scheduling problems could meet with the class for only three of the five class

sessions. This, combined with her absence and the negative feelings of her

teacher, was too much to overcome. Her mother expressed the feeling that the

teacher had been unnecessarily unavailable to help her daughter make up the

work she missed during herillness.

The secondgirl who wastransferred to algebra I after the first six weeks was

the one in the private school. The teacher decided to make hertake thefinal

examination for algebra I that she had constructed for the year before to

determine whether or not she could stay in the algebra II class. The teacher

decided that her performance on that test was not satisfactory. This girl was

then placed in an algebra I class with a different teacher. The teacher in the

second class appearedto view thesituation somewhatdifferently and is making

special arrangements for her to continue an accelerated approachto the study

of mathematics.

At the end of the first semester, two more girls were put back into algebraI.

These girls attended the same school. They were the two girls who did not meet

the 65th percentile criterion on the algebra test at the end of the program, but

were later retested and allowed to enter algebra II. Both of these girls met with

unfavorable reactions from their teacher or guidance counselor concerning

their acceleration. It does appear that they were less well prepared to undertake

algebra II than the other girls who completed the program.It also seemslikely
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that they were unsuccessful in algebra II at least partly because of the lack of

support and enthusiasm in their school. Twoothergirls from the program were
enrolled in the same school. They also reported having difficulty in algebraII,
but they were determined to prove that they could succeed.

Thus, by the beginning of the second semester only eleven of the eighteen
girls were still enrolled in algebra II. Three of the girls were having some
problems, but eight were doing very well. Three girls, all enrolled in the same
school, were considered to be the very best students in their algebra II class.
The teacher, counselor, and principal in their school were highly enthusiastic
about the program and werepleased with the successof these girls.

Thus, out of eighteen girls who completed the program only elevengirls (61

percent) were able to accelerate their progress in school. This is 42 percent of

the twenty-six girls initially enrolled for the course. Ofthe fifteen girls who were

at least initially placed in algebra II, eleven girls (77 percent) have succeeded in
staying in algebra II, and eight girls (53 percent) made excellent progress. One
girl failed algebra I. A flow chart of the progression ofthegirls from thethirty-
four initially invited through successful completion of algebra II is shown in

table 9.18.

Of the eleven girls who completed algebra II, four earned final grades of A,

five earned B, one a C, and one a D. Ten of these girls took geometry the

following year (1974-75), and nine of them reported grades of A for thefirst

grading period. The tenth girl did not report her grade. Thirteen of the control

girls and fourteen of the control boys took geometry in the 1974-75 school

year, although none have completed algebra II. (A few took algebra II

concurrently with geometry.) Only five of the control girls and four of the

control boys reported grades of A for the first grading period.

Students in the experimental and control groups who scored above 420 on

the SAT-M were sent the same information about opportunities for college

courses in the summer of 1974. Three of the experimental girls and none of the

control girls or boys took courses in mathematics, computer science, psychol-

ogy, or Russian.

The data at present suggest that some of the girls who participated in the

experimental algebra I program and werehighly successful are achieving more

than their cohorts. Their interest in special educational opportunities appears

to be somewhatstronger than that of the control students. Whetheror not they

will stay ahead in high school remainsto be seen.

CORRELATES TO SUCCESS IN ALGEBRAII

It is important to consider what variables were related to success in algebra

II for the eighteen girls who were able to complete the algebra I program. To

the extent that success was related to cognitive variables, it is possible to



Table 9.18. Flow chart of the all-girl algebra I class

 

 

   
 
 

 

Invited Completed Began Very
to class Enrolled program algebra II Remained in successful in Passed

April 1974 May 1974 July 1974 Sept. 1974 algebra II algebra II algebraII

34. ——_——_—_—-_> 26 > 18 > 15

—

> 1) > 8 > 10
\ \ .

8 8 3 4 3 > |

Did not Did not Did not Placed in Having Failed
enroll complete take algebra I some algebra II

program algebra II problems

in

algebra II
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improve success rates by adjusting selection and success criteria. If the

differences related more to social factors than cognitive variables, then it may

be necessary to modify the entire approach to the program.

Cognitive Factors

For the eighteen girls who completed the program, the mean scores on SAT-

V, SAT-M, and algebra I at the end of the course, by degree of success in the

program, are shownin table 9.19. The scores of the three girls who were not

enrolled for algebra II were lower than those of any other group on SAT-V and

SAT-M, but not on algebra I. These girls had been successful in learning the

algebra, but were simply dissuaded from taking algebra II. (Two of these girls

reported being very bored in their algebra I class and were trying to study

algebra II on their own.)

Of the fifteen girls who did enroll in algebra II, four were not successful and

were put back into algebra I. These four girls scored slightly below the more

successful girls on all three cognitive measures, especially algebra I. Thus, they

were somewhatless able in terms of aptitude and had not mastered the algebra

to quite as high a level as had the eleven girls who remainedin algebra II. Two

of these girls probably should not have attempted the algebra II, because they

were the two lowest scorers on the algebra I test. The third girl missed two

weeks of school during the first six weeks; probably under different circum-

stances she could have succeeded.

Table 9.19. Scores on cognitive tests for 18 girls who completed the special program, by degree

of success in algebraII

 

 

Number SAT-V SAT-M Algebra I

Not placed in

Girls who algebra II 3 363 427 32
completed

algebra I Placed in

algebraII 15 413 450 30

Sent back to

Girls algebra I 4 402 440 28
placed in

algebraII Remained in

algebra II 11 417 454 31

; Very

Girls who — successful 8 433 445 31
continued in
algebraII Had
for a full year difficulty 3 377 475 30
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The eleven girls who remained in algebra II scored higher on all three

cognitive measures than the seven less successful girls. It is interesting to note

that the three girls who were having the mostdifficulty in algebra II scored

higher on mathematical aptitude but considerably lower on verbal aptitude and

somewhat lower on algebra I knowledge than the eight most successfulgirls.

The mean difference in verbal aptitude resulted from the fact that one girl

scored extremely low on the SAT-V, 290.It is quite likely that her difficulties in

mathematics class were increased by her low verbal ability, which is one

predictor of rate of learning.

Social and Motivational Factors

Selected characteristics of the eighteen girls, by degree of success in algebra

II, are shown in table 9.20. There were no apparentdifferences in liking for

mathematics between very successful girls and girls who had difficulties with

algebra II. Half of the most successful girls rated their liking for mathematics as

very strong. Three of the seven less successful girls expressed a strong liking for

mathematics.

The educational level of the parents of the eight most successful girls was

lower than that of the girls who were put back into algebra I or who were

having difficulties in their schools. This trend is exactly opposite from the

results of analysis of success of students (both boys andgirls) in SMPY I (Fox

1974c [1:6]). In that study, students whose parents were college educated were

much more likely to be successful than were students whose parents were not.
Of the eight girls who had an investigative career interest on the question-

naire, five (63 percent) were successful in algebra II. Of the ten girls who did not

list an investigative career on their questionnaire, only three (30 percent) were

highly successful in algebraII. If the three girls who did not enroll for algebra II

are excluded from consideration, 71 percent of the girls with investigative

career interests were successful in algebra II, while only 38 percentof the girls

with noninvestigative interests were successful in algebra II.

Situational Factors

One otherinteresting difference is found between the eight girls who were

successful and the seven girls who had difficulties. Only one of the eight

successful girls reported having problems with her teacher and guidance

counselor. All of the seven girls who were less successful reported problems

with the school. Many of the problems began before schoolstarted. Parents as

well as girls called to say that they were having problems with the schools.

Although several parents had series of conferences with teachers, counselors,

and principals, not all situations were resolved to the satisfaction of the parents.

In several situations the parents felt the schools were determinedtogetthe girls

out of algebra II because they were unwilling to provide special mathematics

arrangements for them in the ninth grade. (Girls who completed the study of



Table 9.20. Selected characteristics of girls who completed algebraI in the all-girl program, by degree of success in algebra I

 

Completed algebraI
 

Began algebra II
 

Remained in algebraII
 

 

Did not take Returned to Highly Had

Total algebraII Total algebra I Total successful difficulty

Selected characteristics N=18 N=3 N=15 N=4 N=11 N=8 N=3

Percentage preferring an investigative

occupation on questionnaire 44 33 AT 24 54 63 33

Percentage expressing strong liking

for mathematics 56 100 47 50 45 50 33

Meanrating of liking for

mathematics? 1.6 1.0 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.6 2.0

Percentage whose mothers had a

college degree 17 33 13 0 18 0 67

Mean educational level of mothers

on a five-point scale> 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.8 2.4 4.0

Percentage whose fathers had a

college degree 39 33 40 50 36 25 67

Mean educational level of fathers

on a five-point scale° 3.1 2.7 3.2 4.0 2.9 2.6 3.7

 

4The liking for mathematics was rated from “very strong” to “dislike” on a four-pointscale.
1 = less than high school, 2 = high school diploma, 3 = somecollege, 4 = college degree, 5 = college beyond the bachelor’s degree.

©Oneof these three girls did not pass algebraII.
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algebra II as eighth-graders would need to take geometry. Geometry, however,
is not available as a regular course in their junior high schools.)

School officials in some schools felt that the girls simply did not know
algebra I well enough to succeed in algebra II. This may well have been true, at
least for two girls who barely met the criteria for successful completion of the
course.

It is difficult to believe that teachers would deliberately try to fail some of the
girls. More than one parentor student reported, however, that the teachertold
the student that she didn’t think the girl could possibly know algebra well
enough after only three months of study to do well in algebra IJ. Whether or
not teachers or counselors did indeed intentionally fail some girls, it seems
likely that such negative attitudes worked against the girls.

What does seem clear is that programs to accelerate the achievement of
bright students will be far more effective if they have the cooperation of
teachers and other schoolofficials. Certainly some ofthefailure of theall-girl
class to succeed in accelerating the girls at their schools seemed to result from
the lack of involvement prior to the program ofthe individual schools in which
the girls were enrolled.

Thus, there were two probable factors that related to the failure of the
program to accelerate effectively 39 percent of the eighteen girls who completed
the special program. Thefirst was that the standard for success (scores on a

standardized test of algebra above the 65th percentile on ninth-grade national

norms) was not set high enough. Had the qualifying score been somewhat
greater, the success rate in algebra II would have been higher. This factor,

however, did not appear to accountforall the failures.

The second factor is school involvement. Programsfor gifted students are

apt to be more successful if they do not create manyarticulation problems with

the schools. Scheduling and class offerings are a major concern to school

administrators. Programs that interfere radically with the traditional system

are apt to meet with great resistance. This program might have been much more

effective had it not required that the girls would need special arrangements to

take geometry in the ninth grade. A few schools are flexible enough to handle
this type of problem, but most are not. Baltimore County officials were

cognizant of this problem when they agreed to the program. Unfortunately,
they encountered more resistance to this innovation at the school level than
they had anticipated.

Many of the problems with the schools could be avoided if the girls who

successfully complete algebra II could be accelerated to the tenth grade the

next year. Alas, this idea has met with opposition, not from the schools but

from the girls and their parents. Several of the girls say they find the school

work easy and think they could handle tenth-grade work next year, but they

don’t want to leave their friends.

Thus, a major barrier to accelerating the progress of girls academically is

their resistance to grade skipping. This is becoming increasingly more evident
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in all phases of work with gifted students conducted by SMPY.In the 1974

Talent Search a survey was taken of seventy-two girls who had notpreviously

been involved with SMPY. They were asked abouttheir feelings toward grade

skipping and toward participating in special fast-paced mathematics programs.

Manyof the seventy-twogirls said that grade skipping was goodfor others, but

that they would not want to skip a grade. A sizable numberofgirls said they

would be interested in special acceleration within mathematics if it did not

require them to skip a grade. Thus, attempts to accelerate the mathematics

developmentof gifted girls may have to suffer under a specialrestraint that will

not be needed for gifted boys, many of whom are eager to skip one or more

grades.
It is possible that someof these negative attitudes toward grade skipping can

be changed over time. A parallel situation existed in relation to taking college

courses. Less than 10 percent of the girls offered opportunities by SMPYto

take college courses in computer science or mathematics accepted them. Some

of the girls, however, in the all-girl class have become very excited by the

possibility of taking college courses. As noted above, three of the girls took

college courses by the end of the 1974-75 school year. This is almost surely a.

positive result of their summer program experience.

CONCLUSION

Comparisonsof the all-girl class with previous efforts to encouragegirls to

accelerate their progress in mathematics suggest that attention to both cogni-

tive and social variablesis crucial to the success of such endeavors.It is possible

to motivate girls to come to a special accelerated program whensocial aspects

of the program are emphasized.It is also possible to teach these girls algebra I

in far less time than is typically required in school. However,it is still difficult

to accelerate their progress in school. Failure to successfully place a consider-

able numberof the girls into more advanced mathematicsclasses resulted from

a complex interaction of cognitive and social variables. There is a great need for

accelerated programs to be well integrated into the larger framework of the

school in order to be highly effective for girls. Ideally, the schools themselves

should plan and conduct them.

Applied research is in many ways more challenging and more complex than

laboratory experimentation. There are numerousvariables that may contribute

to the outcomes, but that cannot be controlled or quantified by the experimen-

ter. Although this makes research at times more difficult to undertake or to

interpret, these efforts should be continued. Hypotheses concerning the possi-

ble causative factors for apparent differences in achievementof select popula-

tions can be effectively tested only in the real world settings in which they

apply.
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The end result of this study lends support to the hypothesis that some

differences in mathematical achievement between the sexes, at least at the

higher levels of ability, are a result of social factors. The fact that attempts to

maximize the likelihood of achievement in mathematics for bright girls by

manipulation ofsocial situational variables was successfulin accelerating ten of

the experimental girls in school (and twenty-three of the experimentalgirls as a

group, in comparison with their matched control girls and boys, in terms of

knowledge of algebra) is indeed evidence that educational intervention which

includes an emphasis onsocial interests of girls can make a difference. The fact

that this intervention attemptfailed to effectively accelerate the progressofall

twenty-six girls whoinitially enrolled for the class suggests that cognitive as

well as other social variables which were not manipulated in the present study

need to be considered.

Attempts to foster greater mathematical achievement among brightgirls

that ignore the social aspects of the situation are likely to lead to an increase

rather than a decrease in the apparent gap between the sexesat the higherlevel

of achievement in mathematics. On the other hand,the results of this study do

not support a hypothesis that social factors alone account for most sex

differences in achievementat the higher level of ability in mathematics.

The underlying question is how to develop instructional strategies and

manipulate classroom environmental variables to maximize performance of a

given population of students. In other words, how can the applied researcher

utilize knowledge of individual differences to provide a better match between

pupil characteristics and the demandsof learning tasks and environments? The

present research suggests that attention to expressed interests and values may

be very important in planning programstoelicit high-level achievement among

gifted girls who havesocial interests and values. The question of the impact of

learner style and interests upon achievement when aptitude is relatively

constant needs moreserious research.

Even if some of the correlates of the apparent sex differences in mathemati-

cal achievement are shown to be differences in social interests and values,

cognitive differences such asspatial ability, or interactions and combinations of

several factors, one should be careful not to overgeneralize such findingsto all

males or all females.

Some girls who score high on theoretical values and masculine career

interests may not benefit more from a socially oriented program than an

investigative-theoretically oriented one. Bright boys whoscore high onsocial or

aesthetic values and somewhat low on more masculine valuesor careerinterests

might be more successful in mathematics programs which emphasize thesocial

relativity of mathematical skills and use high social interest versus high

theoretical content textbooks and problems.

Bright girls and boys who score relatively low on measures of spatial

visualization abilities might benefit from a more verbal approachto the study
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of geometry, trigonometry, and calculus than other students who score higher

on measuresof spatial abilities. On the other hand, perhapsit is possible to teach

people techniques to compensate for a deficiency in spatial ability. At present

there is little evidence to suggest how important these differences in spatial

ability really are for mathematical achievement.

Whatappearsto be true at present is that many morebrightgirls relative to

bright boys of similar ability score high on measuresof social values and career

interests and somewhat low on measuresof theoretical values and investigative

career interests. Therefore, sex segregated classes, which emphasize thesocial

relevance of mathematics, are likely to be more effective than less socially

oriented classes in raising the achievement level of girls. There may be other

advantages to sex segregated classes for mathematics. First, it would be easier

and more appropriate to include special career educational activities and

female role models as supplements to the instructional aspects of the program.

Second, it would be possible to alter the textbook content, or at least the

specific problem content, to be more appealing to mostgirls. It has been noted

by several groups that tests and textbooks in mathematics appearto be biased

toward male interests. Effects of such a learning and content bias uponactual

achievement within the classroom are not well documented. The work of Carey

(1958) and Milton (1957) suggests that girls who have more feminine character-

istics might perform better on problems with high feminine interests, and that

girls who have more masculine interests are apt to perform better on general

problem-solving tasks than girls with more feminine interests.

Several research questions need further attention. First, to what extent are

sex differences in mathematical ability, particularly at the higher levels of

achievement, a result of interest and motivational differences between the

sexes? of basic cognitive differences, perhaps related to spatial ability? of

different responsiveness to certain classroom characteristics? of some combina-

tion of cognitive and affective factors? Or are such sex differences onlyartifacts

of the tests currently used with adolescent populations?

Second, and closely related to the first point, is there really a differential

change taking place during the transition from late childhoodto early adoles-

cence for the sexes with respect to mathematical ability?

Third, if there are real basic cognitive processing or perceptual differences

between the sexes which affect mathematical achievement, can we develop

instructional strategies to compensate for such differences?

Fourth, to what extent are the apparent sex differences in mathematical

ability in subjects such as algebra and geometry a result of sex-interest-aptitude

interaction?

The results of this study do support the hypothesis that intervention

designed to foster greater achievement in mathematics amongbrightgirls can

be successful. The impact of accelerated programs, however,still appears to be

far less successful for bright girls than for bright boys. Otherstrategies to foster
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more acceleration and greater achievement among bright girls need to be

developed and tested. It would be interesting to compare the results of

programs which include modified and accelerated instructional procedures
with programs which only supplementtraditional classes with career educa-
tional components. It would also be interesting to compare the results of sex

segregated classes with interest (but not sex) segregated classes, when the effect

of aptitude for mathematics is controlled.

At present there appears to be a growing interest among educational

researchers and practitioners in the problem of fostering talent among young

women in mathematics and science. The results of the present study suggest

that such a task is complex. They certainly appearto raise someinteresting and

researchable questions.
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EDUCATORS’ STEREOTYPES OF
MATHEMATICALLY GIFTED BOYS!

Richard J. Haier and Cecilia H. Solano

ABSTRACT

The attitude or stereotype that educators hold regarding gifted students can

have an important effect on the implementation ofeducationalalternativesfor

talented students. This paper reports data on the prevalence and content of

stereotypes of gifted students in two groups of educators. One group was

personally unfamiliar with students such asfound by SMPY. These educators

read case descriptions of SMPYstudents and described their conception ofthe

students as a group by completing Adjective Checklists (ACL). Educators

personally familiar with the students also completed ACLs. Results indicate

that the unfamiliar educators hold negative stereotypes more frequently than

their “familiar” counterparts. The content of this negative stereotype, however,

is shownto be neither extremely harsh nor arbitrary.

 

Since its inception in 1971 the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

(SMPY) has advocated and undertaken several innovative programs which

offer educational alternatives to exceptionally gifted students. These programs

include college courses for junior high school students, fast-paced special

classes, grade acceleration, subject-matter acceleration, and entering college

early full-time. Ultimately, the success and continuation of these programs

depend to a large extent on the approval and cooperation of principals,

teachers, guidance counselors, and other schoolofficiais. In the majority of

cases educators have worked actively and enthusiastically to develop the

potential of the talented students identified through SMPY.In few instances,

however, there has been substantial reluctance to undertake educational

intervention. There are, of course, several grounds for the resistance which

some educators show in dealing with highly able students. Reasons often given

'The authors wish to thank Julian C. Stanley for his comments on earlier drafts, and Craig
Stevens for his aid with the data analysis.
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for not implementing the programs are lack of money, difficulties with

bureaucratic channels, scheduling problems, and the existence of adequate

programsfor enrichment.

While these factors undoubtedly have an effect, at times it appears that an

undertone of negativism pervades some thinking about gifted students. The

attitudes or stereotypes that educators hold toward gifted studentsarecritically

important to the goals of SMPY. Unfounded negative stereotypes can need-

lessly impede efforts made on behalf of such students. It has been repeatedly

shown that negative stereotypes of the gifted have little empirical basis (Terman

1925; Cox 1954; Oden 1968; see also chapter 11 in this volume). Some

experiences of the SMPY, however, indicate that a negative stereotype of the

gifted child has not been eradicated in academic circles. The nature of this

stereotype and the extent to which it persists are the topics of concern in this

chapter.

METHOD

Subjects and Procedures

A sample of 200 principals, teachers, and guidance counselors from 50

public junior high schools in Pennsylvania wasselected to represent a popula-

tion of educators having no prior contact with the SMPY. The schools were

chosen by county, and the counties were selected for their similarity on several

demographic variables (per capita income, percent white collar workers,

percent urban population, private school enrollment, and population rank in

the United States) to the counties in Maryland in which SMPY high-scorers

attend school. The principal of each Pennsylvania school was contacted twice

by mail. The first letter was introductory and described this study; the second

contained the specific materials for the study and directions for their use. The

principal was asked to disseminate these materials to a male and a female

mathematics teacher, a guidance counselor, and himself. He was instructed to

do this without reference to experience or contact with gifted students. Thus,

four educators in each school were asked to describe mathematically gifted

boysin the following manner.

Each educatorreceived a case description sheet which briefly described four

real boys identified through the SMPY as mathematically gifted (see Stanley,

Keating & Fox 1974). The neutrally worded descriptions included test scores,

college courses taken, and grades received (see appendix 10.1). Descriptions

such as these were written by the project staff for nine boys representative of the

SMPY 1973 high-scoring group, of whom all had scored 640 or better on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathematical. Three additional boys described were

exceptionally gifted students who had beenidentified by the SMPYin previous

years. These twelve descriptions were randomly assigned to one of the three
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forms of the case description sheet (one of the three exceptionally gifted

students was included on each form). These three different case study sheets

were used in order to broadenthe basis for stereotyping. Each form wassent to

a different random third of the schools contacted.

Accompanying the case descrption sheet was a copy of the Adjective

Checklist (ACL, Gough 1960; Gough & Heilbrun 1965). The ACL consists of

three hundred personality-relevant adjectives arranged in alphabetical order.

The checklist as an attitude measure has a numberof advantagesfor surveyuse.

It contains a wide range of behavioral descriptions and also providesscales for

organizing these descriptions. Furthermore,it has the advantageof being easily

understood by persons who have had noprevious experience with the rating

technique and whoare following written instructions.

Each educator was instructed to read the case descriptions and then check

those adjectives on the ACL which he thought applied to the group ofgifted

boys. After completing the ACL each educator returned it anonymously in a

sealed envelope to his or her principal. The principal then returned the four

sealed ACLs from his school to the SMPY. The Pennsylvania sample,

therefore, represented a population of educators who described mathematically

highly talented boys on the basis of little or no direct experience with such

students.

In order to evaluate the configuration of adjectives indicated by the

Pennsylvania educators, a comparison sample was defined from the mathema-

tics teachers, guidance counselors, and principals of 46 SMPY high-scorers.

Each of these educators (henceforth referred to as the Maryland educators) was

contacted and asked to complete the ACL by checking those adjectives that

were descriptive of the specific student of his or her acquaintance. Thus, for
each of the mathematically gifted boys, a principal, a guidance counselor, the

previous year’s mathematics teacher, and the current mathematics teacher were

contacted (comprising a sample of 184 educators). Since several of the boys

attended the same school, some educatorsfilled out more than one ACL. An

attempt was madeto contact only principals and guidance counselors who were

personally familiar with the given students.

RESULTS

Seventy-six percent of both the Pennsylvania and Maryland educators re-

turned the Adjective Checklist.2 The ACLs werefirst scored for the favorable and

the unfavorable scales. Each of these two scales consists of seventy-five adjec-

In Pennsylvaniaall three groups of educators respondedata similar rate (principals 76 percent,

teachers, 76 percent, and guidance counselors 74 percent). In Maryland there were differences
(principals 43 percent, teachers 87 percent, and guidance counselors 76 percent). The low rate of

response for Maryland principals is probably due to lack of familiarity with the students they were
askedtorate.
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tives selected on the basis of ratings of favorableness or unfavorableness(see

Gough & Heilbrun 1965, pp. 5-6). These scales are listed in appendix 10.2. The

numberof adjectives checked by each educator on each scale was converted to

a standard score derived from adult normative data in the manual. These

standard scores take into account the tendency to check more favorable than

unfavorable adjectives and the differential numbers of adjectives checked

overall. The use of these two scales allowed each educatorto be categorized as

holding a positive or a negative stereotype toward gifted students in the

following way. A positive stereotype was defined as a higher standard score on

the favorable scale than on the unfavorable scale. Conversely, a higher

standard score on the unfavorable scale than on the favorable scale defined a

negative stereotype. The frequency of negative stereotypes was found to be

higher among Pennsylvania educators than Maryland educators; the frequency

of positive stereotypes was found to be higher among Maryland educators

(x’ = 10.08, df = 1, p < .005). Table 10.1 shows the prevalence of negative

stereotypes for educators by state, type of position, and sex.

In order to ascertain the actual content of the stereotypes, the adjectives

most frequently checked on the favorable and unfavorable scales were con-

trasted. This comparison was between Pennsylvania and Maryland educators,

broken downinto those having negative or positive stereotypes. Table 10.2 lists

the favorable and unfavorable adjectives most frequently checked by educators

holding negative stereotypes. Table 10.3 lists the adjectives from the twoscales

checked most often by the educators holding positive stereotypes.

Three general results are apparent from an examination of the specific

adjectives and their corresponding rates of endorsement. First, for each of the

eight groups defined in tables 10.2 and 10.3, there are far higher percentages of

Table 10.1. Percent of educators with negative stereotypes

 

  

 

Pennsylvania Maryland

educators educators

Total N % neg. Total N % neg.

Principals
Male 38 53 16 38

Female — — 4 0)

Teachers

Male 40 75 49 37

Female 36 47 33 33

Guidance counselors

Male 16 44 19 16

Female 21 19 16 38
 

151 52% 137 32%
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Table 10.2. Unfavorable and favorable adjectives most frequently checked by educators hold-
ing negative stereotypes (percents checking)

 

 

 

Pennsylvania N=80 Maryland N=44

Unfavorable adjectives Opinionated 44% Argumentative 45%
Argumentative 43 Immature 41
Impatient 38 Opinionated 27
Egotistical 36 Aloof 25

Interests narrow 34 Impatient 25
Faultfinding 33 Self-centered 25

Self-centered 33 Faultfinding 23
Conceited 33 Careless 23

Favorable adjectives Alert 96% Intelligent 84%
Intelligent 95 Capable 77
Capable 94 Confident 66

Ambitious 89 Curious 61
Logical 81 Alert 59

Clear-thinking 80 Active 52
Confident 78 Cooperative 52
Industrious 73 Logical 50
 

endorsement on favorable than unfavorable adjectives. This indicates that there

is more agreement on the favorable attributes of these students, even for

educators holding negative stereotypes. Second, the Pennsylvania educators,

whether they hold a positive or negative stereotype, have higher percentagesof

endorsement on both the favorable and the unfavorable adjectives than their

counterparts in Maryland. This would be consistent with the Pennsylvania

sample basing their judgments on a stereotype. Presumably, the Maryland

sample is less uniform in its ratings, since each Maryland educatoris rating a

different specific individual. Third, there is a large degree of consistency in the

particular adjectives selected by the educators in both states. Although the rates

of endorsement are quite different, there is still considerable agreement on the

specific characteristics attributed to these gifted students, whether or not the

educator was familiar with such students. This suggests that the stereotype of

talented students, like many stereotypes, has a certain basis in fact. The

unfavorable adjectives most frequently checked overall were argumentative,

opinionated, and impatient. The favorable adjectives checked most frequently

were intelligent and alert.

DISCUSSION

The interpretation of the results must be tempered bythe limitations of the

survey method employed and the particular definition of the positive and
negative stereotypes. The primary conclusion that can be drawn from these
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Table 10.3. Unfavorable and favorable adjectives most frequently checked by educators hold-

ing positive stereotypes (percents checking)

 

 

 

Pennsylvania N=71 Maryland N=93

Unfavorable adjectives Argumentative 27% Opinionated 15%
Opinionated 17 Argumentative 13

Impatient 14 Impatient 8

Interests narrow 14 Aloof 8

Fussy 13 Egotistical 6

Faultfinding 11 Self-centered 6

Arrogant 10 Interests narrow 5

Egotistical 10 Bossy 3

Favorable adjectives Alert 100% Intelligent 95%
Capable 97 Conscientious 94

Clear-thinking 97 Dependable 92

Intelligent 97 Alert 91
Logical 94 Clear-thinking 89
Conscientious 94 Reliable 87
Ambitious 93 Confident 86

Independent 92 Cooperative 86
 

data is that a negative stereotype of mathematically gifted students is held by

significantly more educators unfamiliar with such students than by educators

who are familiar with them. Male mathematics teachers who are unfamiliar

with these talented boys seem, in particular, to hold negative opinions.

Familiarity, however, ameliorates the unfavorable feelings of educators ex-

pressed towardthese students. The differential effect of familiarity for male and

female guidance counselorsis interesting but no explanation is apparent.

In addition to the effect of familiarity, there is an indication that the negative

stereotype held by educators is not overwhelmingly adverse. Even those

educators who hold negative stereotypes endorse many favorable adjectives for

these students. The adjectives selected by both groups of educators provide an

additional basis for interpretation. In a sense, the unfavorable adjectives most

frequently selected as descriptive of these students may be understandable,

considering their high ability. Adjectives like argumentative, opinionated, and

impatient may reflect the fact that gifted students are poorly served and

subsequently bored by the standard school curricula.

In summary,the results of this survey indicate that negative characteristics

are still attributed to mathematically gifted boys by many educators. This

stereotype, however, is neither extremely hostile nor derogatory and may have

some basis in fact. Familiarity, moreover, appears to mitigate the negative

opinions held regarding these students. These considerations suggest that the

negative stereotypes are likely to be troublesome but temporary obstacles in the

educational facilitation of gifted boys. The situation might be somewhat dif-

ferent for girls, as Fox (chapter 9) suggests.
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Appendix 10.1

Case Description Sheet

Each paragraph describesa real student.

1. John is ten years old and in the seventh grade. Ona test of mathematical

ability he scored better than 93 percent of high school juniors. On a difficult

test of nonverbal reasoning he scored better than 95 percent of twenty-year-

olds. This boy is taking a college calculus course at night. Last summer he

took a college course in algebra and trigonometry, earning a grade of B. He

learned high school algebra I, IJ, II, analytic geometry, trigonometry, and

plane geometryin thirteen months.

2. Jerry is thirteen years old andin the tenth grade. He skipped ninth grade.

On a test of mathematical ability he scored better than 98 percent of high

school juniors. He has completed an evening college course in astronomy

with a grade of A. He has also completed two summer college courses in

mathematics I and II with grades A and B respectively.

3. Peter is fourteen years old and skipped from the eighth to the tenth grade.

On a test of mathematical ability he scored better than 98 percent of high

school juniors.
4. John is thirteen years old andin the eighth grade. On test of mathemati-

cal ability he scored better than 98 percent of high school juniors. He re-

ceived a grade of A in a college computer science course, making 100 percent

on the mid-term and 94 percent on the final examination.



Favorable

active

adaptable

adventurous

affectionate

alert

ambitious

appreciative

artistic

attractive

calm

capable

charming

cheerful

clear-thinking

clever

confident

conscientious

considerate

cooperative

Unfavorable

affected

aloof

apathetic

argumentative

arrogant

bitter

boastful

bossy

careless

coarse

cold

complaining

conceited

cowardly

cruel

cynical

deceitful

disorderly

distrustful

Appendix 10.2

Adjectives comprising thefavorable and unfavorable scales on the ACL

courageous

curious

dependable

efficient

energetic

enterprising

enthusiastic

fair-minded

foresighted

forgiving

frank

friendly

generous

gentle

goodlooking

good-natured

healthy

helpful

honest

dull

egotistical

evasive

faultfinding

fickle

foolish

frivolous

fussy

gloomy

greedy

hard-hearted

hostile

immature

impatient

indifferent

infantile

interests narrow

intolerant

irresponsible

humorous

imaginative

independent

industrious

insightful

intelligent

interests wide

inventive

kind

logical

loyal

mature

natural

optimistic

organized

original

patient

pleasant

poised

irritable

loud

moody

nagging

obnoxious

opinionated

prejudiced

prudish

quarrelsome

quitting

rattlebrained

resentful

rigid

rude

sarcastic

self-centered

self-pitying

selfish

shallow

rational

realistic

reasonable

reliable

resourceful

responsible

self-controlled

sincere

sociable

stable

sympathetic

tactful

thoughtful

tolerant

understanding

versatile

warm

wise

shiftless

show-off

slipshod

snobbish

spineless

stingy

sulky

tactless

thankless

touchy

undependable

unfriendly

unintelligent

unkind

unscrupulous

vindictive

weak

whiny
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A SUMMARYPROFILE OF THE

NONINTELLECTUAL CORRELATES

OF MATHEMATICAL PRECOCITY

IN BOYS AND GIRLS!

Richard J. Haier and Susanne A. Denham

ABSTRACT

That intellectually gifted individuals are similarly advancedin nonintellectual

realms has been well documented. It is nonetheless important to describe the

personality and social characteristics of the students identified through SMPY,

since these students represent a more select population than has been studied in

the past, and since innovative educational programsare advocatedfor them.

This paper draws ontheresults offive measures (the California Psychological

Inventory, the Eysenck Personality Inventory, the Study of Values, Hollana’s

Vocational Preference Inventory, and the Adjective Checklist) to develop a

composite profile of the nonintellectual correlates of very mathematically able

boys and girls. Comparisons are made between the SMPY groups and

nongifted age-mates, as well as between SMPYgroups and adult scientists and

mathematicians. Sex differences are also discussed. Overall, it is concludedthat

students ofexceptional mathematical ability are more interpersonally effective

and socially mature than their nongifted age-mates and thus more likely to

encounter successfully the social and emotional challenges presented by their

unique talents.

 

One of the most forthright conclusions of Terman’s famous longitudinal

study ofintellectually gifted individuals was that manyaspects of well-adjusted

behavior are strongly associated with superior intellectual ability. As a group,

Terman’s sample was more mature, more successful, healthier, and had a wider

IThe authors wish to thank Julian C. Stanley for his helpful comments on an earlier version of

this paper.
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range of interests than comparable nongifted groups(see, for example, Terman
1925; Oden 1968). Several other early investigations also demonstrated the
validity of this “good things go together” relationship (see review by Cox 1954).
In no way has the notion that gifted children are by definition “misfits,”
“freaks,” or “queer” been proved empirically accurate. The excellence of life
success displayed by manygifted individuals is regarded, moreover,as heavily
influenced by personality and socialfactors as well as superior cognitive ability
(Oden 1968), although an exact demarcation between the affective and the
cognitive domains is somewhat arbitrary.

Since the publication of these pioneering works there have been two
developments in the study of psychology that have renewed interest in the
nonintellectual characteristics of giftedness. First, assessment of affective and
related social aspects of personality has improved considerablyin thelast three
decades. New methodsofscale construction and the availability of normative
data for manyinteresting groups have made assessmentresearch more produc-
tive and meaningful. Second, and very recently, major research programs have
been directed at the highest levels of specific rather than general (i.e., IQ)
cognitive ability. The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY)at
The Johns Hopkins University, the most advanced study of this kind (see
chapter 1 for a description), has, since the fall of 1971, worked with and
collected cognitive and personality information on over ninety exceptionally
able, mathematically precocious boys andgirls. The cognitive abilities of this
special group have been reported elsewhere (Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974).
The purpose of this chapter is to characterize these students with a composite
profile of personality and social attributes based on a variety of standardized
measures.
A preliminary analysis of the personological characteristics of the first

thirty-two boys identified through the SMPY indicated that, based on the
California Psychological Inventory(see p. 231), these boys were moreinterper-
sonally effective, socially mature, and academically motivated than their age-
mates (Weiss, Haier, & Keating 1974 [1:7]?). The present study replicates those
findings on a new sample of mathematically gifted boys and,at the sametime,
integrates data from other measuresto provide a comprehensive picture of the
nonintellectual correlates of mathematical precocity for boys andforgirls. We
hope that an overview such asthis will be a helpful extension of educational
counseling services to these individuals and will also be intrinsically interesting
to researchers investigating the relationships between cognitive and affective
variables.

Specifically, our composite profile of these students will be drawn from
results of five widely used tests: the California Psychological Inventory (CPI),

*In addition to the regular references, citations of chapters in volumeI of Studies ofIntellectual
Precocity will be as follows: [1:7]. The I indicates volume I, and 7 is the chapter number
[Editor].
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the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI), the Study of Values (SV), Holland’s

Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI), and the Adjective Checklist (ACL).

These tests will, respectively, provide the following broad perspectives on this

group: interpersonal effectiveness, stability and adjustment, values, vocational

interests, and self-image. The rest of this paper will be organized around these

five perspectives to answer the following questions: (1) What is the group

profile on each test? (2) How consistent is the group from test to test? (3) How

do these students as a group compare with the profiles of creative adult

scientists and mathematicians? Where appropriate, differences between the

boys and girls will be examined with respect to these questions. Thus, in this

chapter the consistently unique andsalient nonintellectual aspects of mathe-

matical precocity will be described and summarized.

METHOD

Subjects

A total of seventy-one seventh-, eighth-, and academically accelerated ninth-

grade boys (ages twelve to fourteen) were selected on the basis of high scores

on the Scholastic Aptitude Test—Mathematics (at least 640) or the STEP

science test.3 Both of these tests are normed on student samplesthree tofive

years older than these students. Similarly, twenty-five girls were selected on

the basis of SAT-M scores of 600 or more.‘ Theseselections were conducted as

part of the SMPY Talent Searches in 1972 and 1973 (see chapter 4 for details).

The winners completed the standardized measures described below within

three monthsoftheir initial selection.

Measures

1) California Psychological Inventory: The CPIis “addressed principally to

personality characteristics importantfor social living and interactions” (Gough

1969). The eighteen scales of the CPI can be meaningfully interpreted with

younger samples (Gough 1969) and particularly with younger, gifted samples

(Lessinger & Martinson 1961; Weiss et al. 1974[I:7]—especially their appendix

C). Its broad range and previously demonstrated utility makes the use of the

CPI a central feature of the composite profile of our winners group.

2) Eysenck Personality Inventory: The EPIis a quick two-form forced-

choice inventory that yields scores on three scales: E(xtroversion), N(euroti-

3The STEPscience test was used only in 1972 as a criterion for “winners.” Mostof the boys in

this sample achieved SAT-M 2 640.
4Two girls scoring under 600, who qualified in 1972 on the basis of STEP science test scores,

are included in the sample. The lower cut-off score for girls is necessary, since fewer girls were

high scorers.
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cism), and L(ying) (Eysenck & Eysenck 1968). The relatively few scales of the
EPI provide an economical view of overall adjustmentandstability, based on
the assumption that most of the variance in personality can be explained in
terms of emotionalstability and sociability. The EPI is a particularly useful
supplement to cognitive test batteries, since it is reported to be unrelated to
intelligence (Eysenck & Eysenck 1968). For this study each subject completed
both forms. A combined score for each scale was obtained by summing raw
scores from each form,since percentile ranks of combined scores have a greater
reliability than those for either form used alone.

3) Vocational Preference Inventory: The winners group completed six scales
from the VPI (Holland 1973). The items on these scales are occupations,
fourteen per scale, which are endorsed like or dislike by the test-taker. Each
scale corresponds to one of the following six occupational groups: R(ealistic),
I(nvestigative), E(nterprising), A(rtistic), S(ocial), and C(onventional). These
Same groupsare also interpretable as personality types. Thus the frequency of
positively (like) endorsed occupations within a groupindicates both vocational
preference and an associated personality type. Usually the preference for the six
types is rank ordered for each subject, and a three-letter code describing the
first three preferences is assigned. For our purposes, only the letter of the
highest ranked occupational type is used.

4) Study of Values: The SV (Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970) consists of
questions asking for preferences in relatively familiar situations. Six value
scales indicating T(heoretical), E(conomic), A(esthetic), S(ocial), P(olitical),
and R(eligious) value orientations are scored. Because each examinee’s six
scores must sum to the sameconstant (240 points), these scales are ipsative,>
reflecting relative rather than absolute value levels. The value structure of these
students is an important consideration in determining the most efficacious way
to develop their unique mathematical ability. The inclusion of the SV,
therefore, adds an important dimension to the composite profile.

5) Adjective Checklist: The ACL is a personality assessment device com-
prised of 300 descriptive adjectives (Gough & Heilbrun 1965). The winners who
completed the ACL checked all the adjectives on the list which they felt were
self-descriptive. Although twenty-four scales can be scored from the ACL,“the
greatest value of the list may accrue from noting, pondering, and analyzing
those specific words which... a group of individuals has checked as self-
descriptive [p. 4].” Hence, we may construe the specific adjectives checked as
an indication of self-image. Furthermore, the proportion of favorable to
unfavorable adjectives will serve as an index ofpositive or negative self-image.

*“Ipsative” refers to the fact that the scales on this test are not independent of one another.
Rather, a high score on one scale takes points from someof the other scales (see Gleser 1972).
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RESULTS

All the analyses to be reported, except where otherwise indicated, were done

on the combined boys or the combined girls groups of 1972 and 1973 Talent

Search winners. Since the testing for each year was very similar, we assumed

winners from both searches represented the same population and felt justified

in pooling them. This assumption was reinforced by noting no significant

differences on cognitive tests between the 1972 and the 1973 groups. Not every

student was tested on each measure, so each analysis reports a somewhat

different sample size. No systematic group bias, however, is evident as a result

of the incomplete data.

Personal Effectiveness and Maturity: CPI Results

Following the preliminary analysis of Weiss etal. (1974[1:7]) the pooled

winners group of mathematically gifted boys (N=68) was compared with

eighth-grade random (EGR), eighth-grade gifted (EGG), high school normal

(HSN), and high school gifted (HSG) groups (Lessinger & Martinson 1961;

Gough 1969). Differences amongthis enlarged group of mathematically gifted

(MG) boys and the four other groups are distinct and significant (see table

11.1), generally supporting the trends foundin the earlier study. The MG boys

group most closely resembles the EGG and HSG groups and least closely

resembles the EGR group. Hence, with regard to interpersonal effectiveness,

the MG boysare most similar to students chronologically and academically

more advanced. Thus, the CPI data indicates that these boys, when compared

with their age-mates, are capable of mature social interaction.

The mostsignificant differences in favor of the MG boys group are on the

scales of Achievement via Independence and Flexibility. The interpretation of

this combination denotes an innovative use of intelligence and adaptability. In

view of their selection criteria and the new scholastic experiences which have

been provided in manycases, these personality characteristics of flexibility and

foresight form a very logical and necessary part of the group’s cognitive style

(see Helson & Crutchfield 1970; Capretta, Jones, Siegel, & Siegel 1963). This

observation accentuates the rather arbitrary nature of the distinction between

cognitive and affective characteristics.

The group CPIprofile for the mathematically gifted girls (MG-F)is virtually

identical to the boys’ profile. Only onestatistically significant difference on the

femininity scale (p < .001) differentiates the two groups(see figure 11.1); as

might be expected, the MG-Fsscore higher on this scale than the MG-Ms.

6Because the original data of the norm groupswere notavailable, these comparisons were made

with “t” tests.



Table 11.1. Means of the pooled MG boysgroup compared with the male EGR, EGG, HSG, and HSN groups on the CPI Scales

 

 

 

Math-gifted Eighth grade Eighth grade High school High school
(MG) random (EGR) gifted (EGG) norm (HSN) gifted (HSG)

CPI Scale Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

1 Do (dominance) 28.1 7.3 19.5* 4,9 27.0 5.5 23.2* 6.0 28.8 6.32 Cs (capacity stat.) 17.6 3.7 11.3* 3.5 17.6 3.7 15.3* 4.4 20.7* 3.43 Sy (sociability) 22.0 5.4 20.7 4.2 24.4* 5.0 21.5 5.4 26.2* 4.74 Sp (social pres.) 34.6 6.4 30.6* 6.2 32.9 5.7 32.7* 5.7 35.6 6.75 Sa (self-accept.) 20.2 3.6 17.6* 3.8 19.6 3.5 18.7% 4.1 22.6* 3.86 Wb (well-being) 31.4 6.1 27.2* 6.1 35.6* 4.8 33.5% 5.6 35.8* 4.27 Re

—

(responsibility) 29.4 4.5 21.5* 5.8 31.7% §=4.3 26.7% 5.7 31.17 5.48 So (socialization) 37.) 5.2 29.9* 5.3 40.8* 4.9 36.3 6.0 38.1 6.49 Sc (self-control) 25.1 7.3 18.0* 7.2 28.2T 8.8 25.3 8.0 25.8 8.310 To (tolerance) 19.8 5.2 12.1* 4.8 22.4* 4.4 17.8% 5.3 23.1* 4.511 Gi (good impress.) 13.7 5.3 10.3* 4.7 16.9% 6.8 15.1 6.2 15.87 6.312 Cm  (communality) 24.7 2.3 23.67 3.5 26.4* 1.8 25.2 2.8 25.47 2113 AC (achiev. via conformance) 24.7 3.8 16.4* 4.4 26.37 4.2 22.3* 5.3 27.2* 4.614 Ai (achiev. via independence) 19.6 3.9 10.9* 3.5 18.07 3.9 14.6* 4.1 20.8T 3.515 Ie (intellectual efficiency) 37.7 5.1 26.0* 5.3 38.7 4.4 33.6* 6.3 40.5* 4.316 Py

=

(psychological-mindedness) 11.6 3.0 7.9% 2.7 11.2 2.7 9.2* 2.6 12.0 2.617 Fx (flexibility) 12.1 4.1 7.7* 2.7 9.4* 3.4 9.1* 3.4 11.0 4.018 Fe (femininity) 17.5 3.6 15.1* 3.4 17.4 3.2 15.4* 3.6 16.1* 3.419 EM (empathy)? 20.7 3.9 — — ~ _ — — ~ —
N=68 N=82 N=94 N=3,572 N=157
 
Note: Comparisonsin each case are between MG andthe specified group.
“No reference groups; this additional scale was developed by Hogan (1969).
01 <p<.05
*.001 <p<.0l
p< .001
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Fig. 11.1. Mathematically gifted (MG) boys and girls compared with eighth-grade random (EGR) boys andgirls from Lessinger and

Martinson (1961).
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When compared, however, with female normative groups (Lessinger &
Martinson 1961) the interpretation of the MG-F profile is somewhatdifferent
than the MG boys. The mathematically gifted girls group most closely
resembles the EGG group andleast closely resembles the EGR group,al-
though, unlike the MG boys, the MGgirls do not score higher than HSG on
any scales (see table 11.2). Rather, the MG-F profile is distinctively character-
ized by the lowest femininity and communality scores of any of the comparison
groups. This, together with their comparatively low score on Achievement via
Conformance and high score on Achievementvia Independence andtheir low
Socialization score, depicts the MG girls as decidedly nonconforming. This
complicated web of comparisons may be summarized by saying that, like the
MGboys, the MGgirls are more interpersonally effective than nongifted age-
mates and high school students, but the MGgirls, unlike the MG boys, appear
to be far more unconventional than their 1Q-gifted counterparts. Given that the
roles of mathematician andscientist typically have not been encouraged for
femalesin oursociety, this finding is particularly interesting.

Personality characteristics and differences among creative male and female
mathematicians were examined by Helson and Crutchfield (1970) and Helson
(1971). The first of these studies indicated that, compared with “average
Ph.Ds,” creative adult male mathematicians showed lower scores on the CPI
scale for Self-Control and higher scores on the Flexibility scale. Apparently the
ability to “let go,” to change mental set, and to be highly flexible are
advantageous qualities for persons seeking careers in mathematics. As noted,
both the MG boys and the MGgirls show significantly higher Flexibility scale
scores than non-IQ-gifted reference groups, and are lower on the Self-Control
scale (though not necessarily significantly so) than all but one reference group
(EGR). Thus the sample, both male and female, is similar to creative male
mathematicians on a limited, but apparently important, set of dimensions. In
Helson’s (1971) sex comparison of creative mathematicians, findings showed
that, relative to males, creative women were high on the Achievement via
Independence, Psychological Mindedness, and Flexibility scales, while they
were low on Communality and Achievement via Conformancescales. The MG
girls groupfits this pattern consistently. Helson (1971) also asserted that for the
rebellious, somewhat introverted female Ph.D. mathematicians she studied,
flexibility was a powerful determinantof creativity and success. Personaltraits
of independence,reflectiveness, and mental agility were found to be relatively
more important for women than men. Apparentlythesetraits are necessaryfor
women if they are determined to contribute fully in male-oriented fields, such
as mathematics and science.

On the other hand, Helson (1971) found that male mathematicians were
higher than their female counterparts on several of the interpersonal effective-
ness scales (Dominance,Sociability, Social Presence, and Self-Acceptance) and
on the Intellectual Efficiency scale. This finding does not hold for our samples.
Furthermore, Helson’s sample of creative female mathematicians was intro-



Table 11.2. Means of MGgirls group compared with female EGR, EGG, HSG, and HSN groups on the CPI Scales

 

 

 

MGgirls EGR (female) EGG (female) HSN (female) HSG (female)

CPI Scale Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

1 Do (dominance) 26.9 6.2 20.7% 4.7 27.2 5.3 23.7% 6.1 29.0 5.8

2 Cs (capacity stat.) 18.7 4.6 12.2* 4.1 18.7 3.8 16.07 4.9 21.5" 3.8

3 Sy (sociability) 23.3 6.4 21.7 4.1 25.1 5.0 21.47 5.7 26.5 4.7

4 Sp (social pres.) 35.6 7.0 29.7* 5.6 33.3 6.3 31.1* 5.8 35.7 5.7

5 Sa (self-accept.) 20.2 4.2 18.17 3.8 20.6 4.3 18.9 4.4 22.37 3.5

6 Wb (well-being) 33.5 6.1 30.07 5.6 35.3 5.5 34.6 5.7 36.07 5.2

7 Re

—

(responsibility) 30.8 4.7 26.0* 4.9 33.17 4.3 30.0 5.2 33.6* 3.8

8 So (socialization) 36.8 6.2 37.2 5.6 42.3* 4.7 39.47 5.6 40.4* 5.1

9 Sc (self-control) 27.2 10.9 23.2T 7.6 30.8 9.1 27.6 8.5 28.6 8.1

10 To (tolerance) 21.7 5.6 15.1* 4.9 22.9 5.2 18.7* 5.5 24.3 4.3

11 Gi (good impress.) 15.5 7.5 11.7* 4.9 18.1 7.5 15.7 6.2 16.3 5.6

12 Cm (communality) 24.4 2.4 25.51 2.0 26.1* 1.7 26.1* 1.9 26.3* 1.8

13 AC (achiev. via conformance) 25.6 6.0 20.2* 5.0 28.07 4.6 24.1 5.3 28.27 5.0

14 Ai (achiev. via independence) 21.2 4.5 12.9* 3.8 19.0% 3.8 15.5* 4.2 21.6 4.0

15 Ie (intellectual efficiency) 39.1 4.8 30.2% 4.9 39.7 5.2 34.4* 6.5 41.6* 4.4

16 Py (psychological-mindedness) 12.2 1.8 7.5* 2.5 10.87 3.0 8.7* 2.6 11.3 3.0

17 Fx (flexibility) 11.9 4.8 8.3% 3.5 10.07 3.6 8.9* 3.2 11.0 3.6

18 Fe  (femininity)@ 21.5 4.2 23.27 864.0 23.51 3.6 24.1* 3.5 23.5 3.4

N=25 N=90 N=77 N=4,056 N=107

 

Note: Comparisons in each case are between MG andthe specified group.

ASignificantly greater than MG boysgroup, p < .001.
T.01<p<.05
' 001 <p<.0l
p< .001
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verted as well as rebellious. Our sample of females, although apparently as
rebellious and nonconforming, is not obviously introverted. Despite these
differences, which mayberelated atleast partly to the age factor, both MG
boys and MGgirls appear to have the basic creative characteristics appraised
by Helson.

Stability and Adjustment: EPI Results

Results of the EPI for 55 MG boys are summarized and compared with
available norm groupsin table 11.3. Since only four girls completed the EPI, no
analysis for them is included here. The MG boys are, as a group, significantly
less neurotic (p < .05) and less extroverted (p < .001) than a sample of the
American college population. Thus, these winners can be classified as stable,
non-neurotic, and introverted. This is very similar to the classic creative
scientist pattern discussed by Roe (1953). Eysenck (1960) describes this
combination of low N, low E, in terms of the following adjectives: passive,
careful, thoughtful, peaceful, controlled, reliable, even-tempered, and calm.
The low

E

is specifically described as introspective, serious, planning, fond of
books, and reserved except with friends.

Atfirst glance, the introverted classification of the EPI seemsto contradict
the CPI interpretation of these boys as interpersonally effective. Introversion
was not a salient aspect of the winners group CPIprofile. Interpreted in the
classical Jungian sense, the introversion measured by the E scale indicates the
preference for the intellectual rather than the social aspects oflife. There is no
relative or inherent advantage or disadvantage in introversion or extroversion.
Introversion is seen as a matter of preference rather than ability. This pointis
underscored by Eysenck’s descriptive phrase “reserved except with friends.”It
is clear from manyobservations of these boys over the last two years that they
can be socially adroit and comfortable, although as a group they do not seek
out continual social stimulation as an extrovert might. Thus, the apparent

Table 11.3. Comparison of the MG boys with a norm group on the Eysenck Personality Inven-
tory

 

 

 

 

Neuroticism scale Extroversion scale

Mean S.D. P.R.4 Mean S.D. P.R.

MG boys (N=68) 18.2 12.1 39 23.2 5.8 25
American college students? 21.5* 8.4 50 28.27 6.9 50

 

4Percentile rank.

Males and females.
p< .0l

Tp <.001
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discrepancy between the MG boys’ low E-scale scores and their high scores on

the corresponding CPI scales seems to be less a contradiction and more a

refinement.
.

Other available evidence suggests that the low E-scale scores and the

moderate N-scale scores makesense for this group. Lynn (1959) and Lynn and

Gordon(1961) found, for example, that low scores on the E scale are positively

correlated with persistence and achievement. Lynn and Gordon (1961) also

found a curvilinear relationship between N scores and scores on the Raven’s

Progressive Matrices (RPM), a test of nonverbal reasoning also given to the

MGgroup. This curvilinear relationship indicated that persons with moderate

N scores, like the MG group,tended to score higher on the RPM.Thisis true

for this group of boys.

The results from the EPI, then, basically support the more detailed infer-

ences drawn from the “folk concepts” of the CPI, but also add an important

refinement. These boys are personally stable and effective, but tend to be serious

and introspective, except when called uponto exercise their social talents.

Values: SV Results

Results for 1972 boys and girl winners on the Study of Values have been

described in detail elsewhere (Fox & Denham 1974[I:8], and chapter 14 ofthis

volume), but an examination of the pooled 1972 and 1973 winners will

contribute to the complete profile of these students. These data are summarized

in table 11.4. The predominant value orientation of the boys and the girls is

theoretical. According to the SV authors (Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970), a

theoretical type denotes an “inclination to actively seek truth ina logical, often

scientific manner.” That these students, chosen for their excellent mathematical

reasoning ability, have value structures related to science and logic is not

unexpected. Certainly, ability is not the only factor leading to success, and the

cultivation of precocioustalent is likely to be most fruitful when an individual’s

values and interests are consistent with his abilities. Mathematicians and

Table 11.4. Percent of MG boysandgirls scoring highest on each scale of the Study of Values

 

(N) T P A S E R

 

MG boys (71) 59.2 14.1 4.2 5.6

MGgirls (22) 31.8 20.5 20.4 13.6 D
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T (heoretical)
P (olitical)

A(esthetic)

S (ocial)
E(conomic)

R(eligious)
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creative scientists also score high on this theoretical scale (MacKinnon 1962;
Hall & MacKinnon 1969).

The second most prevalent value type for the boys and forthegirls is
political. Political types are characterized by their concern with power. Thus,
the relatively large percentage of winners scoring highest on the P scale implies
that many of these students are interested in leadership and influence. Fewer
boys than girls were typified by Artistic or Social value orientations.

For the purposesof the group profile the SV results may be summarized as
demonstrating that both the boys and the girls have a theoretical value orien-
tation, i.e., toward knowledge andtruth. This is consistent with their actual
ability and with the low E-scale scores on the EPI (for the boys) and the high
achievementcluster of scales on the CPI.

Vocational Interests: VPI Results

Holland’s VPI measures not only vocational interests but also ties these
interests to personality types. The choices for future occupationsfor this group
of boys and girls are predominantly Investigative (see table 11.5). Social
occupationsare the least preferred.

Persons who prefer Investigative activities are described by Holland as
typically choosing scientific careers, and are characterized personologically as
scholarly, intellectual, self-confident, independent, cautious, precise, intro-
verted, reserved, and rational. These adjectives correspond closely to the
overall view of this group from the other measuresdiscussed thus far. The most
obvious consistency is that on measures of both values andinterests and on
measures of personality, intellectual curiosity is very evident.

As with the SV, the results of the VPI are important for individual
educational guidance and counseling. Those students who prefer activities
other than Investigative may have no strong desire orinterest in developing

Table 11.5. Percent of MG boysandgirls scoring highest on eachscale of the VocationalPref-
erence Inventory

 

 

(N) I A R E C S

MG boys (71) 66.9 6.3 9.9 4.0 9.6 3.3MGgirls (11) 50.0 22.7 9.1 13.6 4.5 0
 

I (nvestigative)

A(rtistic)

R(ealistic)

E (nterprising)

C(onventional)
S (ocial)
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their mathematical ability at the present time. Within Holland's theoretical

framework it is predicted that an Investigative type person will most enjoy

Investigative type work. Since the pursuit of mathematics or science as a career

implies an Investigative type, those students in the group who are not

Investigative types should not be chidedif they are unenthusiastic about their

mathematical ability. In practice, these results and their interpretations for

students in SMPY programs are communicated in detail to them. Some

consequently opt to pursue their interests in other areas as a result of this

information.

Self-Image: ACL Results

The analysis and interpretation of the ACL is based on forty-six of the high

scoring boys; not enough girls completed the ACL for meaningful group

comparisons. In a way, the ACL may provide the mostinteresting element of

the composite profile, because it asks the test-taker to evaluate or describe

himself directly. Although the ACL may be analyzed in a variety of ways, only

the favorable and unfavorable scale scores will be discussed. These scores,

together with the specific adjectives checked most often, will provide sufficient

information to assess the collective self-image of the students.

Based on ratings (Gough & Heilbrun 1965), seventy-five adjectives on the

ACLare designated as favorable and another seventy-five are designated as

unfavorable. The number of adjectives checked by each student on these two

scales was converted into a standard score derived from a normative adult

group (mean S50, s.d. 10) to take account of the tendency to check more

favorable than unfavorable adjectives and differential individual tendencies for

total number of adjectives checked. Our first comparison was simply of the

mean differences in standard scores between the two scales within the MG

group. Surprisingly, the mean standard score for the unfavorable scale was

significantly higher (p < .05) than for the favorable scale (see table 11.6). This

finding, however, requires considerable cautioninits interpretation. Table 11.6

includes comparison data for creative and noncreative high school boys

(Schaefer 1969). When the means of the groups are compared,it is apparent

that all groups score higher on the unfavorable than on the favorable scale.

Further, the MG boys, comparatively, have the lowest mean on the unfavor-

able scale and the highest mean on the favorable scale (although not statisti-

cally significant). Thus, it appears that the tendency toward an unfavorable

self-image (as defined here) is prevalent among adolescent boys. While this

finding itself deserves closer examination by researchers interested in self-

image and identity development, it may be pointed out for our purposes here

that the self-image of the MG boys is comparatively less unfavorable than for

other adolescent groups.
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Table 11.6. Standard score means and standard deviations of MG boysand creative and non-creative high school boys on the favorable and unfavorable ACL Scales#

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-—Writing Scientific

MG boys Creative Noncreative Creative Noncreative
N=46 N=100 N=100 N= 100 N=100

Favorable xX 46.42 43.90 45.05 44,52 44,39
SD 8.72 9.82 9.52 10.65 9.97

x 52.04 55.48 54.27 55.24 53.04Unf
°mavotable SD 10.26 9.57 11.33 11.58 10.91
 

“From Schaefer (1969),

Table 11.7. The percent of the most favorable and unfavorable adjectives selected by the MG
boys compared with the frequency of those adjectives selected by a control sample

 

 

 

MG boys (N=46) Control (N=40)

Intelligent 96% 39%
Capable 93 50
Adaptable 89 28F

avorable Logical 87 25
Honest 85 50
Clear-thinking 83 55

Argumentative 67 25
Sarcastic $2 08

Unfavorable Impatient 41 33
Opinionated 41 08
Cynical 37 05
 

This point is underscored by noting the specific adjectives checked most
often by the MG boys. These adjectives, favorable and unfavorable, are listed
in table 11.7, where their frequency is compared with the frequencyof the same
adjectives selected by a nongifted control sample.’

In this second analysis of the ACLit is apparent that the adjectives checked
by the MG boysasself-descriptive are not frequently checked by the nongifted
sample. The specific favorable adjectives, moreover, depict a consistent and
meaningful self-image for these boys. Likewise, the unfavorable adjectives
make sense for this group. The fact that many of these boys see themselvesas
argumentative, sarcastic, impatient, and opinionated mayindicate the degree to

‘This control sample consisted of forty junior high school boys (matched to the MG boys on
age) assigned to “average”(i.e., letter grade C) scienceclasses.
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which they are bored or dissatisfied with conventional school curricula. Not

surprisingly, and providing somevalidity to this finding, the teachers of these

students use these same adjectives to describe their gifted students (see chapter

10). In any case, these unfavorable adjectives are relatively mild (see appendix

10.2, page 222, for the full scales).

THE COMPOSITE GROUP PROFILE:

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Each of the five perspectives (personaleffectiveness, adjustment and stabil-

ity, values, interests, and self-image) may now be considered as a composite

profile for these students. Considering the diversity of the measures used,the

composite profile is remarkably consistent. As a group these mathematically

precocious youth are interpersonally effective and socially mature, although the

boys prefer intellectual and academic pursuits over social interests. While a

higher percentage of girls are interested in social and artistic concerns,the girls

as a group are more nonconforming with respect to sex typing. Both boys and

girls are confident and well-adjusted, although some boys see themselves as

argumentative and sarcastic. Thus, as a group, these students fare well. Since

the patterns of their scores on the different tests are not only sensible for

mathematically gifted students butalso are similar to adult creative mathemati-

cians andscientists, it is unlikely that the scores merely reflect goodtest-taking

ability.

The “good things go together” relationship is unmistakable for this group.

Yet,it is still too early to characterize how the mathematically gifted differ from

other gifted students with respect to specific attributes. This analysis awaits a

larger sample of mathematically gifted (particularly girls) and similar descrip-

tive data on other talented groups.®

We have concentrated exclusively on group analysis and comparison.

Although there are clear group trends on each measure, there is considerable

variance on all measures. The temptation to discuss individual profiles is

substantial, but a case study approach is beyond the scope of this summary

profile. It is still somewhat prematureto discuss individualcases with regard to

the group profile, since a necessary andinteresting part of such an examination

would include outcome measures of successful education facilitation. Such

measuresare as yet unavailable for many students (see chapter 1, however, for

a discussion of exemplary cases, and Weisset al., 1974 [I:7, appendix C]).

Undoubtedly, it may be surprising and perhaps suspect that the group

profile is so strikingly positive and without serious negative components. It is

8Such data are being collected by the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth at The Johns Hopkins

University (see chapter 8).
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well to recall the nature of selection of the mathematically gifted sampleatthis
point: self-selection for participation in a difficult contest; high performancein
that contest; and voluntary participation in the follow-up evaluations. Thus, a
biasing effect in favor of the groupis quite possible, and even likely.

Data such as these, moreover, are always subject to varying interpretations.
It is also considerably safer to characterize a group than an individual. Thatall
the members of the mathematically gifted sample fit the group profile exactly
is, of course, unlikely. Actually, the variances on most of the personological
scales are at least as large for the mathematically gifted as for the general
population. There are sometalented students who clearly do not demonstrate a
high degree of maturity or confidence on the objective measures. These
students are in the minority, and it will be particularly interesting to follow
their progress. The value in these personality measures, in fact, may lie in how
well they predict the future success and adjustment of these students.

Some further qualification is in order. These results, particularly of the CPI
and EPI, should not be interpreted as demonstrating that these specially
selected twelve to fourteen year-olds have acquired the level of sophistication of
college students or adults. Theyarestill adolescents. While their test scores may
be similar (or even superior) to older persons, overt maturity and ability to
interact successfully with other people have their basis in real-life experiences.
The fact that these students are chronologically youngerthan college students
and adults necessarily limits their range of experience. Thesignificance of their
advanced noncognitive profile is not that they will skip the “trials and
tribulations” of youth, but rather that they are comparatively well equipped to
successfully encounterlife. Like all youth, they will have their special problems,
but with the proper adult supervision and encouragement, the academic
advancement of these talented students will not proceed at the expense of
emotional or social growth.
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CAREER-RELATED INTERESTS OF
ADOLESCENT BOYS AND GIRLS

Lynn H. Fox, Sara R. Pasternak, and NancyL. Peiser

ABSTRACT

The career-related interests ofacademically gifted seventh-grade boys andgirls
are compared with a representative sample of ninth-graders, using the twenty-
three Basic Interest Scales of the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory. The
gifted boys andgirls scored higher than the average ability boys and girls on
investigative scales such as mathematics and science. The pattern of sex
differences for both groups of students were similar, but gifted girls, unlike
average girls, show strong interests on the “masculine” scales, such as mathe-
matics. Some evidence that gifted girls may experience more conflict than
gifted boys with respect to career choices in later life was found by asking
students to rate eight occupations on sixteen adjective pairs on a semantic
differential.

 

Cognitive ability and personalinterests and values are important psycholog-

ical factors determining an individual’s career choice. It is generally agreed that

men differ from womengreatly with respect to interests and values and to some

extent in cognitive abilities, and these differences are reflected in their varying
career choices. Whatis not clear is how these differences between the sexes
evolve during childhood and adolescence. In this chapter we shall consider the
evidence of sex differences in interests and values related to eventual career

choices among gifted adolescents and their implications for understanding the

relationship of ability and interests, particularly in the area of science and
mathematics.

Results of various studies indicate a relationship between masculine inter-

ests, scientific career choices, and achievements in mathematics (Astin

1974[1:4];! Carey 1958; Milton 1957). The Study of Mathematically Precocious

'In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volumeI of Studies of Intellectual

Precocity will be as follows[1:4]. The I indicates volumeI, and the 4 is the chapter number[Editor].

242
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Youth (SMPY) at The Johns Hopkins University has reported a relationship

between extremely high cognitive ability, values, scientific interests, and career

choices of young adolescents (Fox & Denham 1974{I:8)).

In the 1972 Talent Search at The Johns Hopkins University, bright seventh-,

eighth-, and young ninth-grade students were administered a short form of the

Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI-Holland 1965), in addition to the

College Entrance Examination Board’s Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathemati-

cal (SAT-M). More boys than girls preferred the investigative careers such as

science, mathematics, and medicine (Fox & Denham 1974 [I:8]). Those in

the 1973 Talent Search were administered the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey

Study of Values (Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970). Boys scored highest on

the theoretical value scale, while the girls scored highest on the social value

scale (see chapter 14 of this volume). Highly precocious boys(as evidenced by

scores of 640 or more on the SAT-M) showeda greater interest in investigative

careers and theoretical values than less precocious boysandgirls in the contest.

Manyparticipants in those two talent searches exhibited cognitive abilities

at an extremely high level. Not only did more boys than girls enter the contest

but also a greater number of boys thangirls had extremely high mathematical

reasoning ability. A question of interest to these investigators was in what ways

bright boys and girls with similar cognitive abilities differed with respect to

interests.

This present study was designed to obtain more information concerning the

interests and career choices of seventh-grade boys andgirls of high ability (in

the upper 2 percent of their grade level on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills) who

were matched on mathematical aptitude, SAT-M,and verbal aptitude, Scho-

lastic Aptitude Test-Verbal (SAT-V), and socioeconomiclevel.

The gifted seventh-graders selected for this study were contestants in the

1973 Talent Search who wereparticipating in a special study of the develop-

ment of mathematical ability in young women (see chapter 9 in this volume).

The criterion for selection was lower than that for the winners of the talent

searches (scores of at least 640 on SAT-M). This enabled a sizable numberof

girls to be matched with boys on cognitive ability in order to study sex

differences. Three matched groups of equal size and cognitive ability were

formed: one experimental group of girls, one control group of girls, and one

control group of boys. All but one of the experimental girls scored at least 370

on SAT-M.? Triads (one person from each group) were matched within plus or

minus 20 points on both SAT-M and SAT-V wheneverpossible. Although not

greatly so, the boys werestill slightly but statistically significantly superior in

mathematical aptitude.

2One ofthe girls in the experimental group scored 350 on the SAT-M.She wasincludedin the

study for reasons explained in chapter9, p. 189.
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The two matched control groups were selected for the present study.3 The
matched mathematical and verbal scores for each boy and girl are shownin
table 12.1.

The career interests of these twenty-six boys and twenty-six girls were
compared with each other and with those of seventy-five boy and seventy-five
girl ninth-graders, a sample of adolescents in two junior high schools for whom
Summary data were available from the Strong—-Campbell Vocational Interest
Inventory.4 These students were considered to be a representative sample of

°A few of the girls in the experimental group were nottested on the Strong-Campbellprior tothe start of the experimental program, which included somecareer counseling. Since their scoresmay have beenslightly influenced by the treatment, it seemed best to eliminate that group for thepresent comparison.
‘Data furnished by David Campbell, formerly of the University of Minnesota, now at theCenter for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, North Carolina.

Table 12.1. Scores on SAT-M and SAT-V for the matched pairs of boys andgirls in the sample
of gifted students

 

 

 

 

 

Girls Boys

Math Verbal Math Verbal

560 410 550 360
$20 490 550 490
490 490 490 $10
490 400 490 420
480 370 480 380
480 290 $10 290
460 470 470 520
460 460 470 490
460 390 440 400
460 350 460 350
450 340 460 330
450 320 430 310
440 450 440 450
430 430 440 430
430 360 430 350
430 330 460 350
420 380 430 390
420 380 420 380
390 360 420 350
380 350 410 370
370 490 370 460
370 430 380 460
370 350 410 330
360 320 370 360
350 350 370 330
330 380 380 370

Mean 432.69 390.00 443.46 393.46
S.D. 55.83 57.76 _ 50.27 64.31
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junior high school students and nota gifted group. They are referred to as the

average adolescent group.

CAREER INTEREST SCALES

The measure of career interests used was the Strong-Campbell Vocational

Interest Inventory (SCII).5 Scores from this inventory are reported in three

ways: Part One, the General Occupation Themes, which define an individual’s

overall occupational tendencies; Part Two, the Basic Interest Scales, which

show one’s consistency of interest in twenty-three specific areas; and Part

Three, the Occupational Scales, which exhibit the congruency between an

individual’s interests and the characteristic interests of men and women in

various occupations. All three intercorrelated parts are organized to provide

information to help the individual define his interests and potential career

choice (Campbell 1974).

The Basic Interest Scales are the main criteria used in this study, for they are

the primary factor for identifying an individual’s interests in relation to his

vocational choice (Campbell 1974). To facilitate the discussion of the twenty-

three scales, the interests were grouped into the six appropriate General

Occupational Themes: Realistic (R), Investigative (I), Artistic (A), Social (S),

Enterprising (E), and Conventional (C) (Holland 1966).° Thescales included in

each of the interest areas are shownin table 12.2.

According to the manual (Campbell 1974), a score of above 50 on any of the

twenty-three scales indicates above-average interest for that particular theme.’

High scores are obtained by indicating “like” for the activities pertaining to a

career; low scores are obtained by indicating “dislike” for the activities per-

taining to a career. An individual’s interests are well differentiated if he or she

earns high scores in numerousunrelated areas. This is not uncommon among ad-

olescents. In general, the less a student’s interests and career choices resemble

the typical adolescent responses, the more predictive is the profile. High scores

on scales such as mathematics, science, and art, which are uncommoninterests

for this age group, are more predictive for potential careers than are high scores

on scales such as adventure, domestic arts, and religious activities, which are

interests tending to decrease with maturity (Campbell 1974).

5Still in developmental stage.
‘Scales originally devised by J. L. Holland and adapted andincorporated into the Strong-

Campbell Interest Inventory by David Campbell.
7According to the manual a score above SO represents greater than average interest for adults.

Since adolescents typically score lower than adults on most scales (Campbell 1974) a score above 50

for adolescents can clearly be interpreted as above average interest, and a score of 55 as well above

average.
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Table 12.2. Scores on the 23 Strong—Campbell Basic Interest Scales for the sample of gifted
students

 

General Occ.

 

 

Scale theme Basic Interest Scale Girls Boys Difference

Realistic Adventure 55.19 56.85 -—1.66
Nature 54.58 47.58 7.00*
Agriculture 54.50 50.73 3.77
Military activities $2.12 $5.77 -3.65
Mechanicalactivities 44.58 53.35 -8.77*

Investigative Medical service 53.77 48,92 4.857
Mathematics 53.62 58.08 —4.46
Medical science 51.69 $1.73 -0.04
Science 50.58 59.15 -8.57*

Artistic Writing 52.96 44.77 8.19*
Art 52.89 41.96 10.93*
Music/Dramatics 50.08 41.12 8.96*

Social Domestic arts 59.58 39.04 20.54*
Social service 52.77 43.46 9.31*
Athletics 52.19 54.42 ~2,23
Teaching 50.62 42.04 8.58*
Religious activities 50.15 43.96 6.197

Enterprising Public speaking 48.92 50.23 -1.13
Sales 47.23 45.31 1,92
Law/Politics 46.00 48.04 —2.04
Merchandising 45.81 44,12 1.69
Business management 43.54 44,12 —0.58

Conventional Office practice 52.54 45.50 7.04*

;Levels ofsignificance based on Tukey test of mean comparisons,
p< .05

tp < .01

*p < .005

INTERESTS IN THE GIFTED GROUP

The girls in the gifted group scored above a meanof 50 for seventeen of the
twenty-three interest scales; the boys in the gifted group scored above50 for nine
of the interest scales. The girls scored above 50 on every scale except mechanical
activities (realistic) and the five enterprising scales (public speaking, sales,
law/politics, merchandising, and business management). The boys scored above
50 on all the realistic scales except nature andall the investigative scales except
medical service. The boys scored below 50 on all the artistic scales, the
conventional scale, and all the social and enterprising scales except athletics
(social) and public speaking (enterprising). The mean scores for the gifted
seventh-grade girls and boys on eachofthe twenty-three scales are shownin table
12.2.
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Both gifted boys and girls have well above average interest scores (above 55)

on the adventure scale, and girls are high on the domestic arts scale, which

Campbell (1974) says is typical of adolescents. Gifted boys, however, also have

high scores on the military activities, mathematics, and science scales; the latter

two are fairly uncommonfor adolescents. Since gifted girls scored high (above

55) only on scales which reflect adolescent more than adultinterests, while gifted

boys scored high (above 55) on scales which are atypical for adolescents and

more predictive of later career choices (Campbell 1974), the boys can besaid to

have somewhat more developed career interests than the girls.

Sex Differences in the Gifted Group

Although there are somestrongsimilarities in interest patterns between the

gifted girls and gifted boys, in that both groups score above 50 on mostof the

realistic and investigative scales, and below 50 on most of the enterprising

scales, there are some significant differences between the two groups on a

numberof scales, particularly those of social and artistic interests. Campbell

(1974) reports that a difference of five points or more between groups ona scale

is significant. In the case of the gifted adolescents, it was possible to test these

differences moreprecisely by analysis of variance for matched groups. (The two

gifted groups had been matched on cognitive abilities and educationof parents,

thus eliminating bias due to socioeconomic level or ability.)

An analysis of variance of the two groups on the twenty-three scales is

shownin table 12.3. The sex difference wassignificant, as were the difference of

rating of the scales and the interaction of sex and interest scales.

Tukey tests of mean comparisons (Scheffé 1959) showed that the girls scored

significantly higher than the boys on the following interest scales: domesticarts,

art, social service, music/dramatics, teaching, writing, nature, office practice

Table 12.3. Analysis of variance of preferences for the 23 Basic Interest Scales for the sample
of gifted students

 

 

 

Sources of variation df MS F

Sex (S) 1 2436.32 5.14%
Pair (P) 25 349.94
Scales (C) 22 645.81 9,157
SP 25 474.41
SC 22 614.62 8.957
PC 550 70.57
SPC 550 68.69

TOTAL 1,195

*p < .05
Tp <.001
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(p < .005), religious activities (p < .01), and medical service (p < .05). The
boys scored significantly higher than the girls on the following scales: mechani-
cal activities, and science (p< .005). Scales on which the sexes differed
significantly are indicated in table 12.2.

There were nosignificant differences betweenthe girls and boys with respect
to any of the enterprising scales. Girls scored significantly higher on all three
artistic scales and all of the social scales exceptathletics. This confirms previous
findings that girls, at least very bright girls, are more interested in social and
artistic pursuits than very bright boys.

The present study found somewhatless striking differences between girls and
boys on realistic interests than had been indicated from the use of the VPI
(Holland 1965; Fox & Denham 1974 [I:8]). For the realistic theme, girls
scored significantly higher on the nature scale and significantly lower on the
mechanical activities scales. There were no significant differences on the
remaining three scales (agriculture, adventure, and military activities), though
the boys were higher than the girls on each. For the investigative theme, girls
scored significantly higher on the medicalservice scale, lower on the mathemat-
ics scale; significantly lower on the science scale; and there waslittle difference
on the medical science scale. Thus, bright girls are more likely to be interested
in investigative occupations which have some componentof social service
(perhaps as physician or applied medical researcher) than in more purely
theoretical scientific pursuits. It should be noted that one investigative scale
(medical service), found to be significantly different for the sexes by the Tukey

test, would not have reachedsignificance by applying the five-point “practical-
importance”rule.

Twelve of the twenty-three interest scales were significantly different forgirls
and boys in the gifted group. On only two scales (mechanical activities and
science) did girls score lower than boys, and on oneof these (science) thegirls
scored above 50. There was only one scale, mechanical activities, on which boys

scored above average and girls scored below average. Of the ten scales on which
girls scored significantly higher than boys, the boys scored below 50. These
were primarily on social andartistic interest scales. By far the largest absolute

difference in table 12.3, which favored girls, was on domestic arts.

Thus, in the present study the major source of sex differences among highly

able adolescents is that girls have stronger interests in social and artistic areas

than boys. Gifted girls tend to have above average interests in both masculine

and feminine interest areas, whereas gifted boys appearto have stronginterests
in masculine interest areas but weak interest in areas generally considered

feminine, such as domestic arts, art, social service, music/dramatics, and
teaching.

The two main questions of interest in the following sections of this chapter
are: are these apparent sex differences in interests also found in a sample of

average adolescents? Do gifted adolescents differ from a moretypical group of
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adolescents with respect to interests, particularly those of an investigative

nature?

INTERESTS OF THE AVERAGE ADOLESCENT GROUP

The students in the sample of average adolescents were almost two grades

older than the gifted sample (ninth-graders during the school year versus sev-

enth-graders at the end of the school year). The basic interest scale scores of the

average group were lower than those of the gifted group on most scales,

especially the scientific and artistic ones. The average ninth-grade girls scored

above 50 on only nine of the twenty-three interest scales as compared with

seventeen for the gifted seventh-gradegirls. The ninth-grade boys scored above

50 on only five of the scales, as compared with nineforthe gifted seventh-grade

boys. The mean score on each of the scales are shownin table 12.4.

The ninth-grade girls scored above 55 on onesocial scale (domestic arts), on

one investigative scale (medical service), and on the one conventionalscale

(office practice). They also scored above 50 onthreerealistic scales (agriculture,

nature, and adventure), on oneartistic scale (art), and on two social scales

(social service and athletics).

The ninth-grade boys scored above 55 on three of the realistic scales

(adventure, military activities, and agriculture) and ononesocialscale(athlet-

ics). The ninth-grade boys scored above 50 on onerealistic scale (mechanical

activities) and below 50 on the rest of the scales.

Neither ninth-grade girls nor ninth-grade boys scored above 55 on the

mathematics, science, or art scales, whereas boys scored high on adventure and

girls scored extremely high on domestic arts. Thus, both groups appearto have

interest profiles that are typical of adolescents and less well-developed than

those of gifted boys.

Sex Differences in the Average Adolescent Group

Since raw scores for the average group were not available, a study of sex

differences in this group will use the five-point criterion supplied by Campbell

(1974).8 The girls scored higher on the following scales: domestic arts, office

practice, social service, art, medical service, music/dramatics, and nature. The

boys scored at least five points higher on the following scales: mechanical

activities, adventure, military activities, and science. These differences are

indicated in table 12.4.

8Individual scores for the students in the average adolescent group were not available.
Therefore, as set forth in the manual, a difference greater than 5 points (one-half S.D.) was

considered a difference of practical significance.
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Table 12.4. Scores on the 23 Strong-Campbell Basic Interest Scales for the sample of average
ninth-grade students

 

General Occ.

 

Scale theme Basic Interest Scale Girls Boys Difference

Realistic Adventure 52,2 62.4 -10.2*

Nature 50.7 44,2 6.5*
Agriculture 54.2 55.6 —1.4

Military activities 49.0 57.8 —8.8*
Mechanicalactivities 39.4 52.4 -13.0*

Investigative Medical service 57.3 46.7 10.6*
Mathematics 43.3 45.8 —2.5

Medical science 45.7 46.2 -0.5

Science 40.5 46.6 -6.1*

Artistic Writing 41.2 37.3 3.9

Art 50.6 39.9 10.7*
Music/Dramatics 47.5 37.4 10.1*

Social Domestic arts 62.6 42.7 19.9*

Social service 53.4 41.4 12.0*

Athletics 53.3 56.4 -3.1

Teaching 48.1 37.8 10.3*
Religious activities 45.8 41.5 4.3

Enterprising Public speaking 42.5 43.9 -1.4
Sales 48.2 48.8 -0.6
Law/Politics 40.2 44.8 —4.6

Merchandising 46.8 44,1 2.7

Business management 44.0 44,5 -0.5

Conventional Office practice 56.0 44.9 11.1*

 

*Differences greater than five points = 1/2 S.D. and are said to have practicalsignificance.

The pattern of sex differences for the average group was similar to that of

the gifted groupin that girls scored higher than boys on nature, office practice,

and most of the social andartistic scales, except athletics, religious activities,

and writing, and both girls and boys scored low on the enterprising scales. The

sex differences between the average students as compared with the gifted

students were about the same on theinvestigative scales and more pronounced

on the realistic ones. (Average boys and girls both were low on thescience,

mathematics, and medical science scales. These average girls, like the gifted

girls, were significantly lower than their male cohorts on the science scale and

significantly higher on the medical service scale.)

The scale that showed the greatest difference between girls and boys in both

groups was domestic arts (about 20 points in each group). For both groups of

girls it was their highest scale score, whereas it was the lowest scale score for

gifted boys. Average boys rated domestic arts low also, but not as low as the

three artistic scales, the social service scale, and religious activities.
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The sex differences between the average groups, like that of the more able

group, are most noticeable onthe scalesof artistic and social interests. Average

adolescent girls show less interest than gifted girls on the investigative scales.

Sex differences in the average group appear to be somewhat greater on the

realistic scales. Thus, male/female stereotyping of interests seems to be more

typical of average girls than gifted ones.If this is true, gifted girls should score

significantly higher than average girls on the realistic and investigative scales,

which are moretypically considered masculineareasof interest. Gifted girls in

this study did score higher in these areas than the ninth-grade girls in the

average sample. This is discussed in the following section.

INTEREST DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GIFTED AND

AVERAGE ADOLESCENTS

Terman (1925) in his longitudinal study of highly gifted boys and girls (IQ

scores of 140 and above) noted that bright girls often had interests more like

those of boys than of average girls. If gifted girls do indeed have more

masculine interests than averagegirls, the high ability girls in the present study

should score considerably higher than the average girls on the realistic and

investigative scales. The scales that differed by five points or more between

gifted and average girls and boys, respectively, are shown in table 12.5.

Gifted girls scored higher than average girls on every realistic scale, but on

only one scale, mechanical activity, was the difference greater than five points.

In the investigative category the gifted girls scored at least five points higher

than the average girls on the science, mathematics, and medical sciencescales,

but not on the medicalservice scale. Thus, the hypothesis that gifted girls have

Table 12.5. Differences greater than five points on the 23 Strong—Campbell Basic Interest
Scales between gifted and average samples by sex

 

  

 

Girls Boys

Theme Scale Gifted Average Difference Gifted Average Difference

I Mathematics 53.62 43.3 10.32 58.08 45.8 12.28

Medical science $1.69 45.7 5.99 51.73 46.2 5.53

Science 50.58 40.5 10.08 59.15 46.6 12.55

A Writing 52.96 41.2 11.76 44.77 37.3 7.47

E Public speaking 48.92 42.5 6.42 50.23 43.9 6.33

Law/Politics 46.00 40.2 5.80

R Mechanical activities 44.58 39.4 5.18

Adventure 56.85 62.4 5.55
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stronger investigative interests than average-ability girls was confirmed. The
gifted girls also scored higher than the average boys on all four of the
investigative scales. For all except the science scales the difference was greater
than five points.

There is one possible explanation for the fact that gifted girls differed from
average girls with respect to investigative but not realistic interests. Gifted girls
may not be more masculineperse in their general interests than averagegirls,
but only moreselectively masculine with respect to investigative career interests
for a very pragmatic reason. Gifted girls have a greater likelihood of success-
fully pursuing careers that require advanced degrees, such as those in the
science, mathematics, and medical science areas, than less talented girls. Thus,
aspiring to careers in these areas would be morerealistic for brighter rather
than average girls. Talented girls may receive more encouragement thanless
talented ones to actively develop their interests in these areas. There are few
data to support this hypothesis at the present time. It should be noted that
gifted girls scored higher than average girls on the writing, public speaking, and
law and politics scales in the artistic and enterprising categories. Law and
politics would clearly require more education than other enterprising areas,
such as sales. (Some interest scales may be better measures of occupational
aspiration level than others.)

Cognitive abilities do play a role, along with interests, in determining the
level and specific nature of a career which an individual chooses. What we do
not know is the extent to which cognitive abilities play a role in the early
formation ofcareerinterests. If cognitive abilities are important componentsof
the development ofcareer interests, gifted boys should be higher on investiga-
tive scales than average boys, but not noticeably different on the other masculine

interest areas, such as military and mechanicalactivities.
In table 12.5 the scales that differentiated between gifted and average boys

are shown. Average boys scored considerably higher on the adventurescale (an

indication of a less well-developed interest profile), but considerably lower on

the writing, science, mathematics, public speaking, and medical sciencescales.

Thus, gifted boys do appear to have somewhat more developed interests than

average boys, and interests that are consistent with their abilities.

The result of this study suggests that sex differences in career-related
interests of adolescents are largely a function of differential valuation of

“female” but not “male” interest areas by the two sexes. The tendencyforgirls

to show interest in “male” areas, particularly investigative areas, as well as

“female” areas is more pronounced among gifted than among averagegirls.

Further evidence that gifted girls employ less sex stereotyping in career

valuationsis provided from a study of the development of mathematical talent

and interests in adolescent girls (Fox 1974, and chapter 9 of this volume) which

employed a semantic differential rating of eight occupations.
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SEX STEREOTYPING OF OCCUPATION

Semantic differential ratings of eight careers were available for two groups

of gifted girls and one groupof gifted boys. (The second groupofgirls and the

boys are the same gifted students discussed in the previous section on the

Strong—Campbell Basic Interest Scales.) These three groups were matched on

cognitive abilities and socioeconomic level as described in chapter 9. The

ratings were obtained prior to any special treatmentfor the girls in GroupI(the

experimental girls of chapter 9).

The students in the three groups were asked to rate eight occupations ona

seven-point scale of sixteen adjective pairs in the form of a semantic differen-

tial, called a “See Myself Scale.” The eight occupations were elementary school

teacher, professor of English, mathematician, homemaker, physician, compu-

ter programmer,professor of science, and nurse. The adjective pairs (such as

good or bad, happy or sad, and strong or weak) were selected from the

evaluative domain, as described by Osgood (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum

1957). One page of the See Myself Scale is shown in appendix 12.1.

The primaryinterest to the principal investigator at the time of construction

of the semantic differential was the single occupation “mathematician.” The

other occupations were selected to give some comparative indices of relative

valuation of that occupation with respect to other occupations, particularly

those considered frequent choices of adolescent girls—homemaker, teacher,

and nurse. The final selection of occupations resulted in four typically female

occupations (homemaker, nurse, professor of English, and elementary school

teacher) and four primarily male occupations (physician, professor of science,

mathematician, and computer programmer). Although the sex typing of

professor of English as female and computer programmer as male may be

somewhat inaccurate in termsof the realities of employment trends in these
fields, the remaining six occupations would appeartofit the typical stereotypes.

In addition to the sex stereotyping the eight occupations canbe classified into

four which require degrees beyond the baccalaureate (mathematician, physi-

cian, professor of science, and professor of English) and four which require a

bachelor’s degreeor less. (This dichotomyalso has some limitations, e.g., quite

a few computer programmers and elementary school teachers have master’s

degrees.)

The mean ratings of the eight occupations for each of the three groups are

shown in table 12.6. A mean score of 64 indicates a neutral position with

respect to that career, and a score above 64 would be considered positive. The

bright seventh-gradegirls, of which GroupIIis comprised, rated all eight of the

occupations above 64. The girls in GroupI rated all occupations except nurse

above 64. Thus, girls tended to value male and female occupations almost

equally favorably. The boys, on the other hand, were more discriminating in
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Table 12.6. Mean ratings of eight careers for the three gifted groups?

 

 

Group| GroupII
Careers girls girls Boys

Elementary school teacher 75.77 82.31 70.23
Professor of English 75.08 77,12 55.92
Mathematician 74.92 80.69 85.80
Homemaker 72.08 81.35 56.62
Physician 68.81 79.77 78.81
Computer programmer 68.69 66.35 77.35
Professor of science 67.69 71,23 79.81
Nurse 60.88 76.27 48.69
 

4N=26 for each group.

their assignmentof points. They rated the more typically female occupationsof
nurse, homemaker, and professor of English below the neutral point of 64. One
female occupation, that of elementary school teacher, was rated fairly posi-

tively by the boys. Whythis particular career was seen as morepositive than the

other female occupations by the boys is not clear. Perhaps this is a sign of
changing attitudes toward the teaching profession, or perhaps some of these
boys had had a male teacher in elementary school with whomtheystrongly

identified. But still, this female occupation of elementary school teacher ranked

only a poorfifth, considerably below the fourth-ranking computer program-
mer.

The rank orders of the eight occupations and their designations as either

male or female for the three groups are shown in table 12.7. For girls the
pattern of choices intersperses male and female occupations. Elementary school

teacheris first for both groups, but mathematician is third and not rated much

lower than elementary school teacher. For both groups of girls the spread

Table 12.7, Rank order of occupationsfor the three gifted groups®

 

GroupI girls GroupII girls Boys

 

Elementary school teacher (F) Elementary school teacher (F) Mathematician (M)

Professor of English (F) Homemaker(F) Professor of science (M)

Mathematician (M) Mathematician (M) Physician (M)
Homemaker(F) Physician (M) Computer programmer (M)

Physician (M) Professor of English (F) Elementary school teacher (F)

Computer programmer (M) Nurse (F) Homemaker (F)

Professor of science (M) Professor of science (M) Professor of English (F)

Nurse (F) Computer programmer (M) Nurse (F)

 

4N = 26 for each group.
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between the highest and lowest rated occupationis less than 16 points. Boys, on

the other hand, rated mathematician more than 37 points higher than nurse.

For boys there was a moredistinct break between the rating of the four male

occupations and the four female occupations. Indeed, three of the female

occupations (homemaker,professor of English, and nurse) were rated 21 points

or more below the lowest male occupation.

An analysis of variance of ratings of the eight careers by the three groups is

shown in table 12.8. Careers were rated significantly different, and there were

significant differences between the groups. The interaction of groups and

careers was also significant.

Tukey tests of multiple mean comparisons were used to determine which

careers were rated significantly different by the three groups and are shown in

table 12.9. The results of these comparisons are quite striking. The girls in

GroupI rated two of the male occupations (professor of science and mathema-

tician) significantly lower than the boys did. Group IIgirls rated only one male

occupations significantly higher than the boys and differed significantly from

the girls in Group I on only one of these four occupations (nurse). Girls in

GroupI rated two of the male occupations(professor of science and mathemat-

ician) significantly lower than the boys did. GroupII girls rated only one male

occupation (computer programmer) significantly lower than the boys. (Group

II girls rated physician significantly higher than GroupI girls.)

Thus, for male careers boys are significantly higher than girls on only three

of the eight comparisons, whereas, on female careers boys were significantly

lower than the girls on seven of the eight comparisons.

Tukey tests of means within groups across careers were computed in orderto

compare the ratings of each of the four male careers with each of the four

female ones. Table 12.10 indicates which of these comparisons weresignificant.

Table 12.8. Analysis of variance of eight careers on the semantic differential for the three

gifted groups?
 

 

Sources of variation df MS F

Group 2 3759.28 3.434*

Career 7 2267.86 8.5427
Triad 25 735.29
GC 14 1869.88 7.3661
GT 150 1094.42
CT 175 265.49
GCT 350 253.86

TOTAL 623
 

4N =26 for each group.
*
p< .05

Tp < .001
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Table 12.9. Tukey comparison of mean differences of ratings of careers among the three
gifted groups4

 

 

GroupI girls GroupIIgirls GroupI girls minus
Career minus boys minus boys GroupII girls

Elementary school teacher 5.54 12.087 -6.54
Professor of English 19.16* 21,20* —2.04
Mathematician ~10.887 -5.11 -5.77
Homemaker 15.46* 24.73* —9.27
Physician -10.00 0.96 ~10.96T
Computer programmer —8.66 ~11.007 2.34
Professor of science ~12,127 —8.58 ~—3.54
Nurse 12.19T 27.58* ~15,39*
 

?N=26 for each group.
Tp < .05

*p < .005

Boys rated every male career significantly higher than every female career,
except elementary school teacher, which they rated significantly lower than
mathematician and professor of science, but not significantly lower than
physician or computer programmer. GroupI girls did not rate any male career
significantly lower than any female career. They did rate mathematician
significantly higher than nurse.

Group II girls did not rate mathematiciain or physician significantly
different from any female occupation, but did rate professor of science
significantly lower than elementary school teacher and homemaker, and rated
computer programmer significantly lower than every occupation (male or
female) except professor of science.

For Group I girls there is little evidence of sex stereotyping in their
evaluation of the eight careers. Group II girls show some tendency to prefer
female occupations to male ones, but it is a result largely of their strong
rejection of computer programmerandpartialrejection of professorof science.
Boys, on the other hand, overwhelmingly prefer male occupations to female
ones. Only one female occupation—elementary school teacher—wasnot valued
significantly less than all four male careers (computer programmer and
physician were notrated significantly lower).

The mean ratings of the four male careers and the four female careers for
each of the three groups is shown in table 12.11. For boys the differences
are quite large. Girls in both groups show far less sex stereotyping in their
ratings.

Sex stereotyping of careers is linked to economicrealities. At one time the
occupation of bankteller was predominantly male. As more and more females

entered the field the salary of bank tellers began to be relatively lower thanit
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Table 12.10. Tukey comparisons of mean differences of ratings of each of the four male careers

with each of the four female careers for the three gifted groups

 

 

 

 

, , Girls
Rating of male career minus

rating of female career Boys Group I GroupII

Mathematician

Nurse 37.11* 14.04* 4.42

Professor of English 29.88* -0.16 3.49

Homemaker 29.18* 2.84 -0.66

Elementary school teacher 15.57* -0.85 ~1.62

Physician

Nurse 30.12* 7.93 3.50

Professor of English 22.89% —6.27 2.65

Homemaker 22.19* —3.27 —1.58

Elementary school teacher 8.58 —6.96 —2.54

Computer programmer.

Nurse 28.66* 7.81 -9,927T
Professor of English 21.43% ~6.39 ~10.771
Homemaker 20.73* ~—3.39 -15.00*

Elementary school teacher 7.12 —7.08 ~15.96*

Professor of science

Nurse 31.12* 6.81 —5.04

Professor of English 23.89* -7.39 -5.89

Homemaker 14.19* -4.39 -10.12T
Elementary school teacher 9.581 ~8.08 11.087

4N=26 for each group.
Tp < .05

*p < .005

had been previously. This, in turn, led to fewer men and more women being

employedastellers. It is unlikely that menlost interest in this career becauseit

was being feminized.It is likely that the lowered salary was a more important

cause of decreased male employmentin the field than any fear that the job had

become women’s work.
It is possible that the boys in this study reacted more strongly than thegirls

to the financial remuneration (economic value) aspect of the careers rather than

to the psychological dimension of sex appropriateness of careers. In the

Table 12.11. Mean ratings of the four male and four female careers for the three gifted groups

 

 

Male careers Female careers Difference

Boys 80.44 57.86 22.58

Group II girls 74.51 79.28 —4,77

Group I girls 70.03 70.95 —0.92
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selection of the eight careers this possibility was not controlled. Financial
considerations, however, would not seem to accountfor the Clearly different
ratings boys assigned to professor of English and professor of science, which
should be roughly comparablein salary.

What is perhaps moreclearly indicated is that girls do not tend to employ
either financial or sex-role criteria in their evaluation of these eight careers.
(Presumably, bright girls and boys at this age could make rough distinctions
among these careers on the basis of salary.)

SUMMARY

Adolescent girls and boys in both the gifted and average groups can be
characterized by their above-average interest in therealistic scales of adventure
and agriculture and below-average interests on the enterprising scale (except
gifted boys, who were average on the public speaking scale). When onetakes
into account both sex andability group, moredistinctive interest patterns can
be seen.

The gifted girls scored fairly high on the adventure, nature, agriculture, and
domestic arts scales, which is typical of female adolescents. The gifted girls were
the only one of the four groups who scored above average on the writing scale.

The gifted boys scored high on the science, mathematics, adventure, and
military activities scales. They were significantly higher on the science and
mathematicsscales than the other three groups.? Although the gifted girls scored
somewhatabove average onthese scales (and higher than ninth-grade girls and
boys) they did notscore as high as thegifted boys. The gifted boys had a more
mature and predictive interest pattern than any other group.

Average ninth-grade girls scored high on the domestic arts, medicalservice,
and office practice scales. Although these scales set them apart from the boys,
they did not differ significantly on these scales with respect to gifted girls.
Unlike the gifted girls, the more average adolescent sample scored low on most
investigative and artistic scales.

Average ninth-grade boys scored high on the adventure, military activities,
athletics, and agriculture scales. Their score on the adventure scale was
significantly higher than for the other three groups. They werealso the only
group that scored above 55 (high) on the agriculture and athletics scales. Thus,
average boys in this study would appearto confirm the stereotype of adolescent
interest in athletics and adventure. Since they are less precocious intellectually
as a group than the gifted group,it is not surprising that they, like the average
girls, have less well-developed interests on the investigative interest scales.

Gifted girls and boys differed moststrikingly from the average students on

the investigative scales of science, mathematics, and medicalscience, on theartis-

*The difference between thegifted boys and gifted girls was not quite significant at p < .05.
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tic scale of writing, and on theenterprising scale of public speaking. Gifted boys

were appreciably less adventure-oriented than were the average boys. Gifted

girls showed greater interest in law and politics and mechanicalactivities than

average girls. Gifted girls scored three points lower on the domesticartsscale

than average girls, but this difference was not significant. Thus, the gifted

students have more developed interests in areas related to academic pursuits

and somewhatless interest in the more typically adolescent interest areas than

the students in the average sample.

Sex differences in the two groups were similar. Girls showed moreinterest in

the artistic, social, and conventional scales than boys and were somewhatless

interested in the investigative and realistic interest areas (except nature and

medical service). Although both groups of girls showed indications of lesser

science and mathematics interest than the boys, the girls in the gifted group

scored above averagein interest on all four investigative areas, whereas ninth-

grade girls were above average on only the medical service scale. Thus, gifted

girls more than average girls appear to have above averageinterest in tradition-

ally masculine as well as feminine areas.

Evidence that gifted girls are interested in both masculine and feminine

career areas was seen in the study of ratings of masculine and feminine careers

on a semantic differential. Gifted girls in both groups showed relatively more

interest in masculine careers than gifted boys do in feminine career areas.

Gifted boys tended to rate feminine careers, such as homemakerand nurse,

very low as compared with mathematician and physician. Gifted girls in both

groups, on the other hand, tended to value most careers somewhat alike. They

did not appear either to reject feminine careers, such as homemaker or

elementary school teacher, nor to value them muchdifferently than more male

careers, such as mathematician or physician.

CONCLUSIONS

Intellectual ability and scientific career interests appear to be highly related.

Gifted girls and boys have stronger interests in mathematics, science, medical

science, writing, and public speaking than do somewhatolder students of more

average ability. This result would seem logically consistent with the fact that

gifted students can morerealistically aspire to academiccareers.

Precocious cognitive ability appears to be related to a more maturely

developed interest profile for gifted boys than average boys, but this result was

less true for comparisons of gifted and average girls. The gifted girls are

somewhat morelike gifted boys than average girls with respect to interests that

are fairly predictive of adult career choices. Althoughgifted girls do differ from

average girls with respect to investigative interests, the gifted girls had some-

whatless interest in these areas than gifted boys. What appearsto be trueis that

gifted girls make fewer clear distinctions between preferences for male and
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female career interest areas than gifted boys and appear more drawn to male
interest areas than girls of average ability. These data Suggest that high
cognitive ability leads to more conflict for gifted girls than gifted boys or
average girls with respect to future career choices.

Thus, while superior cognitive ability may lead to precociouscareerinterest
developmentin boys and perhapsa faster total integration of self when interests
and abilities are compatible,for girls the opposite may be true. The difficulty in
interpreting these results for gifted girls is that little is known about the
development of career-related interests in women who do eventually seek
careers in more “traditionally” masculine areas such as science and mathemat-
ics. Clearly the gifted young womenin this study are as intellectually capable as
the gifted boys of pursuing these types of careers. To what extent their interest
profiles will become morelike their gifted male counterparts andlesslike those
of the girls of more average ability over the high school and college years is an
empirical question of great interest. More data of that type will enhance our
understanding of the relationship of cognitive abilities to the development of
interests and eventual career choices for both men and women.
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Sample Pagefrom Semantic Differential
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CREATIVE POTENTIAL
OF MATHEMATICALLY

PRECOCIOUS BOYS

Daniel P. Keating

ABSTRACT

The high mathematical aptitude and academic achievement of the students in

the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) has been well docu-

mented. A further question concerns their potentialfor eventual productivity

or creativity. A series of measures presumedto be related to and possibly

predictive of later creativity were administered to seventy-two mathematics

competition winnersfrom 1972 and 1973. These included measuresofinterests,

values, personality characteristics, figure preference, and biographical back-

ground. The results showed that this academically high-promise group rated

moderately high on these measures also, and that several individuals rated very

high on three or more. Eventual longitudinalfollow-up should resolve some of

the questions regarding the long-term predictive validity of various measures.

 

The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) has been primarily

concerned with the seeking out and facilitating of high-level mathematical

reasoning ability. That the students identified by the vigorous screening

procedures used by SMPYare cognitively advancedis testified to by several

converging lines of evidence: their high scores on ability tests designed for

students three to five years older (chapter 2 of this volume); case studies

(Keating & Stanley 1972; chapter 1 of this volume); and their precocity in

cognitive development using Piagetian criteria (chapter 5 of this volume).

Further, this precocity is closely related to meaningful academic achievement

criteria, such as highly successful performance in college mathematics and

mathematics-related courses several years ahead of age-mates and often

superior to older “classmates.”

The existence of such high ability and concomitant academic achievement

has thus been demonstrated, if not fully explicated. A number of intriguing

262
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questions arise following such a demonstration, one of which is examined more

closely in this chapter: Whatis the likelihood that these abilities and academic

achievements will be related to more long-term and meaningfulcriteria, such as

productivity and creativity? Since this is a remarkably “high-promise” group,

the opportunity to collect and examine potential indicators of suchreal-life

criteria, along with the high probability of eventually observing differentlevels

on these criteria, is rare.
The next step in the process is selecting potentially useful indicators of

“creativity.” Several options present themselves at this point. Thefirst is to

evaluate certain cognitive processes which have been considered examples of

“creative thinking.” Of these, the only one that has been identified as psychom-

etrically separate from general intelligence is associational or ideational

fluency, but the validation of measuresof this cognitive process against creative

production has not yet been done (Wallach 1970). The second option would be

to evaluate the creative products themselves of the individuals in the sample,

but given the age of these students (twelve to fourteen years old) such an

endeavoris likely to be misleading by virtue of insufficient evidence. Another

approach, the one employed here, is to evaluate the creative potential of the

group and of individuals within the group by using indirect measures of

creativity, i.e., measures showing somerelationship to adult or adolescent

creative production, but are not presumedto be in themselves measuresof the

construct.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects in this study were junior high school students who werethe top

scorers in two mathematics competitions held oneyearapart. To beeligible for

the competition the student had to be in the seventh or the eighth grade,orless

than fourteen years old if in a higher grade. The top 35 scorers of 396

contestants in the first competition were invited back for further testing, as

were the top 44 scorers of 953 contestants in the second competition (see

chapters 2 and 3 of this volume). Of the top 79 students who wereinvited back,

76 accepted the invitation.

Only four girls qualified for an invitation to be retested, and all accepted.

The small number makesan analysis by sex impossible, however, and they have

been dropped from the subject pool, leaving seventy-two boysfor the analysis.

Discussions of the sex difference in these data by Astin (1974 [1:4]') and Fox

(chapter 9 of this volume) are of interest.

'In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volume I of Studies of Intellectual
Precocity will be as follows: [1:4]. The I indicates volume I, and the 4 is the chapter number
[Editor].
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The students were administered the various paper and pencil measures
described below at several retesting sessions. Notall of the students have taken
all of the measures, and thus the appropriate Nsare indicated for each measure.
There werefifty-seven of the seventy-two boys whodid take all of the measures,
and this groupis used as the base group. Means on each measure for those not
in the base group were calculated, and nosignificant differences were found
between the base group and nonbasegroupscores. Thusthe base group may be
considered representative of the total group.

Measures

The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (SV-1970) has often been
used in studies of creative artists and scientists. The “classic” value structure of
the creative scientist, as reported by MacKinnon (1962)is high theoretical (T),
high aesthetic (A), low religious (R). Although an empirical finding, the pattern
makes psychological sense in terms of the SV value structure. The T person is
concerned primarily with the seeking of knowledge, a “truth” value, and the
relation of this to scientific creativity is obvious. It seemsintuitively that the A
value is quite different from T;its basis is in an appreciation of beauty, form,
and harmony.The paradoxis resolved when onerecalls the importance of form
and harmonyto the “elegant” solution in mathematics or the parsimonious
scientific theory.

It has often been asserted that the best predictor of future performanceis
past performance. In terms of research oncreativity, it does seem that the most
consistently successful method of discriminating creative from less creative
groups has been reported past behavior and self-ratings (Taylor & Holland
1962). A lengthy and fairly well-normed instrumentof this type is the Biograph-
ical Inventory-Creativity (BIC—Schaefer 1970; Schaefer & Anastasi 1968),
which yields scores on “art and writing” and “mathematics and science.”

Barron and Welsh (1952) proposed that preferencefor certain figures may be
related to a “style” factor, which may in turn have a bearing uponcreativity.
Creative artists tended to like more complex and asymmetrical shapes than
nonartists. Although the results of extensive research with the Barron—Welsh
Art Scale (BWAS) have been inconclusive (Baird 1972), some promising
possibilities are offered in its use. Helson and Crutchfield (1970) reported a
significant difference on the Art Scale between creative and less creative
mathematicians.

Another method that has often been used for predicting creativity is the
determination of consistent personality dimensions or traits amongcreative
people (e.g., Cattell & Drevdahl 1955; Hall & MacKinnon 1969). The Califor-
nia Psychological Inventory (CPI—Gough 1957, 1969) was administered to
nearly all the individuals in the group. Hall and MacKinnon (1969) have

published a regression equation for the prediction of creativity, using the CPI
Scales.
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Vocational interest inventories have also been administered to this group.

Theirstability over timewill likely prove important in a longitudinal study. The

instruments that have been used are: the Strong—Campbell Interest Inventory

(SCID, which is the most recent andstill experimental revision of the Strong

Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB), and which unites the men’s and women’s

forms (Campbell, personal communication); and the Holland’s (1958) Voca-

tional Preference Inventory (VPJ), short form.

In addition to the above listed measures, one further evaluation of the

“creative potential” of these students will be made. It rests on the idea of a

“minimum IQ” level for creative attainment (e.g., Cattell & Butcher 1968).

Accordingly, scores on Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM) are

analyzed to assess “sufficiency” of nonverbal reasoning ability.

RESULTS

The “Study of Values” (SV)

The typical value pattern of creative scientists (MacKinnon 1962) is high

theoretical (T), high aesthetic (A), low religious (R). Creative mathematicians

are characterized as low R (Helson & Crutchfield 1970). This group of

mathematically precocious boys clearly shows the high T scores on the SV.

Table 13.1 lists the values and their frequency of occurrence as highest, second

highest, or lowest. Of the seventy-two subjects, forty-two, or 58 percent, had it

as their highest value. An additional 13.5 (with ties counting 0.5), or 19 percent,

had it as their second highest value. Thus 52.5, or 77 percent overall, had T as

their first or second highest value, much higher than the 33 percent chance

level. It is not surprising that these students, who participated in a mathematics

competition, would show asa high value an interest in learning perse.

These students are not as high on A as they are on T. Only 3.5, or 5 percent,

have it as their highest value; an additional 2, or 3 percent, have it as their

second highest value. Thus only 6.5 students overall, or 8 percent, haveit as

their first or second highest value. This absence of an aesthetic orientation

Table 13.1. Frequency of occurrence of the six SVvalues as highest, second highest, or

lowest as percent of total |

 

 

Theoretical Political Economic Social Aesthetic Religious

[st highest 59 14 8 7 5 7
2nd highest 19 37 24 10 3 6

Lowest (6th) 0 4 12 10 30 43

 

4 Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Study of Values (1970).
Le., highest, second highest, or lowest within the individual’s own SVprofile.
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could be rationalized post hoc by ascribing it to the youthfulness of the group
or to other causes, but it is disconcerting nonetheless. The college experience,
however, which maybe helpful in the developmentof an aesthetic orientation
(Huntley 1965), still lies ahead for this group. R is the lowest value in the
sample, occurring last 43 percent of the time.

Vocational Interest Inventories

A modified version of Holland’s (1965) Vocational Preference Inventory
(VPI) contains six categories of occupations with fourteen specific occupations
in each. The categories are: realistic (R); conventional (C); investigative (1);
social (S); artistic (A); and enterprising (E). An individual’s most preferred
category is determined as the one with the most occupations checked.

As anticipated, the category most frequently checked as highest was I,
investigative. Most of the occupationsin that category are science oriented, and
typically require advanced educational degrees. Of this academically moti-
vated, mathematics-science-oriented group, 46, or 61 percent, had I as their

preferred category (or it was tied with another category as most often
preferred). An additional 18 or 24 percent, had it as their second value. A total
of 85 percent of the group, therefore, had I in the top two preferred categories.
Although not yet empirically related to creativity, it seems more thanlikely that
if one is to be a creative scientist or mathematician a preference for I
occupationsis desirable, perhaps even necessary.

This preference for investigative occupations is borne out by an analysis of

the subjects’ scores on the Strong—-Campbell Interest Inventory (SCII). The

SCII gives scores on the six Holland categories, as well as more specific
occupational preference information. On the SCII, which notall of the students
have taken, 78 percent of those who had taken it had I as the highest score.
Anadditional 15 percent had it as the second highest score. Thus, 93 percent
overall had I as the first or second highest category. Specific scales are not
included in this analysis.

The Biographical Inventory

Scores on the Biographical Inventory-Creativity (BIC—Schaefer 1970) are

separated into two scales, which for males are “Art and Writing” (AW) and

“Mathematics and Science” (MS). The MSscoreis of more importanceforthis

group, but the AW scores have also been analyzed. Meanscores for both BIC

scales are listed in table 13.2.

Some of the items on the BIC are inappropriate for this age group. Several

questions, for example, refer to accomplishments and awards during high

school, since the instrument was designed for and normed on a college

population (Schaefer 1970). Thusit is likely that the scores of these students on

the BIC would increase overtime.
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Table 13.2. Mean scores of mathematically precocious boys on five measures related to

creativity

 

 

Measure N@ Mean S.D.

BIC—AW? 58 100.66 8.49
BIC—MS° 58 106.53 4.76

cpi4 67 11.21 4.48

BWAS® 64 17.91 11.91

APMf 69 29.51 3.08

 

aN for total group = 71.
bBiographical Inventory of Creativity, Arts and Writing (Schaefer 1970).
© Biographical Inventory of Creativity, Mathematics and Science (Schaefer 1970).

California Psychological Inventory, creativity regression equation from Hall and MacKinnon

(1969).
© Barron—Welsh Art Scale (Barron & Welsh 1952).

f Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (Raven 1965).

But even in comparison with a college norm group, the mathematically

precocious students fare well. On the AW scale, the meanscoreof this groupis

equivalent to about the 58th percentile of the college males. On the MSscale,

their mean score falls at the 68th percentile. In terms of biographical back-

ground, then, this group appears to have considerable creative potential. The

BIC administered at this age may even underestimate their creative potential.

The California Psychological Inventory

Atfirst glance, this would appear to be a quite uncreative group on the basis

of personality inventory scores. Hall and MacKinnon (1969) developed a

regression equation using CPI scales that separated more creative from less

creative architects. Using that regression equation, this group appears less

creative than a group of randomlyselected eighth-graders, as well as a high

school norm group (Weiss, Haier, & Keating 1974 [I:7]).

But the deficiency is more apparent than real. The most heavily weighted

scale in the Hall and MacKinnon (1969) equation is Achievement via Confor-

mance (AC), which gets a negative weight in distinguishing between more and

less creative architects. This may be inappropriate at this age, since the

randomlyselected groupsare clearly less achievement oriented on most dimen-

sions.
This also points up the difficulty of analyzing adolescent personality

structure and comparing it to adult norms. Not only do the scale scores change

considerably over time, but the personality of a creative adult may have been

quite different when that adult was an adolescent (Parloff, Datta, Kleman, &

Handlon 1968).
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The Barron-Welsh Art Scale (BWAS)

The BWAShas been used to discriminate between creative artists and the
general population (Barron & Welsh 1952), and in other studies of creativity
(e.g., Helson & Crutchfield 1970). Although the way in which this type of
design preference develops over time is not known, someideaof the creativity
of this group may be gathered from this instrument.

As a group, the mathematically precocious boys do not appear to be
especially creative when compared with the general population. The mean of
the male nonartist group reported by Welsh (1959) is 15.06 (of a possible 62).
The meanofthese students is 17.91 (see table 13.2) a nonsignificant difference.
Thus, as a group these students appear to be more like the general population
than artists. Their scores are closer (Helson & Crutchfield 1970) to less creative
adult mathematicians (18.5) than to the general population, butleast like adult
creative mathematicians (27.5).

The Advanced Progressive Matrices

MacKinnon (1962) reported that in most fields there is no correlation
between intelligence andcreativity, although within those areas where one can
be creative there are rarely individuals of lowintelligence. Among mathemati-
cians, however, a low positive correlation between intelligence and creativity is
observed.

As one can readily see from table 13.2, this group haslittle difficulty in
meeting a “minimum intelligence” criterion. This is not surprising, given the
method ofselection of the group. The mean ofthe group, 29, is above the 95th
percentile of adult norms (Raven 1965). All but five of the seventy-two boys
score at least one standard deviation above the mean for university students.

The High Creatives

From the foregoing analysis it is not clear whether as a group these
mathematically precocious boys should be considered “potentially creative” or
not. [he BIC indicates that they are, but the CPI results suggest that they are
not, and the BWAScharacterizes them as morelike the less creative mathema-

ticians. But the proper objection is raised that it is not a group but rather an
individual whois creative. The important question thus revolves around which
of the individuals within this group are mostlikely to be creative. To discern
this it is necessary to look at those individuals who score above a reasonable
criterion on each of the measures, and then at those who score at or above the
criterion on more than one measure. This is especially applicable since the

measures are uncorrelated within this group (see table 13.3).

The criterion that was used was the mean score of the group plus one

standard deviation. To check on the possibility that this might be a group with
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Table 13.3. Correlation matrix of five measures related to creativity for 57 mathematically

precocious boys (base group)

 

 

BIC_AW?2 BIC—MS CPI BWAS APM

BIC—AW 6115 051 251 ~.184

BIC—MS ~.121 249 003
CPI ~.111 001

BWAS 064
APM

 

4For abbreviations of measures, see table 13.2.

by < .01; no other 7’s are significant at p < .05 level. This correlation is between two scores on

the same measure, which overlap.

low creative potential, thus invalidating within-group comparisons, the same

criterion was applied, using relevant norm group meansandstandard devia-

tions. Table 13.4 gives the number of students who scored abovethe criterion,

on both within-group and norm-group comparisons, for each instrument.If

each of these instruments does measure someaspectof creative potential, then

a numberof individuals in this group would seem to have such potential.

Those students, however, who score above the criterion on more than one

measure should be the ones considered to have the most creative potential. In

Table 13.4. Students at or above criterion,? within-group and norm-group comparisons

 

 

 

Measures

BICAW? BICMS CPI BWAS APM

Within group
(WG)criterion 109 111 15.9 30 33

No. of students at or

above WGcriterion 12 10 11 12 14

Norm group®
(NG)criterion 109 109 11.7 26 25

No. of students at or

above NGcriterion 12 17 28 19 64

 

4Criterion = X + 1o (mean plusone standard deviation).

bSee table 13.2 for abbreviations and N’s for eachtest.
©Norm groupsas follows: BICAW and BICMS—college males (Schaefer 197 0).

CPI— creative architects (Hall & MacKinnon 1969).

BWAS-nonartists (general population)— (Welsh 1959).

APM-—university students (Raven 1965).
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Table 13.5. Percent of students at or above within-group or norm-groupcriteria? on one or
more creativity-related measures (N = 57)

 

Percent of students at or abovecriterion

 

 

 

On 1 or more On 2 or more On 3 or more On 4 or more On 5
measures measures measures measures measures

Within group
comparison 56 26 7 2 0

Norm group
comparison 96 77 32 10 2

 

“For measures andcriteria, see table 13.4,

table 13.5 are listed the numbers of individuals who scored above the criterion,
for both within-group and norm-group comparisons, on at least one measure,
on any two or more measures, on any three or more, and on four or more. As
one can readily see, the number who score abovethecriteria of two or more
measures on norm group comparisonsisstill a sizable group, and ten students,
or nearly 14 percent of the total group, meet the criteria on three or more
measures. Thus if each of these tests do indeed measure some aspect related to
creative potential, the outlook for a good minority of the groupis quite bright.

DISCUSSION

From the use, with this group of mathematically precocious boys, of several
different types of measures which have been held to relate to some dimension of
creativity, it appears that the creative potentialof this group is high. Although
as a group they do not stand out from the norm groups on any measures except
the APM, where they are much above the meanfor university students, and on
BIC-MS,wherethey are slightly above the meanfor college students, a number
of individuals within the group are far above the mean onthree orfour of the
five measures used (see table 13.5).

There is a strong theoretical-investigative orientation of the group, and to
the extent that this is important for creativity in mathematics and science, there
is little difficulty for anyone in the group,If, however, the aesthetic orientation
is important, a large segment of the group may have some difficulty. This is
mitigated somewhat by the expectation that this aesthetic orientation will grow
during the college experience. The low religious scores reflect those of creative
mathematicians andscientists.
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Someof the students, whoat this time using these measures do not appear to

be particularly creative, may in the future comeupto the criteria that were used

in this investigation. Developmental data on the BWASis scant, but it seems

reasonable that the scores of these students on the BIC and the CPIcreativity

regression equation will increase over time.

There are at least two possible explanations for the lack of agreement of

creativity-related measures in this group. First, one or more of the measures

used may notbear any deeprelationship to creativity. The second possibility is

that there is a problem ofrestriction of range within this group. Since they are

homogeneousto a large extent on cognitive measures (although not as much as

one might expect—see Keating 1974 [I:2]), the possibility of too little variation

on measures that are even slightly correlated with the selection measure is

acute.

A third possibility is more intriguing. It may be that each of the measures

does bear somerelationship to creativity, and that each of them is measuring a

different aspect of creative potential(i.e., interests, values, family background).

If they are valid measures in this sense, the fact that they are uncorrelated

would strongly suggest such a possibility. Creativity, as used to describe highly

creative production, would have to be viewed notas a unitary construct, but

rather as a situation toward which a great many factors must contribute. A

longitudinal follow-up of this large group of mathematically talented young-

sters, which is planned, should provide some answers to these questions.

In conclusion, the third possibility discussed above suggests a multifactor

theory ofcreativity. Many factors andinfluences contribute to the development

of the highly creative individual, and all or nearly all of them must contribute

positively for the individual to be truly creative. If but a few of the factors are

negative or even neutral, the individual may be routinely productive or

erratically unproductive, but not truly creative. Such an explanation would

account not only for the lack of correlation among measuresofcreativity but

also for the observed rarity of truly creative individuals.
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THE VALUES OF GIFTED YOUTH

Lynn H. Fox

ABSTRACT

The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (SV) was administered to 655

gifted boys and girls who participated in the 1973 mathematics talent search.

The SV was also given to boys who were winners or near-winners in the 1972

and 1974 contests. Over half the highly precocious boysin all three years scored

highest on the theoretical scale. Only one-third of the less precocious boys in

the 1973 contest were highest in that value. Girls in the contest were mostlikely

to score highest on the social scale, and only 15 percent scored highest on the

theoretical value. Thus a theoretical value orientation appears to be related to

mathematical precocity and mayin part explain someof the differencesfound

between the sexes with respect to eagerness for acceleration in mathematics.

 

The major emphasis of the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth

(SMPY) is to identify and counsel seventh-, eighth-, and young ninth-grade!

students who have superior mathematical reasoning ability. To identify these

mathematically talented youngsters who could benefit from educational coun-

seling, three contests in mathematics have been held at The Johns Hopkins

University, using the mathematics section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT-M). Students who scored 640 or above on the SAT-M were considered

highly precocious in mathematical reasoning.

The goals of the counseling program are to enrich educational experiences,

increase opportunities, and telescope the time spent in high school when

appropriate for these students. The intervention methods that have proven

successful with these students have included: taking college courses in summer,

at night, and on released time from school, while still in high school; taking

advanced course work in mathematics and science at a high school, while

remaining in grade for other subjects; special fast-paced mathematics classes

\Ninth-graders who had notyet reached their fourteenth birthday at the time of the contest were

eligible.

273
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two hours a week; or independent study at a rapid pace underthe guidanceof a

teacher or tutor in place of the in-grade mathematics course work (see chapter
3).

In order to decide which methods offacilitation might be best for a given

individual, SMPYfelt it needed to learn a great deal aboutthe abilities, values,

and interests of each individual it counseled. Therefore, winners and near-

winners of the annual competition have beentested on additional cognitive and

affective measures.

This paper summarizes what has been learned about the values of gifted

students and how measures of these have provided insight into the nature of

mathematical precocity, the differences between the sexes in this respect, and

the success of various educational intervention procedures.

In the present study, the Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Study of Values (SV) was

administered to 656 contestants? in the second talent search conducted in 1973.

These students had scored at or above the 98th percentile on national normsfor

the numerical subtest of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills or a similar standardized

achievement test. Students who were considered winners or near-winnersin the.

1972 and 1974 contests were also given the SV.

The SV yields six scores, indicating strength of preference for each of six

evaluative areas: theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political, and reli-

gious.? The theoretical scale was expected to be the one mostassociated with

scientific and mathematical interests. Other researchers (MacKinnon 1962;

Hall & MacKinnon 1969; Warren & Herst 1960; Southern & Plant 1968) have

reported a relationship between creativity and high scores on the theoretical

and aesthetic scales.

The SV has not been widely used with adolescent populations; normative

data are available for high school students, but not junior high schoolstudents

(Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970). Chapter 15 of this volume presents evidence

that value patterns for the gifted students in this study are meaningful data and

not the result of random answers.

A COMPARISON OF THE GIFTED CONTESTANTS

WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

The mean scores and standard deviations for male and female high school

students (grades ten through twelve) in the normative sample for the SV

Manual are shown with the contestants’ scores in table 14.1. The girls in the

1973 Talent Search scored higher than high school girls on the social,

theoretical, political, and aesthetic scales, but lower on the religious and

“There were 666 students in the 1973 contest; 656 correctly completed the SV.
3The six values of the SV are based on Spranger’s Types of Men. The theoretical man is the

type associated with scientists and academicians.



Table 14.1. Means and standard deviations of scores on the Study of Values for 656 seventh- and eighth-grade students in the 1973 mathematics contest
compared with those of high school students

 

 

 

1973 Theoretical Economic Aesthetic Social Political Religious

Mathematics Total Std. Std. Std. Std. Std. Std.
contestants no. Mean dev. Mean dev. Mean dev. Mean dev. Mean dev. Mean dev.

7th-grade girls 85 39.18 6.22 36.61 6.12 39.10 7.70 46.31 7.57 40.56 6.02 38.24 9.71
7th-grade boys 135 47.87 5.76 41.37 6.10 32.44 6.84 39.66 5.68 44.46 6.42 34.24 8.45
8th-gradegirls 155 39.94 7.46 34.66 6.56 39.53 8.11 46.02 6.51 40.00 6.21 39.90 9.53
8th-grade boys 281 46.37 7.12 41.96 7.08 32.89 7.56 40.01 7.33 43.96 6.34 34.71 9.64
All girls 240 39.67 7.04 35.35 6.46 39.38 7.95 46.12 6.89 40.20 6.14 39.31 9.60
All boys 416 46.86 6.74 41.77 6.78 32.75 7.33 39.90 6.83 44.12 6.36 34.56 9.27

High school

sample

Girls 7296 37.04 6.86 38.17 6.33 38.23 7.14 43.27 6.93 39.05 5.92 43.75 8.12
Boys $320 43.32 6.40 42.81 6.86 35.14 7.75 37.05 6.25 43.17 5.92 37.93 8.31
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economic scales. The boys on the 1973 Talent Search scored higher than the

high school boys on the theoretical, social, and political scales, and lower on

the remaining three scales of religious, aesthetic, and economic values.

The rank orderof values for each of the four groups(gifted girls, high school

girls, gifted boys, and high school boys) are shownin table 14.2. The patterns of

value-orderings for the girls in the two groups are somewhatdifferent. The

religious value is the highest for senior high schoolgirls, but ranksfifth for the

gifted girls. The theoretical value ranks third for the gifted girls, but last for

high school girls. Thus gifted seventh- and eighth-grade girls appear to be more

theoretically oriented than high schoolgirls andless religiously oriented. Gifted

boys and high school boys differ only with respect to the order for social and

religious values. For gifted boys the social value ranks fourth and thereligious

value fifth. This is the reverse order of those two values in the high school

sample. Although the gifted and high school samples of boys both score highest

on the theoretical value, the mean for the gifted boys (46.86) is significantly

higher than the mean of the high school boys (43.32). Thusgifted boys appear

to be more theoretical than the boys in the high school sample.

Table 14.2. Rank order of values for gifted seventh- and eighth-graders and high school

students

 

  

 

 

Girls Boys

1973 Talent Search High school 1973 Talent Search High school
participants students participants students

S R T T
P S P P
T P E E
A A S R
R E R Ss
E T A A

Key

T = Theoretical S = Social

E = Economic P = Political

A = Aesthetic R = Religious

GRADE DIFFERENCES IN VALUES‘

Within-sex differences across the two grade groups were small. Seventh-

grade girls scored significantly higher (1.92 points) than eighth-grade girls on

the economic scale (p < .05), but did not differ on the other five scales.

4Since the number of ninth-graders was small and most were one-year accelerated, they are

classified as eighth-graders in all tables and discussions.
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Seventh-grade boys scored significantly higher (1.56 points) than eighth-grade

boys on the theoretical scale (p < .01), but did not differ significantly on the

other five scales. Thus we can conclude that the seventh- and eighth-grade

students of the same sex who entered the contest have very similar value

profiles. There were, however, sex differences in values as early as grade seven.

SEX DIFFERENCES IN VALUES

Data reported on adults, college students, and high school students in the

manual for the SV show a general pattern of sex differences on the six values.

Mentypically score higher than women on the theoretical, economic, and

political values and lower on the aesthetic, social, and religious values. These

sex differences were apparent in this sample of gifted junior high school

students. The mean scores for boys on the theoretical, economic, and political

values were significantly higher than the mean for girls on these scales

(p < .001). The mean scores for girls on the social, aesthetic, and religious

scales were significantly higher than the means for boys on these scales

(p < .001).
The percentage of students in the 1973 Talent Search, by grade, sex, and

highest value score is shownin table 14.3. The majority of seventh- and eighth-

grade girls scored highest onthe socialorreligious values. The majority of boys

in both grade groups scored highest on the theoretical and political scales.

The extent of the differences between the sexes is seen dramatically in table

14.3. Approximately 42 percent of the seventh-gradegirls and 33 percent of the

Table 14.3. Percent of students by their highest value on the Study of Values for 656 students

in the 1973 mathematics contest

 

 

 

 

No. T E A S P R

G Grade 7 85 12.9 9.4 7.1 42.4 10.6 17.6

: Grade 8 155 16.1 1.9 16.1 32.9 12.3 20.6

All 240 15.0 4.6 12.9 36.2 11.7 19.6

B Grade 7 135 40.7 9.6 3.7 10.4 25.9 9.6

. Grade 8 281 34,5 15.3 5.0 15.3 19.2 10.7

§ All 416 36.5 13.5 4.6 13.7 21.4 10.3

Key

T = Theoretical S = Social

E = Economic P = Political

A = Aesthetic R = Religious
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eighth-grade girls scored highest on the social value, whereas only 10 percentof
the seventh-grade boys and 15 percent of the eighth-grade boys scored highest
on the social scale. Only 13 and 16 percent of the seventh- and eighth-grade
girls scored highest on the theoretical scale, whereas approximately 41 and 35

percent of the seventh- and eighth-grade boys, respectively, did so.

Thus, boys far more than girls value theoretical pursuits associated with
mathematics and science. Aesthetic values are also associated with creative
achievementin the sciences, but neither boys norgirls scored particularly high

on this scale. More girls than boys scored highest on this scale, but the

percentages were notlarge for either group.

Further evidence of the extent of the differences in theoretical and social

values between the sexes can be seen in a comparison among two groupsof

seventh-gradegirls and one group of seventh-grade boys who were matched on

cognitive ability as measured by scores on the mathematical and verbalsections

of the SAT (SAT-M and SAT-V). There were twenty-six students in each

group. These students had participated in either the Mathematical Talent

Search conducted by SMPYin 1973 or the Verbal Talent Search conducted in

1973 by the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth (see chapter 9 of this volume for

details).

The mean scores for each of the groupson the six values are shownin table

14.4. The meanscoresfor the girls in the first group andthe girls in the second

group were higher for the social value and lowerfor the theoretical value than

the boys. Both groupsof girls were lowest on the economic scale, which was the

third-ranking value for the boys.

An analysis of variance of the three groups on the six values is shownin

table 14.5. The differences of ratings of the values was significant, F = 9.68,

Table 14.4. Means® on the six values of the Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Study of Valuesfor the

three groups

 

 

 

Girls

Values Group | GroupII Boys

Social 47.02 46.46 38.65
Aesthetic 43.31 38.88 34.67
Political 40.87 39,27 44.35
Theoretical 39.13 38.87 47.52
Religious 35.83 38.96 34.21
Economic 33.69 37.56 40.67
 

4Students were tested on the SV at both of the 1973 Talent Searches (one mathematics, one
verbal). Test booklets were available for students in the mathematics contest. The individual
scores, but not test booklets, were available for students in the verbal contest; two students,
one girl in Group I and oneboy, haderrors in their profile scores of four and two points, respec-

tively. Thus, the total for neither the GroupI girls nor the boysis 240.
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Table 14.5. ANOVA®of preferences for six values on the Allport-Vernon—Lindzey Study of

Values for the three groups

 

 

Sources of variation df MS F

Group (G) 0 0.060 1.429

Value (V) 5 682.672 9.682*

Triad (T) 0 0.044

GV 10 465.549 8.398*

GT 0 0.042

VT 125 70.507

GVT 250 55.430

TOTAL 390

 

4The sum of squares and mean squares for the groups and triads should be exactly zero, The

small error in each is due to the errors in scores for two subjects as explained in the footnote to

table 14.4.
*p < .001

p < .001, and the interaction of ratings by groups wassignificant, F = 8.40,

p< .001.
Tukey tests of mean differences (Scheffé 1959) for the three groups on the

theoretical and social values are shownin table 14.6. The girls in the two groups

did not differ significantly on these values. Both groups of girls were signifi-

cantly lower than the boys on the theoretical value (p < .005) andsignificantly

higher on the social value (p < .005).

Table 14.6. Tukey comparison of the meanscores on measuresof theoretical and social values

for the three groups

 

 

Level of

Value Comparison Difference significance

GroupI girls vs,
GroupII girls .26 Notsignificant

; GroupI girls
Theoretical vs, boys ~8,39 p < .005

GroupII girls
vs. boys —8.65 p < .005

GroupI girls vs.
Group II girls 96 Notsignificant

Social GroupI girls
vs. boys 8.37 p < .005

GroupII girls

vs. boys 7.81 p <.005
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These sex differences with respect to values were particularly interesting in
light of the sex differences found in mathematical ability between boys andgirls
in the SMPYtalent searches. Not only do gifted girls show less interest in
scientific endeavors as measured by the SV butalso they perform somewhat
less well on difficult precollege-level tests of mathematical aptitude. The mean
score for girls on the SAT-M has been foundto be consistently lower than for
boysin all three talent searches (Stanley 1973). In the 1972 contest 19 percent
of the boys scored higher than the highest scoring girl. In 1973 and 1974 these
percentages dropped, but the fact remained that far more boys than girls
exhibited precociousability in mathematics. (For a moredetailed discussion of
sex differences in mathematical precocity see Astin 1974 [1:4] and chapter 9 of
this volume.)5

VALUES AND PRECOCITY

Thus, differences in values appearto be related to differences in mathemati-
cal precocity. The mean score on the SAT-M forstudentsin the 1973 contest by
grade, sex, and highest value score is shownin table 14.7. Eighth-grade boys
who score highest on the theoretical value (N = 97) have the highest mean
score on the SAT-M.Thus,for this group the theoretical valueis closely related
to performance on the SAT-M. For seventh-grade boys this result was not
found. Seventh-grade boys who scored highest on the religious value had the
highest mean on the SAT-M.The numberof boys for whom thereligious value
was highest was small, N = 13. Seventh-grade girls who scored highest on the
aesthetic value had the highest mean on the SAT-M,but the numberofgirls
was small, N = 6. The three eighth-grade girls who scored highest on the
economic value scale had the highest mean on the SAT-M.Eighth-gradegirls
whoscored highest on the aesthetic value scale, N = 25, had the second highest
mean score on the SAT-M.

When scores are combined across grades within sex group,the results are
clearer. Boys who have the highest theoretical and religious values and girls
who have the highest aesthetic values perform best on the SAT-M.

The relationship between theoretical values and mathematical precocity for
boys can also be seen in table 14.8. The percentages of boys by highest value on
the SV is shown for the 1973 contestants who scored below 640 on SAT-M and
for those who scored at or above 640. The results are dramatic. Of the forty-
seven boys considered winners in 1973, 55 percent scored highest on the

theoretical value, as compared with only 34 percent of the nonwinners. Table

14.8 also shows the percentage of boys considered winners in 1972 and 1974 by
highest value on the SV.

‘In addition to the usual references, citations of chapters in volume I of Studies of Intellectual
Precocity will be as follows[1:4]. The I indicates volumeI, andthe 4 is the chapter number[Editor].
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Table 14.7. Means and standard deviations of SAT-M scores for 656 contestants in 1973 by

highest value on the Study of Values :

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Theoretical Economic Aesthetic

Std. Std. Std.

No. Mean dev. No. Mean dev. No. Mean dev.

7th-grade girls 11 464.00 89.04 8 467.50 31.51 6 485.00 91.60

7th-grade boys 55 491.64 84.12 13 486.15 56.80 § 482.00 51.67

8th-gradegirls 25 516.00 68.07 3 §73.33 61.10 25 528.40 65.17

8th-grade boys 97 576.08 89.69 43 550.00 71.48 14 535.71 55.98

All girls 36 §©§00.28 77.59 11 496.36 62.33 31 520.00 71.41

All boys 152 545.53 96.45 56 535.18 73.11 19 521.58 58.71

Social Political Religious

Std. Std. Std.

No. Mean dev. No. Mean dev. No. Mean dev.

7th-grade girls 36 436.67 60.80 9 421.11 66.23 15 413.33 56.65

7th-grade boys 14 473.57 104.24 35 498.86 88.38 13 540.00 90.46

8th-grade girls 51 507.06 63.25 19 508.95 68.55 32 499.06 45.67

8th-grade boys 43 537.91 81.14 54 523.70 94.97 30 546.00 76.64

All girls 87 477.93 71.04 28 480.71 78.60 47 471.70 63.36

All boys 57 §22.11 90.79 89 92.73 43 544.19 80.01513.93
 
     

Table 14.8. Percent of boys in the 1973 Mathematics Contest and winners

1973, and 1974 contests by highest value on the Study of Values?

from the 1972,?

 

 

 

Total

no. E A S P R

Non-winners

1973 369 34.1 14.1 5.1 14.6 22.2 9.8

All winners

1973 47 55.3 8.5 0.0 6.4 14.9 14.9

Winners

1972 35 62.9 14.3 5.7 8.6 8.6 0.0

Winners

1974 53 58.5 11.3 1.9 3.8 22.6 1.9

Key

T = Theoretical S = Social

E = Economic

A = Aesthetic

P = Political
R = Religious

4The Study of Values was not administered to all of the 1972 or 1974 contestants, SV scores

were available only for the winners in the 1972 and 1974 who wereavailable at a later date.

bPpercents do not always add to 100 due to rounding.
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This difference in theoretical value orientation among the high-scoring
precocious boys and the less precocious ones is more dramatic than the
differences that were found on measuresofinvestigative career interests (Fox &
Denham 1974 [1:8]).6 Thus, while many able young people who enter a
mathematics competition are interested in scientific careers, a much smaller
percentage of students in such a contest have the strong theoretical orientation
that one would expect of the “pure”scientist. A sizable numberof boys have
high economic or political values; their interest in investigative occupations
may reflect other motivations. One might supposethat students interested in
scientific careers who have economicorpolitical values may value scientific
careers because of their power, prestige status, and economic remuneration.
Students interested in investigative careers who score high on the social value
scale may view these careers in terms of their possible contributions to the
improvementof the quality of life.

Students who exhibit the most precocious achievement in the area of
mathematics, as evidenced by high scores on the SAT-M,appear to be more
strongly oriented toward mathematical and scientific careers and to value
theoretical pursuits more than other contestants. It seems likely that their
strong interests and orientations in these directions have contributed to their
precocious development.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITATION AND VALUES

Most boys who have beenidentified as mathematically precocious report
that they have become accelerated in their knowledge of mathematics by
working on their own—sometimes systematically with the help of a teacher or
parent, sometimes just by working with mathematical puzzles and games.It
appears that the strong theoretical orientations of these boys have motivated
them to pursue these activities.

It is rare to find a mathematically precocious boy whoscores highest on the
social value scale of the SV. Since more than one-third of the gifted girls in the
contest scored highest on the social value, it is perhaps not surprising that so
few of these girls have become radically accelerated in their mathematics
knowledge. Their values and interests do not motivate them to seek special
outside-of-school activities in mathematics.

Mathematically precocious boys who have high theoretical interests are far
moreinterested in accelerating their progress in school than arethe gifted girls
or gifted boys who have other values. The mathematically precocious boys are
eager to try difficult college courses or to participate in special accelerated
mathematics classes outside of school. SMPYhasrepeatedly found that fewof

‘The measure of investigative career interests was an occupational checklist derived from the
Vocational Preference Inventory (Holland 1965).
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the very brightest girls tend to wantto try these types of educational challenges.

It seems likely that differences in values between the boys andgirls contribute

to this finding.

Of course, not all of the boys who have taken college courses or participated

in special classes scored highest on the theoretical value scale. To date,all of the

boys who have taken college courses have performed well in these classes,

regardless of their values or career interests. Thus,if a talented studentis eager

to accelerate his educational progress heis likely to be successful, even if he

does not have strong theoretical values. What is clear, however, is that those

students who are very precocious in mathematics and who seek further

acceleration are far morelikely to be the ones who havetheoretical values and

investigative career interests.

CONCLUSIONS

Students who exhibit unusually high-level talent in mathematics as early as

grades seven and eight and whoare able to benefit from special educational

facilitation, such as college courses and accelerated classes, tend to have values

and interests highly consistent with their abilities. It would appear that many

already have personalities which resemble those of mathematicians andscien-

tists. Students who have similar cognitive abilities but do not have the same

values and career interests are less apt to seek out or accept special advance-

ment in the areas of mathematics and science. Since girls are more apt to have

social interests, it would seem that values and interests are at least partially

related to the fact that so few girls become accelerated in their mathematics

education.

SMPY will work closely with the winners over the coming years to

encourage their continued achievement. Amongthe winners,a few students are

not strongly oriented toward theoretical and investigative goals. It will be

interesting to see to what extent they will continue to pursue science and

mathematics, as compared with the others, and to what extent their values and

career interests will change over the coming years.It will be interesting to see

how many of the very mathematically precocious youngsters will become the

creative scientists and mathematicians of the future.
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RANDOM VS. NONRANDOM
STUDY OF VALUES PROFILES

Joan A. W. Linsenmeier

ABSTRACT

The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, an ipsative test designed

primarily for use with individuals with some college education, was adminis-

tered to a group of bright junior high school students. It was not obvious, a

priori, that the inventory would yield better than chance results with these

young students. In this chapter the profiles of the students are compared to

profiles randomly generated on a computer. It isfound that the profiles of the
students are significantly different from those that would result from random

responding to the inventory items. This increases the likelihood that the profiles

will remain stable over time and indicates the appropriateness of using the

scores to describe the characteristics of the students.

 

An ipsative test is one composed of 1 subtests such that the sum of an
individual’s scores on each subtest is equal to some fixed constant k,i.e.
n

>. X, = k, where X; is his score on the i" subtest. An increase in the score

i=]
on any one subtest must be compensated for by a lowered score onat least one

other subtest. Several researchers have investigated the effects of this property

on the correlations between the subtests of an ipsative test. Clemans (1966)

showedthat the ipsative intercorrelation matrix will have a large proportion of
negative values and discussed the effect on the average intercorrelation of

various characteristics of the ipsative instrument. Radcliffe (1963) proved that

if the subtest variances of an ipsative test were equal, then the average

intercorrelation of the subtests would be -1/(n—1), where n is the number of

subtests. Gleser (1972) derived formulae for the maximum and minimum values

which this average intercorrelation can take and determined the conditions

under which each bound could be obtained. Less investigation has been

285
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devoted to the constraints placed on the variance of an individual’s subtest

scores by the special properties of ipsative tests and the intercorrelations of the

subtests.

Ipsative tests are frequently used for intraindividual comparisons, i.e., for

assessing the relative strengths of various interests or goals in a single individ-

ual. Clemans (1966) has pointed out that in the individuals-by-scores matrix for

an ipsative test the magnitudes of the numbers in a row are meaningful, but

those of numbers in a column are not. One may compareonly the ranking and

not the absolute strength of an attribute for different individuals. The relative

sizes of an individual’s subtest scores are the important variables. It is

important, therefore, to determine how muchofthe variance in an individual’s

profile is representative of his actual interests or goals and how muchofit is

likely to occur just by chance.

The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (1970) is an ipsative test

suitable for verbally able senior high school, college, and adult groups. In the

Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) at The Johns Hopkins
University it was administered to much younger students, chiefly mathemati-

cally apt seventh- and eighth-graders, twelve or thirteen years old. Most of

these youths were considerably brighter than average for their grades andages,

and they were given some supplemental materials to aid in their comprehension

of the test items. Nevertheless, it could not be assumed that they weretested

well with the instrument. This study and a detailed internal analysis of the

responses (in preparation) were attempts to determine the adequacy of the
Study of Values for that special population. In particular, this study was

undertaken to show that the profiles of the students would be unlikely to result

from random responding. Of course, nonrandom respondingis a necessary but

not sufficient condition for stability of items over time. The more pronounced

the values profile is, however, the less likely it would seem that the extreme

values would change radically as the student becomesolder.

METHOD

The Study of Values

The Study of Values is designed to measure the relative prominenceof six

basic motives in an individual, corresponding to the six “types” posited by

Eduard Sprangerin his Types ofMen (1966)!: theoretical, economic, aesthetic,

social, political, and religious. The theoretical man values aboveall else the

discovery of truth. Economic man is practical, placing paramount value on

utility. Aesthetic man values form and harmonyhighly. Social man valueslove

1The 1966 translation of Spranger’s work follows the original 1927 Germanversion, entitled

Lebensformen.
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of people. Power is the chief value of political man. Andreligious man is

mystical, valuing unity, the onenessof the universe. Spranger hypothesized that

the value system of an individual is a mixture of these six “ideal types.”

The Study of Values is composed of two parts, each consisting of questions

concerning a variety of familiar situations. In each of the thirty questions of

part I, the subject must indicate his preference for one of two alternatives. He

maygive three points to the preferred alternative and noneto the otheror,if his

preferenceis slight, two points to the former and oneto the latter. Each valueis

compared twice with each of the other five. Part II consists of fifteen questions

with four alternatives each; the subject must give four pointsto his first choice,

three to his second choice, two to his third choice, and one point to the

remaining alternative. Each possible set of four values occurs once. In both

sections of the test, if the subject cannot decide which alternative(s) he prefers,

he is to divide the points for that question evenly amongall the alternatives.

Since the subjects in this study were very rarely unable to rank order the

alternatives in any question, the problems introduced by the possibility of

indecision are ignored in the following analysis.

Anindividual’s score for each value is the total numberof points assigned to

the alternatives representing it, plus the appropriate correction factor. (The

correction factors were introduced so that the meansfor the six values would be

equal in the population on which the test norms were based.) The sum ofthe

scores on the various scales must equal 240. The designers of the Study of

Values state in their manual (Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey 1970) that it “does

not... measure the absolute strength of each of the six values, but only their

relative strengths.”

Actual Profiles

The Study of Values was given to the thirty-five top-scoring students in the

1972 Mathematics Talent Search. All thirty-five were boys between the agesof

twelve and fourteen, chosen on thebasis of their scores on the College Entrance

Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathematical and the Mathe-

matics Level I Achievement Test or the Sequential Tests of Educational

Progress, Series II Science, forms 1A and 1B. It was not obvious, a priori, that

the Study of Values would yield better than chance results when used with these

bright young students.

Generation of Random Profiles

For comparison, three sets of 100 random profiles for the Study of Values

were generated using Monte Carlo methods. Thereplies to questions in part II

were determined in the same manner for each set. For each question a

permutation of the numbers 4, 3, 2, and 1 was obtained, andthe first numberin

the permutation wasassignedto thefirst alternative in the question, the second
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numberto the secondalternative, and so forth. All permutationsof 4, 3, 2, and

1 were equally likely to occur. The replies to part I questions were calculated

differently for the three sets of profiles. For the first set (edition 1) the

probabilities of assigning (1) a three and a zero, and (2) a two and a one were

equal. For the second set (edition 2) only threes and zeros were assigned. For

the third set (edition 3) only twos and ones were used. Thusedition 2 repre-

sents subjects whose preferences are always strong, while edition 3 represents

subjects with only weak preferences, leadingto relatively flat profiles. Edition

1 represents subjects whose performance is intermediate between these two

extremes. In all three editions each of the two alternatives in each question

was equally likely to receive the greater numberofpoints.

RESULTS

Subtest Scores

Frequency distributions of both the scores on each of the six scales and of

the individual profile standard deviations were obtained for all three sets of

random profiles and for the profiles of the top-scoring students. Table 15.1

shows the means and standard deviations of the scores on eachscale.

The distributions for each set of random profiles approach the normal curve,

and f-tests show that none of the means is significantly different from the

expected mean, 40 plus the correction value for that scale, at the .05 level

(values of ¢[999] ranged from 0 to 1.652). Hartley’s Fina, test for homogeneity

of variance showsthat for each edition there is no significant difference among

its standard deviations (Finax [6,999] = 1.138 for edition 1, 1.188 for edition

2, and 1.093 for edition 3; p > .05 for each edition).

The differences for the actual profiles do not follow this pattern. The

difference among standard deviations of scores on the scales for the six valuesis

significant at the .05 level (F,,, = 1.655). For all scales but the political the
standard deviation of actual scoresis significantly greater than that of edition |

random profiles at the .01 level (F [34,999] ranged from 2.357 for theoretical to

4.387 for religious). Since the reliability of a measureis directly related to the

magnitude of the variability on the measure, this implies greater reliability of

these scales across individuals.

The means on the theoretical, economic, aesthetic, and religious scales are

significantly different from the expected means(t [34] = 6.01, 2.86, 5.87, and

3.81; p < .01 for each of these four scales). Table 15.2 shows the percentage of

actual profiles which fall one or two edition 1 standard deviations above or

below the mean edition 1 scale values. Scores on the theoretical scale are

extremely high, and those on aesthetic scale extremely low. Economic scale

scores are moderately high and religious scale scores moderately low. The
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Table 15.1. Distributions of scale scores for random profiles and actual subjects

 

 

Theoretical Economic Aesthetic Social Political Religious

Random,ed. 1

mean 41.96 39.21 43.94 37.75 42.06 35.08

standard
deviation 5.10 5.09 5.04 4.79 4.78 4.87

Random,ed. 2

mean 41.94 38.86 44,00 38.30 41.97 34.93

standard

deviation 6.07 6.17 5.89 5.74 5.80 5.66

Random,ed. 3

mean 41.92 39.16 44,02 38.00 41.89 35.02

standard
deviation 3.89 3.84 3.91 3.83 3.74 3.74

Actual Ss

mean 49.97 43,29 36.03 38.66 43.46 28.43

standard

deviation 7.83 8.85 8.04 7,97 6.26 10.20

Correction
factor +2 ~1 +4 -2 +2 —5

40 plus
correction 42.00 39.00 44.00 38.00 42.00 35.00

 

implications of these deviations are discussed by Fox and Denham (1974 [1:8]?).

The present paper is concerned only with the fact that the deviations do exist.

Profile Standard Deviations

Table 15.3 shows the means and standard deviationsof the profile standard

deviations (P.S.D.s) for both the randomly generated andthe actualprofiles.

The P.S.D.of a profile is the standard deviation of the six scoresin that profile

about the profile’s mean (mean equals 240/6 = 40 for each profile). Standard

deviations, rather than variances, are shown, since the distribution of the

former approximates the normal curve more closely, and properties of the

normal distribution are used in the comparison of actual with randomly

generated P.S.D.s.

2Citations of chapters in volume I of Studies ofIntellectual Precocity are as follows: [1:8]. The I

indicates volumeI, and 8 is the chapter number[Editor].
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Table 15.2. Deviations of scores on actual profiles about meansfor edition 1 random profiles
(percentages)

 

Theoretical Economic Aesthetic Social Political Religious

 

More than two

std. deviations@

above the mean 42.86 25.71 5.71 14.29 8.57 5.71

More than one

std. deviation

above the mean 71.43 42.86 8.57 25.71 28.57 14.29

More than one

std. deviation

below the mean 11.43 14.29 62.86 20.00 17.14 $4.26

More than two

std. deviations

below the mean 0 11.43 40.00 8.57 5.71 40.00

 

4Based on standard deviations of edition 1 random scores,

Note that, as was expected, the P.S.D.s of the profiles using only threes and
zeros in part I (edition 2) are larger than those using both three-zero and two-
one (edition 1), whereas those using only twos and ones(edition 3) show the
least variance. The standard deviation of the scores in a profile where each

score was equal to 40 plus the appropriate correction factor for that scale would

be exactly 3.00. Hence the correction factors account for 29.54 percent, 22.53

percent, and 42.72 percent of the variance in the edition 1, edition 2, and edition
3 profiles.

The mean P.S.D.of the actual profiles, those of the thirty-five top-scoring

students, is significantly greater than that of any of the sets of random profiles

at the .01 level (¢{34] = 7.763 for comparison to edition 1, 6.395 for edition 2,

and 9.353 for edition 3). F ratios indicate significant differences in variance also

Table 15.3. Distributions of profile standard deviations

 

 

Random, Random, Random, Actual

ed. 1 ed, 2 ed. 3 subjects

Mean P.S.D. 5.52 6.32 4.59 10.06

Standard deviation of the P.S.D.s 1.78 2.09 1.53 3.46
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Fig. 15.1. Standard deviations of Study of Values profiles.

(F[34,999] = 3.778, 2.741, and 5.114; p < .01 for each comparison). Figure

15.1 shows the distributions of P.S.D.s for the actual subjects and for the

edition | random profiles. The horizontal axis represents the P.S.D., rounded

to the nearest integer, and the vertical axis indicates the percentage ofprofiles

with that P.S.D.

The difference in profile variances is even morestriking if we consider the

percent of actual P.S.D.s which lie one or two edition | standard deviations

above or below the mean P.S.D. of the edition 1 random profiles. Eighty

percent of the students had P.S.D.s more than one standard deviation above

this mean, as opposed to 15.87 percent expected by chance; 51.43 percentfell

more than two standard deviations above the mean,as opposed to 2.28 percent

expected by chance. And noneof the students had profiles with P.S.D.s falling

more than one standard deviation below the mean for random profiles. This

pattern held even more strongly for the thirty-seven top-scorers (based on

Scholastic Aptitude Test-Mathematical) in the 1973 SMPY contest: 83.78

percent had P.S.D.s more than one edition | standard deviation above the

edition 1 mean, 67.57 percent had P.S.D.s more than two standard deviations

above that mean, and, once again, no individual P.S.D. fell more than one

standard deviation below the edition | mean.
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CONCLUSION

The individual Study of Values profiles of the bright young students with
whomthis study is concerned showsignificantly greater variance than would be
expected if the students were responding randomly to the items on the
inventory. This increases the likelihood that the extreme values will remain
stable over time, indicating that it is appropriate to use the profiles in
describing the characteristics of the students.

The most commondirect cause of the size of the individual profile standard
deviations for the students being tested was high scores on the theoretical and
economic scales coupled with low scores on the aesthetic and religious scales.
These deviations reflect neither the design of the test nor chance factors, but
true characteristics of the students.
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A HISTORICAL STEP BEYOND
TERMAN

Ellis Batten Page

The occasion of this symposium is most valuable for me. Not only is the

director of the study, Julian Stanley, a close personal friend. He is also one of

my heroes in psychological measurement, and, for other reasonsas well, I have

watched this study with great interest.

THE UNUSUAL NATURE OF SMPY

The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youthis, ina numberof ways, the

most refreshing one on the current scene. It seems to have turned somewhat

away from thetransitory, fashionable rhetoric of the 1960s and early 1970s.

Those of us in education can recall the era merely by echoing a few of the

popular words: creativity, the deprived, the equality of educational opportu-

nity, compensatory education, the open classroom, alternative education,

affirmative action, performance contracting, behavior mod. I surely mean no

scorn for these. They embodied the concerns and ideals of a particular time in

American history. One term after another was artfully contrived, often from

the best of motives, to guide the policies and to channel the national resources

in some chosen direction. One after another these terms, reified in programs,

have been well supported by government and foundations. Oneafter another,

they have become shopworn, and researchers disillusioned. The greatest

disenchantment, for those who have looked closely at it, may have come from

the performance contracting experiment conducted by the OEO (Page 1972).

Butin all of them, a certain message has been coming through,little by little, a

signal emerging from the noise. The message has been this: Wein the social

sciences know far less about changing behavior than we had thought.

Throughout the time, however, the science of measurementand the technol-

ogy of prediction have steadily improved, and the storm-tossed socialscientist,

battered and ship-wrecked on the beach, finds that he has something very

valuable, after all. It is the power of selection. Selection, right now, not

treatment, is where he 1sreally best.

295
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Andthe evidence of this professional ability had been aroundall the time.
There was Binet; there was Terman;there wasthe military testing in both major
wars; there was Flanagan’s pilot screening; there was the remarkable success of
the College Boards, and its duplication in the ACT Program. With all the
current furor about testing, and the political suppression of it in many
communities, more tests are, nevertheless, in use today than ever before: the
Measurement Research Center, scoring millionsoftests, reports an exponential
growth; the president of a major testing company assured methat every year
there is a substantial increase in sales. Most professionals do feel better able to
predict and diagnose, with such information as tests provide. As Cronbach
(1970) wrote: “the general mental test stands today as the most important
technical contribution psychology has made tothe practical guidance of human
affairs” (p. 197).

Not since Terman, however, has any team usedtests to pursue the very
gifted, with the expert zeal of SMPY. Undaunted by the ideological wars of
social half-science, SMPY has explicitly sought out “manifest talent” (not the
sort that is “latent,” i.e., uncertain of diagnosis). And it has sought outthis
talent in the discipline furthest from the contamination of transitory rhetoric.
The edifice of mathematics remains peculiarly unstained by ideology; and those
who arguethat all science has a “political” orientation have to look carefully
away from math while they doso.In fixing its attention so resolutely on these
enduring qualities, the SMPY team has probably foregone many of the
headlines bestowed in the daily papers. But they will gather more chapters in
the history of science over the decades ahead, just as the Terman worksurvives,
not only as a classic of psychology, but in the productive and valuable lives of
the Terman youngsters themselves.

THE UNUSUAL NATURE OF MATH

In concentrating on mathematics, moreover, SMPY has moved an impor-
tant historical step beyond Terman.It is not solely in its elevation above
politics and fashion that mathis especially appropriate. There are a numberof
other extremely important reasons for its unique suitability for such a study.
Math has reached a level of unprecedented power. Historically, many have
recognized its centrality to understanding other matters. Galileo described the
universe as a “vast book which stands forever open before our eyes . . . butit
cannot be read until we have learnt the language and becomefamiliar with the
characters in whichit is written. It is written in mathematical language, and the
letters are triangles, circles and other geometrical figures, without whichit is
humanly impossible to comprehend a single word” (Newman 1956, p. 731).
And Newton apparently regarded God as a kind of cryptographer and the
world about him as a kind of mathematical riddle. In science, he pursued the
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algebra of motion as, in his secret study, he pursued the mysteries of the occult

(Keynes 1956).

But we have had so many powerful developments since the time of Galileo,

both in the hard and softer sciences. George Boole (1854) may have been

hyperbolic in describing his binary logic as “the laws of thought,” but the

current investigators of cognitive process have at least opened the law book,

and their tools have been mathematical psychology, computer simulation, and

artificial intelligence. The astonishing achievements of math in biology, which

have unlocked the living cell, are so fresh as to need no reminder. Even the

humanities are not far behind. Serious scholarship in history is moving steadily

in a mathematical direction, and will never recover from the pioneer authorship
study of the Federalist Papers (Mosteller & Wallace 1964). Linguistics 1s

moving mathematically, with the algebra of the syntactic grammars giving way

to the moreuseful relational calculus, and semantic grammarsalready function-

ing in startling ways (Minsky 1968; Winograd 1969). And operationsresearchis

powerfully applying math to decision-making itself (Wagner 1970).

A peculiar feature of such work is the direction of the influence. With the

exception of mavericks like Carl Bereiter and myself (both English majors

through two degrees), the direction has been from mathto the softer science,

not the other way around. Forinstance, the history of scientific psychology has

many exemplars of hard scientists who moved into behavioral analysis (the

SMPYfounder is one distinguished example). But if any psychologist has

achieved importantly after converting to physics, he is unknownto me.! This

directional supposition (if justified) implies that, in aiding math prodigies at an

early age, we are potentially aiding all those disciplines which depend on new,

deep insights of mathematical applications. And we have seen that such

disciplines include, in fact, all scholarly fields.?

THE YOUTH OF MATHEMATICIANS

The biographies of important mathematicians teach us that the greatest

contributions commonly comeearly. In fact, there is a kind of ordering of

disciplines by the age of greatest productivity, with an apparent loading toward

\Proof of such a negative generalization is, of course, virtually impossible. But no one so far
has provided me with an exception.

2It is a corollary of this analysis that each discipline might be characterized as being more or

less “quantitative.” David Brown (1974) has characterized each department of a university by

calculating, for all undergraduate majors of that department, a mean SAT-M minus the mean
SAT-V. In other words, he has characterized each department by the degree to which the major

students have greater mathematical than verbal ability. The technique has high face validity: the
top three departments are statistics, civil engineering, and mathematics itself; the bottom is

English. Both education and psychology, having a hard and soft mixture, are in the middle.
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youth of certain fields, and an apparent loading toward middle age of certain

others (Lehman 1954). In general, the early-peaking fields appear to be those

which are not dependent on the accumulation of large data bases, of large

informational stores; but are, rather, dependent on the facile manipulation of

symbols, on long strings of transformations. Thus, math and chemistry,

romantic poetry and sonatas, are alike in being ripe fields for youthful

accomplishment: small events are turned and twisted and rephrased to conform

with certain high and elegant ideals. Accomplishment does not depend so much

on what is known,but on whatone can do witha little. By contrast, the aging

historian, the aging traditional taxonomist, depend on the processing of

relatively large masses of less orderly information. The youth-peakingfields,

then, might depend onthe sharp, deepinsights typical of Raven’s matrices. The

age-peaking fields might depend more,relatively, on the crystallized intelli-

gence of vocabulary, on firm disciplinary habits of thought, and on the

accumulation ofvaried skills. If these generalizations are correct, then it is not

simply desirable, it is crucial that the potentially productive in such formal and

elegant fields be exposed in their very formative years to the best materials

available. George Polya once advised a bright but puzzled freshman that he

shouldn’t worry: that one doesn’t understand the calculus; one becomes

accustomedto the calculus. If gifted youngsters are to use the calculus with ease

at eighteen, they should become accustomed to it as early as possible. Some

provision for young prodigies, then, has a particular aptness in the field of

mathematics.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INSTRUCTION

Notwithstanding the existence of math prodigies, and notwithstanding the
youthful surge of math—experience in math is apparently essential to produc-
tivity. This is not exactly obvious. Some otherfields are apparently far less
dependenton tuition. Andthere is evidence from schooltesting that argues the
importance of math education. For example, if one looks at age-equivalencies
for seventh-grade students, one will find far more seventh-graders who can read
three years ahead, than can solve mathematical problemsat the tenth-grade
level. Math is not commonly learned at home, beyond the most elementary
level. And it is not commonly picked up on one’s own. The tools must be
learned. A college freshmancan, with these tools, solve mathematical problems
that baffled Galileo. Yet which freshman can write better drama than Galileo’s
contemporary, Shakespeare? Or, for that matter, better poetry than Horace?
Even the genius of Aristotle would not be sufficient, unaided, to do routine
college problems today. Beyondthedifficulty, or impossibility, of inventing the
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needed tools, mathematical tuition is important in another respect. These tools

are sequenced, more than in any otherfield in the wide span of school subjects.

They will not be understood if encountered casually in daily life, the way one

picks up somehistory, some poetry, some medicine. Destroy the ordertoofar,

and we have apparently destroyed the comprehension.

In general, the identification of the very gifted in any field should be to some

purpose, and this purpose would usually be instruction. Yet other youth-

peaking fields (such as poetry) do not apparently depend in the same way on

tuition. And if there is a necessary sequence in someofthese (such as poetry),

no one knows whatit is. Here again, the selection of math as the discipline was
inspired.

THE USE OF ADVANCED TESTS

Once one has decided to identify the gifted, especially out of a huge

population, then how mayonego aboutit? On the one hand,all the extremely

gifted will bump their heads on the ceiling of the tests designed for their age-
mates. On the other hand,it is sometimessaid, a bright ten-year-old is not an

average fifteen; he is a bright ten. From this viewpoint, different ages are not

suitably measured with the same instrument. Indeed, when this viewpoint is

pushed far enough, some are led to say (truthfully but misleadingly) that

“everyone is an individual.” SMPYrightly pushed this objection aside and took

the much sounder,historical line that intelligence is linear, and additive, and

identifiable no matter at what age it is exhibited. There is a still stronger

assumption, again the historical one in the measurementofintelligence: that

intelligence will continue to grow, much as one’s ownindividualrate, at least as

long as physical growth continues. This sweeps aside the fiction that the

prodigy will necessarily “burn out” (one definition of burning out would be to

reach his asymptote earlier than his age-mates). This sounderview is rather that

the asymptote will be higher, not earlier, and higher in some reasonable

proportion to the faster early growth.

This use of advanced tests, however, leads us to some problemsin exposition

and in the understanding or analysis of test results. What does it mean, for

instance, that Johnny, age twelve, achieved a score of 540 on the SAT-M? And

that Jill, age fourteen, achieved 570? Would we expect Johnnyto do better than

Jill, when he is fourteen? If so, how muchbetter? What I suggest is an explicit

move toward an adapted “mental age” concept as a tentative step toward

putting such information, extraordinary as it is, in more orderly form. From

such a step, one may optimistically predict the discovery of some important

parameters for such rare and valuabletalents.
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THE DEFINITION OF Q

The historical definition of intelligence was

MA
IQ = 100 CA? (1)

where IQ wasintelligence quotient; MA was the mentalage of the youngster,

defined by the age-group most similar to his total score; and CA was the

chronological age of the youngster. The mean of IQ is 100, and the standard

deviation was traditionally found to be about 16 points. But suppose that IQ

were to be calculated from raw scores on test, as is now often the case. Then

we may say that

IQ = 100 + 16Z, (2)
where Z is the difference of a score from the mean, measured in standard

deviations; that is, Z has zero mean and unit variance, and is

Zi = (Xi — X)/ox. (3)

From (1) above,it is obvious that

Ma = IQA 4)
and therefore, from (2) and(4), that

100 + 16Z): CA

100 (>)
 MA =

These are well-known elements. Nowlet us define

Q; = the quotient (such as IQ, or MQ,etc.) for the ith individual not in
the age range of the norm group;

Cn, = the mean chronological age for the norm group; and

C; = the chronological age for the ith individual, not in the norm group.

By analogy with the IQ, we define the quotient score as

 

Q; = 100%, and from (5) (6)

-_ 100 (100 + 16Z)C,
Q; 100 G , and thus (7)

Q; = (100 + 162Z;) (2) (8)
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where Z; is now the score in standard deviations for the ith individual, as

measured around the meanof the average student of the norm-groupage.

For a sample problem, let us say that the average chronological age of

high school seniors, at time of testing, is seventeen years. Let us also assume

that there is, for the average seventeen-year-old, so far as we can tell, a mean

SAT-M of 460, with a standard deviation of 110. Then, if Johnny achieved

540, for him

_ 540 — 460 _ 80
Zi 10.) 1107”

Then for Johnny, age twelve,

Ch 17 _
G12” 1.42. And

C; = (100 + 16[.727])(1.42) = (111.62)(1.42)

= 158, for Johnny’s Q in math, or MQ.

In general, we have the extremely simple formula,

Ch

0=(G}a. "
where Qy,s is the quotient-equivalent (e.g., /Q-equivalent) for the chrono-

logical age C,, for the score s (that score achieved by the ith individual).

Very often Q,; may be easily estimated from the percentile equivalents given

for the average student of the norm-groupage.

USES OF THE QUOTIENT Q

These general formulas (6) and (9) may of course be modified as more ac-

curate information is gained. For example, it may be that the constant 16

would not be appropriate for data from the SAT-M orothertest of interest.If

one holds to the analogy with IQ, that Q; represents the ratio of MA (for SAT-

M) to CA, then the constant may be other than 16, depending on the different

degree of overlap of the various age levels. Information about age-level over-

lap could be gained in a number of ways, some estimated within a norm

group, others from different testings of small samples. Where other informa-

tion is available, it might be wiser to work directly with mental ages, rather

than with the general formulas. But where such direct mental ages are not

available, the use of Q appears to offer advantages.

These advantages are of the sort that generally come from standardized

scores. They allow us to express simply what would otherwise be awkward;
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and they allow us to compare what would otherwise be incomparable. Johnny’s

score would now be comparable, roughly, with Jill’s (his 158 vs. her 141), and
with his own later scores. Such scores further permit some summary and
analysis of data, currently impossible. In the annual report, for instance, one
could report the mean precocity of the group; surely that would be meaning-
ful, despite some softness in the estimates. And the precocity of individuals
could then be correlated with other measures. Once such an indexis adopted,
there may be ratherrich returns of information.

THE PARAMETERS OF IMPROVEMENT

Where there are successive test occasions for the same measure, and these
are across a numberofyears, it would also be interesting to borrow a model

from mathematical learning theory. At anytime ¢,

X(t) = ai — Bie yf ; (10)

where Xt) is the score made on some instrument (such as SAT-M), where
a; is the youngster’s asymptote, and a; — B; is the initial score made, and y;
is the rate of growth, and wheree is the base of the natural logarithm (Atkin-
son 1972; Page 1973). Of particular interest here are the three parameters,
a, 8, and y, all of which tell us important information about the youth and are
estimated from a numberofscores achieved. Of great interest, then,is the re-
lationship amongsuch parameters. For example, there has been a widespread
belief that intelligence is uncorrelated with learning. Forreal, important cog-
nitive measures such as SAT-M,this seems to me nonsense. But under some
conditions (especially where the learning is of arbitrary and meaningless asso-
ciations) data will appear to confirm this lack of relation. (For an excellent
review, see Zeaman & House 1967.) A close study of such parameters for
important measures of the highly gifted, and perhaps also for some average
students, should illuminate this problem. Of particular interest would be the
discovered correlation between a and vy, that is, between asymptote and rate
of growth.

THE SOURCE OF SEX DIFFERENCE

Let us turn to a repeated discovery in SMPY,a discovery met with apparent
embarrassment and dismay.I refer to the sex difference in extremely high math
performance: the difficulty of locating equally gifted girls, and their relatively
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less stable dedication to extreme achievement. The editors of Mathematical

Talent (Stanley, Keating, & Fox 1974) wrote that the sex differences “were both

unexpected and disconcerting” (p. 70). Helen Astin wascalled in as a special

trouble-shooter in such matters. She noted the often-found superiority of girls on

sometraits, and of boys on others. She apparently believed that the differential

increase with age (Aiken 1970) implies that such differences are the result of

“differential cultural reinforcement over time” (Astin 1974, p. 71). (But what

would one say about height, which also showsincreasing differentials with age’)

Andshe dismisses “genetic components”as being “as yet inconclusive” (p. 71). In

the same volume, Anne Anastasi pleaded the same agnostic view, notsolely for

herself but apparently for everyone: “Conceptually, I do not know whatis meant

by an innate or genotypic ability. And empirically, I maintain we know nothing

about the genotypic (or biochemical or neurological) basis of the behavioral

characteristics we call abilities” (p. 89, italics added). In chapter 9 of this volume,

Fox speaks, understandably, of attempting to “bridge the gap.” And three

authors in chapter 12 seek to relate interest patterns to the cognitive differences

among these precocious youngsters of both sexes. In turning away from the

biological or genetic explanation of group differences, these scholarsare surely

consistent with most other psychologists and educators.
In fact, however, there is no need to strain so hard away from a genetic

interpretation of some of these cognitive differences. Some of the datafit

comfortably into what is now fairly clear genetic model. More than thirty

years ago, O’Connor(1943) suggested that spatial visualizing ability fell into a

pattern typical of recessive sex-linked inheritance. And other investigators

(Stafford 1961; Hartlage 1970) collected the central evidence necessary to sucha

hypothesis, measures of both-sexed parents and offspring. It remained for two

educational psychologists, Darrell Bock and Donald Kolakowski(1973), to lay

out the theory and data of such inheritance in a virtually conclusive way. Their

findings bear only on spatial visualization (SV), yet the influences of such SV

on mathematical ability are not trivial. Such SV abilities may be considerable.

Validity results for the Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT) show positive

correlations with such school subjects as geometry, quantitative thinking,

drafting, and shop mechanics.3 SV is often treated as one component of

intelligence (as in the DAT), yet it correlates only very weakly with verbal IQ.

For a long time, it has been known that SV was muchhigherfor boys than for

girls, in fact that only about one-quarter of the girls passed the boy median.

And the attempted explanations of these differences have typically been (as

Helen Astin put it) “differential cultural reinforcement over time,” i.e., the

encouragementof sex roles.

3Kolakowski and Malina (1974) have demonstrated how SV might have fostered selectivity

throughits influence in battle and in the hunt.
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Whatdestroys this explanation and leaves the environmentalist helpless is a

major finding across three studies over twelve years. It is this: girls correlate

more highly with theirfathers than with their mothers, and boys correlate more

highly with their mothers than with their fathers. Now, if one attempts to

explain this cross-sex parent-child correlation as a kind of Oedipus-Elektra

effect, then one is unable to explain the female decrement in meanscore.If girls

are simply modeling themselves on their fathers, then why are they lower than

their brothers? On the other hand,if they are modeling themselves on their

mothers, then why are they more correlated with their fathers? No social-

expectancy modelcansatisfy all of the statistical findings.

In contrast, the sex-linked recessive genetic model brilliantly satisfies all

requirements: Imagine that eachgirl gains one X chromosomefrom the two her

mother has; and gains the only X chromosomeof her father. In this case, she

will be more correlated with her father than with her mother. Imagine,too, that

the boy gains his only X chromosomefrom the twohis mother has. Then hewill

clearly correlate more highly with her, than with his father, who had no X

chromosometo give. This would explain the cross-sex parent-child correlation.

Now imagine that the valuable space gene, contributing to SV scores,is

recessive. For the boy, then, whatever genehe received will be operative, since

he has only one X chromosome. The girl, however,is at a disadvantage, since

both X chromosomes must carry the recessive or she will not manifest the gene.

This would explain the decrement of girls, at the same time explaining the

cross-sex correlation. From such a persuasive model, the frequency of that

recessive gene is estimated at about one-half, thus explaining the median

overlap found between the sexes. In short, boys appear to manifest this trait

half the time (p = 14); and girls one-quarter of the time (p? = 4).

The high quality of this explanation should give behavioral scientists pause.

Whenwasthe last time we came up with anysocial explanations which had the

same satisfying consistency and comprehensive power? Of course, finding such

cross-sex correlations requires substantial numbers of subjects, probably

beyond the reach of SMPYas now designed. Yet, hopefully, it may help us to

accept sex differences, in part at least, as genetic differentiation which will be

more profitably explored in a genetic way and should be better understood in

the future. And such explanations need not always work against women!It

would be very interesting, for example, to search for sex-linked dominants

which might explain, in part, the apparent verbal superiority of girls.4

*Recent study of educational values (Page & Breen 1973) showed a high importance for “quan-

titative” abilities: generally third out of seven traits, preceded only by “verbal” ability and by
“personality.” But some differential sex expectation was shown, with quantitative slightly less

emphasized for girl students and with “arts” and “social studies” assuming slightly more em-
phasis than for boys.
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OTHER GROUP DIFFERENCES

It is part of the samezeitgeist today, in psychology and in education,that we

should also feel embarrassed over the differential showing of various ethnic

groups. (In these extremely talented ranges, some ethnic groups seem over-

represented, and others under-represented, compared with their proportionsin

the population at large.) Whether the causes of these differences are entirely

social, as so many social scientists appear to believe, or whether theyareat least

contributed to by different gene frequencies, as Jensen (1973) very powerfully

argues, cannot be decided here. For whatever reason, we know that there are

mean ethnic differences in measuredability in such mathematical areas. And in

preparation for this symposium I decided to explore a simple theoretical model

of such distributions.

I wondered what would happenif I set up two populations: one a “majority”

population, with a mean of 100 IQ; and another as a “minority” population,

with a mean of 109 IQ, but with the same standard deviation as the majority.

And this “minority” would have only 4 percent of the total population. This

minority group, then, is rather similar in description to Jewish Americans, as

described in various studies. It seemed a fair question to ask: At what point,if

ever, will the 4 percent group begin to catch up with the majority population as

we move upthe IQ scale? Theresults are seen in table 16.1.5

Table 16.1. Contribution of a ‘“‘minority group” to extreme high scores of a population, given
that the minority has 4 percent of total group, and has a mean 0.60 above the majority

 

 

‘““Minority’s” proportion

Standard deviations of population above IQ equivalent,
above majority mean (z) this point z | if o of IQ= 16

1 .0830 116
2 1287 132
3 .2081 148
4 2967 164
5 4284 180
6 .5730 196
7 .7073 212
 

It is striking the way the minority group gains on the majority as we move up

the IQ scale. At one standard deviation the minority is doubly represented (8

percent instead of 4 percent). At two standard deviationsit is triply represented,

and at three standard deviationsit is over-represented five times. At aboutfive

and one-half standard deviations, the 4 percent minority actually overtakes the

SThis table was generated by iterative procedures on an HP-65, provided to the writer by a
grant from the University of Connecticut Research Foundation.
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96 percent majority in the rare frequencies found at such exalted heights. In IQ

terms, this means that the majority and minority become equally frequent

above 180 IQ.

This elementary model, of course, should not be taken as a picture of any

real culture. Indeed, there are a numberof deviations from actuality: Any real

“majority” population would not be a 96 percent monolith; it would itself

consist of many subgroups, with different means and standard deviations and

differing percentages of the total. We know that IQ distributions, though

approximately Gaussian, violate expectation at extreme ranges. And muchof

the empirical evidence to support this model is not solidly known.

Yet the model is, nonetheless, provocative. The higher one goes, the greater

is the over-representation of talented groups. And these higher levels are

extraordinarily importantin their scientific, social, and cultural impact. Large
numbers of our most creative scientists have come from such high ranges. And
in the present study of precocity, if we wish to translate the remarkable SAT-M

scores into IQ terms, then we should not be surprised at the differing numbers

of youngsters, contributed by different ethnic groups. Given the known mean

differences in the society at large, we should rather be surprised if they came out
the same.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUITY

The particular genius of SMPY,like that of the Termanstudy,is that it has
been interested in young individuals of exalted promise, from any segmentof
society. Today, such a high purposeis not necessarily in the most fashionable
mode. More credit, therefore, to the researchers. And one maypredict that the
program will still be of scientific, human, and social interest, as part of the
nurturance of such extraordinary and valuable talent, long after most contem-
porary psychology has been superseded. Those responsible for the work and for
its funding are urged to provide long-range follow-up of these cases, and the
identification of new ones, and of the careers that are here launched. Fortu-
nately, those prepared for such longitudinal research, able and well-trained and
young enoughto follow their talented teen-agers across the decades,are already

well represented in the personnel of the study.
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SMPY IN SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE

Carl E. Bereiter

In addition to reading the papers included in this volume, I have had the

pleasure over the last two years of reading the newsletters sent out to students

participating in the SMPY program. These newsletters convey the same high

regard for mathematical excellence that is found in the scholarly papers, but

they convey something else—a spirit of fun, a delight in doing and learning

about mathematics. There are enticing book reviews, problems that I have

enjoyed wrestling with myself, and lively bits of mathematical history and

biography.

I think it is important to be awareofthis lighter side of the program, because

it helps us to see it from the students’ point of view.It is unfortunately true that

for most people, including a large number of otherwise well-educated adults,

learning mathematics is remembered as a grim experience. There is some

danger that this negative attitude will react to the high seriousness of the

scholarly papers with the impression that SMPYis an ordeal inflicted on the

helpless young. The truth, of course, is that learning mathematicsis a great joy

to those who are favorably disposed towardit, providing it is offered at a

suitable level of challenge.

My own work in mathematics education (Bereiter & Engelmann 1966) has

been with younger children at the opposite extreme of aptitude from those

involved in SMPY, and yet the problems of instruction have important

similarities. In both cases the regular mathematics curriculum is found to be

unsuitable. In one case it is unsuitable because it presumes too high level of

initial ability, it moves too rapidly, and its conceptual demandsare too high. In

the other case it is unsuitable for the opposite of these reasons. But in both

cases the problem is to find a better match between curriculum and teaching

methods on one hand andthe abilities and interests of the students on the

other.

The strategy that SMPYfollows for high-aptitude students is rapid accelera-

tion of learning, to bring the students’ level of knowledge up to their level of

aptitude, followed by regular instruction at this level, with the possibility of

further acceleration. The same basic strategy applied to low-aptitude students

308
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has discouraging consequences. It means dropping back to a lower level and

proceeding more slowly, with the result that students fall farther and farther

behind average students. The alternative that I and my co-workers have been

pursuing is to look for ways to accelerate learning even thoughaptitudeis low.

Fortunately for SMPY,this kind of alternative need not be soughtfor students

whoseaptitudes deviate above rather than below the norm. While waysto teach

below-average students need to be invented, ways to teach above-average

students can be found simply by looking ahead a few years in the curriculum.

SMPYhas exhibited admirable commonsense in making use of these available

meansinstead of trying to innovate where no innovation is required.

In this regard, SMPY maycountitself the beneficiary of the past weaknesses

of school mathematics instruction. In college, years ago, I took a course

expressly designed for students like myself who had come throughhigh school

without having grasped any mathematical ideas or developed any usable skills

beyond simple arithmetic. It was not a dummycourse, however. It moved very

rapidly, covering the foundations of arithmetic andall of high school algebra in

six weeks, before moving on to more advanced topics. And it was a beautiful

course. Everything made sense. Courses of that kind would not exist if school

mathematics instruction accomplished its objectives, but such courses do exist

and they are ready-madefor the highly talented young student, who can gointo

them directly from elementary school and thereby skip over years of unchal-

lenging drudgery.

RAKING THE RUBBISH

In a well-known piece of legislation that was never enacted, Thomas

Jefferson proposed a public school system in which each year the “boy of best

genius” in each elementary school was to be chosen to go on to secondary

school, and then by a further series of equally severe eliminations students

would be selected for advancement through secondary school andeventually to

the state university, so that, in Jefferson’s words, “twenty of the best geniuses

will be raked from the rubbish annually.” As it has turned out, of course,

almost everyone advancesto secondary school and the rakingis not very severe

even for admission to universities.

The whole idea strikes one as quaint but vaguely appealing, andit is

interesting to find Julian Stanley reporting a long career of using tests to rake

out the occasional boy orgirl of “best genius” for urging on to higher things.

Jefferson would certainly approve, but would those who mightcall themselves

Jeffersonian Democrats?

Testing is widely used for educational selection and placement, but the

concern is almost always with minimalcriteria. Will the student pass? Not
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surprisingly, then, criticism of educational testing turns on the incidence of
false negatives—students who are denied admission because they fall below
minimum cut-offs, but who might nevertheless pass if given the opportunity. A
lively concern at present is with minority students whofall into this category
and who might therefore be claimed to be victims of biased selection, even

though the tests used in selection show no predictive bias (Thorndike 1971;
Flaugher 1974).

At issue here are two quite different purposes of schooling. One we maycall
the “human resource development” purpose and the other the “individual
development” purpose. Both purposesare evident in the SMPYliterature, with
no effort to distinguish between them. Yet a numberof problemslookdifferent,
depending on which purposeis salient.

The Jefferson-Stanley approach serves best the human resource develop-
ment purpose. The goal is to discover a certain number of highly capable
students who will be helped with a view to maximizing their potentially great

contributions to society. From a technical standpoint the main problem is
elimination of false positives, so as to ensure that those selected are indeed
highly capable. There need belittle concern for the possibility that some highly
capable students are being missed, so long as ample numbers of capable ones
are found.

It is clear from the results presented in the first two chapters, by Stanley and
Keating, that the SMPY screening methodsare very successful in dealing with
this selection problem. Theselection of extreme groupsis intrinsically a risky
business, because the use of extreme cut-off points on score distributions tends
to select people who had errors of measurement workingin their favor. The use
of tests with high ceilings does not eliminate this problem; on the contrary,it
can mean there are more itemsthat people will get right only by chance. What
becomesclear, however, is that by using several different selection tests with
high ceilings, errors of measurementare sufficiently well cancelled out that the
student who excels on all of the tests is without doubt an exceptionally
competent person.

If viewed from the standpoint of the individual development purpose,

however, the SMPY approach is seen as only a bit less Draconian than that
proposed by Jefferson. The losers under Jefferson’s scheme are those whose
talents do not happento result in creating a favorable impression on teachers
and those particularly unfortunate students who happen to be the ‘second best

geniuses’ in classes that contain more than one highly qualified student. The

losers under Stanley’s scheme are those whosetalents do not happento be fully

reflected in test scores (and no matter how worthy and appropriate the tests

may be, their validity is certainly less than perfect). Under both schemes there

are boundto be losers who have been handicapped one wayor anotherin the

developmentof their abilities and who might well be ones who would benefit

the very most from special educational opportunities.
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I point this out, not to denigrate SMPY’s accomplishments, but only to put

them in social perspective. The relative weight given to human resource and

individual developmentgoals tends to go through cycles. During the timeof the

‘sputnik scare’ attention was sharply focussed on society’s need for high-level

intellectual talent, and SMPY would no doubt have aroused much more

excited interest then than it does now. For at present the concern seemsto be

much more with seeing to it that everyone has the most favorable possible

chance, andso it is natural that a program aimed at helping those whowill

probably do well anyway does not generate much excitement and that, in

general, concern is more with those who are screened out by selection

procedures than with those whoare screened in.

But SMPYis not altogether consistent in its concern for finding sure

winners and ignoring the chancycases that are eliminated in the process. This

appears dramatically in the treatmentof girls. The facts are that fewergirls than

boys emerge as clearly gifted in mathematics, and of those girls who are

identified as gifted a smaller percentage respond well to acceleration. From a

strict human resources standpoint these are facts that present no problems.

There are evidently plenty of mathematically gifted youths who can profit from

acceleration, and if few of them turn out to be girls that is just the wayitis.

Yet we find in the work of SMPYa goodbit of agonizing about the poorer

showing of girls and noble efforts to do something aboutit. It isn’t obvious why

similar concern is not lavished upon other ‘disadvantaged’ groups, such as the

poor and ethnic minorities; one legitimate reason would be that females are by

far the largest of these ‘disadvantaged’ subpopulations in respect to mathemati-

cal achievement.

It would be quite understandable if SMPY did not concern itself with

‘underdog’ problemsatall, since to do so raises all the problemsof social and

biological causation, test fairness, remediation, affirmative action, and so on,

that beset education in general and that a small special-focus project can hardly

hope to deal with. But it is puzzling to find SMPYtaking up this concern so

selectively.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE MATHEMATICALLY GIFTED

That educators have some prejudice against mathematically gifted boys

seems evident from the study by Haier and Solano (chapter 10). It appears that

the prejudice is quite weak and only shows up when accountis taken of the

general tendency of people to rate others positively—for positive evaluations

seem to prevail even among those educators whoare scored as having negative

stereotypes. Moreover, the negative attributes they assign to mathematically

gifted boys—argumentativeness and opinionation—are onesthat the boys tend

to assign to themselves, as shown in chapter 11.
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There is no indication that these slightly negative attitudes stand seriously in

the way of providing special educational opportunities for mathematically

gifted boys. Educators who have had contact with SMPY show morefavorable

attitudes, and they seem to have cooperated well with SMPY’s efforts. Lynn

Fox’s account of efforts to provide special educational opportunities for

mathematically gifted girls, however, tells a somewhat different story. It seems

that school people in several different institutions reacted quite defensively to

these efforts. The reasons may have to doentirely with situational politics and

have no general significance, but there may be some fundamental factors

involved that are at least worth brief speculation.

One possibility is that mathematically gifted boys may be perceived as so

different from other students that proposing special treatment for them implies

no criticism of the regular school program. Mathematically gifted girls, on the

other hand, may, apart from their special ability, appear more ‘normal’. Their

giftednessitself may be less conspicuous; they may simply be perceived as ‘good

students’ rather than as persons lying far beyond the normal range. And thus to

suggest that they should skip grades or that they can learn a year’s worth of

algebra in a summeris to say to the educator: “You’re not teaching much

anyway, so let them skip it.”

In favor of this conjecture is Fox’s observation that the gifted girls are more

involved in peer social relationships than the gifted boys and more eagerto

remain with their age-mates—hence more drawn to whatis ‘normal’. Opposed

to this conjecture, however, are the findings of Haier and Denham (chapter11),

which show that on a variety of nonintellectual measures mathematically gifted

boys andgirls are more like each other than theyarelike their nongifted same-

sex age-mates. This is dramatically shown in figure 1 of chapter 11, where

across the profile of California Psychological Inventory scoresthe gifted boys

and girls trace close and parallel paths, while the randomly selected boys and

girls tend (with much less consistency, however) to trace anotherpath.

Andso an alternative conjecture is that mathematical giftedness in girls is

perceived as less normal and natural, with the result that schoolofficials are

more inclined to think that their deviations from the norm should be cured

rather than encouraged. Clearly, what is called for is some more direct

evidence. A rerun of the ‘stereotype’ study with girls as the object of referenceis

one possibility, but I think not a very wise one. It is possible that many

educators never have seen, or been aware of seeing, a mathematically gifted

girl, and so their evaluations might have little relevance to reality. Fuller

descriptions might provide better anchoragein reality (as they might for boys

as well)—journalistic vignettes rather than bare factual bones. Or perhapsthe

attitudes of educators toward actual mathematically gifted boys andgirls in

their experience could be explored in depth. If boys and girls could be matched

on ability as well as a numberof noncognitive characteristics, the differences in

how they are perceived could be quite revealing.
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MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

The ages of twelve to thirteen appearto be well-chosenasa time to intervene

in the mathematical education of gifted boys. The regular school curriculum is

on a plateau. The boys themselves are usually on a social plateau, having

accomplished the developmental tasks of childhood and not yet having got

caught up in the concerns of adolescence. The same is not true of girls,

however, who enter adolescence psychologically as well as physically at an

earlier age. Thus it may be that manyof the problemsthat havearisen in trying

to provide accelerated teaching for girls have to do with its timing. The

programs might workbetter if they were started a couple of years earlier or a

couple of years later.

I have had little experience myself in trying to teach advanced material to

early adolescents—a summercoursein creative thinking, another in mathemat-

ical investigations (where I was understudy to Professor Shmuel Avital, and

more a learner than a teacher), and a year-long course in problem-solving.In

all of these it appeared that girls, especially, but also the less outstanding boys,

functioned best when they did their thinking in small groups rather than alone

or in a whole-class setting. In small groups the motivation of leading students
tended to rub off on the others instead of inhibiting them,as it otherwise often

does, and theless able students would find they could make contributions even

though they did not have whatit took to carry the ball entirely by themselves. I

mention this as a possible way of accommodating those students, especially

girls, who tend to get discouraged in a situation of individual striving and

competition.
The program for verbally gifted youthsis clearly still groping for direction.

It is noteworthy, at least, that young people can be found whoarerelatively as

gifted verbally as others are gifted mathematically; but it is far less clear what

their needs are. For one thing, the verbally gifted can probably get more out of

regular instruction than their mathematically gifted counterparts. To Kill a

Mocking Bird and Julius Caesar are worth reading, even by children who have

already read them or comparable works, whereas there is nothing to gain by

going over quadratic equationsif you have already mastered them. And many

of the better sort of writing assignments in English and social studies are ones

that gifted students can profitably carry out, there being no definite ceiling on

the level at which they can be executed. Moreover, there is less need for

instruction in the humanities and social studies. Gifted students can go far by

independent reading and discussion with one another. Thusthere 1s less chance

that a special course can offer something conspicuously rewarding in compar-

ison to what the students can get for themselves.

Nonetheless, it seems to me that some wiser curricular choices could have

been madefor the verbally gifted than have been made. In my experience social

science is a dead loss for twelve-year-olds. The concern for people outside their
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immediate experience, which psychologists since G. Stanley Hall have noted as

an outstanding developmentin adolescence, has not yet taken hold. It appears

that without this broadened social identity, most of what interests social

scientists is seen as pointless and boring—atbest of purely ‘academic’ interest.I

believe that for children of this age more mileage could be gotten out of

teaching Latin. At least it is something they can get their teeth into.

THE NEED FOR ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION

As I suggested earlier, the preponderance of educational concern todayis

with the underdog, and so a project like SMPYfaces problemsin establishing a

basis for supportif it is to grow beyond demonstration and have a substantial,

continuing impact on education. The kinds of things that SMPYis doing are

amply justified both in terms of enriching society and in terms of enriching the

lives of certain of its deserving members, but in the practical world it is not

enoughto be ontheside of the angels. It is necessary to show cause why people

should support this particular form of goodness whenthere are so manyother

forms of goodness clamoring for support.

Thus I hope I will not be thought devoid of idealism when I suggest that

SMPY ought to put some effort into showing that what it is doing pays

monetary and not just spiritual dividends. As a parallel case, there is a

compensatory preschool program for low-IQ children that has won continuing

support for years from a financially troubledstate legislature on the strength of

evidence that it saved the tax-payers money. In this case the demonstrable

Savings came from children who were able to survive in regular classes when
they would otherwise have been placed in more expensive special classes for
the mentally retarded. Saving tax dollars was no more the purpose of that

program thanit is the purpose of SMPY,but saving tax dollars proved to beits
key to survival.

It seemslikely that a careful analysis would show that SMPYalso paysfor

itself. The savings in skipped grades alone would amount to thousands of

public dollars per child. Then there is the somewhat moreslippery accounting

item of ‘value added’ in the form ofhigher levels of skill attained, plus the value

of additional years of productive activity gained by reducing the numberof

years spent in school. What are needed to make a convincing argument, of

course, are not generalized claimsofthis sort, but actual dollar estimates based

on good economic analysis.

I think this kind of analysis is needed, because otherwise SMPY maytend to

be regarded as just another kind of welfare service offered to a not very needy

clientele, and it will always be vulnerable to the objection that the serviceis not

offered equally to all who deserve or could profit from it. Its political

justification has to rest, not on what it does for individual students but on what
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it does for society. I think a strong case can be made onthat basis, but in the

present social climate the case needs to be made with all the strength that

reason and science can muster.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

ABSTRACT

During the afternoon of the symposium, a general discussion of the topics

raised by the papers presented in the morning session(i.e., chapters 1 through

17) was conducted. In addition to the authors of chapters in this volume, the

following individuals participated: L. Carey Bolster, associate co-ordinator of

mathematics for the Baltimore County, Maryland, Board of Education;

William C. Clark, supervisor of mathematics for the Montgomery County,

Maryland, public schools; Jonathan Day, an undergraduate at Johns Hopkins

University; Leon Lerner, a guidance counselor at the Roland Park School, a

Baltimore City public school; Jean-Pierre Meyer, associate professor of

mathematics at Johns Hopkins University; Merrill Kenneth Wolf, professor of

neuroanatomyat the University of Massachusetts; and Joseph R. Wolfson, the

teacherfor several ofSMPY’s special classes. The topics discussed include:the

use of the Q Statistic; the security of tests; the development ofreasoningability;

interpreting inventory data,facilitating verbaltalent; reflections ofM. K. Wolf;

gaps in skills; methods of acceleration; educational bridging mechanisms;

continuing acceleration in college; counseling for the gifted; financial support

ofprograms; andplanningforprogram diversity. I have tried to retain as much

of the richness of a deeply interesting conversation as possible in its translation
to a readable manuscript.

THE EDITOR

 

THE USE OF Q

STANLEY: I would like to address a point raised by Ellis Page in his

discussion (chapter 16). It is highly desirable to age-standardize, somehow,the

SAT-M and other scores, because we do have great disparity in the age of the

youngsters we are testing. We have tested youngsters as young as nine years

old. One boy scored 730 on SAT-M while he wasstill ten years old, but only

after he had learned a great deal in the Wolfson I class. One of the problems

that had occurred ‘to me, and seems very difficult to resolve, is that we have

some individuals who have been tutored and have participated in manyspecial

learning activities, including college courses in many cases, whereas other
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individuals have beenrelatively unfacilitated. From the data we have on hand,

my strong suspicion is that the highly facilitated ones simply improvetheir

SAT-M scores a great deal more at these early ages than the unfacilitated ones,

but that they may not maintain that rate of improvementas time goes on. We

may have changed the developmental curve by putting a “bump”init at one

particular time, but we may not have changed the asymptote much.If we use

the same system for both groups, then, we might predict 900 or 1,000 for the

ten-year-old with the 730. If the same boy had not done anyof the special

things we arranged for him,such asparticipation in the Wolfson I class, I doubt
that he would have achieved more than 600 or so at ageten. In effect we have

given him 130 more points. It’s possible that this has put him on a nicer

trajectory which will continue, but it’s also possible that all we have doneis

hasten his 730 by twoorthree years, and that the other, unfacilitated youngster

will actually asymptote at the same point. Actually, it probably would increase

the asymptote score somewhat. Thereis sure to be someinteraction of training

in mathematics with the level at which the SAT-M tapersoff. But it probably

would not be as great as in an achievementtest situation, for example, whereif

you don’t study calculus, you don’t know and can’t do calculus. For SAT-M it

is more basic reasoning ability. Once you getall the tools at some age, such as

linear inequalities and application of the Pythagorean theorem, more mathe-

matics training will probably not change the asymptote score greatly. So for the

case I mentioned, we would mis-estimate if we use the 730 score rather than the

600 score to predict from. That would occur to me as a danger. How would you

react to that?

PAGE:I don’t regard that as a mis-estimate. The intention of Q, as it was

proposed, was not to find innate potential necessarily, but just to give us

something that’s comparable across ages. I would say that Q wouldstill be

valuable even if not regarded as fixed. I would not regard it as a defeat if

someone were very high in Q and then droppedacrosstime.

STANLEY: So you're not trying to get an estimate or prediction of the

point at which he asymptotes. Based as it is on an MA (mental age) kind of

statistic, Q@ would provide an inflated estimateif the base score were inflated by

training. As times goes on, it would dropoff.

PAGE:As a technical matter, I suppose you have consideredthe possibility

of using the GRE-Q (Graduate Record Examination—Quantitative) if you

want to continue measuring a youngster and he begins to bumphis head on the
ceiling of the SAT-M.

STANLEY: Actually, the GRE-Q doesn’t seem to be that much harder. We

have used the difficult Doppelt Mathematical Reasoning Test. We tend in most

cases, however, to begin moving into the mathematics achievementtests, such

as GRE Mathematics Achievement or the Advanced ‘Placement Program

examinations. I don’t think we need to worry too much anyway, becauseit

takes an almost perfect score on SAT-M to earn an 800, 58 or so out of 60
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items. That is unlike the Mathematics Achievement Level II, where 38 out of 50

items correct may earn an 800. So the SAT-M hasa fairly high ceiling, even for

a 730 person.

SECURITY OF THE TESTS

WOLF:I wouldlike to raise a practical question, since I don’t know these

tests. How long a test is the SAT-M, and whatis the possibility that a bright

student might memorize it in the course of repeated testing?

STANLEY: There are sixty items to be done in 75 minutes,so it’s a fast-

paced, rigorous exercise. Incidentally, that’s why these students are so flexible;

they haveto be flexible to move that rapidly among content areas and problem

types. Further, there are several different forms of the test each year, so it’s

never necessary for a student to take the sametest twice. If a youngster did that

by mistake, the results might, of course, be biased.

WOLF: I ask because that in fact happened to me.By the time I waseleven I

had memorized all of the Stanford-Binettest.

KEATING:It might be worth noting that one of the advantagesof using the

SAT for identification and screening of students with high-level reasoning

ability is that it is a secure test. It has many different forms changed regularly,

and is unlikely to be compromised by somestudents’ having seen the items

prior to takingthetest.

STANLEY: Wealso have used the old version of the Academic Promise

Test that is no longer available and that few schools have copies of any more.

We have our own comparison normsin mind, because the published normsare

out of date, but it is useful to have a test that no one has access to. Let me

mention one other thing in connection with possible invalidation oftest results.
Weheardearlier some concern as to whetherthe teachers in someof the special

classes might be teaching to the test. We tried very hard notto let the teachers

know whatthe test items were like, so that it would be uncontaminated. We

didn’t even supply a list of the topics to the teachers until after the tests were

finished. One possible source of contaminationis if the youngster himself had

access to the test beforehand through a parent or teacher. This is, of course,

quite unlikely, but we took the precaution of using Form ofthetestsfirst, on

the grounds that most schools would normally have Form A.Sotheresults are

fairly well protected against those possible sources ofbias.

PAGE:I was sure they were. Teaching the test was so obviousin thefirst

performancecontracting work that now everyoneis consciousofit.

STANLEY:Wealso checked the scores against the teacher’s ratings for any

major discrepancies.
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DEVELOPMENT OF REASONINGABILITY

KEATING: I would like to pursue with Ellis Page for a moment the

developmental implications in the use of somethinglike the Q statistic. Using

this kind of evaluation, would you see a meaningful way of gaining some

understanding of the rate of development of this kind of ability, and how the

rate might change across time? There have always been problems with

something like the IQ score of estimating the rate of development and changes

in the rate, because it is so thoroughly age-standardized. Are developmental

questions like that within the realm of Q as you proposed it today?

PAGE:Only in the following sense. I should mention that my backgroundis

more in terms of artificial intelligence (A.I.) or simulation, rather than

Piagetian cognitive development, and this influences my perspective. If one

looks at how an applied math problem is solved, there are several obvious

requirements: Does the person have the computational algorithm available? Is

the person able to translate from the words into the algorithm? When he’s

finished, can he get back to the words again to print out the answer? There are

some models of this type in the artificial intelligence field, which have been

functioning for someyears. At the A.I. laboratory at M.I.T., for example, there

are various algebra and geometryandcalculus problemsthat are expressed ina

miniset of words. In this miniset there is a model of some small, limited world.

Here the verbal problemsare translated into the algorithms, solved computa-

tionally, and the answers are printed out again in English. This suggests an

analysis of the problem-solving process in which there are specifiable compe-

tencies, and such an analysis should have a lot to do with understanding math

ability. That’s not a satisfactory answer to a straight developmental question,

but I don’t think in Piagetian terms.
KEATING: Relating this to my paper on the psychometric-Piagetian

comparison, I was wondering if there were some way within the system you

suggested to discover when specific competencies become available. A “tradi-

tional” Piagetian analysis which I have heard occasionally is that below a

certain chronological ageit is futile to attempt to teach certain kinds of math-

ematics. If the learning of calculus, for example, requires formal operational

thought, then someone without such cognitive structures would not benefit

from such instruction. If, further, there is a lower limit in terms of age for the

acquisition of formal operational thinking, then there would also be a lower

limit on the learning of certain types of mathematics. Would Q help usto

answer this question of when necessary competencies emerge?

PAGE: The real question involves the stages. It is certainly clear from the

SMPYevidencethat if one has a high enough SAT-M,one does not have much

trouble with the various college courses, including calculus. I’m sort of locked

into the psychometric rather than the stages perspective.
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KEATING: The question, I guess, comes down to what a high score on a

psychometric test means at different ages. Does a high score on a test at a

youngerage indicate the presence of the same competencies whichthat score on

the same test would indicate at a later age? That’s a question wereally haven’t

answered. In terms of practical applications, it certainly seems to indicate

equivalent competencies. After selecting students by their scores on thesetests,

we place them in accelerated situations, such as college courses, and they are
quite successful in them.

PAGE:Isn’t this a beautiful empirical question? One could use a technique

that’s been used extensively in the research on the cultural fairness of certain

tests. What one would look at would be the probability of success on various

items within the tests as a function of age, in this case. Thatis, if the pattern of

correct responses for the twelve-year olds on the SAT-M were the same as the

pattern for seventeen-year olds, then one could assume similar underlying

competencies or processes. If, on the other hand, there were an interaction of

the probability of success across items with age, then somedifference would be

suspected in the underlying processes. At that point one could get a panel of

judges to look at the items without knowledge of what hypotheses were

involved. They could sort the items into categories of information versus

process, for example, or some other dimension. This would providea testable

hypothesis about the observed difference.

STANLEY: We know by observation that these youngsters are especially

good at reasoning because they don’t have the substantive base for a lot of the

questions. With some of them wefind that they are poorer with information

items and easy items and better with the hard items. That’s one easier way of

looking at the interaction of item difficulty and groups.If a test is scaled from

easy to hard for the norm group, say seventeen-year olds, one could simply

compare the item-difficulty scaling for the younger group. The younger ones

might do better with the last items on the original scale, that is the harder items,

and relatively poorer on the first or easy items. We sawthis with ourfirst early

entrant when he took the Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test, Form CC,

at age thirteen. He missed five items on a sixty-item test, but he did not miss

any of the last twenty-one items. He missed five easy items. Looking at the

missed items, it seemed asif one of two things had happened.Heeither lacked a

specific piece of information necessary to solve the problem or he used too

complex a reasoning process for a simple item. Once his reasoning process

became consonant with the difficulty level of the items, he got them right.

KEATING:Along theselines, I might mention someresearch which used the

same groups discussed in chapter 5. Alfonso Caramazza and I gave them

syllogistic reasoning problems of the three term series type: If John is better

than Bill, and Bill is better than Sam, then whois best? If opposites, rearrange-

ment, and negative equatives are used, there are thirty-two problemsof that

kind. What we found was that for the regular problems the young bright
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students correlated highly with college students, but were less correlated on

negative equatives. The younger average students were equally correlated on

both types of problems. We concluded that there might be somesort of process

difference in the solution of these problems among the various samples

(Keating & Caramazza, in press). This is to suggest that there are probably

some item difficulty interactions across different age and ability groups, and

that such studies might be quite worthwhile.
PAGE:This would be an excellent technique for studying the sex differences

also. The question would be: Arethe levels different but consistent in pattern?

Weknowthat the top girls didn’t do as well as the top boys, but are the items

the same in rank order of difficulty?

STANLEY: For many of the older students on SAT-M,the test requires

perhapsless in the way of actual reasoning, because they have overlearned such

things as linear inequalities and the Pythagorean theorem. They are probably

operating at the lower levels of Bloom’s taxonomy(1956), the comprehension

and application levels. What the younger students have to do without all this

input is to operate largely at the analysis level. They have to figure out the

questions very quickly. This explains why persons who do well on SAT-M at an

early age always have splendid scores on a completely independent nonverbal

reasoning test; they have to be able to figure things out fast and well. I think, in

a sense, you have a different type of person, wholater, of course, will be superb

on SAT-M but can be excellent even before acquiring the formal overlearned

background. This explains also why they do so well in computerscience at ages

ten to thirteen, and can handle calculus without a hitch. They have great

analytic ability. We need more evidence on this, of course.

INTERPRETING INVENTORY DATA

BEREITER:I have a few questions regarding the interpretation of some of

the scales and inventories reported in various papers. On the question of

educators’ stereotypes (chapter 10), there seem to be two ways you could use

the term stereotype here. The first is that every person could have his own

stereotype of the mathematically gifted, but it wouldn’t necessarily resemble

someoneelse’s stereotype. In the second case, one could think about a common

stereotype that seems to be somewhere planted in the culture. As I seeit, this

study addresses the former kind. You want to know whether, on the whole,

people are favorable or unfavorable toward the mathematically gifted, but are

not really inquiring as to whether there is a common image that seemsto be

held. That would require a correlational study to see whetherthereis a pattern

of response that’s commonto this population of educators.

HAIER: In a sense, we talked about that, because the percentages of

agreement for the Pennsylvania educators were far higher than for the
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Maryland educators. That seemed to indicate that there was a commonbasis
for their judgments. They had far higher agreement on both the favorable and
unfavorable adjectives that they were checking. This higher agreement wasn’t
attributable to a more limited number of adjectives being checked by the
Pennsylvania group, since in fact they checked more adjectives on the whole.

BEREITER: That would argue for the presence of a common image. But,
even at that, in order to be able to assert that there is this pattern which seems
to be held in commonby a numberofpeople, correlational methods would be
necessary. The indication for a commonimageis quite strong, but more could
be done with the data to round outthe picture. One could then ask how many
Pennsylvanians as opposed to Marylanders held this modal stereotype. One
other thing Id like to mention. I have been taken with the fact that in the

Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (SV), “political” seemed to rank

fairly high with boys in this study (chapter 14). I wouldn’t have expected that,

and perhapsit deservesa little further exploration. Adjective checklists of the

high “political” boys might provide someclues as to whatwearereally getting

at here. One possibility is that this is one of the features of the self-selection

process, in that you maybe getting more outgoing, more aggressive types of

students—the kind of students who would go out for a competition, which

might bearlittle relationship to giftedness itself. Thus if you ran a contest to

pick the most average student, the ones who showed up mightalso be high on

“political.” This might hold also for some of the other personality attributes
found in these students.

KEATING:I agree with yourearlier comments that the real payoff for these

kinds of scales is in the longitudinal follow-ups, but I’d like to pursue the

question of their immediate interpretability also. I wasn’t quite as convinced of

the futility of trying to interpret the results that we have in orderto describe the

current characteristics of the group. What criteria might be used for gauging

the validity of current results? Admitting and recognizing the fact that these

instruments have been designed for and validated on older groups, I think some

criteria are pertinent. The ones which we have used most often are whetherthe

pattern of results makes sense across different instruments, and also whether

they conform to expectations based on previous research. A specific example

would be the high scores on the achievement via independence and flexibility

scales of the California Psychological Inventory (CPI), which would seem to

me interpretable given the nature of the selection process. I wonder how you

would feel about these criteria for initial validation of the results regarding the

current status of the group.

BEREITER: Those are the very kinds of scores that I would think would be

the hardest to interpret—“achievement via conformity.” I think it just means

altogether different things when youare talking about young adolescents than

when you are talking about someone whois on the borderline of adulthood.
For my money, the validation would have to come through showing that those
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scores are valid within the group itself. Thus a youngster whohasa highscore

on achievement via conformity should in some detectable way be more of a

conforming achiever than one whohas low score, and the samedistinctions

would hold for all the other scales. That is, within the group these scores would

have to mean something, they would haveto distinguish one child from another

in a meaningful way.

KEATING: But one might get into another problem with thatcriterion.It

might be a more homogeneous group than if you had a general population, a

not unlikely assumption.

BEREITER:Onthe other hand,if you select on a variable that doesn’t have

a terribly high correlation with any of these things, it shouldn’t be such a

serious problem.

KEATING: Someof these scales do correlate with the selection variable,

though.

HAIER:True, but the variances for the mathematically gifted group on the

CPI Scales approximated those in the general population, so the assumption of

greater homogeneity is tenuous.

STANLEY:Id like to make an observation along the line of Carl Bereiter’s

comments. The testing of the top of the top—the top 111 of 1,519 students in

1974—wasdone notonly for descriptive purposes but also for armchair validity

purposes. We were trying to find youngsters who not only score high on

mathematical aptitude, but in many cases were high across the board onverbal

ability, mechanical comprehension,spatial relations, concept mastery, etc. We

were doing that to a considerable extent in order to program experiencesfor

those youngsters. This involved certain assumptions aboutvalidity, but I think

they were commonsense assumptions.If a youngster is very high in mathemati-

cal ability but well below the average of the college students he would be

competing with in verbal ability, then he’s not the best bet for taking a college

course. We hadbetter wait a little while until the verbal ability has risen. Orif a

youngster is high on both mathematical and verbal ability but poor on

mechanical comprehension, then he has presumably developed less physical

intuition, and there may be someexperiences he might not be ready for. In the

retesting we developed another rather interesting criterion for special educa-

tional experiences. We figured that the student who could take a whole day of

testing from nine in the morning to four in the afternoon, taking onedifficult

test after another, and who under those circumstances would not wilt and

perform poorly toward the end, would not have any trouble taking college

courses. It is a very good wayofseeing if they will hold up intellectually under

stress. This was only incidental to the main purpose, but it worked outnicely.

The youngster whostill had the bloom onthe rose and at 3:30 was very eager

and would ask, “But don’t you have anothertest for me?” looked like a better

bet than the one whosaid, “This is too much, I want to go home,I’m tired.”

Using all the information from these retesting sessions, we are quite successful
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in picking those who would do well in college courses. We have had 100 or so

take a total of about 400 credits, with an overall grade point average (GPA) of

approximately 3.6 (on a 4.0 scale). There were practically no Cs or Ds.

Compare this to the eleventh-grade honors students who take summercourses

in a different program at Hopkins. Those students are selected on teacher

recommendations but without explicit testing; we do the reverse, becauseit

would be hard for an eighth-grade teacher to know which students might do

well in a college computer science course. The eleventh-grade students, who are

on the average three years older, have an average GPA of 3.1. And they take

somewhat easier courses. Of course we may have overdone the selection

somewhat; there may be a large numberof false negatives, students less able

than the ones weselected but who could nevertheless do the work. Thepointis

that all this testing provides us with a great deal of information on these

students whichis quite useful in selecting those able to do such advanced work.

BEREITER: My comments apply largely not to the ability and achievement

tests but to the personality measures, which aren’t even tests in the samesense.

The interpretation of them is always chancy and remote. The available

validation data on thosetests are on people so different that I don’t think you

can automatically apply any of it. With the ability and achievementtests such

as SAT-M there is some ambiguity in what a score of 560 really means, butit

certainly means that a person was able to do a certain numberof problems.

There is no question aboutthat.

STANLEY: But in the clinical sense, we do have some comparative

benchmarkswith whichto lookat the individual case studies. We dolookat the

agreement among different inventories with similar scales: the SV “theoretical”

versus the Holland “investigative” for example. Those are very different

inventories, one ipsative and the other not, one an occupational inventory and

the other a values scale. Or if we get a high femininity score for a boy on the

CPI, we look at the Strongto see if the male versus female occupational choices

go in the same direction. We approximate the Campbell—Fiske (1959) multi-

method validation by using these different comparisons. This isn’t ideal

validation, of course, since they are all paper-and-pencil instruments, but they

are very different paper-and-pencil instruments. So we have a fair amount of

confidence in where there is consistency. Perhapsit’s misplaced confidence, but

the consistency across different instruments is encouraging.

DAY:Forpartial within-group validation, there is the evidence of the match

betweendescriptions of individuals not using the CPI information comparedto

blind descriptions using only the CPI protocols.

STANLEY: That too 1s a little chancy, though.

HAIER: To pursuethis a little further, I wonder exactly what the role of

personality assessment is in a project like this. Certainly the social and

emotional development of these students is important, and such assessment

might give us a handle on that. Another necessary thing would seem to be the
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identification of scales which would be predictive of long-term success or

failure.
BEREITER:I think the predictive side is important. The most important

use of it is one that you hope will never come about, andthatis to look back

and see what would have predicted the casualties of the system. If there are

serious casualties, then you are going to want to go back and lookat the data

very thoroughly.
FOX: I think we should mention that we used all this information exten-

sively in counseling with the high-scorers. We might have some one who had a

700 on SAT-M but whoscored very high on social and political interests and

also high on verbal ability. And we would tell him, “You don’t appear to be

very interested in mathematics and science. Yourpattern of interests on these

self-report devices suggests that your interests are in somethinglike political

science or history. Do you really want to take a math course, or is there

something else you’d rather be doing with your time?” In this sense we influence

a lot of outcomes, although we don’t have complete evidence on the predictive

validity of these scales for these students to assure us thatit is definitely the

right thing to do. A few of these students have gone ahead with a course in

political science or economics instead of mathematics. So far they have done

well. But the problem is that sometimes we contaminate our data, because we

do use it to make counseling suggestions. This will lessen its value in terms of
predictive outcomes.

STANLEY:I used to criticize Lewis Terman (1925-59) because he called

his group “geniuses,” and I said that this would affect their progress. When we

started this study, I went overboard and determined that we’d affect progress as

much as we possibly could. We wouldn’t have a control group because we

couldn’t humanely afford to take half the people and put them aside. That

would be practically impossible anyway, because they would use the informa-

tion to arrange other alternatives for themselves.

FACILITATING VERBAL TALENT

MCGINN:I wanted to share a couple of impressions I had from teaching a

social science seminar to the high-verbal students. There was somediscussion

that possibly there was less need of such courses for bright verbal students,

since they would be able to do more on their own (see chapter 17). This seems

to be partially true in that many of the students who took the course were avid

readers and so were doing quite a lot of work on their own. But I noticed a

couple of particular weaknesses when I was teaching them that might be good

to work on at this age. They did not have much appreciation of the interaction

of variables. I think that is the clearest way I can expressit; how different things
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work together in different combinations. They moreorless treated the effect of
one variable at a time. Also, they seemed to be unable to apply what they read
in books to analysis of real-life situations. An assignment that would require
them to compare ideas between different authors they handled with a lot of
sophistication. But when they were requested to take these ideas and discuss a
social problem, they didn’t have much idea about howtodoit. For that reason,
I think that courses and programsfor these kinds of children will be helpful at
this age, and wouldn’t really be redundant with the kind of things that they can
do on their own.

BEREITER: Howinterested were these students in social problems? Did
they seem to have any closeness to them or were they quite removed from
them? Is there any evidence that they thought about social problems by
themselves?

MCGINN: Many of them were very politically interested and several of

them were working on the senatorial campaign of Charles Mathias. But they

didn’t express muchinterest in social problems or poverty or things of that

nature. The course centered on anthropology to a large degree, and so we

talked about different groups of people. They could handle thisintellectually,

but when we asked, “How does this apply to groups in which you are

involved?”; they were lost. I wouldn’t call them a socially committed group.

BEREITER: What I’m getting at is that with children of more nearly

average abilities, you don’t typically find much lively social concern until

adolescence. It wouldn’t surprise me too much that these children don’t have

much of that kind of interest either. With a class of thirteen-year-olds I

worked with once, who wereall well above average in ability, I raised just as a

speculative problem: Whyare there poor people in this country? It had never

occurred to them to think of such things before, and only a minority of them
could develop much interest in it even then, because it was just coming out of

nowhere at them. If this characterizes any appreciable number of these

children, it would suggest to me that perhaps getting into social science with

them at this time is not an unqualifiedly good idea. Clearly, they havea lot to

learn in it, but, on the other hand, it might be premature despite their high

intellectual ability. If they haven’t developed any of the active concern about

those things that would motivate the study and makeit seem real to them,I

would doubt its value. I’m doubtful about getting youngsters engagedintellec-
tually in studies of social problems that they don’t have any feeling for yet,

because I think that this encourages a detached,overly intellectual approach to

human problemsthat in the long run could be dangerous. I'd like to see them

develop a concern and get very emotional aboutit for awhile, develop a lot of

empathy and want to go out and make the world over andall of that sort of

thing, before you start pushing too hard on their being analytical and very
critical and so on.
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MERRILL KENNETH WOLF

STANLEY:Weare fortunate to have with us today a number of exemplars

of intellectual precocity. One who was good enough to come from Massachu-

setts to be with us is, as far as I’m aware, the youngest college graduate in the

country. He was younger than Norbert Wiener, who was fourteen years and

eight months old when he got his B.A. at Tufts University. This distinguished

scholar earned his bachelor’s degree at Yale University at fourteen years and a

few months of age. He has had a veryinteresting career. After graduation from

Yale, he took the next seven years to study classical music, specializing in
keyboard instruments. Following that, at moreorless the usual age, he wentoff

to medical school, earned his M.D., and became a distinguished neuroanato-

mist. He is now professor of neuroanatomyat the University of Massachusetts

Medical School and a lecturer at Harvard Medical School. He is Merrill

Kenneth Wolf, and I’m delighted he could be with us today. Dr. Wolf, we’d be

very interested in hearing your comments andreactions to the proceedings.

WOLF:I have talked with many of you individually, but in general I would

say, “Right on, SMPY!” When I received the volume on Mathematical Talent:

Discovery, Description, and Development (1974) and glancedatit, two points

struck home. One wasthe observation that at a typical meeting of professional

educational psychologists, one might find perhaps a whole session or several

sessions devoted to the special educational problemsof the mentally retarded,

whereas scarcely a paper or two could be found devoted to the equally severe

educational problemsof the people at the other end of the spectrum. Consider-
ing the human waste that is involved when the people at the high end of the

spectrum drop out and are lost to the system, that struck and continues to

strike me as a poorstate of affairs. I’m delighted to see that “Termanism”is

being revived. The second thing that struck me from that book was the

observation that there may be somesort of optimum IQ level, with the people

abovethat level having a harder timeof it than people below thatlevel, that an

extremely high IQ carries some disadvantages. Without going into any psy-

chodynamic things, I could certainly speak to the disadvantages of being
unmeasurable by the Stanford—Binet test. There are some great disadvantages,

and people in this situation have special problems.

STANLEY:Were you quite young when you werefirst tested with the Binet?

There is plenty of ceiling in the test at age three, for example, with a possible IQ

of 700 or so. But as you get older the IQ ceiling drops, so that an adult can have

no higher than a 152. That’s not enoughfor the kind of youngsters we’re talking

about.

WOLF:I don’t know when formaltests of this sort were first given to me.

Let me give you the main landmarksthat I remember.I spoke at four months,

and as I acquired a more complete vocabulary and completer sentences, my
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father got a set of flashcards. I believe people then subscribed to the whole
word versus spelling theory of teaching reading, about which I know nothing,
but it worked for me and I learned to read. At one year old myfirst birthday
present wasa first-grade reader, which I was ready for. When I wassix years
old, effort was madeto enter me in elementary school. Based on myabilities at
the time, they put me in the sixth grade. It happened to be a morning when

somesort of a final examination was being given. I rememberpassingthe final

examination perfectly well, but causing such social disruption my parents were

asked to please keep me home. Subsequently, they madeefforts to enter me in

junior high school. I remember being sent to a junior high school mathematics

class. While my mathematical abilities were certainly the least strikingly

precocious of myintellectual abilities, junior high school mathematics was

nevertheless a stupefying bore to me. This was whenI waseight or so. What

was being taught wasthe substitution of concrete numbersfor abstract symbols

in an equation. I was more interested in algebra and geometry, and it was

painfully boring. I lasted about two daysin that class, and I asked myparents

not to send me again. I don’t know whogotthe idea of having me take the
standard college entrance examinationto see if I could do college work, but it
was done.It was decided that I could do college work and I was sent to Western

Reserve and took one course, then two, and then three. Whenit wasclearthat I

was surviving, I was transferred to Yale, partly because the distinguished

composer Paul Hindemith had expressed a willingness to teach me.

LERNER: Whatinstrument did you study?

WOLF:Piano. Myfirst teacher was a pianola, which my mother used as a

babysitter. She could put me in front of the thing and simply put a record on.

This was before phonograph records were terribly good. The phonograph

records of the day were made by pure mechanical acoustic means. The quality

of reproduction was poor, and you were limited to a three-minute piece of

music. You werealso limited to very eccentrically arranged orchestral groups.

The problems of recording piano, for example, hadn’t been adequately solved,

so a lot of the best artists recorded their best music for player pianos. So that

was my music teacher. In some waysit was the best teacher I’ve ever had: it was

infinitely patient and it never made a mistake!
STANLEY: At what age did youfirst take a college course?

WOLF:At age ten. The course was elementary chemistry, and my prepara-

tion for it was having read chemistry textbooks by myself because I found them

entertaining.

STANLEY: Did you do well in it?

WOLF: Adequately. I think the surprise was that I didn’t get straight zeroes

the first week.

STANLEY: Were you good in the laboratory?

WOLF: No, I was not at all good in the laboratory. When I was an adult, I

went back to laboratory chemistry and proceeded to doit, but at the time my
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motor skills were not adequate. Actually, I don’t know whether it was a

question of motor skills, or attitude, or something else, but I did poorly in

laboratory work.

ARE THERE GAPSIN SKILLS?

CLARK: Let me take up on Dr. Wolfs comments about skills. We’re

looking at the gifted at the elementary level in our county, and one of the

comments that has come up in the reports is that the students may have been

gifted in termsof the tests, but still lack someof the skills that are deemed to be

essential for satisfactory performance.

STANLEY:Could it be that they’re just interested in different things? For

example, they might find the fact that 5 X 3 = 3 X 5 moreinteresting than the

fact that it equals 15. That is, they may concentrate on the commutativity

principle to the exclusion of the arithmetic.
CLARK: I’m not sure. But we have had reports of specific skill deficiencies.

The hypothesis was that the backgroundthey had beengetting wasn’t adequate

for going on.

KEATING:In the courses we were running wetried in some cases to do

diagnostic testing with an eye toward specific skill remediation. Our tentative

conclusion from these experiences was that although somespecific arithmetic

skills, for example, might not be adequate, such problems could be remedied

extraordinarily rapidly.

FOX: One of the things I noted in working with several of the younger

children who have beeninvolvedis that their preference is for the more abstract

material. The diagnostic testing would reveal a deficiency in decimals or

fractions, for example, but there would be someresistance to dealing with that

directly. Using the basic algebra that the child was learning, though, I wasable

to make the decimal or fraction problem into an equation, which he would

learn very quickly and be eager to solve. Thus, in order to get them to practice

or learn someofthe basic skills it may be advantageousto put them into a more

mathematically sophisticated format. It may then seem moreinteresting, and

they may be more anxious to work withit.

KEATING:This brings up a general area of research that we have concen-

trated on less in the past but is perhaps more deserving of attention in the

future, and that is the components of success in these special programs. As has

been mentioned before, the group that is selected on the screening deviceswill

still be heterogeneous on manyother variables presumably relevant to success.

One of those variables might be specific skills, as has been suggested. I think

that we do need to look more closely at exactly what is going on in these

situations in order to increase the numberof successful individuals.
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STANLEY:Id like to make a plea here. It is often alleged that there are
deficiencies in the skills. But if the teachers gave them a standardizedtest of
those skills, they might find that what they have are youngsters whoare bored
and careless with their work. So I think that the first thing, rather than
assuming the youngsters really are deficient in skills, should be to verify
through a standardized test, in comparison with the appropriate class, whether
they in fact are deficient. They may never acquire thoseskills if you keep them
in a regular class, where they are so bored that they miss new points when they
finally do come along. If you pick out the specific things they can’t do and
remedy them directly, as Lynn Fox did, then they can zoom through the
material with an ingenious tutor and be done withit.
LERNER:I think you're being overly kind. The problem is not really with

identification or skill deficiencies. The problem is with breaking out of the box
and deciding to do somethingdifferent for these children.I find, for instance, in
my work in public schools that this is the hardest thing, getting teachers to
approachit differently. These bright fourth- and fifth-graders are saying, “I’m
bored,” but nothing is done aboutit.

STANLEY:Oneof the things that would be very helpful at the countylevel
would be the provision of excellent diagnostic tests. Not just surveytests, but
real diagnostic tests that would show whatit is the student doesn’t know. Then
the youngsters could be taught directly what they do not know, rather than
being processed first through 95 percent of what they do know. In that

situation, when the new material comes along, they don’t recognize it—they’re

mentally asleep or daydreaming. The teachers often ask us what to do, and
when we suggest such diagnostic testing, they say they don’t have these
materials. It places a heavy burden onteachers to try to do this subjectively.

CLARK: There are some aids for them. We use, for example, the SRA

computational development kit, which has some diagnostic tests within it. But
it seems from whatI hear from thetesting division that there just aren’t very

many good, true diagnostic measures.

STANLEY: Well I suppose we can’t be purists. One could use computa-

tional tests in a diagnostic fashion, as Lynn Foxdid, and just look at the items

missed. Many of the teachers, particularly at the elementary level, don’t know

how to make use of some of these things. If they did, they could help some of

these students whip through the few things they don’t already know,so that

they could move on to the level where they really belong.

METHODS OF ACCELERATION

STANLEY:Also with us today is another person with educational accelera-

tion in his background. He is a serious psychology student, a sophomoreat

Johns Hopkins, whowill probably go on to a Ph.D. in somesocial science area.
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He is Jonathan Day. Jon, do you have anything from yourspecial perspective
that you would like to add to our discussion?

DAY: Sometimes it seems that compared to the more neglected gifted you
have discussed I am at the other end of that spectrum. My experience has been
somewhat similar to Dr. Wolf’s: I started reading at two or so, and wastested
extensively. Somehow it was a series of roads not taken. But at the end of
seventh grade I began studying psychology at Notre Dame in South Bend,
Indiana. I had trouble fitting into the class socially, however, and withdrew in
the middle of the first semester. After that I went to Phillips Academy. This
brings up something which hasn’t been considered very extensively in this
study, and thatis the possibility of sending someof these students away to the
very high-level private schools. Some of them provide almost as great an
opportunity for intellectual stimulation as college, but also offer the opportu-
nity of meeting people who are somewhat closerin age.
WOLF: And where the environmentis structured to the needs of younger

people. That’s point I often make about my Yale experience. Perhaps one
reason I survived there was because it was during the war, when every able-
bodied adult was in uniform and most of them overseas. My classmates
consisted of the lame, the halt, the blind, and the eccentric. I think the general
dislocation of the college environment probably helped to make me look
slightly less eccentric. It was pretty traumatic anyway, but that was probably
the three straws off the camel’s back that kept it intact.

STANLEY:Atleast locally, the private schools have helped us in a great
number of ways. Three SMPY youngsters are in three different private schools
this year. All are taking calculus along with ninth-grade subjects; two of them
are eleven-years-old, and oneis thirteen years old. Thus the two eleven-year-
olds are three years accelerated, and the thirteen-year-old is one year accel-
erated. One of the major limitations of the private schools, however, is that
they are usually small and, consequently, have very little scheduling flexibility.
They also tend to be unalterably opposed to grade-skipping once you are
there; they'll let you skip grades into them, but once there, they frown onit in
most cases. Some private schools are also reluctant to let excellent and pre-
pared students leave a yearearly to go to college. At some of the very top New
England private schools that may not be as muchof a problem, because you
can get such things as advanced calculus, I presume.

DAY:Yes, the mathematics curriculum at Phillips went all the way through
linear algebra. Another advantageto such a schoolis thatit not only provides
intellectual stimulation in a more socially congenial atmosphere but also
permits the individual to get the experience of living away from home. One of
the problems I experienced at Notre Dame wasthat at that time my parents
moved from Indiana to Pennsylvania, and I moved into a dormitory. That was
a terrible experience. But the private high schoolallowed for living away from
homein a more acceptable atmosphere.
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EDUCATIONAL BRIDGING MECHANISMS

KEATING:I would like to make two points in response to the issues which

Jon has raised. One is that with the early entrants at Hopkins, we have been

extremely cautious about entering them into dormitorylife immediately. We

recognize the potential for social disorganization in such

a

situation. We prefer

in most cases, except when requested otherwise by the student, to have him live

at home and commute for a year or so. This reduces the potential for social

distress, because the family and communityties remain unbroken. The second

point is that much of SMPY’s more recent research has dealt with various

bridging or telescoping mechanisms for educational acceleration, rather than

relying on a radical three- or four-year jump all at one time. Although the

model which Jon described would certainly seem very good, the unfortunate

fact is that the resources for such experiencesfall far short of the number who

could benefit from them. We have moved toward designing for individuals

wide-ranging programs which could include everything from special classes to

college courses part-time to advanced placement courses and examinations. We

have found that there are many ways to provide the intellectual stimulation,

while not radically altering the social situation of the student in one large jump.

FOX: There are quite a numberof things which can be doneto accelerate in

steps the educational progress of these students. Some might get to college at

fifteen instead of thirteen, but with sophomorestanding, and beable tofinish

up in just about the same time. This advanced standing could come about

through advanced placement examinations, by summeror part-time college

courses, or by correspondence courses. This is probably more desirable. This

was really one of the goals from the beginning of SMPY,the findingofless

radical alternatives for these students than simply jumping them from eighth

grade to college. That was done moreorless out of desperationforthefirst two

students, and it’s gratifying that it worked well in those cases. But the broader

perspective of the study wasto find other ways one might achieve the same goal

without such big leaps.

DAY:A similar program at Phillips has been developedin the last few years

by Dr. Theodore Sizer, a former dean of the Harvard Graduate Schoolof

Education. The program involved an interim period on the wayto college of

one or twotrimesters for students who were accelerating by a year or more. The

student would cometo Phillips to take some advanced course work, and then

use that as a springboard to move quickly into college. The residential aspects

of it were thought to be helpful as well, along with greatly increased freedom in

when and howto do the work and so on.

KEATING: Some of the Hopkins early entrants have used a couple of

semesters here as a similar sort of experience. They get advanced work while

still younger andliving at home,and use that experience to go on to other high-

level institutions out ofstate.
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LERNER: Anotherpossibility which the verbal study (SVGY) is trying at
my schoolis to bring college-level courses into the schools, taught by college
teachers. This would be the reverse of sending children to the colleges to take
coursesthere.

STANLEY:I have strong reservations about that for several reasons. Oneis
that the college courses are already there, and it doesn’t require a major
administrative move to have the child take the existing course. Second, the
youngsters in the college courses have the experience of being in a realcollege
class and of being very good comparedwith college students. This can change
the whole outlook of a bright student whohashadlittle but boredom for a long
time. One student I think of in particular had had a very routine education,
with little adjustmentfor his great ability. He took computerscience in the day
school at Hopkins at age twelve and made an in large class. After that
experience there was no stopping him; he proceeded to seek out advanced
work, including more college courses. He realized that learning could be
exciting. He enrolled this fall at Hopkins at barely fifteen years old with 39
college credits, including calculus III and organic chemistry. The final advan-
tage is that, of course, the student doesget college credits on his transcript. For
these reasons, we in SMPYhavepreferred to have these students take regular,
credit college courses where feasible.

LERNER: Howabout the humanities?
STANLEY:I think the point extends to those courses as well. I think there

are real advantages. On the other hand,if the youngsters are not competitively
able to go to college and makeatleast a solid B, we don’t think they ought to
go. They get no feeling of achievement with a routine C orless. For those
students who can’t do the college work, it might be beneficial to have advanced
work within the school.

DAY: Oneof the problems I have heard with the college course approachis
that there are students geographically isolated from such opportunities. One
could consider this another argumentfor establishing an intermediary educa-
tional program which could serve that population.

STANLEY: Yes, and college correspondence courses can also be useful in
that situation.

CONTINUATION OF ACCELERATION IN COLLEGE

BOLSTER: A number of parents have been asking me a question that Ill
pose to you. Do the area colleges allow the youngster to move more quickly
through their curriculum once he has speeded upto get there?

STANLEY:Let meuse the nine Hopkinsearly entrants as

a

first illustration.
Three of them got credit for calculus through the Advanced Placement
Program examination, and are in advanced calculus now. Someof them are
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also taking number theory. At ages fourteen, fifteen, or sixteen they still find

advanced calculus difficult enough. They can still make As, but it’s not

dreadfully easy. Next year they will be in higher algebra or analysis with a very

select group, so there is no real problem of skipping any more mathematics for

them. They’re into the right level already. At a less difficult school than

Hopkins they would probably needto leap into the sophomoreyearright away

because the freshman year competition isn’t enough for them.

BOLSTER: Myquestion was addressed moreto the rate of the course they

would get into, rather than what level the course was. Wouldn’t these students

be capable of learning advanced mathematics courses at a faster rate?

MEYER: At Hopkinsrelatively few students take advanced mathematics

courses, and most of them are juniors or seniors. Now somevery accelerated

student might be able to take that course as a sophomoreor even as a freshman.

That course is already sufficiently hard intrinsically, plus the fact that he might
be taking it several years early chronologically, that I don’t think there would

be any need for further acceleration within the course.

KEATING: Another thing to keep in mind is that these things tend to be

arranged in units, so that some acceleration would be possible by simply

doubling up on courses.
MEYER:A typical load might be four courses, for example, and one of

these very ambitious and able students might very well take five or six college

courses, and there would be no need for acceleration within any given course.

In other words, instead of taking one course in half the time, one could easily

take two courses simultaneously.
WOLFE: And if I understand at all the nature of modern mathematics, I

gather that it’s an extremely polyphyletic discipline. As you reach a certain

intellectual level, there are a great many different directions to go. I’ve heardit

said that a physicist, for example,is likely to be conversant withat least half of

what is going on in the fields of physics as a whole, whereas even a superb

professional mathematician may be conversant with a quarteror less of what’s

going on in mathematics, because of this polyphyletic nature of the field. So I

suspect that that alone means there’s no problem with enrichment.

BOLSTER: One important question I’d like to ask is whether or not you are

making efforts to work with other area colleges to have them go along with a

self-pacing or accelerated program for these youngsters.

KEATING:Weinitiated direct contact with the talent search of 1974, which

Bill George and Cecilia Solano detail in chapter 4. Nearly all the schools in the

Baltimore and Washington areas have been highly cooperative in allowing

these students to take courses.

FOX: The problem of continued acceleration within the college framework

can be worked out in a numberof different ways. One of the first SMPY

students who ever took a course at Towson State was a very young looking

seventh-grader. After the first class the teacher called him to the front of the
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room and told him, “You don’t belongin here. This course is too easy for you.”
So she put him into her moredifficult class, but, because he didn’t have the
credits for the prerequisite course, he continued in the first course as well.. He
was the best student in both sections. In other instances we have foundthatif a
student is taking a heavier load, doubling up and so forth, and is still not
challenged, the best solution is to have him move to a school where the
mathematics competition is more rigorous. The better the groupthe faster the
class will move,so this is an indirect acceleration. A very able twelve-year-old
taking a course at a regularstate college might have sufficient competition, but
at seventeen he may need to go to a highly selective university where the
competition is more on hislevel.

COUNSELING

BOLSTER: What I’m really trying to get at is how these experimental
programs can be made to workin a large public school system with many
guidance counselors, some of whom are unfamiliar with or perhaps unsym-
pathetic to such programs. I think SMPYhas done a magnificent job with the
students it has worked with. But how do you transfer this experimental
program to a system with a large numberof students?

WOLF:I might mention in retrospect that this is something they were very
concerned about for me at Yale. They worked very hard to construct an
appropriate program for me there. This was not true at Western Reserve, due
to the influence of one highly placed professor who didn’t want to see me
graduate on any terms. For example, I was prevented from taking any English
courses at Western Reserve because this professor determined, “That shall not
graduate!” At Yale there was no one with such prejudices. I was told that
freshman composition wastoo easy, and so I was put in a sophomore English
class. There was enough there to keep mebusy.

KEATING: A question which we have always been concerned about but
have turned more attention to lately is precisely how such experimental
programscan beinstitutionalized. There seem to be two key ingredients. The
first is the availability of flexible program scheduling that would permit all the
kinds of bridging mechanisms we have discussed: subject matter acceleration,
grade skipping, college courses, and others. The second ingredient is the
availability of adequate guidance and counseling to draw up the right program
for the right student. An enormous amountof timein thefirst couple of years
of the study was devoted to precisely this fitting of students to various
programs. [hat level of counseling may notbe feasible from an economicpoint
of view, but in our experience

a

certain degree of routinizationis possible. That
kind of counseling would seem morefeasible.
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STANLEY:In discussing the cost of identifying younsters we, of course,

didn’t include the cost of subsequent counseling. We do give a great deal of

“Rolls-Royce” counseling to our students; they call andvisit often and we work

intensively with them. Onceit’s institutionalized you can’t quite expect that

much. I don’t really know how much guidancethese girls and boys need when

they enter college. If they enter the right college with a lot of college experience

already and successful advanced placement courses, they may not need very

much counseling in college. They may get along pretty well on their own; I

don’t detect any great stresses among ourearly entrants.

KEATING:At the secondary schoollevel, the initial problems are bringing

the programs into existence, and then funneling the people to the right

program.
FOX: A lot of the time that we spent in the beginning was on searching out

or frequently creating these bridging mechanisms where they didn’t exist. We

had to try some things that didn’t work, doors that didn’t open, and then go

back and try something else. If you have a countywide system,a lot of these

problemsare eliminated. You can have group counseling andselect the groups

on formalcriterion scores. We used this somewhatat the Roland Park School

(see chapter 7). We also use a newsletter to keep people informed about

opportunities, and this could be done on

a

county level. This could include very

specific information on college courses and times, for example. If you had just

one person who had full-time responsibility for these matters, that would be

sufficient. This person would need to understand psychometrics, be able to do

some counseling with the students, and knowthe curriculum. That may seem to

be asking a lot, but that is what it would require.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMS

STANLEY:I think that if you really did this thing from a cost accounting

standpoint, you wouldfind that there’s a net profit involved. When a youngster

skips a whole grade or two grades, and comesto college two years early, he

doesn’t take that mathematics in the school system. If you add all those

increments up, and countalso therelief of frustration for the poor teacher who

has this extremely different student and no way to handle him,then I think the

net cost will be pretty small. It certainly will be far less than working with slow

learners.

KEATING: Let me pursue this line of thinking, because it is a question we

need to investigate more carefully. We often use an analogy to the costs and

benefits of working with atypical children at the other end of the spectrum,

where a great deal of money has been invested. Carl, would you give us a

brief outline of how that funding came about in the special education area,
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and what steps one might anticipate in trying to institutionalize special ed-
ucation programs?

BEREITER:If you go bythe historical record what you needis a President
with a gifted child. That might be difficult. Actually, I think it would be very
hard to makea politically viable argument on humanitarian groundsfor the
expenditure of funds for the gifted. It just doesn’t tug at the heart strings of
enough people. Look at the data SMPYhas reported. I’m skeptical of what the
personality measures mean, but they certainly don’t indicate that these highly
gifted youngsters are hurting very badly. They seem to be happy and well-
adjusted and so on.

STANLEY: But they are hurting in the retardation sense. Some are
unhappy, someare apathetic, and some are angry, because they haveto sit
through 180 periods of algebra, most of which are unnecessary for them.In that
sense they are suffering terribly.

BEREITER: But they are socially well-adjusted, personally well-put-
together people according to the data. In other words,it’s very hard to argue
that this is a population of suffering children.

LERNER:Id like to suggest that we don’t have the data on men in their
forties, for example, whose life-style was affected because of their earlier
experiences and whoare suffering now. I'll give you an example from my
counseling experience. I came across a veteran the other day who is now
forty-five years old and pretty miserable. His test scores were very high. Hislife
history indicated that he had suffered through elementary school and nevergot
through college because of his boredom. He has a menial job and many
personal problems. We maybetoopatin saying these children are happy. We
may be doing to these students somethings that will reflect damage muchlater
in life.

BEREITER:You could find manysimilar cases, and I know of some myself.
But I think you would also find that the incidence of such personaldisasters
was lower amongthis group than amongthe average population.
STANLEY: Do you think so, Carl? We have an anecdotal report, for

instance, that from a very good local high school six out of eight successive
valedictorians dropped out of college. They were over-bored for so long that
when they went to Harvard or Yale or Dartmouth, they just wouldn’t last very
long.

BEREITER:Are you suggesting that Terman’s findings are out of date and
that times have changed?

STANLEY:I think so partly. I think that in those days the public schools
were so relatively poverty stricken that the leap from high school to Stanford,
for example, was a very exhilirating experience. It could be too exhilirating,
one might be so unaccustomed to studying as to flunk out. Five percent of
Terman’s gifted did flunk out of college. But the others at least found a
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quantum jump, whereas the youngsters I mentioned probably don’t find that.

They continue to be bored, but are now free for the first time to quit.

KEATING: If the argument can’t be made on humanitarian grounds, as

you're suggesting, Carl, would you then suggest that the most successful

argumentis likely to be on other grounds?

BEREITER:Absolutely, and I can make

a

fairly easy and highly convincing

argument on the grounds Julian has already sketched out: savings from years

not taken. We know that it costs to send a child to school for a year at the

variouslevels. You just subtract it. At the other endof the scale, consider Dave

Weikart’s (1972) financing of his preschool education program for prospective

mentally retarded children. He gets money from thestate of Michigan every

year to continue that work by showing them that children who have been

through this program have a lowerincidenceof assignmentto special education

classes. Such special classes cost more, quite a bit more, and he can show that,

even though he runsa fairly expensive preschool program, it pays foritself. A

number of children who would otherwise be assigned to special classes, by

comparison to a control group, are not assigned to them, and thus cost the

taxpayer less money.It’s not hard to make such arguments.

PAGE:I completely endorse Carl’s idea that the social argument is a very

important one indeed. The economics of the thing are important, so that

legislators and others are convinced that you are genuinely saving money,

getting more bang for the buck,if you move people along at a goodclip. But I

swear that it seems to me that there’s a tremendousappeal to be made on the

personal basis. For example, on the accelerated class that Julian discussed (see

chapter 7), if we believe that competenceis pleasant, then qualified children

whoare deprived of such opportunities are not exploring their abilities to the

fullest. The argument that they comeoutall right, that is they come out ahead

of the people who are behind them on the average, doesn’t seem to meto be a

satisfactory rejoinder.

DAY:I think that agencies that handle research projects would be willing to

support funding not exclusively for the sake of the gifted youth but for the

potential benefit to science and mathematics, and so on.

BEREITER:I think arguments can be made on those grounds. Maybe one

thing that isn’t clear in the kinds of argumentsI have been giving is that I’m not

arguing about what should be convincing, I’m suggesting what I think will be

convincing. At the present time, an argumentthat showsthat it will save money

is the most convincing argument. Arguments on the productivity of talent used

to be very convincing. They aren’t any more. The whole theory supporting that

seems to have collapsed and we’rein a state of disorder. It’s hard to argue thata

dollar spent on education gets back a dollar-twenty in earnings, whereas that

used to be a very persuasive argument. Right now,the old notion that a penny

saved is a penny earned has tremendousappeal.
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STANLEY:Three years ago I would have also given the argumentthatif
you get your Ph.D.five years early, you would get a good job and paytaxesfor
five more years. But now I’m

a

little self-conscious about that argument,
because I’m notaltogether sure that you will get a better job with a Ph.D.

BEREITER:If next week everyone gets very concerned that wearefalling
behind the Russians, then the kind of argument that we need a lot more high
level talent will become persuasive again.

PLANNING FOR DIVERSITY IN PROGRAMS

CLARK:Jon Daywassaying earlier that an experience that is missing for
some of these precocious youths, whichisn’t necessarily solved by going to a
local college or university for courses, is the opportunity to get together with
professionals who are outstandingin theirfields, to listen and learn from them,
to be stimulated and encouraged. The problem is whatsociety is going to get
out of this. The National Science Foundation has always had as one ofits
purposes the encouragementof our potential in science and mathematics for
national purposes. Wouldn’t they support a program wherebythese students
whoare identified early can go for brief periods during the summerto interact
with outstanding scientists and mathematicians? This would encourage these
students to pursue such careers and, presumably, would benefit the national
interest.

STANLEY: That’s one approach. That’s the approach used by the North
Carolina Governor’s School, where they have a summerschoolwith all kinds of
enriching activities. It’s one way. We doit pretty directly by college courses
during the summeror evenings or on released time, and you do get contact with
professionals as well as other interested high-level students. I think that it is
true that some youngsters, perhaps not even a majority, would like to get away
from homefor a time andlive at a good private school. I’m sure that there are
many others who would behorrified at the thoughtof doing that.It’s not just
one particular set of needs. I wouldn’t wantto see any oneofthese things as the
panacea.

KEATING:Oneof the implied advantagesto the kind of program thatBill
Clark was proposing is the beneficial aspect of interacting with bright, able
peers. We have some evidence that the impact of the special classes, for
example, was more than simply rapid advancementin achievement areas. They
get turned on to a lot of other things as well, and they also begin to havebetter
feelings about being different than they had before.

STANLEY:Thespecial fast-mathclasses, such as those Joe Wolfson taught,
are very special situations where youngsters across a broad age range but of
comparable ability have a lot of interaction in getting to know each other.
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WOLFSON:Let me speak of the advantages of having them together in a

special fast-paced class, rather than letting them go through the regular

curriculum where they will be sure “to get everything.” It’s just not the same

experience. A class that’s geared to the 75th or even the 85th percentile is still

going to be different from a class that’s geared to the 9914th percentile. It will

be substantially different in terms of the pacing,in terms of the interesting and

challenging problems you can do. With one group we did geometry in half a

year. They could, of course, just double up with another course in the regular

curriculum and get it done in the same amountoftime, but it just wouldn’t be

the same. And these students are going to be ready to do college level work

before they are chronologically at the college age, whereasif they went through

all the high school courses they couldn’t get to the college courses. It’s good that

all these high school courses are available to all youngsters, but they’re not

always the best for specially gifted kids.

STANLEY: One thing I'd like to mention in passing is the excellent

cooperation of the public schools that we have worked with. A major

advantage of these schools, that has been mentioned before in comparison to

the private schools, is the greater degree of scheduling flexibility and the greater

numberof courses that are available. More and more I have the feeling that the

good public high schools are the best bet for a large proportion of these

students, if this is supplemented by special classes, skipping grades, college

courses, early college entrance, and so forth.

CLARK:One of the things which has to be worked out more carefully is the

operation of such diversified programs in a public school system. In terms of

identification of these students, for example, whenis the best time to do it? And

what kinds of screening devices and tests should be used? Is the pursuit ofall

the many courses the student could takein high school a desirable alternative to

rapid pacing through one sequence and then into college courses? Should we

pick up the students before they have had algebra in the regular curriculum or

afterward? Which curriculum is best for them, the new unified mathematics or

the more traditional curriculum? What about the summer? Should wecarry on

through the summer, and leave behind those who would rather not do summer

course work, or have the program only during the school year? Should we have

moreofother kinds of mathematics as enrichmentrather than concentrating on

acceleration? There are many, many such questions as we try to move this into

a public school system.

STANLEY: The fundamental problem to be dealt with is that for these very

able youngsters the pace of any regular curriculum will be too slow. The

decision on the curriculum is far less important from our perspective than the

pacing of these students through the curriculum. And the pacewill be different

depending on what grouplevel you are working with. Compare the Wolfson I

class with the Roland Park class taught by Dr. McCoart (chapters 6 and 7).

Thusthere are two points to keep well in mind. First, there is no one program,
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no one curriculum which will meetall the needs. Whatis requiredis a diversity
of programs, and somepeople will take advantage of many of them, others a
few or none. The second is that acceleration is intrinsic to SMPY’s perspective.
Enrichment without acceleration is going to be frustrating in the long run. Let
me give you an example. If the youngster graduates from Baltimore Polytech-
nic Institute here and comes to Johns Hopkins, he won't automatically get
advanced standing or credit. He has to go from department to department and
try to beg for it, and often he doesn’t try. So if a youngstergets into a top-level
high school program, he’d better get some college credit to avoid the misery
later on of being at too low

a

level. At any stage of the game, good enrichment
will have to be tied in with good acceleration.

KEATING: The major point seems to me to be the invariance of the
principles of adequate pacing and sufficient program flexibility despite their
application to a great diversity of situations.

FOX: In chapter 3 I’ve outlined various strategies that can be used for
identifying youngsters at different ages with different ability levels. For
example, identifying sixth-graders for a fast-paced algebra program might be
feasible for a countywide program, but would probably not be feasible for a
school-based program—there just wouldn’t be enough qualified studentsin the
latter case. There would bedifferences also with respect to a system with middle
schools (grades 6, 7, and 8) versus one with junior high schools (grades 7, 8, and
9). Or if you set up special classes which draw from

a

large population base you
may have one each year. With a smaller base, you might have a new one every
other year or every third year.
CLARK: Theoptional selective testing can also present problems. This year

we're goingtotest all the eligible students. Could the PSAT be administered by
the school system for this purpose? We don’t wantto use the regular adminis-
tration because it is on Saturday, and someofthe eligible people would not
takeit.

STANLEY: The Educational Testing Service would probably cooperate in
such a venture, if you used an older form and coveredthe costs. Or you could
use an out-of-date form of the School and College Ability Tests (SCAT).

BOLSTER:After the testing is completed, how would students be selected?
Exactly what population is being considered in these programs?

FOX: It depends; you match the selection criteria to the goals of the
program. The more fast-paced the program wasplannedto be,the higher you
would set the selection criteria. And you could haveseveral different levels with
differing selection criteria.

BOLSTER:Aren’t there problemsin establishing and teaching manydiffer-
ent levels of instruction for the precocious student in a large public school
system?

STANLEY: We haven’t foundit desirable or feasible to havea single cut-off
for everything, and I don’t think you’d need to do that even in a public school
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system. What you would need to do would beto specify the criteria for each

special opportunity that was being offered.

BOLSTER: The one thing we definitely want to avoid is injuring any

youngsters. We don’t wantto start accelerating them and then have noplace for

them to go.

STANLEY: We’ve been very concerned about that and have assumed a

continuing responsibility for any youngster whostarted out. On the other hand,

that militates against starting them out very carelessly. It means you haveto be

very thoughtful and careful about which students get into which programs.Itis

better to err in the direction of over-selectiveness and not let sympathies or

parental pressures sway such decisions. If you do, there will be even more

discontented parents and youngsters, as well as programswithless likelihood of

SUCCESS.
KEATING: The SMPYstaff and I thank you for participating in this dis-

cussion. We cordially invite you to attend the Lewis M. Terman Memorial

Symposium on Intellectual Talent, to be held at Johns Hopkins on November

6-7, 1975. It, too, will involve considerable discussion and a proceedings

volume, No. 3 in the Studies of Intellectual Precocity series.
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